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5 [This course was recorded by Sour,dscriber, transcribed, arid roughly edited. Therefore, the reader will see the uriaoidable
iiperfectioris of the text. Naturally the character of the lectures was conversational, arid little was done to iodify that in, t e
editing process, arid thus the spirit arid personality of the lecturer is evident.]

Our course this semester .1: in a sense a continuation (of the cours.
10 Introduction to the Old Testamen,thereirB we examine what the Old kjd4 J

Testament what revelation is, arid what inspiration Is. .1 presume that
you have an idea of what we deal with in that course in, regard to this
vital matter of Gods revelation to us. Although our emphasis was or, the
Old Testament, most of what we have in that curse would apply equally

15 well to either testament. The same is also true in respect to questions
concerning the canon; the principles we dealt with there would apply
equally well to the New Testament, though they are more difficult to

Vapp
7y in that connection, and this makes it especially important that we

IT an understanding of their application, to that part of Gods Word. In
0 the latter part of the course we discussed the four important ancient

,d immediate versions of the Old Testament, by examining the evidence

ç a ,d seeing how we car, determine that we have the correct text.
All the material in the first part of that course is very important

to our understanding of the entire Bible. The middle part dealt with
matters that have become tremendously important as Barth.ian,i:izm has
continued its attack upon the canon, although that importance is not
always apparent to all, The latter part of that course is very important
when you are doing a study of the specialized application of individual OT
verses, but it may not affect your particular work for many years

30 The present course is very different. It is much more focused on a
particular area. We will be dealing with a small section of scripture, but
it is a section has been very fiercely attacked. We will deal with an
area that care he called the watershed of division between believers in,
supernatural Christianity and those who reject it, It has beer, at this

::s point (of Introduction to the Pentateuch) that many great leaders in
Christian thought have been gradually diverted from their allegiance to
orthodox Christianity arid have then become instrumental in shifting
entire seminaries arid ever, whole denominations onto altogether different
tracks, leading them in an, entirely different direction.

40 The question of the Pentateuch -- what it is, who wrote it, and when
it was written -- has been a focal point of the attack upon supernatural
Christianity and has had visible results in every portion of the
professing Christian world. The controversy which was raised sixty
years ago about the Pentateuch, which was heard throughout Christendom,

45 and was especially prominent in all theological institutions, is no longer
as visibly prominent as it was then. The reason for this from the
viewpoint of the liberals, is their belief that their battle has been won.
At this point, since it is their opinion that it was won si.:ty years ago,
today you will rarely find a seminary with a class which takes up the

50 question as fully we will in this course, even though it will be from a
negative viewpoint. Today you will rarely find it discussed, but sixty
years ago you would have found it presented in connection with
practically every sub_lect.
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- Lecture 1 --- '

Our course this semester is in a sense a oert1uatioh of the cor
Introduction to the Old Testament wherein we examine what the Old r1, ,
Testament is, what revelation is, and what inspiration is. I presume that
you have an idea of what we deal with in that course in regard to this
vital matter of God's revelation to us. Most of what we have in that
course would apply equally well to either testament, although our
emphasis was on the Old Testament. The same is also true in respect to
questions concerning the canon; the principles dealt with there would
apply equally well to the New Testament, but they are more difficult to
apply there than to the Old Testament, and therefore it is especially
important that we get an understanding of their application in that
relationship. In the latter part of that course we discussed the four
important ancient and immediate versions by examining the evidence
regarding them and the Hebrew text and how we can determine that we
have the correct text.

All of the material in the first part of that course is very
important in our understanding of the entire Bible. The middle part dealt
with matters that have become tremendously important as Barthianism has
continued its attack upon the canon, although that importance is not
always apparent to all. The latter part of that course is very important
if you are doing a study of the specialized application of individual OT
verses, but it may not enter into your particular work for many years.

The present course is very different. It is much more focused on a
particular area. Vet, although we will be dealing with a small section of
scripture, we will deal with a section upon which the fire of attack has
been very fierce. We will deal with a point which can be called the
watershed of division between believers in supernatural Christianity and
those who have rejected it. It has been at this point of introduction to
the Pentateuch that many great leaders in Christian thought have been
gradually diverted from their allegience to orthodox Christianity and
became instrumental in shifting entire seminaries and denominations onto
altogether different tracks, leading them in an entirely different
direction.

The question of the Pentateuch, what it is, who wrote it, and when it
was written has been a focal point of the attack upon supernatural
Christianity which has had visible results upon every portion of the
professing Christian world. The controversy which was raised sixty
years ago about the Pentateuch, which was heard throughout Christendom,
and was especially prominent in all theological institutions, is no longer
as visibly prominent as it was then. The reason for this from the point
of view of the liberals is that the battle has been won on this point. It
is their opinion that it was won sixty years ago, and so today you will
rarely find a seminary with a class which takes up the question at all as
we will take it up in this course, even though it will be from a negative
viewpoint. Today you will rarely find it discussed, although sixty years
ago you would have found it used in practically every subject.

The vital question was, did Moses write the Pentateuch? And is the
Pentateuch something God revealed, is it his work, is it dependable, or is



the new theory concerning its origin the correct one? Arguments raged
back and forth over this question. Today the Christian world (that
portion which studies these matters) is divided into two sections. Most
of the older institutions of Christian learning are now in the possession
of those who hold the viewpoint that the Welihausian Theory has been
proven and established. It is just as absurd a suggestion to question
that theory as it would be, in their opinion, to question the theory of
evolution. That is, of course, among us the theory of evolution seems
highly questionable as we know it, but in the scholarly world as a whole
evolution is simply taken as established fact and there is not much
debate any more as to whether or not it is true. One is considered
obscurantist and unintelligent who fails to believe: ones force of reason
is accused of lacking faith in the discoveries of science.

It is exactly the same with regards to the Wellhausian Theory where
among scholars, teachers, and the majority of those in all levels of
education this theory has been embraced. In practically every one of the
schools at least thirty years old teachers and students maintain that
anyone with any intelligence knows that the Pentateuch is made up of
many different sources which were woven together. They might say, it
used to be that most people believed that God revealed it and Moses
wrote it down, just as there used to be people who believed that the
earth was flat, but now everybody knows the earth is round and every
intelligent person knows that the Pentateuch is a body of intertwined
sources. This is the attitude which is taken today, and is contrary to
the evidence against it which we are going to examine in this course. The
result is that the professing Christian world is divided with one side
thinking this theoretical division of the Pentateuch to be an absurd
approach that no sane person could ever believe in. And the other side,
which has most of our seminaries and virtually every academic university
chair obliging, has exactly the opposite attitude considering anyone who
questions the theory is beneath intellectual respectability.

Another important factor in our discussion of the Pentateuch is an
attitude, being vehemently and forcefully taught in Apologetics in
certain circles today, which seeks to assert to the believer in
apologetics that one does not and can not know anything unless he
recognizes God first. You have to recognize God first, and accept our
presuppositions, before we can discuss matters of fact or spiritual
reality. But this is simply taking an attitude of absolute opposition in
which you cannot talk together intelligently; it denies the intelligibility
of its opponents ideas through the logical fallacy of circular reasoning
which asserts that you are simply wrong unless you blindly accept their
correct presuppositions on "faith." This not only makes faith appear to
be an intellectual "leap," lacking any reasonable foundation, it also does
not treat ones opponents as quite fully human in its denial of mans
innate propensity to think in a linear fashion. I also think it is an
attitude contrary to the attitude of all the writers of the scriptures
and to the attitudes of the makers of the creeds of our churches. I do
not think it is an attitude which advances the Christian faith, although
many who hold it are undoubtedly very sincere Christians. I think that
holding such an attitude in regarding the Pentateuch is very harmful in
its results, and thus this course is based upon a diametrically opposite
viewpoint. The foundation principle of this course, as of any apologetic
work which I have ever done, is this: there are certain facts that are
brute facts, if you want to call them that. That is, they exist whether



we like them or not, whether we presuppose them or not, or whether we
believe them or not, they exist. They are undeniably there, and to
examine them completely and impartially is the duty of all those who are
going to serve the Lord in an intelligent fashion (i.e. in a way that does
not "piously" deny reason or the evidence it is faced with).

It would properly follow to assert that all people do actually
"presuppose" the evidence correctly, it is only their subsequent
misconstruing of the evidence that leads them to wrongly assert
falsehoods such as the Wellhausen theory. This is why it is my
conviction that when we examine the facts which God has made, and the
Book which he has inspired, we will find they fit together. Therefore, I
think it is worthwhile for us to examine them and to see how they fit
together. We will see that where people go off track it is not simply
because they adopted a false presupposition at the first point, but it is
because they failed to look the facts in the face at many points along
the way and instead misinterpreted them and drew wrong conclusions from
them.

My desire for this course is twofold. On the one hand I want to
remove from you any attitude which you may have of thinking that it is
completely senseless to believe in this documentary business, and that
it is absurd to even pay any attention to it. The reason for this is
that there are many people of great intellect, who have done a great
deal of very careful study, have believed in it and still believe in it
today. I want you to see the great strength it has, of how it came into
existence and widespread acceptance when many men, against their will
and their own presuppositions, were dragged into it because they could
not answer the facts presented to them in faith. Therefore, it is my
desire for you to have something of a sympathetic understanding of its
development and of the situation of some of those who have had such
doubts. My second desire is that you should see something of the actual
situation as regards the argument and the basis upon which it rests, and
thus help you to see its weaknesses and the facts which I believe make it
clear that it does not rest upon a true conclusion from fact. I think
that in a group with your background it is vital that both of these
purposes be realized. Of course it is possible for someone to ignore the
existence of Higher Criticism altogether and simply go on and do
evangelistic, pastoral, or missionary work and never pay any attention
to the questions it raises or its effects upon those around them. You
may completely ignore the Higher Criticism, but if your work is at all
successful you will find students from families affected by your
ministry, who are bright young people anxious to make their lives count
for the Lord, who have gone to universities, and of whom many in a very
short time will become affected directly or indirectly by the Higher
Criticism and its results and implications. You will then find that if you
know nothing about it, except that it is perfectly absurd to believe and
that no sensible person could believe it, then very soon your young
people will be put into a position of having to decide who is intelligent,
who is right -- this godly minister who has been a nice spiritual
influence or this professor. Many of them will decide from what they will
see as the viewpoint of intellectual honesty. If they think that they
must hold their faith completely when regarding the Pentateuch, then
they are going to consider the facts presented to them by their
professors and interpret them according to the conclusions of the Higher
Critical Theories.
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(The vital question wa),IDUAIkW Of did Noses write the Pentateuch? L4nd(is the
Pentateuch something God revealed? is it dependable, or is the new
theory about its origthe correct one? At that time arguments raged
back arid forth over this questior Today that portion of the Christian

5 world which studies these matters is divided into tw$ec .L4st of
the older institutions of Christian learning are now (jri e possession of)
those who hold the viewpoint that the 4ellhausen Theory has been proved
arid established, in their opinions it is just as absurd to question that
theory as it would be, in their opinion, to question the theory of

10 evolution. Among us the theory of evolution seems highly questionable,
but in much of the scholarly world evolution is simply taken as
established fact ar there is not much debate as to whether or not it is
true. t4hoever doe believe in it is considered obscurantist arid
unintelligent, and is accused of lacking faith in the discoveries of

15 science.
It is exactly the same with regard to the i4ellhausen Theory which

has been embraced by the majority of teachers at all levels of education.
In practically every seminary that is at least thirty years old teachers
and students think that everyone with any intelligence believes that the

20 Pentateuch is made up of ma different sources which were woven
together. They might say, " used to be that most people believed that
God revealed it and Noses wrote it down, just as there used to be people
who believed that the earth was flaut now everybody knows he earth
is round and every intelligent person knows that the Pentateuch is a

25 body of intertwined sources." This is the attitude which is taken today,
but it is contrary to the evidence we are going to examine in this
course. The professing Christian world is now divided, with one side
thinking this theoretical division of the Pentateuch to he an absurd
approach that no sane person could ever accept, while the other side --

30 which includes most of the seminaries and the departments of religion in
virtually every university, that has such a department takes exactly
the opposite attitude and considers anyone who questions the theory as
beneath intellectual respectability.

Another important factor in our discussion of the Pentateuch is an
35 attitudeX that is vehemently and forcefully taught in some Apologetics

departmnts today, which asserts that one does not and can not kr
anything unless he recognizes God first. say we must accept ei MW a4r,
presuppositions before we can discuss matters of fact or spiritual
reality. This amounts to adopting an attitude of opposition so complete

40 that it makes real discussion impossible. It is the logical fallacy of
circular reasoning when one asserts that you are simply wrong unless
you blindly accept correct presuppositions "on faith." This makes faith
appear to be an intellectual "leap," lacking any reasonable foundation.
Such an attitude denies mans innate propensity to think in a linear

45 fashion, arid is contrary to the attitude of alJ the writers of the
scriptures as well as to the attitudes of the makers of the creeds of
most churches. Many who hold this attitude are very sincere Christians,
but i do not think such an attitude can really advance the Christian
faith. i believe that holding such an attitude in regard to the

50 Pentateuch produces very harmful results. The present urse is based
upon a diametrically opposite viewpoint, its foundationpr iciple, like
that of every apologetic work i have ever done, is this: t there are
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certain facts that are "brute facts/' if you want to call them that, that
exist whether we like them or riot, whether we presuppose them or not,
whether we believe them or riot, arid that it is the duty of all who seek
to serve the Lord in an intelligent fashion to examine them completely

5 arid impartiallyj in a way that does not "piously" deny reason or the
evidence it faces.

It is my conviction that when we examine the facts which God has
made, and the Book which he has inspired, we will find that they fit
together. I believe it is worthwhile for us to examine all availahl facts

10 arid see how they fit together. Errors are riot alwa1 the result
adopting a false presupposition at the first poiri(hey are often the
result of failure to examine all the relevant factsç or of drawing wrong
conclusions from the evidence that is available.

My desire for this course is twofold. On the one hand 1 want to
15 remove from you any attitude which you may have of thinking that it is

completely senseless to believe in this documentary business, and that
it is absurd to even pay any attention to it. We need to realize that
many people of great intellect, who have done a great deal of very
careful study, have believed in it and still believe in it today. We need

20 to see the qreat -strength it has. We need to kni how it came into
existencwon such widespread acceptance1niy men -- some of them
against their will and in spite of their presuppositions were dragged
into it, feeling themselves unable to answer the facts presented to them
in its favor. It is my desire for you to have something of a sympathetic

25 understanding of its development.
Ply second desir is that you should see something of the actual

situation lir regardhe facts arid arguments involved. I would like you
to understand the basis upon which it rests, to see its weaknesses, and
to see the reasons it does not rest upon true conclusions from actual

30 facts. In my opinion, it is vital, in training a group with your background,
that both of these purposes he realized.

It is possible to ignore the existence of Higher Criticism and simply
do evangelistic, pastoral, or missionary workj arid never pay any
attention to the questions it raises. For a time you may completely

35 ignore the Higher Criticism, but if your work is at all successful you will
find that students from families affected by your ministry -- who are
bright young people anxious to make their lives count for the Lord
will be attending universities, and in a very short time many of them will
he affected directly or indirectly by the Higher Criticism arid its results

40 and implications. You will then, find that if you know nothing about it
(except to say that it is perfectly absurd and that no sensible person
can believe it) your young people will soon be put into the position of
having to decide who is right -- this godly minister who has been a
spiritual influence, or this professor. Many of them will decide that

45 intellectual honesty compels them to follow the professor3nid accept
the uribiblical conclusions of the so-called Higher Critics.

Our attitude toward the Pentateuch is the key point in our attitude
toward the whole Bible. It is a point at which it is very vital that we he
clear as to what the truth is and what the facts are. But it is my

50 opinion that we need to try to understand the strength as well as the
weakness of the higher critijm1,intelligently and sympathetically to
see how it came into existence a.-id be able to deal with it or, a basis of
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intelligent thought arid riot merely of emotional antagonism or ridicule
toward those who are affected by it. I do riot say you are apt to win
many who are convinced of the higher criticism but 1 do say that youshould have an, interest in keeping people from going in this direction or5 perhaps reclaiming those who have gone a certain distance into it. You
might even be able to win, some who hay thcrouahly adooted it if you criuse the new facts that have come to Light in, these but it does riot
prove anything just to say you do n t ieve in, it. We could easily
spend a whole semester simply takir, u 'facts against the theory, but I

10 do no eve that it would do you half as much good for me to do that
as it for us first to try to really understand what the theory is.

When, I was a little boy a woman, who was a very ardent Roman, Catholic
sometimes came to babysit. Once she decided she should try to have a
good influence or, the little boy at the home where she was working. She

15 told me how Christ had giver, Paul the keys of the Church arid Paul had
established the Church arid we should go to the Church that Paul had
established. Ever, at that age I knew that in, the Roman Catholic view it
was Peter rather than Paul. Consequently all the effect which her great
enthusiasm arid zeal for her faith might have exerted was completely

20 wrecked because I knew that intellectually she was wrong right at the
start of her argument. Many fundamentalists who try to deal with the
higher criticism are in a very similar position,. They present an argument
which is true arid can be effective but they present it in such a way that
they show they have a misunderstanding of some basic point of what the

25 higher criticism really is, arid immediately someone who is familiar with
the higher criticism knows that they are simply parroting something they
have heard from someone else arid have no real understanding of the
subject. After thatgthey may go on arid give a very excellent argument,
including some excellent material, but it will have no effect at all.

30 In this course there is one thing that I insist upon: that you get a
definite and exact understanding of what the higher criticism is. You may
understand some of the arguments 1 will give you against it, arid riot
others. You may forget some details and remember others. If you have
the basic material you care review the rest or study it through on your
own. Your success in the course does not depend on your having an
absolutely perfect understanding of the arguments against the higher
criticism that I shall give, but I will insist that you have an absolutely
perfect knowledge arid understanding of the principal details of what the
theory is and how it has developed. If you do not have that1you will not

40 be in a position to discuss it, or to understand the arguments against
it. For this reason, I am going to insist, in the early portion of the
course, upon a meticulously accurate recollection of the principal facts
about the history of the higher criticism and an exact knowledge of the
positions that various scholars have held. 1 remember one time a few
years ago that a man failed in this course arid then he studied up very
hard on it arid took a make-up examination. In one of the questions in
the make-up examination I asked him to describe the P document and he
gave me an absolutely perfect description of the J document, calling it
the P document. It was as good a description of the J document as I have

50 ever seer,. But what I asked for was the P document! When, you finish
this course it should seem just as absurd to you to say that the P
document is considered by critics to be the oldest document as it would
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he to say that Califorr,ia is the state in which the capital of the United
States is located. If it is riot just as absurd to you as that would he,
why there is no point in anything else you might have learned from the
course. (I am glad to he able to report that the student repeated the

5 entire course arid turned in an excellent examination at the end of it.)
At this point, you see, .1 am stressing the fact that it is far more

important to master the main features of the higher criticism than to
try to remember the incidental details, of which there are thousands. I
would like you to know the main points accurately. Otherwise we would

10 have no basis on which to go on and present the answers.
Nowhefore we take up the higher criticism,I want to say a little hit

about what the Pentateuch is, Ne could easily take a month or two on
this, for it is very vital. But it is something which you car, easily get
for yourselves now or later. I want to have as much time as possible in

15 the course for the higher criticism so we will have to run very rapidly
through this. Yet, even if you are familiar with it already, it is vital
that we give a little attention to it at the beginning, for it is the basis
and it shows the importance of the whole subject.

20 1. The Pentateuch in General
What does the term Pentateuch mean? Any of you who know Greek:

recognize immediately of course that it is made up of two Greek words, of
which the first Penta means five--the document of five parts..

The worc Pentateuch is no longer used by the higher critics.. Almost
25 any book written recently by them speaks of "the Hexateuch..u Now they

use this word in their titles and in their dictionaries.. They speak of
the Hexateuch, rather than the Pentateuch.. Sometimes they speak of the
Octateuch.. The Hexateuch would be the six-fold and the Octateuch would
be the eight-fold book.. The Pentateuch is the five-fold division of the

30 books which we call the books or1oses.. In their theory Joshua comes
from the same origin as the rest they all belong together.. The
Octateuch adds Judges and a portion of Samuel.. This, however, is purely
modern theory.. The fact is, that until within the last 200 years it was
universally recognized that the first five books of theible were a

35 group of five books by themselves.. So when we speak of,entateuch we
are using a term which represents the fact that this group of books was
considered as one group, and was considered as belonging together for at
least 2,000 years.. Whether they were originally thought of as one book
which was later divided into five, or whether Moses originally wrote them

40 as separate units, might be a proper question for the higher criticism to
consider.. But the term "Pentateuch" is the proper place for us to begin..
The evidences for the higher criticism do not come from Joshua or from




40d; i-IfJudges.. The evidences must be sought in thes five books: if
proven, it could be extended into the others I could not be derived

45 from them.. So Pentateuch is a proper term for us to use, vnhough it
has been out of stylfor the last twenty years or mongth

The Pentateuch is a group of books which for at least 2000 years
have been considered as one collection.. Actually) they might be

50 considered as one hook.. Something can be said for the idea that Genesis
to the end of Deuteronomy is one book; that it is the book which Moses
wrote. That is a view which has been held by the Jews as far back as we
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can trace, and which was held by almost all the Christian Church until
comparatively recently. It was thought of as a whole book which was
written by Moses but is now divided into five sections. Well, did Moses
write one book originally? And then, because it was too much to get on

5 one roll or even on two rolls, was it found convenient to write it on five
scrolls and so they called it five different books? Is that the true
explanation of it? Or is it that he wrote it as five different books? We
do not know. There is no proof anywhere. The New Testament refers to
it quite commonly as the law of Moses or the Book of Moses and that

10 would fit with the idea that it might have originally been one book. On
the other hand, some of these books have a definite enough division
between them to make it seem quite probable that they were written as
separate units even though closely related. In either case, however, the
five books as they occur in the Bible give us a unified picture. As we

15 have it todays it is a picture which moves forward in an orderly
progression in which all the different sections IaN fit together in an
orderly fashion and which comes to a reasonable end with the death of
Moses at the end of the last book. The Pentateuch is a logicalj unified
structureand it is quite reasonable -for us to consider it as a unit.

20 The term Pentateuch is not found in the Bible. You never find the
five books referred to as the Pentateuch in the rest of the Old
Testament or in the New Testament. Nor do you find any place in the Old
Testament or in the New Testament where any of these five books is
referred to by the names which we call them today. The New Testament
never says, "it is written in the book of Deuteronomy," "in the book of
Numbers," "in the book of Leviticus", or "of Genesis." None of the five
are referred to by the names which we give them today. But they are
very definitely referred to, and the usual term applied to them is simply
the Hebrew word which we translate as "the law."

- - In the beginning of the book of Joshua, which the critics would
consider as the last book of the Hexateuch, references are made to "the
book of the law," and it is quite evident that the author of J shu
wished us to understand that Joshua had in his hands a boo -e
most reasonable understanding of it is that the book to which he
referred is what we now call the five books of Moses or the Pentateuch.
Joshua is told that "this book of the law shall not depart out of thy
mouth." There is no reason to suggest that the author of Joshua meant
in particular the book of Deuteronomy or the book of Genesis or any one
of these, but it was the five together. It is undoubtedly the Pentateuch

40 which he meant when he spoke of it as "this book of the law." We find it
referred to in this unified way as one book in Joshua 1:7, 8:31, 8:34 and
24:26.

In II Chronicles 17:9 we read about the reign of King Jehoshaphat that
"they taught in Judah, and had the book of the law of the LORD with them

45 and went about throughout all the cities of Judah, and taught the
people." And the author of Chronicles undoubtedly included the whole
Pentateuch in what he meant by the book of the law of the LORD at the
time of Jehoshaphat. In I Kings 2:3 we have similarly a reference which
is considered by interpreters to refer to the Pentateuch. David said to

50 Solomon, "Keep the charge of the LORD thy God, to walk in his ways, to
keep his statutes, and his commandments, and his judgments, and his
testimonies, as it is written in the law of Moses." This was not a
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reference to the individual books of the law of Moses the five books
were considered there according to the writer of Kings. or according to
David, as true and as one book, the book of the law, composed of these
five sections.. Jewish tradition, that has been referred to sometimes.'

5 has the five fifths, a term which you see implies the unity of it. They
called them five fifths and yet recognized the division into five parts.
There are numerous instances in the New Testament where we have
references to the book of Moses or to the law of Moses, which also
recognize this as a unit. We could spend much more time on the

10 importance of the Pentateuch, with its vital place at the beginning of the
Scripture, as the foundation of it all. But let us go on to look at the
names of the five books. (. was the term Pentateuch)

B. The Manes of the Five Books
We notice that none of these names occur in our Old Testament

15 our New Testamentor anywhere else. Where then do these names Genesis,
Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy come from? Not one of them
occurs in your Hebrew Bible. But the names were used1it would seem)
first by the Greeks. They are titles which have been given to these
books in the Septuagint and we have simply taken the Greek titles over

20 into English. In the Hebrew Bible they have different names, but there is
no reason to think of the Hebrew names of the books as being in any
sense titles which were attached to them from the very beginning. There
is no reference to them under those titles elsewhere in the Old
Testament or in the New Testament)and the nature of the Hebrew names
suggests very definitely that they are not titles. That is to say, the
Hebrew practice in most of these books is simply to quote the first word
of the book, and1of coursethat is not a title when you just quote the
first word. It rather shows the fact that when they quoted the first
word they were recognizing that there was no given title, and were simply

30 referring to the book in order to make it clear what they were referring
to. This was a rather common custom among the Babylonians, the Greeks,
and the Romans to refer to a book by quoting a few words from it, and
that is true of the title you will find in your Hebrew Bible over the book
of Genesis (Hebrew) In the beginning--in the head It is simply the first

35 word of the book of Genesis. The Greek title means beginning (Genesis).
If we only had this one book we might not be so sure that the Greek title
was not just a translation of the Hebrew or that the Hebrew was not
simply a title instead of a first word. When we come to the second book
we find the distinction very clear. Of course, in the beginning exactly

40 describes what Genesis is.
When you come to the second book, you find that the Greeks have

given it a title that is an apt description of what is contained in the
book--"the coming out." But the Hebrew title is simply the first word of
the book, "and these are the names." Now what has that got to do with

45 the book of Exodus? Well, of course, it is simply quoting from the
beginning. And these are the names of the children of Israel who came
down into Egypt, every man with his household came with Jacob., Reuben,
Simon, Levi., Judah, Issachar, Zebulun, etc. It tells nothing about the
book, but it is the Hebrew titleand the fact of having such a title as

50 that again suggests the idea of one unified book that has been divided
into scrolls, and you simply name the scroll by the way it starts. The
Greeks logically desired a title that would describe what was in the book,
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and Exodus is a very good title for the book., ee come to the third
book, in the Hebrew, you will find the word j(id that of course
means that he called. Well, that is the first word, but the rest "And
called the LORD unto Moses., and spoke unto him out of the tabernacle of

5 the congregation, saying" does not tell you any more about the book of
Leviticus than "These are the names" tells you about the book of Exodus.
It simply is the beginning. It was quite a natural way to do it, if one
long book of Moses was put on different scrolls making a division at a
fairly logical place. And so we call this third one by the first two

10 Hebrew words of the book. Nevertheless, the Greek name for the book is
a name which describes pretty much what is in this book Leviticus the
book of the Levitical legislation which was a hook of the laws relating to
the priests and the Levites. The title immediately tells us the nature
of the great bulk of mrial in this book. When you come to the fourth

15 book) the situation i almost exactly reversed. The Hebrew does not take
the first word of the fourth book. It does not say, "Spake the LORD Unto
Moses in the wilderness:"' Well, I suppose the reason they did not call it
that was because the one before was "and called." And it would be quite
confusing to call the third book "And called," and the fourth book "And

20 spoke." Therefore, the Hebrews skipped over the first two or three
words until they came to the word "in the wilderness," and they called
this book "In the Wilderness." The Greeks looked at the books and they
said, "We are not interested in just taking the first word or words out
of the first verse, let's give it a title." Now what is the title to the

25 book? Unfortunately, whoever made the Greek title to this book' did not
bother to read the book. It is not a very good idea to make a title for a
book unless you have read it. You will still find such things done today.
I had a very embarrassing experience when I was a senior in college. I
had been elected editor of the college paper, and quite a number of the

30 members of its staff were carry-overs from the previous year. I had no
experience in journalism before, but I learned a great deal by the end of
the year in which I was editor. In the early part of the year there were
occasional slip-ups which might have been prevented if I had been able to
watch every aspect of th paper more carefully. I remember one in

35 particular in which theeshman class had an election and one of the
reporters wrote up the election. One of the members of the staff, who
was in the print shop arranging the material in the paper, looked at the
article and arranged the heading for it. As you may know, the principal
requirement of a nefspaper head is to have the right number of letters

40 on each line. This man was very adept at getting words with just the
right number of letters to fill the available space. There is also a
second requirement which is of some importancthat it has some
relation to what is in the article. But even in our big city newspapers
there is very frequently little attention paid to this second

45 requirement. In this case,he evic1 aced at the article, saw the
name below was MacNair, president, put the head, "Class Elections
feature MacNair," en it came ot the next day the members of one
of the fraternities al gathered around me in great anger and told me
that by an underhancolitical trick I had worked things in such a way

50 that their man was not the elected president of thess. It seemed
that in the election two fellows had received the tie,i the lLand
consequentlythey were to have a run-off the next weeke of these
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fellows was MacNair, who belonged to one of the other fraternities, and
one was the fellow who belonged to their fraternity headline

fellow and the other fellow was elected.
i.t+r% Whethé4P 'as a result of the headline in the newspape or not, they
GAJSIOwl blamed me all year for having hurt their fraternity. JI.®he man who

could have blamed me even more was their candidate because they had not
yet pledged him to their fraternity), and they did not do so when he was
not elected president of the class.. So now I think that whoever gave the
name of Numbers to this book looked at the book just about as hastily

10 and sketchily as that fellow who looked at that article about the
freshman election.. When you open the book of Numbers you find that its
first chapter tells you of the census taken of the people. As you look
at the second chapter you see a census of the Levites. At the end of
the book you will find another census of the people.. So you have found a

15 few numbers in the book, but you take out the beginning and the end and
there is practically none left anywhere in the book. There are two cen
suses taken in the book. And that may be four chapters out of thirty
six. The other thirty two have absolutely nothing about taking a census,
and yet they called the whale book Numbers. It is much more misleading

20 than to call Exodus "And these are the names.." It is a title which gives
you a description of the first chapter rather than a quotation of the
first word, and therefore it is more misleading because you can get the
idea that it is a description and that it describes the book which it does
not really do at all. The numbers are almost incidental, whereas the

25 rest of the book gives a most interesting account of the wilderness
wanderings of the Children of Israel..

The Hebrews probably did better than they realized when they named
the fourth book, "In the Wilderness." This is as perfect a description of
the book as we have for any book in the Bible.. The title tells us what

30 the book of Numbers is about. It is the account of the Israelites in
their wilderness journey. It is the story of their experiences as they
journeyed from Sinai to the Promised Land. That is what the book is
really about.. I am afraid that even today many a Christian is led by this
unfortunate and misleading title "Numbers" to pass by the book with

35 little attention, that it is merely a lot of statistics, and thus
they miss the rich blessings that the book should give them.

There is a special blessing for the Christian as he studies the book
of Numbers. If he has received Christ as his Savior he ha
through the experiences typified by the book of Exodus, account

40 of the Passover sacrifice, and the escape from what Egypt sym olized-
the power of sin. He has now begun his wilderness journey. He may
easily imagine that he has reached the promised land, but he will soon
discover that he is wrong. Sin still has power in his life and in that of
the people around him. He still has the long journey of sanctification to

45 go through. When new Christians find that they are not fully sanctified,
and that the people around them are not perfect, they tend to become
dissatisfied and are sometimes tempted to go back into Egypt. They need
to realize that in this life we are like the Israelites dwelling in tents in
the wilderrss We are in the wilderness journey, redeemed out of Egypt,

SC) but not yetn ered into the Promised Land. God has a purpose in
keeping us here. It is His will that we pass through the wilderness
journey in this life, and we find many analogies., r many lessonsand
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much that is precisely relevant to us in this book of the account of the
wilderness journey of the Israelites. The title,, Numbers, gives an utterly
false impression of what the book means. In this cas the Hebrew title
is much better. It is unfortunate that in this case t e translators of

5 the King James Version trans ed a Greek title. When w ha a Greek
title which s per-fectlywe not translate it and ma it "Beginning." S4*4.
Instead we the Greek word Genesis. Many a person has no idea of
what "Genesis" really means. It is just a name. And when we have a Greek
word which fits the title of a book perfectly--Exodus. "coming out", we

10 do not translate it. We keep the word Exodus which so many people think
is just a title, being an exact transliteration of the Greek word. But
when we come to the foi.irth book, the Greeks have as poor a title as
there is for any book in the Bible. Yet) instead of keeping their title,
Arithmoi, in its Greek form and having it be just a title, we translate it

15 into English and get the exact meaning of the misleading Greek title. We
translate it into "Numbers," and thus make the unfortunate and misleading
title that the Greeks gave it have much reality to us than is true
of Genesis or Exodus or Deuteronomy.

The fifth one is Deuteronomy. Here again the Hebrew name is the
20 first word of the book, which in this case is not so bad as a Scripture

title, as far as it goes. But of course that is not on account of the
meaning of the words, because they, 4ust took the first word. The first
words here fit very well as a titlas they do in the case of Genesis.
"These are the words" is the title of this book, and it fits very well. Now

25 the Greek word also fits very excellently. We should discuss the meaning
of these two names, because they are both excellent for this fifth book
of Deuteronomy. It would be better if we translated it as we do Numbers.
A very perverse thing isn't it, that one of the Greek names does not fit
at all in the case of Numbers. We translate it into English and where it

30 does fit perfectly.*as in the case of Deuteronomy, we keep it in Greek so
that the average reader has no idea of what it means. All of you. who
have taken any Greek know that nomos means law. And you know that
deutero means second. So we have here a very briefly given "second law."
Of course, that is too brief. That is telegraphic language, but it gives

35 an idea of the contents and what it means if you throw it out as the
second presentation of the law or the second giving, but I think
presentation is better than giving: the second presentation of the law.
The repetition of the law, you might say. That is an excellent name for
this book, Deuteronomy. The Hebrew name for the book is "These are the

40 words." That also is a good name because in Hebrew "words" often means
"commands." "These are the commands." The verse goes on, "These are the
words which Moses spoke unto the people in the plains of Moab over
across the Jordan." In other words, it is the farewell address of Moses.
"The Farewell Addresses of Moses" would be an excellent title for the

45 book. For people who are fairly familiar with Greek, Deuteronomy is a
good title, but it is very silly to simply copy the Greek letters into
English letters and quote it. There is probably not one person in a
thousand in our churches who even has any idea of what this word means.
It is very foolish to keep a name in a foreign tongue this way. Paul

50 speaks against it in the News Testament. He says that there is no point
in speaking in a foreign tonue that can not be understood, and that is
exactly what we do when we use Greek words in the names Deuteronomy and
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Genesis instead of using English, particularly when we translate the name
of Numbers into English in the one case where it does not fit at all. I
think it is equally wrong to try to speak King James (Elizabethan) English
in our prayers to God, as if He could understand the language of three

5 hundred years ago better than He can understand the language of today.
In addressing God we use the terms that the Bible uses to address Satan
and to address all kinds of wicked people thinking that in some way it is
a bit more reverent simply because it is the way people talked three
hundred years ago. But this Greek word, Deuteronomy, is a good title, if

10 it is either spoken by a Greek or translated as the language of the
person who is referring to it. The Hebrew word in this case., also is a
good title, but the Greeks gave it a title describing the bookso we must
give them credit for giving it a good title. While the Hebrew simply
called it by the first two words, you might say it is pure happenstance,

15 nevertheless those two words do fit the contents of the book very well.
The contents of Deuteronomy, as we mentioned, are the farewell

addresses of Moses. We will look a little more fully at the contents of
the book a little later. We will not be able to look at it a great deal in
this course because our subject this year is the critical approach. The

20 subject in this particular course is the very important matter of the
higher criticism of the Pentateuch., rather than our understanding of what
the true situation is in regard to it. But you cannot understand the
higher criticism of the Pentateuch if you do not know what the
Pentateuch is and what its main contents are, and one of the most

25 important things to know and understand is the principal nature of the
subject matter of each book. There are some parts ofe Pentateuch,
for instance, which were very important for the Jews are not
extremely important for us ay. We preach on them rarely. We should
not neglect them, however, when it comes to an understanding of the

30 higher criticism we have to he familiar with their general purpas
'therwise,we just can not understand at all what the higher criticism is
about and know whether it is right or whether it is wrong. So I wish for
this course I could presuppose on your side a knowledge of the contents,
but I do not presuppose anything without proof. From your papers I will
know what attitude to take on it as we go forward.

In regards to Deuteronomy I am going to read you a few words from a
book called "The Modern Readers Bible" which was published by Prof.
Richard D. Moulton a good many years ago. It came out originally in 1895.
This is a publication of it from 1923. They kept producing it up to that

40 time. I do not know whether it is being produced now or not, but that is
sufficient enough to show it has had considerable use. It is not a new
translation. It used the King James Version, occasionally taking the
reading of the Revised Version instead1 but not as a rule. It is a study
by this professor of literary interpretation in the University of

45 Chicago, a man who was not primarily interested in the meaning, and who
was not greatly interested in the higher criticism the question of dates,
authorship, or anything like that. He was interested in literary value,
and he studied all sorts of literature from a viewpoint of literary value.
In his book he presents the Bible without chapter divisions disturbing

50 the contents That is, he ha &hern on the side so you could tell what
chapter it , and occasionally he put verse divisions at the side of the
page. He put it in paragraph form with no chapters or verse notes in the
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middle, which makes it quite easy to read, and tried to arrange it in
paragraph or in poetic form according to the context, and then he
discusses the poetic nature of it. In the early part of his first edition
he seems to have practically taken the Bible as absurd, dealing with it

5 purely as literature. In his later edition he came under the influence of
the higher criticism to the extent that he occasionally refers to the
theory of higher criticism in a commendatory way, sometimes in a
skeptical way, but all of it with this attitude.. It is not my purpose here
to consider who wrote Deuteronomy, whether Deuteronomy was written by

10 Moses or whether a number of men wrote sections of it many years
afterwards which were put together into something expanded that
pretends to be a book.

Frofn,__tbe_YiewpQjot of a boQVit means thahe does not go much into
questions which we can g'-.t'-óur answers for om other sources But he

15 does go into literary matters in a very resting and helpful way. I
have found the book to be a very useful, ~, I would like to read you what
he says about Deuteronomy as a literary work, and what he says will fit
with the idea that it is written by Moses. He does not bother himself
with whether it was written by Moses or by somebody else later who

2(1 pretended to be Moses, but he says this about the literary value of
Deuteronomy, that as a literary work it is a collection of the orations
and songs of Moses constituting his farewell to the people of Israel.

muc is obvio . Although it may not yet appear obvious, I thir
to become obvious to you as we go on. This much is obvious he sa s i

25 is a literary work of the collections of the oratnd songs of ses.
He sa

asr
is true that, the prefatory matters, me'ton the various

par r ' t , even from Ehe literary point of view, obscure insta'ces
whi re not sy to understand. I have endeavored to deal with these
in the notes. Here I will speak only of two points the splendor of the

30 oratory itself and further factors separating this from every other
collection of species connected with the mode in which the parts are
united into a succession. Moulton says that in dealing with oratory it is
natural to speak first with the correlation of sentenc hat in other
departments of literature is subordinate here comes t e front. As

35 drama presents a scene in the medium of dialogue so the medium for
recording is a compact of sentences. The rush of speech which belongs
to oratory, is in this book seen in perfection, yet is always held in
perfect command. The speaker begins in the simple style of historic
survey, entirely apart from the straining actor of effect which makes

40 the speech comprehensible. But when the feeling rises, when Mces tells
of all the ways the Lord has met the people in the wildernes/ depicts
the bright prosperity of life in the good land or shows contrasts with
their recurrent rebellion, the s' re uirents of servants and love,
the musical 'e of h' : . - e reader as emotional

45 affect nd a long voyage continues itself in th ein after he
- anded. - nomy through without the swing of

its sentences being felt even when there are no words there to fill them
out. Aut. And when the orator's passion rises to a climax we have a
breathless torrent of woes sustained to a length that is without

50 precedence in the literature of denunciation.
When I was a beginner in literary study, I recollect a resolution I

made for myself in the form of an exercise, which was to read through on
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three successive days, each at a single setting, an oration of
Demosthenes, one of Burke, and the book of Deuteronomy. I would not be
understood as recommending such comparison, but I well recollect the
feeling I had at times that neither of the others rose to the oratorical

5 level of the speeches of Moses but all story does not consist merely in
sentences. It is the soul as well as the body.

In the thought of Deuteronomy, the thought which is most impressive
is the strange contrasts which is like a clash of opposing tides. On the
one hand, Deuteronomy has been well described as the most spiritual book

10 in the Old Testament. In league with a few of the Psalms and loftier
parts of prophecy, it breathes of an ardent love of an invisible God. A
spiritual awe of the unseen I AM, a heart religion penetrating through
the surface of doom to the springs of the holy. The speaker may well
have been in the mountains forty days and forty nights. His feet shone

15 as well as his face. All this is true, but on the other hand it is true
that nowhere else in Scripture does the practical side of religion appear
so vividly stated or so urgently pressed. When a proverb declares the
way of wickedness stung him or that the way of righteousness is the way
of light in which all good things can be enjoyed we come to a general

20 principle. But Moses boldly points out direct consequences in all their
details when he threatens, he almost catalogs the plagues and disease -,
that will follow disobedience. And when he promises, he speaks in the
imagery of viney d- nd fig trees and increase of cattle and sheep.

I will not re d f trther here in his description of Deuteronomy but I
25 think this will sh he impression that Moulton had of the great literary

value, the lofty tone, and also the great spiritual significance of this
book of Deuteronomy. It is unfortunate that the great bulk of our
Christian people learn most of what they learn about the Bible simply
from sermons which deal with great passages of the Scripture as a rule

30 or from Sunday School lessons in which a narrative or an historical
account is usually presented. Very few of our Christian people today
get the tremendous impression that Moulton got by sitting down and
reading Deuteronomy through as a whole at one time, from simply reading
the book. It is important to study little details, this is necessary, but
there is also great value in reading through these great passages and
getting an impression of them as a whole, and seeing the messages that
God has for us.

Moulton stresses the unity of the impression which the book of
Deuteronomy can give. Its wonderful oratory rises to great climaxes and

40 makes a tremendous impression in its arrangement of words so that, as he
says, when you stop reading after you have read a lot of it, you feel as
if you have been traveling on a boat and when you come back to land you
feel the motion of the boat afterwards for days. You still feel the flow
of the waters through your mind.. You do not have that impression after

45 reading Genesis or Joshua. Deuteronomy is significantly different from
other boo- "" The critics talk about it a great deal
nd call it the Deuteronomic style. The style of Deuteronomy is indeed a

different style it is the style of great oratory and impassioned dis
course. It is the book which gives the farewell addresses that Moses

50 gave to his people shortly before he died.
C. The Place of the Pentateuch in the Bible

The Pentateuch is the beginning it is the foundation. You might
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say it is the constitution. It is what the Israelites had as they began
their life as a nation, and upon it everything else depend . he
Pentateuch was placed in the temple, in the holy of hol . I was the
foundation of their national life,. This was their primary aw. This was

5 their presentation of God in His character, His attitude, and His relation
to them.. It presented the manner of life they should live.. It presented
the law they should fulfill.. It presented the details for the conduct of
their lives in Canaan.. It is, then, primarily a book of law.. The
Pentateuch is a book showing God's relation to His people, showing its

10 great principles and showing many details of the relationship which they
were to have with Him in Canaan.. The history in the Pentateuch may be
said to be subordinate in purpose to his law.. That means the history is
introductory to the law. The history is there to show the people why
God is, how they know that God is such as He is, and how they know what

15 He wants them to do.. But the purpose of it is not simply to know the
things that happened in the past. The book of Ger s and the first half
of Exodus are an integral part of the Pent u .. T a
mostly law, and e are mostly history, ey iving the introduction
tfflè law, sho ing how the law came to b yen, showin what kind of a

20 God it was who gave the law and what His purposes wer .. you divide the
Pentateuch into two main types of material, they will b law and history,
and the two fit together for one great purpose.. Of course, in
Deuteronomy you find both law and history. You find Moses giving a
summary of a good part of the history of the foundation and background
to the law which he has given to them. The Pentateuch has a primary
place in the Old Testament, and it is recognized in the New Testament as
having a primary position. The law of Moses is the foundation.. The whole
Old Testament is God's Word. Christ rebuked them for not believing all
that the prophets had spoken and the Pentateuch has a place of priority

30 in that.. It is the foundatior', the beginning.. When Christ discussed it
with the Sadducees, He deliberately passed over many clear passages in
the other portions and pointed to relatively obscure passages in the
law, not that they did not accept the other passages as God's Word, but
that the law was recognized by everyone.. The Pentateuch is so primary a

35 foundation that to give any evidence directly from it would seem to be
the answer to any problem..

II.. A Survey of the Contents of the Pentateuch
Before we go into this discussion of Deuteronomy or of the contents

40 of the Pentateuch, I am going to give you an outline of the contents of
the Pentateuch. We could take a semester on this outline, but I want to
rush over it hastily because it is simply introductory to our discussion
of the higher Criticism.

A.. The Hand before Abram (Genesis 1:1 to 11:26).. Of eaur_~~ fe
45 account of the creation and of God's dealing with the world as a 'whole

and of the

n~a'

n as a whole up to the time when He selected
iv
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to e ie beginnif~l%ta new gr mory ofLi I

Gs,d_ whe~nmtaonkindrV a whole had t Him Out of their attention and pre-
ferred to follow their own wicked des* es an follow tan - e prince of

their attentiont1onter~t
Sa an ~es es and

50 this world. You will never fully unde stand everything in this section
from Genesis 1:1 to 11:26.. It is infini e in its teaching and meaning.. One
can spend the rest of his life alway getting new truth from it.. Much of
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it is surely familiar to everyone here whether you know anything else
a tt the Pentateuch or not. We merely mention it here and go on to B.

B tj-iePatriarchj itory The Pentateuch tells about the God of
br rn, Isaac and Jacob: i.e. God's dealing with the fathers of the

5 Israelite people found in Genesis 11:26 to the end of Genesis.
Four-fifths of the book of Genesis is the story of four generations

of one family. It revolves around four names. Abraham's history runs
from chapter 11:27 to 25:8. The death of Abraham is described in Genesis.
His son Isaac is first described in chapter 21 and his death in 35, but

10 there are not fifteen chapters about him. His life overlaps with Abraham
by five chapters and then the story of Jacob's life runs from chapter 25
to chapter 50. The account of Abraham and Jacob runs from chapter 11:27
to the end of Genesis. Isaac overlaps with both of them.

Joseph's life runs from Genesis 37 to 50. We do not have a single
15 chapter which deals only with the life of Joseph, but there is a great

deal about Joseph in the course of these fourteen chapters, and he is
one of the outstanding characters of the book.

These four men from four successive generations are the ones
around which the history can be clustered for character study. For

20 understanding God's dealings with humanity and for useful lessons for
practical life there is no more interesting part of the Bible than this.
There are also many interesting problems connected with it. In a course
on Old Testament history one is always tempted to spend a whole year on
this section, but we should restrict ourselves so as to cover other

25 sections also.
C. The Deliverance from Egypt

I suggest dividing this section into three parts: 1) Preparation for
Deliverance, chapters 1-4. This tells of the condition of the Israelites
needing deliverance and of the preparation of Moses to be the deliverer.

30 2) The Contest with Pharaoh, chapters 5-12:36. This is the account of
Moses' call to deliver the Israelites out of Egypt and the contest with
Pharaoh. It includes nearly eight chapters, finally reaching its climax in
the Passover, where God kills Pharaoh's first-born son and Pharaoh
orders the people to get out of his sight and leave Egypt, as they had

35 been urging him to permit them to do. Now the contest with Pharaoh,
though it ends here, has an aftermath in chapter 14 where Pharaoh
pursues them into the wilderness, but we will include that in section :3.
3) The Journey to Sinai chapters 12:37-19:2. This is part of the
deliverance from Egypt. They were not entirely delivered from Egypt

40 until they had gone a sizable distance from it. They were in its shadow
until they reached Sinai, where they were at last out of the area of
Egyptian influence. The account of the journey from Egypt to Sinai is
proof, of course, of the deliverance from Pharaoh when he pursued them,
including the deliverance at the Red Sea.

45 Section D is one of the important sections of the Pentateuch. It is
outstanding in its importance in the structure of the Pentateuch. It is
so vital that logically it could have an entire book to itself, though it
is actually only five chapters. God delivered the Israelites from Egypt
and they marched rapidly across the desert until they came to Sinai and

50 there they settled down and there they were free from Egypt. Now that
they have escaped Egypt what is going to happen? Are they simply to be
led up to the Promised Land and brought in there to go about their
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business as they feel like doing? No. God did not bring them out of
Egypt simply to set them free to do what they might feel like. God
brought them out of Egypt because they were His people whom he had set
apart, not simply to be His pets, but to be His pattern. He set them

5 apart not simply because He liked them better than any others, but
because He had a purpose to work through them. There was a plan of God
in which the Israelite nation had a very important part to play. Just as
important as the deliverance from Egypt is the establishment of a
covenant between God and His people. This covenant is established in

10 chapters 19 to 24 (Establishment of the Covenant). This is in many ways
the most important section of the whole Pentateuch: everything previous
leads up to this covenant and everything afterwards is for its
explanation. To understand the structure of the Pentateuch, it is
absolutely necessary to understand this fully. But I am also stressing

15 it in this course because it is extremely important if we are to
understand the higher criticism at all, we must see what the real purpose
and nature of chapters 19 to 24. It belongs where it stands. It is the
account of how God made a covenant with His people whom He had delivered
and shows why He had delivered them. He had brought them out of Egypt

20 for a purpose.
In view of its importance I am going to divide this section into four

parts: 1) Preparation for the Covenant in 19:3 to 25. God says, I have
brought you out of Egypt, I have delivered you from the mighty hand of
Pharaoh now I want you to keep my covenant and to be my people. The

25 people answer and say, Yes, truly we will keep your covenant and we will
obey your Word. You are our deliverer and our great God. Chapter 19
has a clear presentation of this. The people were already God's people.
He had already redeemed them. The Law was not the basis of their
becoming God's people, but it was the way they were to act as God's

30 people, the way they were to show forth His righteousness. There is a
very excellent note on chapter 19 in the Scofield Bible. Unfortunately,
the author of the Scofield notes on Galatians was different from the one
who wrote those on Exodus. It says that Israel rashly accepted the law
here at Sinai. Of course, it was not rash to do what God asked them to

35 do. It was what anyone with any gratitude would have to do, after the
wonderful things that God had done in delivering them from Egypt. That
note in the Scofield Bible in Galatians was unfortunate, but I am very
glad that it was not put at this point in Exodus where we are considering
what really happened. At that place there is a very excellent note. This

40 covenant was a part of God's plan. It is the reason that He delivered
them from Egypt and is a vital part of His economy.

If Israel had turned and said, We will not accept your covenant,
refuse to obey your commandments or to accept your law it would have
been just the same as what happened a little later when they refused to

45 enter Palestine at His order and He made them wander forty years in the
wilderness until all of them were dead and a new generation had grown up.
It would have been that, only much worse, and now they turn and face God
and say, No, we wont be so rash as to try to do what you want us to do.
We will reject your law and your covenant. So in *1 we do not have a

50 case of God giving the people a chance to say whether they will follow
Him or not. He has already redeemed His people, and in chapter nineteen
He is giving them a chance to show their gratitude for His redemption by
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declaring their desire to do what He wants and to enter into the
covenant with Him They must do this if they have any gratitude at all
for what He has done!

I shall call 2) The Ten Words, because this is the phrase the Hebrew
5 uses. In English it is often translated the Ten Commandments!, but the

Hebrew is simply "the ten words" (Ex. 20:1-17). These ten words give in
brief form a summary of the law of Gad and His relationship to the
people. They are a brief summary of His relationship to the people arid
His will for them. They are the ten words.

10 [Section A of the contents of the Pentateuch was The World Before
Abraham. Section B was The Patriarchal History, Section C. Deliverance
from Egypt, and Section D is The Establishment of the Covenant, Exodus
19-24].

The Establishment of the Covenant is often called the Book of the
15 Covenant. I mentioned at the end of the last hour what an extremely

important section this is. It is the place where God made His covenant
with Israel after He had brought them out of Egypt. We noticed the
meaning of it, that it was not a means of salvation, for He had already
brought them out of Egypt. They had already had the experience of the

20 Passover. He asked whether they would do His will and undertake His
covenant and they agreed to do it.

D. The Establishment of the Covenant: Exodus 19-24. This Book of the
Covenant can be divided into four sections, of which the first is the
first chapter in it and the forth is the last chapter. Section 1) is The

25 Preparation for the Covenant (19:3-25). The first two verses are just
finishing the account of the journey in the previous chapter so it is 19:3
to 25. All of chapter 19 except the first two verses is the preparation
for the covenant. Section 4) is The Ratification, of the Covenant,
chapter 24. Thus you might say that the first and last chapters are the

30 envelope which contains the Covenant itself. Section one is preparation
for it, and section four is ratification of it. Now I am going to give
what is in between, which would be the actual Covenant itself. As you
see it has two sides like an envelope, the preparation is chapter 19, the
ratification is chapter 24. In between these two is the main body of it.

35 It is like the constitution or the fundamental law of almost any organ
ization: it has two parts. We call them nowadays the Constitution and
the by-laws. They did not use those terms. Section two they called the
ten words. We usually call it the ten commandments, which is a free
rendering. Literally it is the ten words.

40 3) The Ordinances. These are, you might say, the working of details in
relation to this fundamental constitution. The ordinances here are
divided into five sections. The ordinances are more temporary in nature.
To quite an extent they deal with their immediate situation. I will just
read rapidly the subheads under the ordinances: A. Regarding Idolatry,
B. The Law of the Altar, C. Civil Laws, D. Sabbaths and Feasts, and
E. Covenant Promises. We can divide the ordinances rather roughly into
those five sections. They are not arranged strictly logically. They are
the working details for their immediate situation. The ten words are the
constitution.

50 Thousands of Christians know the Ten Words but very few know these
five sub-divisions. Individual verses from these may be known to many
Christians, but the section as a whole is not nearly as well known as the
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previous section of the ten words. And that is quite natural because
the ten words are the fundamental constitution and apply to God's people
at all times. To quite an extent these are the outworking in relation to
the immediate situation. Stressing the vital things that they should

5 know in their immediate situation, while the further details await later
provision. I will give you the references for the five divisions:

The Ten Words, chapter 20:1-17.
Regarding Idolatry: 20:18-23.
The Law of the Altar: 20:24-26.

10 There is quite a heterogeneous section of civil laws mostly applying to
their immediate circumstances which runs through two chapters, 21:1-23:9.

Sabbath and Feasts: 23:10-19.
Covenant Promises: 23:20-33.
I am extremely anxious that you know the chapters included in the

15 book of the Covenant, and that you shall know exactly what is in the
first division and the fourth division. I do not care whether you
remember that the Ten Commandments are verses 1-17, but you should know
that they are in the first part of chapter 20. We will refer to the
ordinances to some extent later, but the only one which we are apt to

20 lay a good deal of stress is the Law of the Altar. It would be good to
know exactly where that is, for it is of tremendous importance in the
development of higher criticism.

I do not ask you all necessarily to remember the contents of every
verse in these particular chapters, but I would like you to know where

25 the Ten Commandments are and to know the extent of the Book of the
Covenant as a whole.

E. The establishment of a system of worship
This establishment of a system of worship is a section which

continues through the later part of the book of Exodus and through a
30 large portion of the book of Leviticus. In fact, all of Leviticus might

possibly be considered under this head, but I have given a different head
for the last part of Leviticus. I divide E into six parts.

1) Moses is directed to build a sanctuary and consecrate priests. The
Covenant has been established and the immediate laws necessary for

35 careful observance have already given before He lays down the lasting
system., the establishment of the system of worship to go with the
covenant which He has given. This establishment of a system of worship
begins with Moses being directed to build a sanctuary and consecrate
priests. I should say that the sections, however, include chapters 25-31.

40 Thus you see seven chapters are included in this. Moses is up in the
mount during this time receiving directions.

A. The Directions for Building a Sanctuary (three chapters). The
Covenant is established, it has been ratified in chapter 24 with an
appropriate ceremony, with God and the elders of Israel participating.

45 Now Moses goes up on the mountain to learn how they shall establish this
system of worship and chapters 25 to 27 are directions for building a
sanctuary. The first necessity for worship is a place to worship, and
next are the people to conduct the worship.

B. Directions for the consecration of the priests (two chapters, 28.,
50 29). After they have been directed to consecrate priests, certain

further details of the worship are stressed in the next chapter.
C. Further Details of Worship (chapter 30). These details include
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such matters as the incense altar and how the priests are to use it and
instructions about the general cleanliness which the priests must
observe.. Further details of worship include such matters as the incense
altar and of the general cleanliness which the priest must observe.. You

5 can read the chapters and note other details, but I am not stressing
them at this point..

D.. The designation of men to direct the construction (32:12-17).
We might say that D goes back to A, because it gives them some details
of what the priests are to do..

ic) E. The Sabbath Law (31:12-17). This aspect of the worship does not
require a building or special priests, but it is a way in which all the
people can show their loyalty to God. Therefore it is stressed here and
throughout the Pentateuch. In these five sections Moses was directed to
build a sanctuary and to consecrate priests.

15 2) The covenant broken and renewed -- an interruption..
We are now in a section of the Pentateuch which is largely made up of
laws and principles for the direction of Gods people, orders for the
details of their worship. But here that is interrupted. We have here not
simply a book of laws, but the story of the giving of the laws. It was

20 interrupted by the -fact that when Moses came down from the mountain he
found that the people had apostatized: the incident of the golden calf..
This is an interruption in the establishment of the system of worship.

(a. The incident of the golden calf (32:1-29)..
- b. Moses intercession (32:30-33:22)..

c. Renewal of the covenant (34:1-35) is the section of the main title,
not yet covered in the subdivision. Now, of course, you would not
ordinarily find it worded exactly like the main heading, but in this case
it is and I thought I would see if you noticed the omission. Now I would
ask this, what section of the Pentateuch, of what we have previously

30 looked at, would be most apt to bear a similarity to this section? Of
course we glanced at the Book of the Covenant, the Ten Commandments and
the Covenant ratified. Between those two would be the principles of the
constitution. Chapter 24 would be the ratification of those principles.
There are those who say that chapter 34 represents an earlier story of

- - the Covenant between God and the people.. You compare the two and see
the differences and know how to develop from the simple to the complex
and note the development in the document. Suppose you find that there
the Covenant is in a simpler form than chapter 34 and that it is
somewhat fuller in chapter 20. It is a natural arrangement, i..e. they give

40 the Covenant. They set it down so the people will know what God's
relation to them is and what He wants them to do.. But then, after they
had prayed to the golden calf, it is not necessary to repeat it all but to
stress certain aspects of it as they renew it and to summarize it, and
consequently you might say that in this one chapter you have renewed all

45 that you had from chapter 19 to 24. Here you have a renewal which does
not need to be nearly as full but which can have many similarities to it.
It was the great German poet who in studying the book of Exodus,
advanced the suggestion that chapter 34 is the original and that chapter
34 had the original commandments in the simple primitive farm which has
such themes as "Thou shalt not seethe a kid in his mother's milk" and
other terms like that which are the real original ten commandments. And
also, that these have been somewhat enlarged and made more spiritual in
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the form which we have in Exodus 20 as a later development. Many critics
hold this view, although many others deny it. It is not basic to the
higher criticism, but it is typical of much of the higher criticism. It is
very valuable to know the contents of the Pentateuch since the Perita

S teuch has such an important place in the Scripture. It is certainly wrong
for Christians to just know the story and nothing else--Just to know the
incidents and not to know anything about the law or about the real
structure of it and how it fits together to make one production with
vital meaning at the beginning of the Bible. It is vital for us to know

10 something about these divisions. The divisions I am giving you are not
inspired. You will find them given differently in other books, and you may
liJ<e the arrangement given in some other book better, but the general
structure of it is clear. It is just a question of how you are going to
express it in the most logical way and that is not so vital., but it is

15 very important to know the general structure, to know that the Covenant
was given and then that the Covenant was broken and renewed. That is
vital to the understanding of God's relationship to the people. I wish we
could take a whole semester on simply studying the content of the
Pentateuch from this viewpoint, but we can not. We have only three

20 years and many things to cover, so I have to run through this very
hastily now, but in connection with this particular course., our purpose in
this is not that you only understand the structure of the Pentateuch, as
vital as that is, but that you have in mind the structure of the
Pentateuch in order to see what it is that the critics alter, how they
come to altering it, and just how much strength and how much weakness
there is in their approach. So someone says, "Well look here; here is the
original in this chapter; here is the more developed in this chapter; here
is the still more developed in this chapter." You can not look at the
theory intelligently unless you have an idea of how the Pentateuch

30 actually is organized, arid what its arrangement is as it stands and its
logical structure.. You can find these in any outline of the Pentateuch,
but their logical relationship is generally not brought into as clear
relief as I would like in any outline I have seen. For that reason I have
worked out this particular presentation in the hope that it will enable

:35 you to grasp it a little more readily than any other that I have come
across. I am not asking necessarily that you accept my outline, but I am
very insistent that you be aware of the important points of the
structure of the Pentateuch and chapter 30:24 is certainly one such.

[Our main section E here is The Establishment of a System of Worship.
40 Under No.1 Moses was directed to build a sanctuary arid consecrate

priests. Under section three it is quite natural that he should proceed
to begin to do what he had been directed to do]

3) The tabernacle is built and its worship is established (Exodus
35-40). It is rather unfortunate that you have a division between

45 Exodus and Leviticus right at this point, because it continues quite
logically with the story of the establishment of a system of worship.

4) The Law of offerings (Leviticus 1-7). These detailed accounts of
exactly how to perform different types of offering were not included in
the original book of the Covenant. They had then no tabernacle in which

50 to have these complicated offerings. They had then no priests set apart
to perform them, but now we have these so we have the Law of offerings.
With the Law of Offerings having been given, and having been told how to
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consecrate priests, we proceed further as to how to carry out the
directions (Leviticus 8-9)

5) The consecration of Aaron and his Sons (Leviticus 8-9).
6) Another interruption--sin in the priesthood itself (Leviticus 10).

5 The structure of this is very important. God is not simply giving us a
book of rules. He is not simply giving us a mathematical account the
great things He wishes us to believe. He is showing our situation in this
world in which Satan rules. He is showing us that even when He led the
people out from Egypt and set them apart for Himself and made a

10 Covenant with them and proceeded to give them these wonderful laws that
even then they turned aside and worshiped the golden calf and then that
was remedied and the Covenant was renewed and He established the
priesthood., you find that right in the priesthood itself., right in the
leadership of the people you find sin coming in, showing that in this age

15 when Satan rules in this world we need not expect complete sanctification
anywhere. Among our closest associates, the ones you trust the most
and find the most efficient in their services., you may find that some fall
into serious sin. It happens in any group, and God gives us a warning
that it may happen--a warning to be on our guard against this in others

20 and in ourselves. It occurred among the children of Israel who had these
special opportunities far beyond what any of us are apt to have. It can
happen to us.

This section tells how Aaron's own two eldest sons who were his
assistants as priests, and one of whom would have been high priest after

25 Aaron's death, sinned against God and were killed by God as a result the
death of Nadab and Abihu.

F. Laws for Holiness of People and Priests
There is a difference between F here and No. 3 under the

Establishment of the Covenant, in the Book of the Covenant. In Exodus 24
30 ordinances were given which were vital for the people to know immediately

for the conduct of their lives in their relation to God. Things which the
people should be familiar with are given now so that the priests and
those that are in charge of the religious and moral rites of the people
shall be prepared for particular contingencies and know what God's law is

- - in relation to them. It is most likely that the ordinances contained in
the Soak of the Covenant were intended to be repeated over and over to
the people so that they would always have it in mind and ::now just what
they should do in relation to those things. Yet., perhaps nobody would
have all these laws in mind and the priest could look in the book where

40 they were written when such a contingency would arise. They could read
the book and learn to understand their duty in relation to various
aspects of their work and life.

This section F, which runs from Leviticus 11-27 is a set of detailed
laws on quite a variety of subjects, arranged in such a way that they

45 could find what they wanted and they could read it through and have an
idea of the material which the priest should either know or be able to
look up when necessary. I am anxious then that you should be familiar
with the nature of this material, in contrast with the material in the
Book of the Covenant. This is extremely important. I want you to get a

50 general impression of the contents of this section, so I will just read
you a statement of subheads or subjects discussed under F here just to
get a general idea of its nature. This is the book of Leviticus, 11-27.
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Just very brief heads: Food, 11 ; Childbirth., 12; Leprosy. 13-14; Other
Purifications, 15; Day of Atonement 16; Rules for Purity, 17-20; Holiness
of Priests and Offerings, 21-11; Convocations. 23; Oil and Shewbread,
24:1-9; Incident of the Blasphemer and His Punishment., 24:10-23..

5 Sabbatical Year and Jubilee, 25; Exhortation to Obey God's Law, 26; The
Law of Vows and Devoted Things., 27. This gives you an idea of the
general nature of the material included in section F; Laws for Holiness
of People and Priest. It is not like the Book of the Covenant something
that all the people should be familiar with and keep in mind so as not to

10 transgress it. It is important in order that when especial matters come
up or special contingencies arise the priests shall be able to look and
see what exactly God's will is in relation to these particular matters.

B. The journey of the Israelites from Sinai to the plains of Moab
You remember that under C--The Deliverance from Egypt, our third

15 section was The Journey to Sinai. Now we have a main section From Sinai.
to the Plains of Moab, which includes the entire book of Numbers. Our
tendency from a historical viewpoint, if we were writing it, would
probably have been to divide it differently, since there was a great
crisis at Kadesh Barnea, and the order was given that all of them except

20 Joshua and Caleb were to die in the wilderness, and the people would stay
for forty years in the wilderness before they would enter the land of
Palestine. If we were dividing it we would make a main division of the
Pentateuch before Kadesh Barnea, but that is not the way it is
presented in the Pentateuch. Important as the great change at Kadesh

25 Barnea was historically, and as important as it was in the life of that
generation, the purpose of the Pentateuch is not just to tell us the
history, but to get the constitution to the people in their relation to
God. And this constitution consists of the details leading up to it with
all the lives of the patriarchs and the deliverance from Egypt up to

30 where they are at Sinai. Then the law is given at Sinai and they are
taken from Sinai to the plains of Moab, and there we have Moses' farewell
address so that in a sense you might call the Pentateuch finished at the
end of the book of Leviticus.. That is to say, the law has been given and
the law has been preceded by the history that shows how he came to give
the law. You might say it is complete at the end of chapter three. But
that leads them out of the wilderness. You then have the account of how
they went from there to the plains of Moab with a large portion about
the nature of the march, the nature of the conduct of the camp on the
march, the number of the people, their arrangement in troops for the

40 march, etc. And many laws are given as they go along in particular
circumstances. Then there are the important and interesting historical
crises that occurred during this wilderness journey from Sinai to the
plains of Moab, and it is very important for us, as Christians, to relate
the analogies to our own lives. Within the structure of the Pentateuch

45 it is essentially an appendix after the biggest part of the law had been
given, and you might almost think that the Pentateuch could have stopped
at the end of Leviticus (being the continuing history of Israel after the
giving of the law) were it not for the very important reason it was
included in the Pentateuch discussed in section H..

50 H. Moses' Farewell Address--The Book of Deuteronomy
This book of Deuteronomy, which contains Moses' farewell addresses,

has a very good title in the Greek, as we have seen. It is the second
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law. The whole generation who received the original law had died in the
wilderness.. The Book of the Covenant had been given. The people had
heard, they had tried to follow, but their courage had failed them at
Kadesh Barnea.. They had died in the wilderness and now a new generation

S was at the entrance to Palestine, and there Moses gives them three
great addresses contained in the book of Deuteronomy.. In these
addresses Moses exhorts them to obey the law of God He reviews the
history and shows them how God has been with them and has blessed them
and what God has done and how they should obey Hiii. He runs through the

10 law.. He does not give them the exact details of how to carry out the
sacrifices or how to have the Jubilee year every fiftieth year or the
precise manner of purification for a particular condition.. Why doesn't he
give the details? Because there was no point in giving them to the
people as a whole.. These were matters which the priests should know in

15 order that when the contingency arose, they would know how to apply the
law.. Moses is here talking not to the priests but to the people as a
whole. The priests had their laws which they are supposed to study, but
Moses gives a review of the law intended for the people.. It is
nevertheless much longer than the Book of the Covenant.. The Book of the

20 Covenant is the first presentation, with the stress on the vital things
to know now. They have been under the law forty years and now he
reviews those vital things that they should know to carry out.. There
are some changes in view of going into the land, but in general it is the
same law, given again to stress what they should have in mind and

25 remembrance.. So in Deuteronomy he begins with reminding them of Gods
goodness in the past--a resume of much forgiveness.. Then he goes into
the law stressing those things which are vital for them to remember
permanently or which were vital for them to know as they enter into the
Promised Land, which might not have been important to know in the
wilderness. Then at the end he has a most wonderful passage of oratory
as he urges them to obey God's law and points out the wonderful bless
ings that God will give if they obey and the terrible punishment which will
come upon them if they disobey. So you see the nature of the book of
Deuteronomy is utterly different from the nature of any other section of
the book of the Pentateuch. But it is a logical capstone to the
Pentateuch. It has a proper and reasonable place in the structure of
the Pentateuch on account of its characteristics.

The book of Numbers is not the beginning of the life of the
Israelites after the fundamental constitution but is still included in the

40 Pentateuch because it is previous to this second great giving of the law
and it leads up to it.. It shows how the law was given, in order to show
how the law was adopted by the people, as well as some details of its
application during their wilderness journey. This then completes our
rapid summary, quite hurriedly in some parts, a bit more detailed in other

45 parts. It was given with the purposes. The most important, from the long
range viewpoint, is to have you understand the structure of the Penta
teuch, which is the very foundation of the Word of God; but then secondly
so that you have an idea of those important features of the structure
which you must have in mind in order to understand the second important

50 phase of the higher criticism.
The first phase of the higher criticism will occupy us for a month,

and during that time we will have little interest in the structure of the
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Pentateuch, but it will enter into the second phase. Yet I hope that
when we get to the second phase you will have well in mind what we have
covered in this structure because it is very vital for an understanding
of the second phase. I will, of course, assign special reviews at that

5 time but I wish you would get it well in mind now and continue to review
it, because then you will understand immediately the bearing and
importance of the second phase, though less known among conservative
Christians.

10 III. Authorship of the Pentateuch
e are now going to look principally at the traditional positions

reg r ing the authorship of the Pentateuch.
A Parts of the Pentateuch claim to be written by Moses
n the legal sections we find references to Moses as the writer. For

15 instance, in the Book of the Covenant, in chapter 24, the chapter which
deals with the ratification of the Covenant (the last chapter of the Book
of the Covenant). In chapter 24, verse 4, we find a statement made that
Moses wrote all the words of the Lord. Here the statement is made that
Moses wrote this Book of the Covenant, the Ten Commandments and the

20 Ordinances. Then, over in the legal section, in Deuteronomy 31:9 we find
the statement: "and Moses wrote this law and delivered it unto the
priests, the sons of Levi., which bare the ark of the Covenant of the
LORD and unto all the elders of Israel." Does that mean the law
contained in the book of Deuteronomy or does it mean the whole

25 Pentateuch? Well, it at least means Deuteronomy. Then in the same
chapter, in verses 24-26, we find: "And it came to pass, when Moses had
made an end of writing the words of this law in a book, until they were
finished, that Moses commanded the Levites, which bare the ark of the
Covenant of the LORD, saying, Take this book of the law, and put it in the

30 side of the ark of the Covenant of the LORD your God that it may be
there for a witness against thee." So we have these three statements
that laws were written by Moses.

There is no statement in Genesis that Moses wrote Genesis, but the
narrative section of Exodus contains a statement about Moses Writing.

35 In Exodus 17:14 we read: "And the LORD said unto Moses, 'Write this for a
memorial in a book." Our English version says "a book." But here the
Hebrew says, "in the book," "Write this for a memorial in the book and
rehearse it in the ears of Joshua for I will utterly put out the
remembrance of Amalek from under heaven."

40 Numbers 33:2 says, "And Moses wrote their goings out according to
their journeys by the commandment of the LORD. These are their
journeys according to their goings out." There is no statement in any
one of these books, except Deuteronomy, which seems to say that that
particular book is Moses' book. Nor do we have a statement which says

45 that about the whole Pentateuch, unless the statements at the end of
Deuteronomy 31 are thus to be understood. But we do have these five
passages which speak of Moses writing and not merely writing legal
material, but also narrative. (Student: Why didn't Moses say, "I wrote
it? If he wrote it, wouldn't you think he would use the first person?"

50 AAM: "That is a matter of custom. It is our usual custom to speak in the
first person, but there are many books in which the authors have written
of themselves in the third person, even in modern times. Thus it is a
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matter of custom."
Assignment: Now if you do the assignment from the English you may

be able to run your eye over the page and pick out the words God and
LORD quite quickly. Some people can note capitals quickly. If you can,

5 that is the preferred way. But you might find that you would save a
great deal of time by using Young's Concordance. Young's and Strong's
are different. Strong's will have a number after the word "God." It will
say "God" and then all the different words for God in the Bible will come
right after the other, but after each it will have a number indicating the

10 Hebrew name. In this case, you will look up in the back and see which
number refers to Elohim and then you can take from Strong's those uses
that have this number, and you can get your references quickly. In
Young's all the references with the same Hebrew word will be put
together. You can get your references from Strong's or Young's

15 concordances if you want. That will save you some time. But the main
thing is., I want them written on two sides so you can look down either
column and see how often the word is used or you can look across, back
and forth. This is not to be a minute study of the contents of any
particular verse or section. It is to get an idea of this alternation and

20 how it occurs. This is very important in connection with the higher
criticism. We are not going to have time to study every section of the
Pentateuch in minute detail, but to get a few samples, so as to
und tand the basic principles involved. If you have a name like God
Al t ., that is not Elohim at all. That is a different word in Hebrew.

25 B. e have noticed that part of the Pentateuch claims to be written
by o s. The word "Moses" does not occur in the book of Genesis., nor
does it say at the head of any of the other books, "This is a book
written by Moses." We have noticed that there are statements in the
Pentateuch that certain things were to be written down by Moses. There

30 are some who will say, "Moses wrote a few laws and others added laws and
then somebody wrote the whole book and it came to be thought of as
Moses' book." Yet it does not merely say in connection with laws that
Moses wrote them. It also says twice in other connections that "Moses
wrote this down in a book." In Deuteronomy 31 there is a reference which

35 might be taken to refer only to Deuteronomy, but I think it is more
correctly taken to refer to the whole Pentateuch. Moses wrote it and it
was to be kept beside the mercy seat in the Holy of Holies. The book
then has some references to Moses as the writer of at least certain
portions, and I think it is altogether possible to consider Deuteronomy

40 31 as saying that he wrote all of it.
In the rest of the Old Testament we find many references to "the law

of God" and not so many to "the book of Moses" or "the law of Moses" but
we do find some in the Old Testament. For instance: I Kings 2:3; II
Chronicles 34:14 and Nehemiah 8:1-8 contain references to "the books of

45 Moses" or to "the law of Moses." The Old Testament then refers
frequently to the book of the law of God or to the law of God and a few
times to it as the book of Moses.

C. The New Testament refers to the Pentateuch as the work of
Moses. We do not need to take time on this. You have gone into it and

SC) are familiar with a good many passages in the New Testament that refer
to the book of Moses or to the law of Moses or what Moses said. Of
course, we are interested in particular with the statements which were
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made by our Lord Jesus Christ Himself, and we find that Jesus Christ
refers specifically to the Pentateuch as from Moses.. In Matthew 0:4 He
says, "Offer the gift that Moses commands" In Matthew 19 arid Mark 10 He
says, "Moses, because of the hardness of your heart, suffered you to

5 put away your wives." In Mark 7 He said, "Moses said, honour thy father
and thy mother.." He speaks of "the book of Moses" in Mark 12:26 and in
Luke 20:37.. In the parable of the rich man and Lazarus, Christ
represents Abraham as saying, "If they hear not Moses and the
prophets..." Luke 24 says, "All things must be fulfilled which were

10 written in the law of Moses concerning me." There are many references
by the Lord Jesus Christ to statements in the Pentateuch as "what Moses
said," or to the whole Pentateuch as "the law of Moses." This was the
common view that people held at the time. All the Jews considered that
this was the law of Moses.. Josephus referred to it as "the five books of

15 Moses," and very clearly includes Genesis with the rest, as written by
Moses.. If Jesus knew that it was untrue and that Moses did not write the
Pentateuch, it was not necessarily His duty to correct their ideas on
the si.tbject.. If He had set out to correct all the false ideas in the
world in our day, it would have taken all His time doing so and He would

20 have had no time to give us any positive presentation of the great
spiritual matters He wished to bring to our attention. Now in those days
the knowledge of the world that the people had was far less than the
knowledge we have today.. Consequently their erroneous ideas of history
and of science are far greater, and if Jesus had set out to correct all

25 the false ideas people had then, it would have been necessary for Him to
have spent five times as long as He did in taking all the time just to
correct false ideas of history and science. So if Jesus did not say that
Moses did not write the Pentateuch, that would not prove that the Jews
were certainly right in considering that He did. But He did not have to

30 refer to it in this way.. He could have said, "it is written in the law.."
He could have said, "the law of God." He could have referred to the book
in any number of many ways. He did not need to say, "If they believe not
Moses." He did not need to say, "all things written in the law of Moses
concerning.." Him. He refers to it a number of times in connection with

35 Moses where there was no necessity of His doing so and consequently, we
have to say either that Moses wrote it or that Jesus Christ did not know
what He was talking about. Forty years ago Dr. Briggs of Union Seminary
said that Jesus was not obliged to correct all the errors of His
contemporaries.. It was no part of His work to correct erroneous ideas

40 on questions of authorship. We agree with that.. It was not necessary
that He correct all false ideas of authorship--not at all.. What we do
say is that He could easily have avoided these statements.. We do not
believe that Jesus ever made statements which conveyed a false
impression.. If He knew all things He could easily avoid such statements

45 and if He had known that Moses was not the author of the Pentateuch He
could easily have quoted from these books without mentioning Moses name
and still without offending the Jews. But Jesus Christ Himself said, "If I
have told you earthly things and ye believed not, how shall ye believe
when I tell you of heavenly things.." He stressed His relationship to
truth: "To this end was I born and for this cause came I into the world,
that I should bear witness unto the truth.." When He refers to matters
of science or matters of history, we can expect that whatever He says
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will be true and so it is certainly impossible to believe that Jesus
simply accommodated Himself to the views of the people of the time on
matters that were nonessential. But I would say He certainly would not
accommodate to their views on a matter of such importance as this.

5 This is the very foundation of the Old Testament. These five books
are the beginning. They are its constitution. It is therefore a matter
of vital importance not to have false ideas about them. God inspired the
writers and kept them from error. He might very well have chosen, as in
the case of some other books, to leave us in ignorance as to who wrote

10 them.
There are three positions about the attitude of Christ that have

been taken. The first is the position which I hold to be the only
reasonable one: He knew the facts and the reference He made shows that
He indeed considered it to the work of Moses. The second attitude is the

15 attitude which Briggs expresses, that Jesus was not interested in
matters of authorship and therefore did not enter into them. The answer
to that idea is that it is simply not a fact. His phraseology shows that
He did enter into it. He could have sidestepped it. (I do not believe He
would have sidestepped in matters as important as this, but nevertheless

20 He did not sidestep). If we were to believe that He accommodated Himself
to their views, and used the phrases which would give the impression that
He agreed with them when He actually did not, it would make it very
difficult to know where the limits are as to what was important and where
you can say that He was just saying things in order not to displease

25 other people. It does not fit with the idea of a divine Son of God Who
has come to teach us the truth and was indeed Himself the Truth.

The third view is one which was originally advanced by godly people
who could not accept this second view and felt that the facts made it
impossible for them to accept the first view. Sixty years ago there were

30 many godly men in England who believed thoroughly in Christ's atoning
sacrifice for our sins, who heard the arguments of the higher criticism
as they were presented by men of great intellectual ability and felt
themselves unable to answer them, and felt convinced that the
Pentateuch did not come from Moses and that the Old Testament Was -full

35 of errors. They could not continue to accept it as accurate and
dependable, and yet they wished to hold to their belief in the deity of
the Lord Jesus Christ. They said, "What can we do?" They did not want
to give up the deity of Christ. They did not want to give up the central
features of Christianity to which they were greatly attached, and they

40 did not see how they could hold to the Old Testament any longer, and
they found here a refuge in Phiippians 2:6-7. This was used as a
refuge by godly men who wished to hold to their belief in Christ while
thinking themselves compelled, if they were to be reasonable at all., to
give up the idea that Moses wrote the Pentateuch, or that the Old

45 Testament was in general dependable at all. And so they read in
Phiippians 2:6,7., "This mind which was also in Christ Jesus, Who, being in
the form of God thought it not a thing to be grasped to be equal with God
but made himself of no reputation and took upon himself the form of a
servant, and was made in the likeness of men." And that word which was
translated "and made himself of no reputation" is literally "emptied
himself." Emptied himself from the Greek word there has been taken a
name for it--"kenosis"--the emptying.
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The Emptying Theory: According to this theory Christ is God., the
Second Person of the Trinity. As God., He knows all things. But they
said, Jesus Christ had emptied Himself of His divine attributes He has
come down here and become a man, taken the form of a servant, emptied

5 Himself and consequently He did not know all things. He thought Moses
had written the Pentateuch.. He thought the Old Testament was true and
dependable.. This theory was a refuge which was seen by godly men who
wanted to hold their intellectual integrity and at the same time wanted
to hold to their faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, and there were a number

10 of English and there are some today who go far past that point but who
are similar in attitude, for whom you must have a great deal of respect
even though I feel that it should be combined with a certain regret.. You
must feel respect for them for their desire to cling tenaciously to the
deity of Christ and the great doctrines of Christianity even though they

15 feel that intellectually it is impossible to hold to the Bible as true,
(Then it was just the Old Testament, but now it is applied to the New..)
But a refuge which is a false refuge is a dangerous thing.. It is a great
mistake to try to find refuge from a problem you can not answer through
a weak argument based on a faulty premise..

20 Jesus Christ is Gad and when He says Moses wrote the Pentateuch, I
believe Him.. But there are problems that I cannot answer though I
believe that God will sometime give us the answers.. It is far better to
say that than to take a refuge in a false idea which will lead eventually
to great injury.

25 Student: [unclear] AAM: Yes, there is of course the problem that the
Scripture says that He grew in stature and in knowledge and wisdom.. We
certainly have a little boy growing intellectually in some way even
though while Jesus Christ was a baby in the manger He was also the God
Who was controlling the stars in their orbits and directing the forces of

3(1 the universe.. We ca not understand it but the Scripture clearly teaches
that both are true.. Now while there might be some phase in His
development, in His growing up, in which it can be said that it was the
human nature that grew in knowledge, it is very, very clear in the
Scripture that by the time He began His ministry, He claimed and availed
Himself of the knowledge which was His as God.. "He knew what was in man.."
He did not need that any man should teach Him. He already knew what was
in man. He knew what was happening at the centurion's house when He was
still miles away. He knew the innermost working of people's minds. He
knew the future.. He knew what was in Judas' mind.. He was the omnipotent

40 God Who knew all things..
AAM: That is the one thing for which it is stated that there was a

deliberate limit, so He said that the time of His Second Coming was left
in the Father's hands and no one else, not even the Son, knew it.. That is
the only thing for which that is stated, and the very fact that it is

45 necessary to state it, "even the Son" does not know that. Certainly we
can say that He had knowledge far beyond what any human being has..

Student: Well, still and all, as God He did know it..
AAM: Yes..
Student: I mean, but only as a man..

50 AAM: In some way He chose that He as the Son of God walking upon
this earth should hold Himself in ignorance of that point, that He should
take the attitude which He wished His disciples to have and which all
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should have, that we do not know when He will come. And that He might
suddenly come for us today or tomorrow or at any time as He wished them
to believe after His going. We do not know when it will be. He chose
death but that is the only place in Scripture where there is any

5 suggestion there was anything He did not know. Of course, there has
been great discussion over this matter of Moses. You could have a dozen
theological lectures on it. We just do not have time for it at this point
in our study of the Pentateuch. We just want to present what the
situation is. Student----------AAM: Oh! everything He did was in the power

10 of the Spirit. Student:-----------AAM: I would say that it is true that the
Spirit rests upon Him without measure and that He did everything He did
in the power of the Spirit and at the same time as the Second Person of
the Godhead had all things in His control. We cannot understand it all.
Christ in us is the hope of glory today and yet it is the Holy Spirit in

15 our lives that empowers us for service. We cannot understand it. We can
merely take the scriptural statement and believe it. There is an Angli
can group (I think the bishop was Lore) who wrote a book about thirty
years ago presenting most of the great doctrines of salvation. He held
firmly to the incarnation and to the deity of Christ, but gave up not

20 merely the Pentateuch but all the Bible as any source of knowledge. It is
an impossible position and it is a position which comparatively few in
England have continued to hold. Kenosis was a means of refuge and we
must feel respect for those who sought the refuge in order to hold to
their intellectual integrity and also to their belief in the deity of
Christ. We must have respect for them, but we must recognize that it is
unsatisfactory and must recognize that it is an attitude which has not
lasted as the view of any great number. l<enosis has come to be a means
of casting aside the Bible altogether and leaving one with no source for
authority in religious matters except the statements of other fallible

30 men or our own human feeling and emotion--the most unstable source you
can think of. Kenosis is a viewpoint which has come more and more to be
recognized as not exegetically well-founded. It is certainly not clearly
taught in Phiippians. It is not the necessary teaching of the passage.
There is nothing in the passage to suggest that it is even dealing with

- - omnipotence at all and it contradicts the presentation of Christ's
character and attitude which we find in the Scripture. It is very
unsatisfactory.

Student: [unclear] AAM: Yes, His wisdom was certainly very great
then, but I would not know whether it was apparent to them that it was
super-human. I would not be sure we could draw that. (We can not say that
He had displayed in the temple a wisdom which they would think of as
clearly a superhuman wisdom. I do not think the passage necessarily
means that.) Well, so much then for the three viewpoints on this. I think
we should say, the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch is clearly taught

45 in the Bible as a whole and in the New Testament and seems to be quite
definitely supported by Christ. But more than that, the dependability of
the Pentateuch.

I do not think we should feel too much that it is just a matter of
whether Moses wrote that is important. God could have given us the

50 Pentateuch in a different way. Since we are told that Moses wrote it it
is vital that we hold that he did. But it is even more vital that we
recognize that it is true and dependable. It is the foundation of the
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religion of the Bible.. It is thus recognized by Christ and by the
apostles.. Student: [unclear] M: Yes, absolutely. I was interested to
find in three books by three different theological professors on the five
books of Moses dealing with the F'entateuchal criticism, all written in the

S last ten years that all three of them quote the same statement from Dr.
Robert Dick Wilson as to what we mean by the Mosaic authorship of the
Pentateuch. I do not have it right in front of me at the moment, but it
is substantially this, that when we speak of the Mosaic authorship of the
Pentateuch, we mean that Moses wrote these books and that at least the

10 great bulk of it is what he wrote. It does not mean that there might not
be interpolation or additions made at a later time by inspired men, which
are inspired and true just as much as the original. It does mean that
the book as a whole, as it was in the days of Christ, is true and
dependable regardless of which parts came from Moses and which came

15 from other men, but it. also means that the overwhelming bulk of it came
from Moses.. I would personally say this: I do not believe that there is
any proof that anything in the Pentateuch as we have it today came from
anyone other than Moses.. I do not believe there is any proof that any
section is not from Moses, but I do not think it is necessary to hold to

20 the fact that every sentence of it came from Moses. I think it is not
impossible that there might be additions or insertions of minor nature
which were made at a later time by inspired men. I think that is entirely
possible. I do not think it affects the major problem that it is a book of
Moses. But I certainly reject any view that the great bulk of the laws

25 of Moses were not written until a thousand years after his death and
united together by different men.. Many contradictory sections united
together in such a way is utterly contrary of the teaching of the Bible.
So I would say that the truth of our religion is at stake in the
dependability of the Pentateuch and possibly in the Mosaic authorship.

30 since Christ so explicitly spoke of it. It is not a matter of the same
relative importance as the difference between the Lutherans and the
Reformed on the nature of the communion. It is far more important than
that. It is not of the type of importance of difference between Roman
Catholic and Protestant as to whether seven additional books are part of

35 the Old Testament. They consider these part of the Old Testament. We
consider them Apocryphal writings. But they hold to the other thirty
nine books and these seven books are on the whole good books.. There
certainly are teachings in them on minor matters which we think are false
but in the main their teaching is in line with the teaching with the rest

40 of the Scripture. It is a serious error but not a fraction as serious as
the error of saying that the Pentateuch is not reliable and dependable
arid possibly not as serious an error as denying that Moses is the author
of the overwhelming majority of the Pentateuch. The difference between
some people as to the mode of Baptism or as to the time when baptism

45 should be administered is certainly not a fraction as important as the
difference between those who hold to the dependability of the Bible arid
those who deny it because that is a matter which affects the basic
foundation of our religion.. It is not like the matter of the difference
between the high and low church, over which portions of the Anglican

50 church become so terrifically excited, about g of particular gowns.
Certainly I do not think that is anyw e nea as important as the

question whether Jesus Christ knew what talking about when He
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spoke of it as he book of Moses. It is vital to recognize Moses as the
author., but it s far more important to recognize it as a true and
dependable fou dation. The higher criticism does not merely strii::e at
the question, Did Moses write it? It strikes at the far more important

5 question, Is it dependable? We are now getting into that which is very
important in this course.

In our discussion of the Authorship of the Pentateuch we notice that
the authorship of the Pentateuch is not itself the primary question.. Who
wrote the book of Hebrews? We do not know. Nobody on earth can know

10 who wrote Hebrews, but we do know that it was a book which was inspired
by the Holy Spirit. It is in the canon on which the Holy Spirit led the
early church to reach a unanimity, not by the decision of any man or
group of men but by the Spirit of God working in the hearts of His people
in the church as a whole. The same is true of many books of the Old

15 Testament. Did Samuel write II Samuel? We know that Samuel did not
write it because he died well before the beginning of the events
described in II Samuel. Who wrote the books of Kings? There are many
sections of the Old and New Testaments of which we do not know who the
authors were, but we know that these books are part of that group of

20 books on which Christ put the seal of His approval as God's Word. We
know that whoever wrote any of them was a man inspired of God.
Therefore, each is true and the vital matter is God's inspiration, not the
name of the one who wrote it. But in the case of the Pentateuch, the
question of authorship is important because we have many statements in

25 the Old Testament, and in the New, that seem to most of us to imply
rather definitely that Moses was the writer.

There are a few very godly and orthodox men who say that they
believe that the whole Bible is God's Word and that every word of the
Pentateuch in the original is inspired of God, who suggest that it does

30 not matter who was the author, but just that a part of God's Word is
called "the book of Moses." Vet, I cannot follow their reasoning because
I do not think that their reasoning is correct. I am not ready to say that
those men are non-Christians or even unorthodox, but I will say that I
think they are taking a dangerous and erroneous position. After all, the

35 Lord Jesus Christ spoke of the book as a book written by Moses and
spoke of statements in it as being what Moses had said. And if you
interpret it that way, then you cannot possibly deny the Mosaic
authorship without denying the deity of Christ. If you exegete the New
Testament that way, which seems to me the only reasonable way, then you

40 cannot deny the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch without making
Christ a mere human being and denying His divinity. The Scriptural
teaching that Jesus Christ is the Son of God Who knew man and did not
need that anyone should tell him what was in man, because He knew what
was in man, makes it impossible to take any view than that Moses is the

45 author of the Pentateuch (though, as I said, there are a few who think
they can interpret Christ's words in another way.) I am not ready to say
they are dishonest, but that they have a method of exegesis that I do
not understand and that makes me a little suspicious about their
exegesis in other places. If they say they accept the Pentateuch as

50 entirely inspired and God's Word as free from error, I am ready to take
their word on that. (Mr. Ellis asks about Cartridge (?). AAM I do not
recall whether he says it or not, but he has very definitely accepted the
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critical theory and this is pretty hard to reconcile with a claim to be
evangelical.) The authorship is not the most vital thing about the
Pentateuch.. The extremely vital thing is whether it is true, is it God's
Ward, is it free from error? That is the vital thing. But the authorship

5 seems to be recognized in the Old Testament a great deal and it certainly
is recognized in the New Testament, it seems to me., and if you interpret
the New Testament that way, then you must say that Moses is the author
of it and most interpreters, liberal or conservative, consider that
Jesus' wards show that He considered that Moses was the author of the

10 Pentateuch, or show that His wards mean that. Someone said Christ just
was not interested in problems of criticism so He sidestepped them. But
He does not sidestep them. He spoke directly about it, it seems to me.
He could have sidestepped them if He chose and doubtless He sidestepped
many things. He does not go into the theory of the electron anywhere or

15 make statements an any one of many other scientific doctrines which He
doubtless understood thoroughly. It was not His purpose to explain them,
yet He never contradicted any fact of science or history. And of
course, the idea that Jesus did not know what He was talking about
contradicts the New Testament teaching that He was God and knew all

20 things, with only one exception: that the Father had kept in His own
power the date when the Son would return. However, He seemed to know
what the Son would do when He returned. He seemed to know the details
connected with it. The one exception was simply that He did not want His
people to know when He would come in order that they might be ready at
any time. As the Gad-man He simply kept that one thing out of His
conscious mind.

C. The New Testament referred to the book of Moses (apparently
unclear on recording). Mk 12:26; Lk 16:19; 24:44; Acts 3:22; 15:21; 2 Car 3:15,
Also Kenosis (Phil 2:6-7) is used as excuse in denying Christ's knowledge.

30 D. The Traditior&View Jews and of Christians has been that Moses
wrote these five book

It is not necessary to hold that Moses is the author of every verse
in the Pentateuch, though personally I think he is, Personally I see no
reason to think that there is any reason to say that Moses could not

35 have written any section of the Pentateuch as we have it. I see no
reason to deny Mosaic authorship of every part, allowing only for
possible substitution of names that came into use at a later time.
Supposing that somebody wrote a history of the Dutch coming to New York
in 1660, and that we read in a copy of this history written in 1700 that

40 the Dutch came to New York and established their city there and called it
New Amsterdam. Would we immediately say this is not a genuine work
because the city was called New Amsterdam in 1664 when the British
conquered it and changed the name to New York. We would not have to say
that. We could say the editor, knowing that most of us would not

45 recognize the name New Amsterdam has substituted New York and thus is
using a later title for the place. Such a thing might conceivably happen
somewhere in the Pentateuch. It might have been that Abraham went to a
certain place and Moses used the name of a place which was used at a
later time. In such a case, it might be that the earlier name was there

50 originally and that the name was changed in order to make it intelligible
to people at a later date, it being the same spot an the earth's surface.
Now I do not believe there is any place where it can be proven that that
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was the case.. But if it should be proven that some place in Genesis was
not known by that name at the time of Moses, but the name was used at a
later time, so long as you do not prove that there was no city there at
the earlier time or that the event could not have happened there, I do

5 not find it inconsistent with Mosaic authorship to think that a name was
changed to one that people would recognize at a later date. I do not
know of any case where there is proof that such a thing occurred, but if
such proof should be forthcoming, it would not disprove Mosaic
authorship. The same would be true of an occasional sentence in the

10 Pentateuch. For instance, you read of something that "it remains there
to this day.." Moses might have spoken of something that happened 300
years before and then said it remains there to this day. He might speak
of something that happened a year before and he might say it remains
there to this day. Or some writer might insert a sentence., one hundred,

15 two hundred, or three hundred years later. Speaking of the condition
remaining as it became at that time. Such an insertion at a later time
does not disprove the Mosaic authorship of the book as a whole. Dr.
Robert Dick Wilson expressed this in his book on the scientific
introduction to the Pentateuch. He explained what he considered Mosaic

20 authorship to be. I find his definition quoted in other books, showing
that most feel that he expressed it very well. Here is what he said, "The
position is that the Pentateuch as it stands is historical and from the
time of Moses; and that Moses was its real author though it may have
been revised and edited by later redactors, the additions being just as

25 much inspired and true as the rest." Student I wonder Just how far you
can take that, if there is someone that can make a revision and that
revision is inspired, why Couldn't you carry that right along through the
centuries? AAM: The Lord could carry that as far as He wanted to, but
when Christ approved of it, He approved of the work as it was accepted

30 by the Jews. And the whole Old Testament had been accepted by the Jews
-for at least four hundred years. Personally, I see no reason why Moses
may not have written every ward of it as it is in our Hebrew today.
However, there is the possibility that our Hebrew may have been
somewhat changed in transmission. I see no reason why Moses may not

35 have written all of it as it was in the original Hebrew writing which has
been passed on. Doubtless some few copies have had mistakes come in,
but I see no reason to feel any certainty that there are later
insertions or changes. If the Lord led some other inspired man--perhaps
one who wrote another book of the Bible--to make some slight additions

40 to the Pentateuch so as to make it clearer to people of his own day, or
to insert a statement about something that was similar which was not
available to Moses but which was true, or even to insert a list of kings
or to say, "it remains to this day" or something like that, and this being
inspired of God just as much as the original author. I see no way in

45 which that interferes with the idea that Moses is the author and that it
is wholly inspired and entirely true. That does not mean that I feel that
any such things have happened. I simply feel that if it be necessary to
admit certain things which would prove such a thing as that did happened,
then it would not affect the major thing we are contending with and it

50 would be foolish to waste our efforts and energies in contending against
such a thing as that.. Student But is there any inference in any outside
literature of the Jewish background of such a thing ever occurring? AAM:
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Yes, many of the rabbis say that they do not believe that Moses wrote
the account of his death in the last few verses of Deuteronomy. Many
think that these verses were added by someone else after his
death--perhaps by Joshua. That is a view which many rabbis have held.

5 Personally, I would say it is entirely possible that Joshua or someone
else wrote the statement about Moses' death, but I see no reason to feel
that it must be so, because it does not contain anything that Moses did
not know. God told Moses to go up the mountain and that God would take
him to Himself--that he would die there and would not go into the Land.

10 He gave him this declaration as to what was going to happen, and of
course the Israelites would mourn for him afterwards. That was all
prescribed. Moses knew that perfectly well. How can we be sure that God
did not have him write it down in advance? When Calvin came to die, he
ordered that his body should be buried at night with no one knowing where

15 it was buried. They knew which cemetery, but they did not know in what
part of it. He knew that at Roman Catholic cemeteries there was worship
around the places where their great men were buried and it was thought
that miracles occurred there. During the last nine years of Calvin's life
the people of Geneva had idolized him and been ready to do anything in

20 the world he said, and the people had come from distant countries to
hear his words. Calvin wished to be considered as an interpreter of the
Bible and as one who was presenting Christ. He did not wish anybody to
take away any of their love for Christ by putting it upon him, since he
was afraid such things might be done by his grave so he gave these

25 strict orders. Now in the case of Moses, the danger would be even
greater because Moses had led the people out from Egypt and had been
their leader for forty years, divinely directed by Jehovah, the one
through wham the Scripture had been written, and it would have been very
easy for the people to make a sort of a god out of Moses and to have

30 worshiped at his tomb. He knew that Gad did not wish such things to
happen. Perhaps in order to avoid any misunderstanding later on about
the matter, or any deification of him such as saying that he was too good
a man to die and be buried and that God simply took him up to Heaven to
Himself, or any such idea, Moses wrote the facts in advance exactly the
way the Lord told him they were going to happen.

The situation now is to a large extent as it was before 1870, except
that now the great bulk of scholars accept the higher criticism. Before
that the great bulk of conservatives thought it was a lot of nonsense
and paid no attention to it, though a few scholars here and there were

40 vitally interested. Today most scholars say it is true, it is proved, and
there are a great number of conservatives, but comparatively few
scholarly conservatives, who say it is just a bunch of nonsense. You do
not get anywhere with that sort of an attitude on the two sides. The
great bulk of people today who profess scholarship say that it is

45 proved and that anybody who does not believe it is ignorant. Most of the
younger liberal scholars know little about it--only that it is what all
scholars believe and therefore must be true. On the other hand, most of
the conservative scholars have no idea what the thing really is except
that they think it is nonsense. It is easy to ridicule certain phases of
it, and it may be necessary to ridicule it in addressing certain ignorant
audiences, it may be a proper method. It is sometimes a proper method
of debate, and with a certain type of audience it may be necessary simply
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to ridicule. Yet one can ridicule anything and it is just as easy to take
our Christian views and make fun of them as it is to take the higher
criticism and ridicule it. It may be a proper method of debate in certain
audiences but I think it is vital that we have leaders who are able to

5 see the relative strengths and weaknesses of the argument in both
directions. In AD. isoo., most people considered that the earth was the
center of the universe and that the sun went around the earth. Then
when Copernicus ideas had become widespread there was a time when most
people believed that the sun was the center of the universe, and that

10 the earth and the rest of the planets went around the sun. Now all
people who know anything about it know that neither the earth nor the
sun is the center of the universe, and further that nobody can say
whether the sun is going around the earth or the earth is going around
the suns, because actually they are both going around each other. The

15 two extreme attitudes were both utterly false and we ca not say which is
going around the other--Just that both of them are going around. In
relation to the higher criticism, we need leaders who can understand its
strengths weaknesses, and who can therefore intelligently talk to the
person who is not satisfied in having been told it is a bunch of nonsense,

20 but who finds that many people believe it and therefore wants to know
what it is. He needs to find people who can intelligently discuss it with
him and show him what its weak points are and what its strong points are.
He needs someone who can show how it came about that great scholars and
learned men can have accepted a thing which is actually unscientific.

25 The higher criticism of the Bible is the main force which has been
used to lay a foundation for the destruction of faith in the Word of God.
It is not so much discussed today as it was thirty years ago. At that
time, great sections of the church were wondering whether there was any
truth to the higher criticism and were beginning to lose their faith as a
result of it. Today the liberals consider the battle won. The question
now is not "Is the higher criticism true?" but, what does the higher
criticism teach in relation to some section? The real fight over the
higher criticism is more apt to be found in Brazil or Argentina or some
such area where modernist books are just beginning to be distributed,

35 attractively presenting the higher criticism in order to lead people to
take that step which, logically carried out, leads to loss of all faith in
the Word of God, and eventually of all faith in any supernatural being.
That is the logical process which has occurred in many areas. When a
logical process has made a certain start, it is very important that we

40 examine its foundation and decide to just how great an extent it is valid
and where it ceases to be valid.

There are those who say that if you leave New York on a train and
you find that your train is heading for Pittsburgh when you want to go
to Washington, you must go back to New York and make a new start to get

45 off that tract and get on the right track. I think this illustration is
utterly erroneous. If you get as far as Harrisburg on a train headed
-for Pittsburgh and you want to go to Washington, you are much wiser to
simply shift to the line that goes from Harrisburg to Washington than to
go clear back to New York in order to start over again. That is to say,

50 there are developments that started in a certain direction and you
logically go on from there. There are other developments which are not
that way and one must determine the nature of the developments to know
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what kind it is.
The term higher criticism, as originally used, did not in itself mean

anything wrong. It may be desirable that we study the book of Hebrews
to try to decide who wrote it. I do not think it is particularly

S important, because there is no evidence available. Some people are quite
convinced that Paul wrote it and many are quite convinced that Paul did
not write it. There is no evidence to prove it, one way or the other. In
this life it does not matter who wrote the book of Hebrews, because we
know that whoever wrote it was inspired by the Holy Spirit and kept from

10 error as he wrote. That is what matters. It is a part of the Bible that
God has given us. It is an interesting study and there are books in which
it might be of special value to know who the author is. If you take up
the book of Jeremiah it is an important question when the different
sections of it were written? In that case, we have evidence in the book

15 itself. It may be that the twenty fifth chapter of Jeremiah was written
ten years before the twentieth. If clear evidence about this can be
found in the book, it may be helpful in understanding its meaning.
Questions of authorship, etc. may be important and may not be. It is
always interesting and valuable to study them, provided one is satisfied

20 to stop where the evidence stops. Don't feel you have to go on and make
guesses and then become dogmatic about your guesses. A true higher
criticism is a proper study arid a good study and it is very foolish for
us to inveigh against it, but when we think of the higher criticism of the
Bible we are speaking of a certain type of higher criticism which has gone

25 in a certain direction, with many scholars participating, and has followed
a certain general attitude. That is what we generally mean when we
speak of the higher criticism of the Bible. Its key stone was the higher
criticism of the Pentateuch. There is no harm in the world in asking the
questions, "Did Abraham write the story of Abraham in Palestine, did God

30 reveal it to Moses? or was it passed down arid Moses took it over?"
There is no harm in such a study, but there is great harm if you try to
insist on results for which there is no evidence.. When we speak of the
higher criticism of the Pentateuch, we do not mean just an attempt to
try to learn these things or to see what the evidence is at the various

35 points. We mean a certain movement of study which has reached certain
conclusions and taken a certain position, which has become very
widespread. There may be great difference of details among those who
hold this position, but there are certain things in common sufficient to
entitle us to consider it as one movement. It has had disastrous effects

40 upon the history of the Church as a whole and so we are interested in
knowing just what the movement was. For example, you might say that
Franklin Pierce, the second president of the United States before
Abraham Lincoln, had never been seen to have drunk out of a bottle when
he was a boy, but had always used a bottle with a nipple and had never

45 started drinking out of a glass, then it is entirely probable that he
never would have died a drunkard's death. Perhaps the first step in his
heading for a drunkard's grave was his beginning to drink out of a glass
instead of through a nipple. Perhaps this was so, but there are many
other steps which went into it. There was a certain point where the line

50 was heading him almost inevitably toward the course which he struck, but
you cannot say off-hand where that point is. You have to study the
details and examine them.
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It is very easy to say to little children and to young people that
the Bible is absolutely true and that anybody who thinks the contrary is
a numbskull and an idiot.. You can ridicule evolution and you can ridicule
higher criticism. You can pick out certain aspects of it and make it

5 sound utterly idiotic and many people will accept what you say. But then
if they go to college and find educated people--people of learning and
high character--who hold these views and believe they have been proved,
the next step for the child is to give up all regard for everything you
have taught him and in the end to decide that you are one who is the

10 numbskull rather than those who hold the other view..
Those who are to be leaders of God's flock need to think these

questions through not merely to say, "How far can I keep away from that?
Here is a precipice. I don't want to go over the precipice, so I won't
stay on the road; I will climb up the mountain side and go along there."

15 It is far better to do that than to roll off the precipice., but those who
are to be leaders in Christian work, some of them at least, should think
these things through and find the place of progress which does not go
over into error or into fanaticism, but makes progress in a direction
which can be useful and helpful.. People may differ as to where that line

20 is, but it is right that we should seek it for ourselves, and I believe
that the cause of God is best served by our endeavoring to do so..

There was a man who wrote a letter in which he said, how perfectly
silly it is to deny the numerical structure of the New Testament.. He
said, "Don't you know that every paragraph in the Greek New Testament
has a number of verses divisible by seven and a number of words
divisible by seven, and a number of letters divisible by seven?" s long
as you tell people that do not know any Greek that every paragraph in
the Greek New Testament has a number of verses divisible by seven and a
number of words divisible by seven and a number of letters divisible by

30 seven, and they believe you, they may be more apt to believe in the
inspiration of the Scripture than they would be otherwise.. So perhaps
you are doing a good work, but the trouble is that one of them might get
hold of a Greek New Testament and might find that even without knowing
Greek, he could count the number of verses, of words, and of letters in a

35 paragraph, and that it was only about once in every seven verses that
one of these numbers would work out!

Many such statements are circulated.. I do not think anyone should
circulate lies, knowing that they are lies. It is never right to do evil
that good may result..

40 I believe that the cause of Christ is benefited in the end by learning
what the truth is and being able to know what is correct and what is not..
The development which we call the higher criticism has gone in a direction
and has reached a position where it has become one of the greatest
causes of turning away from true faith in God.

45 Rather than just standing aside and ridiculing it, or saying it is all
nonsense, it is far better that there be those who know about it.. I would
li}e to see same conservatives who know much more of the facts about
this matter.. We need to know more about how it came into existence than
most of the liberals who hold it today, most of them simply because they

50 have been told that it is true. We should know the facts about it and be
able to discuss it intelligently..

My first interest in this course is that you learn what the higher
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criticism is, that you have a little understanding of how it came into
existence, and that you be able to discuss it with a fair measure of
accuracy.

The Pentateuch exists. Here is a fact. It is a book which the
S Christian world has had for centuries and which the Jewish world has had

for still more centuries. Here is a book which is now a unit and which is
highly revered. How did this book come into existence? When the truly
scholarly person faces a fact, he must try to find some explanation for
that fact. A century ago, unbelievers who hated the Word of God

10 attempted to explain it out of existence, and worked out such a clever
explanation of its origin that many true believers found themselves
unable to answer them and felt compelled to accept the explanation they
gave. Many, though not all, of those who developed the higher criticism
were unbelievers, hating the Scripture but facing the fact and desiring

15 to find an explanation of it.
Suppose that you are in a desolate wilderness and you think that

you are the first person who has ever been there. And then you look up
and you see a log cabin. You will immediately say., Somebody else has
been here. They must have built that log cabin." You will either have to

20 admit that some other person has been there or you will have to work up
an explanation of how the wood could have fallen in such a way that it
would build a log cabin by a natural process. That is the situation when
a man thinks of the Pentateuch. Either God gave it to us or it was
produced in a natural way. But if it developed in a natural way, what is

25 that way? If you can show a natural way, which finds a clear analogy to
developments elsewhere, you think you can destroy any argument for a
divine origination, just as, if you can prove that a log cabin can just
grow, you destroy it as an evidence for the fact that some individual
was there. That is the problem that produced the higher criticism. The

30 Pentateuch exists. How can we explain this fact? How did it come into
existence? Of course, our explanation is not extremely simple either.
Scholarly Christians do not say, "God dictated the Pentateuch word by
word." There may be same who do, but they are mighty few. It is not the
view that educated conservatives have held, at least in the last ninety

35 years, that God simply dictated all the Pentateuch and Moses wrote down
what God dictated, or that God dropped the book down from heaven and
there it was. This would be a simple explanation, but that is not what we
believe. What we believe is that "holy men of God spoke as they were
moved by the Holy Spirit." We believe that these men wrote what they

40 saw, that they told the facts that they observed. We believe that they
included also those revelations which God gave directly to them, along
with the facts that they observed. And that the Holy Spirit oversaw the
process in such a way that what they wrote, while it shows their
personalities, was the expression of their ideas, and used their

45 vocabularies and their mental outlook, was yet so overseen by the Holy
Spirit and so directed by Him that it also represented the mind of God.
He correctly gave those facts that God wanted us to have, and left out
from the inspired writings the many erroneous ideas which were in the
minds of the men who wrote the books that God intended to preserve as

50 parts of His inerrant Word. Thus we believe there came into existence a
book which expresses the mind of God, a book which is entirely true and
reliable, a book which contains a revelation of divine truth that we
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1V could not learn from any other source.
t. Early Doubts of the Mosaic Authorship of the whole Pentateuch or

parts of it.
This section would hardly detain us at all were it not for the fact

5 that it is apt to get far more attention among the unscholarly and
uneducated than it deserves and therefore we need to be aware of it
The general attitude of the Jewish rabbi was that all but the last eight
verses of the Pentateuch were the words of Moses.. They tended to think
that the last eight verses of the Pentateuch might have been written by

10 Joshua or by someone else.
In the twelfth century there was a noted Jewish rabbi named Ibn Ezra

who wrote on many subjects and had great acceptation among the Jews.
Ibn Ezra made a very peculiar statement about the Pentateuch.. He
seemed to have held the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch and yet at

15 one place he lists a number of passages: Gen. 12:6, Ben. 22:14, Deut 1:1,
Deut.. 3:11, verses which were included in the study you have made in the
book by Green.. He says that these verses present an insolvable mystery
and that the prudent thing to do is to say very little about it.. In other
words, he says here is an insolvable mystery and then he stops and says,

20 Lets not go into it.." The noted Jewish philosopher Spinoza, a Pantheist
who lived from 1632 to 1677, five hundred years after Ibn Ezra, declared
that these words of Ibn Ezra show that Ibn Ezra did not believe that
Moses wrote the Pentateuch.. Many interpreters disagree with Spinoza..
They say that in other passages Ibn Ezra shows clearly that he does
believe in the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch.. Spinoza said if Ibn
Ezra did not believe in the Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch, what he
meant by these statements was that Moses could not have said "the
Canaanite was then in the land." What would be the sense of Moses making
a statement like that? Moses would not have said that it is there in

30 this day, or have made these other statements. Therefore Spinoza said
the Pentateuch was not written by Moses.

Then Spinoza added other arguments. The Bible says that Moses was
the meekest man of all living. Spinoza said that Moses would never have
said a thing like that, so Moses did not write it.. He said Moses is spoken
of in the third person so Moses could not have written it. He said Moses
could not have written the account of his own death in Deuteronomy; so
Spinoza thought perhaps Ezra or some late writer compiled the
Pentateuch.

Spinoza did not have much influence at that time among Christians or
40 Jews; he was excommunicated by the Jews; he was considered to be an

unbeliever by the Christians. His influence came later, but in the
immediate time there was comparatively little interest in him. Others
followed who presented various ideas about these particular passages as
possibly proving that the Pentateuch was not the work of Moses, but

45 conservative scholars answered them. In the section in Green that I
asked you to read, Green discussed the interpretation of these passages
and pointed out that conservative writers had answered them very
satisfactorily as early as about 1730, and that they had little effect
upon the Christian world. They were an attack upon the Mosaic

50 authorship. Some thought these attackers were right, but they did not
affect the Christian church. Personally, I believe as Green does, that in
every one of these cases it is possible to show that the sentence could
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have been written by Moses.. I do not think anyone of these sentences
would prove a non--Mosaic authorship. I think they are all entirely
compatible with the idea of Mosaic authorship. But I do not think that is
important.. Even if every one of them could be shown to be an

S interpolation it would not affect the Mosaic authorship of the
Pentateuch in the least. Every one of them is more or less of an
incidental statement and they are not essential to the structure of the
Pentateuch. I do not think there is any real difficulty in believing Moses
wrote all of them, but if you do not think Moses wrote "the Canaanite was

10 then in the land!," I would have no objection to supposing that an inspired
writer., studying the Pentateuch five hundred years later, reading the
statements and realized that the people of his day would not understand
what that would mean, inserted an explanatory remark such as "the
Canaanite was then in the land" to make clear the reason for Jacob's

15 anxiety. Such an insertion would not affect belief in Mosaic authorship
in the least. None of them affect the essential matter. In recent times
the higher criticism has taken every one of those objections and has
made them subsidiary arguments in supporting its position, but they are
among its weakest arguments, though they have perhaps received more

20 publicity than arguments that are much stronger. Green went into them
and discussed them quite satisfactorily. Other books have discussed
them more fully and good answers to most of them were available as early
as 1730. There is now a little added archaeological information about
two or three of them.

brief mention about one -- the chapter about the kings of Edom
which says, "these were the kings of Edom before there was any king of
Israel." Some say this could not have been written until there was a
king of Israel. This is not a necessary conclusion, but if you want to
think that somebody in the days of Saul or David made up a correct list

30 of the Kings of Edom and inserted it into the Pentateuch at the place
where it tells about Esau, it would not affect the main question. The
Lord might have led an inspired writer to insert it there. It would not
affect the basic question. See Green's excellent discussion.

It may be that this list of the kings of Edom in chapter 36 is an
35 insertion at a later time, but I do not believe it is necessarily the case.

We are told about Moses sending a message to the king of Edom, so there
must have been kings then, and there might already have been as many
kings as are listed here. I see no difficulty in that. Before there was a
king of Israel it had already been prophesied that there would be kings

4c:> of Israel so I do not think it is important, but I do think it is vital that
you know the answers to these objections, simply because these par-
ticular arguments are often given more publicity than they deserve. Yet
they are not really important. They might all be non-Mosaic and the
higher criticism still not be true. Various early writers are mentioned

45 and discussed in Green. I am not anxious that you know a great deal
about these particular writers, but I want you to know the content of
the verses and something of the problems involved. Section A dealt with
men who were attacking the Bible, B deals with men who were trying to
solve an interesting problem. A deals with something which has been and

50 is easily answered and is of little importance, but B deals with something
which is the foundation of the whole higher critical movement, though the
men originally involved in it had no thought of any such thing. If no one
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had gone on beyond the early stages of their ideas, there would be no
harm in them, but they are vital because historically they are the
beginning of the whole movement.

B. Early DocuRentary Theory: Astruc arid Eichhorrz.
5 The name of Astruc is very widely known. Any book on the higher

criticism will mention it.. Eichhorn is a man who is much less known at
least among conservatives in general, but Eichhorn is far more important
than Astruc in the whole matter. Astruc happened to be first, but
Eichhorn had a hundred times the influence that Astruc ever had. If

10 Eichhorn had not come, Astruc would have been completely forgotten.
They are the two men who are vital here.

Jean Astruc was born in 1684. That is not particularly important.
What is important is the date when his book was written. That is the
date I wish everyone to remember! 1753 (he was nearly 70 at the time.)

15 Astruc was a Frenchman whose father had been a Protestant pastor. When
the severe persecution against the Protestants began, Astrucs father
had left the Protestant church and had become a Romanist. The son was a
physician and a lecturer on medicine. The great work of his life was a
book on venereal disease which became a standard work. Perhaps it was

20 because Astruc wrote a book on venereal disease that many books
against the higher criticism refer to him as a French physician of
profligate life. I have seen no evidence that he was a man of profligate
life beyond other Frenchmen aside from the fact that he wrote a book on
venereal disease. I do not know on what this statement is based but I

25 find it in practically every conservative book that deals with the higher
criticism, which, they say, began with a book by Astruc, a French
physician of profligate life. There is no evidence that I know of that his
life was any more profligate than the lives of others in Paris at the
time, and even if it was I do not think that that would necessarily prove

30 the ideas in hi.s book were wrong. Besides, the ideas that he presented
were not necessarily harmful. We do not advance the opposition to the
higher criticism by attempting to attack the character of Astruc.

Astruc: was much interested in the Pentateuch. He noticed something
that had been noticed by many people through the years, and had been

35 discussed by the early church fathers: it was the fact that sometimes
the Pentateuch uses the name Elohim which we translate as "God" for a
chapter or two and sometimes it uses the name Jehovah for a chapter or
two, and then sometimes it will use one for a verse or two and then the
other. This had already been discussed by some of the early church

40 fathers who noticed it.
I do not know why we need to make so much of "Astruc's clue" as if he

had made a great discovery, but it so happened that the movement of the
higher criticism began shortly afterward, and it laid great stress on this
variation of names for God which Astruc stressed in his book and

45 consequently he is given the credit or blame for starting the higher
criticism. Astruc never questioned that Moses was the author of the
Pentateuch, but actually declared it. He insisted that Moses was the
author of the book of Genesis, and Genesis is as far as he went in his
study. He said that Moses was the author of Genesis but he pointed out

50 that Moses was not with Noah in the Ark and Moses was not with Jacob in
Egypt. So he asked a question that we ourselves can ask. Where did
Moses get his information?
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If you want to believe that God directly revealed everything in
Genesis to Moses., I have no objection to your believing it., but there is
no evidence of it. The Scripture never says God did so, arid I do not see
any reason why we would have to hold that position. In fact, we have

5 evidence that the Israelites knew about the Patriarchs before Moses
even began to write, and it hardly seems to me to be probable that God
dictated the book of Genesis to Moses, though God certainly could have
done that if He chose. It seems to me to be altogether probable that
Moses got this information some other way.

10 Perhaps there was tradition among the Israelites. They may have
told these stories over and over, and passed them on by word of mouth.
When Moses began to write the fundamental law of the Israelites, perhaps
he took these stories which were passed on by word of mouth, and from
the great mass of stories God enabled him to select certain true

15 elements for his book. Perhaps the Holy Spirit led him in his selection of
the story of creation, of the flood, and of the lives of the Patriarchs
so directing him that he was able to leave out anything that was err
oneous and to keep what was true and thus to write a correct record.

Perhaps that is the way it happened. Or perhaps Abraham wrote down
20 the story of his life or had Eleazer or one of his servants write it out.

Perhaps Jacob wrote it down. Perhaps these things were written down and
passed on in written records and Moses had those records, so that from
them he could select whatever was vital to include in the book of Genesis
with the Holy Spirit leading him as he selected and keeping him from

25 error, causing him to omit any statement which was erroneous as he
recast much of it in his own language and keeping him from including ideas
which were not true. There is a third possible way in which Moses got his
information, and my own guess is that it is the way in which he got it. It
seems to me that he got it, not from direct revelation of God, and not

30 from passing on an oral tradition, but from written records passed down
to him. We know that when Abraham was in the land of Palestine writing
was much more common there than it was in the early part of this present
century. We know that when Abraham came out of the land of Mesopotamia,
it was almost necessary to be able to write, otherwise your life might be
in jeopardy if you were falsely accused, as you could easily be, and were
unable to present evidence to free yourself. Writing was very common in
those days. When Abraham was led out of Mesopotamia and into Palestine
by the Holy Spirit of God and told that God had great purposes for him
and that God was going through him to bless all the world, would Abraham

40 have simply let the whole thing go without ever writing it down? It
seems to me extremely unlikely. I do not think it at all probable that
would have been the first thing to do.

Astruc acted upon the assumption that Moses had written documents
to use and I think this is highly probable. But when somebody says,

45 Moses used written documents and we can take the book of Genesis and
separate out the different written documents from which its parts were
copied, I say, maybe you can, but I begin to be a bit suspicious that you
are overestimating your capability.

Somebody says, "Isn't that a delicious cake? Now that cake didn't
50 come out of the air. Somebody didn't produce it out of his mind. He took

some eggs, some sugar, some flour, etc. and he made the cake." Someone
says, "I'll show you how he did it. I'll take out the ingredients and show
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them to you. I'll put the eggs over and the flour over here and the
sugar over here." I would say., "Well I don't know anybody who can restore
the eggs out of a cake. I don't know anybody who can do that. But it is
altogether different to take eggs and put them in a mixture in order to

S keep them from spoiling as my parents used to do before present methods
of refrigeration were available. They would drop the eggs into this
chemical mixture and later on they could take the eggs out whole and
could separate them easily.

There are books which are written exactly like that. A student came
10 to me once and said., u1 am tremendously interested in the book of

Ecclesiastes, and I have to write a book about it, so that I can get a
publisher to publish it for me." " Well, I said, I will be glad to look it
over," and so I looked at it. He said, "The book of Ecciesiastes is a very
important book. Professor so-and-so of the University of Chicago

15 said -----" Then he had half a page in which Professor so-and-so said
that it is a very important book. Then he wrote: Professor so-and-so of
the University of Michigan said that it is a very important book, a very
interesting book; Professor So-and-so of the University of Buenos Aires
said------------------------------and then he quoted half a page in which he also said that it was

20 an interesting book. Then he quoted various opinions of the meaning of
the first chapter of Ecclesiastes from Dr. so-and-so of the University
of London. Ninety-nine per cent of the book consisted of quotations. I
said to him, "Why don't you study these quotations and examine the
matters for yourself and reach some conclusions and write a book in your

25 own words?" I said, "I don't think any publisher would be interested in a
book that was just a series of quotations, and I don't think many people
would be interested in buying such a book."

Professor Raven's Introduction to the Old Testament is a useful
handbook, though it is now forty years old and is quite out of date. But

30 if you were to examine its section on the canon you would find that it
includes whole sentences taken out of William Henry Green's book or, the
Canon. He did not summarize in his own words, but went right through
picking out sentence after sentence. When he came to the higher
criticism of the Pentateuch he selected from Green's book on the
Pentateuch. He condensed three or four of Green's books! It is largely
made up of quotations, without saying that it is, along with same
quotations from other works. Well, it is useful to have all this in one
book.

If Moses had chosen to take writings that Abraham and Noah arid
40 various people had written, just to fit them together, I am not sure

there would have been great harm in his doing so. The Holy Spirit might
have led him to take those sections word for word and combine them. But
I do not think you can say that He did unless you have pretty good proof
of it. The question is not: What are the sources from which Moses got

45 his material? The question is: Can you distinguish such sources in what
he wrote? If somebody says that Moses used written documents, I am
ready to say that it is highly probable that he did. But if somebody
says, l1 can divide the book of Genesis into the original documents and
here they are," I say, "How do you know you can divide it up? How do you

50 know that he didn't give in his own words the material he got from
various sources? Is it possible to do this?" Well, Astruc thought it
was, but he hesitated very much about publishing his ideas. He was
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afraid people would think he was heretical. He was afraid he might get
into difficulty.. When he published his book it had a very interesting
title in French: Conjectures about the original memoirs which it appeared
that Noses used in composing the book of Genesis with certain, remarks

5 which help to clarify these conjectures. When he wrote his book he
published it anonymously. He hesitated about publishing it at all, but a
friend, whom he says was a very zealous Romanist, told him that the idea
that Moses used memoirs had already been advanced by well approved
authors, that there was nothing heretical in that, and that there was no

10 reason he could not publish it.. Astruc published his book without the
name of any author and very few people paid any attention to it.. In his
Philosophical Dictionary Voltaire criticized it and ridiculed it, but
otherwise hardly anyone paid any attention to it.. It would not have
mattered except for the fact that later on, when the higher criticism

15 went in this direction from other causes, they looked back and saw that
Astruc had made a start in this direction. Since it is the direction in
which the higher criticism went it is good for us to know what Astruc did.

Astruc said, the story at the beginning of Genesis has the name "God"
all through the first chapter and through the first four verses of the

20 second chapter. In addition it is interesting to see that this part has a
sort of 1 - 2 - 3 arrangement. There was evening and there was morning
the first day, and God saw it was good," "And there was evening and
morning of the second day." There are certainly recurring phrases that
read almost like a mathematical table instead of like a book of narrative.

25 Astruc said, "Here you have an original source which I will call source A."
Then he pointed out that after verse four of chapter two it begins to
talk, not of God, but of Jehovah God. And o he said, "Here is a different
writer, he has a different name for Go

lisafter it in order to suggest that his Jehovah is the same God
30 spoken of in the first chapter. And for a couple of chapters it nearly

always speaks of Jehovah God and after that just speaks of Jehovah."
Then he said, "If you go through Genesis and take those chapters or
sections that speak of God you have one story, and if you take those
that speak of Jehovah you have another..." He said, "You can divide the

35 book of Genesis into two main documents which were fit together. When I
set out to do this, I found that I was successful far beyond what I would
have thought possible, they fit together so well.."

However, he said, "not all of it fit this way. He pointed to sections
which he said did not fit into this arrangement, so there must be ten

40 other sources.. And these ten other sources, he said, do not fit into
either document, so he had ten other sources from which he said that
Moses took material, though there was comparatively little material in
any of these other ten..

Thus, he said, there were two main documents which Moses had, which
45 he had combined, taking a section from one and a section fro the other,

and a section from one and a section from the other, etc1 it was an
interesting literary study..

Astruc published the book and nobody paid any attention to it except
Voltaire, who said, "What purpose does Astruc's thankless and dangerous

50 labor serve? It only doubles the darkness he wished to enlighten.." And
Voltaire also said, "Here is the fruit of the tree of knowledge of which
we are so desirous of eating.. Why must it be that the fruit of the tree
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of ignorance should be more nourishing and more easily digested?"
Voltaire, who was a great skeptic and a great enemy of Christianity,
ridiculed what Astruc had done, and nobody else paid any attention to it..

5




ty years later, a German presented the
ame idea and far more attention was paid to it.. Eichhorn, who wrote

nearly fifty years later, said that he had not taken the idea from
Astruc.. Eichhorn was a noted professor in the German university of
Gottingen. He published an Introduction to the Old Testament, in which he

10 suggested that the book of Genesis was made up of two main documents
with a few small sections from other works.. (At this time he only spoke
of Genesis---not as yet of the Pentateuch as a whole..) He said that he
could take either one of these two documents and read it straight
through as a complete story..

15 Eichhorn said that these were the documents that Moses used in
writing the Book of Genesis. Since Moses was not there when the events
described in Genesis occurred, he had to have documents unless God
revealed it to him directly.. Up to this point we have no reason to differ
with him, but when he said that he could separate out the documents that

20 Moses used, we need to examine his claim with care.. Why should we think
that Moses combined documents together as he found them, rather than to
think them through and then express the results in his own words? I do
not say there would necessarily be anything wrong in thinking he did so,
if there is sufficient evidence to prove it.

Astruc had presented his theory in a book to which hardly anyone
except Voltaire paid any attention, and Voltaire had ridiculed it..
Eichhorn presented a very similar idea, and said that he had not received
the idea from Astruc.. Eichhorn had sufficient influence as a professor
and as a writer to gain wide attention for his theory. So Eichhorn is of

30 great importance in the history of the theory and Astruc of very little..
Yet today people speak of Astruc far more often than they speak of
Eichhorn. Astruc did not present any destructive idea.. He believed that
Moses wrote the Pentateuch, and his theory related only to Genesis, not
to the material that dealt with matters with which Moses was directly

35 connected.. There is really no harm in anything that Astruc did.. It is a
matter deserving investigation.. Nobody today thinks that Moses used the
documents that Astruc suggested that he used. It would not be
particularly important for us to know about him, if it were not for the
fact that all the books written in recent years blame (or praise) him for

40 being the founder of the higher criticism of the Pentateuch..
It is quite different with Eichhorn, although the ideas that he first

presented were not in themselves particularly bad. When he presented
his theory it received considerable attention in Germany and some in
other countries.

45 Eichhorn's theory was quite similar to Astruc's.. His reconstruction
of the two supposed documents was essentially the same, but neither of
them is really close to the theory as it came eventually to be widely
accepted.

Eichhorn thought that the book of Genesis could be divided into two
50 main documents, one of which uses the name Jehovah and the other the

title Elohim (God).. Eichhorn said that Moses used these two documents in
writing the Pentateuch.
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Up to this point there is no harm in the view. If you do not think
Moses used documents where do you think he got the material in Genesis?
Do you think someone told him by word of mouth, what his father- told him
that his father had told him, and so on? Personally I think it far more

5 likely that he used documents.
Writing was common at least 1500 years before the time of Moses. It

was far more common in Palestine at the time of Moses than it was fifty
years ago and certainly many times more common than it was 200 years
ago in Palestine. And therefore it seems to be entirely probable that

10 Moses used written sources. We ca not prove it one way or the other. It
does not matter a great deal whether he did but there is certainly no
object in trying to prove he didn't. We simply do not know. It seems to
me most likely that he used written sources But Eichhorn does not
merely say that Moses probably used written sources..__Eichhorn says that

15 Moses used written sources taking over whole sections of them as they
were. Here is where I have very serious questions. Perhaps Moses
simply copied some material from one source and copied some from
another source. There is no harm in it if he did, but how do we know he
did? Maybe Moses read all this material and then under the leading of

2 the Spirit of God put it all into his own words.
It is an idea worthy of investigation, but not to be accepted unless

conclusively proven, that Moses preserved documents in the words in
which he found them. That is an assumption. It is another assumption to
think that one is able to separate out these documents. There is no

25 harm in separating out the documents Moses used if you can do it. But
let's not say we can unless we have real proof. Let us be mighty sure
that we have Sufficient evidence to prove we can do it before we say we
can.

Eichhorn thought he had pretty strong proof. He based his claim
30 on four lines of evidence. Green explains them very clearly. I want you

to have them in mind because they are as important as anything we will
have in this whole year.

The first of these is this that the name Jehovah and the name
Elohim would not be used the way they are unless he took a section from
one and a section from another then a section from the first and then a
section from the second and all through it just kept the names the way
they were.

That seems really rather strange, that a man would just keep the
names the way they were even if he kept the documents mostly word for

40 word. Why wouldn't he arrange the names to suit himself?
The argument is worthy of investigation. Does the fact that the

names are arranged in this way give us a clue to division into two main
sources which Moses used? But what I am interested in at present is
being sure that you know what the claim is. The early church fathers

45 noticed the variation between God and Jehovah in nesis, and they said
that God is the name for God in the general sens ; the great
omnipotent Creator, the One that deals with the u verse. They said
that when you get into chapter two and you start talking about God's
specific relation to man it is quite natural to use the name Jehovah.

50 The translation LORD does not really give this idea, perhaps because
Lord is the one you obey. Actually Jehovah means the One Who has the
personal relation with you, the One Who redeems you, the One Who helps
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you.. It is the covenant name for God in relation to Israel. Personally I
liked the usage, Jehovah in the American Revised Version, and am sorry
that it did not win acceptation and will doubtless disappear from use.. I
like it because it does not convey that it is simply His mastership that

5 is stressed here. He is the LORD, but that is not the fundamental
meaning of this word. Our Authorized Version put it LORD in
capitals-LORD.. The American Revised Version translated this Hebrew
word as Jehovah.. They said, when it deals with man, it used the intimate
personal name., Jehovah, and then when it speaks of flood waters

it:) overflowing the universe, it naturally used God., the name showing Him as
the great powerful One.. Then when He speaks of His relation with Noah,
helping and blessing Noah, it naturally reverts to the name Jehovah..
There are many cases where there is no particular reason to use one or
the other and then it is quite natural to keep on using the name you

15 have been using.. Often it does not matter which you use, you are simply
referring to God without a stress on one aspect or the other..

We will look into this in much more detail later. Here I am just
pointing out that the early fathers faced this problem and they said,
here is the answer. It is sometimes emphasizing one aspect or the other

20 of God's Being.
The critics of the development that became so strong insist that it

shows that one document called God by this name and another document
called God by that name and you can separate them out using this factor
as an important key

Eichhorn's other three arguments have to be taken into account. The
first one, by itself would never provide an answer.. It only suggests. But
his second argument, if it works out, is a very strong one.. We shall call
it The Argument from Continuous Narrative. If I ask you to name the
second argument for the documentary theory, I would like you immediately

30 to saContinuous Narrative Argument." It claimed that if you would
take Worn the book of Genesis all the sections that speak of "God" and
put them together, and do the same with the those that say "LORD"
(representing the name Jehovah) you could put them together and read
each group straight through..

35 Suppose that I were to write you an account of my visit to Palestine
a year ago, and suppose that Dr. Harris were to write about his trip and
that we were to describe similar experiences.. Suppose someone would
sa "We want some proof of what these men said.. Dr. MacRae and Dr.
Har is went to Palestine.. Dr.. MacRae says he rode in an Arab jitney with

40 a lot of Arabs from Damascus to Jerusalem, but Dr.. Harris says he rode
down with the other American tourists. In Jerusalem they joined and went
to various places together.. Suppose that Dr. MacRae tells what he saw
and Dr. Harris describes what he saw.. Suppose these two accounts were
combined into one, without designating who wrote which parts. There

45 would be a lot of repetition. Then if someone could separate out what
was in my words and what was in Dr. Harris' words and could put them
together and would have two complete accounts, it Would be a mighty

. strong argument that there had been two accounts, one could separate
out two complete stories, taken substantially as hey were, and neither
of them needing the other.. Now do you see the force of that argument?
It is a very strong argument, if the facts work out.. This is a very
important question for examination-- do the facts work out? We will not
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examine this fully now, but I want you to have in mind the development of
the critical theory, what the arguments were., and how it developed. This
is very vital. Later on we will discuss how valid or insufficient the
arguments are. There is no point in trying to discuss the critical

5 theory unless you know what it is. If you want to say, I am not about to
believe in it., it is not what they teach in my church., it must be a lot of
nonsense if that is your attitude, that is up to you. Many people who
simply take that attitude are greatly used of the Lord, but I think we
need Christian leaders who can come with an open mind to look at a thing

10 arid to see what the facts are and to learn to point out that the facts
point in the one direction rather than the other. You can not do that
unless you know clearly what it is and can look at it with an unprejudiced
eye. In this course I am very much interested that you know the
difficulties of the critical theory, but I am still more interested that

15 you know what the theory actually is. And so this second argument, the
continuous narrative argument, is a very strong argument if it works
out.

If you find "Lord" in small letters we are not now interested, but if
you have capital "LORD" that represents in the Revised Version, Jehovah .

20 It is the Hebrew word representing a proper name, the name of God Note
the alternation of these two names. Don't pay attention (except in
parenthesis for the sake of completeness in your list) to cases where it
is "God of something or other." See the alternation of names. Between
Gen.. 1:1 and 23 you never have Jehovah. Then you start to have Jehovah -a'

25 God. Here God is not a title. It is just saying that Jehovah is God, the
same God as mentioned in Chapter one.

After a couple of chapters he stops calling Jehovah God, you are
used to it then and you understand that He is God and thereafter he
called Him Jehovah on through. Hardly ever again do you see Jehovah and

30 God together. Go through and look at the alternation.
You can go through the book of Genesis in your list and see if you

Z save rmp1 ry If each gives a
complete story, it is a mighty strong argument for saying we actually are
able to separate out the sources that Moses used, but if it isn't a

35 complete story, then this argument does not work out. It is a thing which
is worth investigating.. Do we have a complete story in each of these
documents?

-Nw.yet*r1 third argument is even more important than the second
argument. It might be possible to have two sources. One man could

40 describe the world war and tell what happened and another man could
describe it and they would follow substantially the same order but each
would tell it in his own words and you could separate them out into two
complete stories, but you wouldn't necessarily include all of both of
them. You might very well include both of them on important things, but

45 when you came to less important things, you would only include on of
them. So, if you cannot prove a continuous document it does not prove
there were not two sources. That is very important. If you can prove
continuous narrative, it i strong argument for two distinct sources
but if you can not prove it i does not prove there were not two

SC) sources, because a perso uld very easily use two sources and only
take part of each, but take the whole story out of either one. So the
argument is more important than the second, because the third is quite
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sure to be there even if only part of each document were taken.
The third aroument is the aroument from oarallel oassaoes.. It is one

of the very most mvportant arguments for the critical theory. Actually
it is far more important than the alternation of divine names. According

S to it part of the same event is described and then it is described over
again. Why on earth would the same thing be told twice? You would not
expect a sensible person writing about my trip to Palestine a year ago
last summer to describe my day when I went up to Ai and Bethel arid then
to describe the same things all over again. If somebody took my account

10 and took Dr. Harris' account and went through what I said and then went
through his, and just gave them one right after the other without any
heading, a person could easily get the idea that it tells of two different
trips--that I had made the trip one day and that he had made it another
day. If there were no names you could easily think that two different

15 trips were described. There would be a parallel. If you would examine
them carefully you would say, "two different men did not go on two
different days and see exactly the same things in the same order arid
have the same other companions with them and ride in the same kind of
car arid have the same experience with Arabs along the way and have thz

20 same Arab come up behind Dr. Harris and strike toward his skull and?.
MacRae4e there just in time to grab it out of his hand., and read twice
about the other little incidents in both stories. You would
same thing is being told twice. You would think that fellow that combined
them together without explaining that they are parallel stories must

25 have been pretty stupid. This could be the strongest possible kind of an
argument for there being two different sources woven together. Anybody
could fit things together and have reveal the
fact th e is takin uS source and that.

iybod - combine two stories together Ed wheneparat
30 the find that you can ad-30 rt 1np hr d stery

But if a person
ii-there

them together
-that the same thing is told twice ii-there is no mention of it being the
same thing, so that -it sounds as if it is two different stories, when it is
only just one, then there must be some stupidity on the part of the man

35

q'

who combined it. That does not look very good for him. That would look
like evidence against the Mosaic authorship because Moses was a very
bright man and you would not expect him to do such a thing. Now the
fourth argument is the argument from style. You find the first chapter
of Genesis saying, "God created man, male and female created he them."

40 And in the second chapter or the third chapter it speaks of the man arid
his wife. Well now, does one writer say, "male and female" and the other
say, "the man and his wife?" One says "bring animals into the ark, male
and female." The other says, "the animals came into the ark and the man
and his wife." Now, if you have two different usages that way, arid one of

45 your documents consistently used one and the other consistently used
the other when there is no difference in sense to explain why one used
one arid the other used the other, that is a strong argument. But as you
see, it is one which has to be handled with care in order to deal with it
proper 1 .

50 irst, is part of the.iourt Because actually the difference between
od" "Jehovah is a difference in style. The

rope

he e who started it. So he is just iving it a
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separate argument.. But actually it is one of the alleged differences of
style., and if you can find differences in style, as one Methodist minister
said, not so long ago, "the difference in style between the 3 document
and the P document is as great as the difference between present English

5 and the language of Chaucer." I can safely say that anyone who makes
such a statement knows nothing about Hebrew

One of the most important needs of this course is to have these
four arguments in mind.. I have asked you to master the discussion of
them in Green. In his first edition of The Introduction, to the Old

10 Testament in 1782 Eichhorn advanced the theory, and in his fourth
edition, issued in 1823, he still held it. In the early edition Eichhorn
insisted that Moses was the compiler of Genesis, and the author of the
rest of the Pentateuch in which he described the things he saw and the
experiences he had. There was no harm in Eichhorn's theory thus far. The

15 harm comes when one gets dogmatic and says, "We can be sure this is what
Moses did." If he had proof there would no harm in being sure, but the
question is, how much real proof does he have? Personally, I think that
Moses was too bright a man simply to string two manuscripts together in
such a way as Eichhorn Suggested. In the later editions Eichhorn

20 suggested that it might be possible to carry the theory further into the
Bible than just in Genesis, and there is some dispute as to whether he
denies the Mosaic authorship in his fourth edition.

Very soon after Eichhorn's fourth edition appeared there were
writers who were saying that an unknownIrtor wrote Genesis, and

25 some carried Eichhorn's theory much further. Eichhorn said that it works
through Genesis and the first few chapters of Exodus, because after the
first few chapters of Exodus, only the name 1Jehovah is used almost:
entirely in most of the other books of the Pentateuch and "God" is hardly
used at all. He said you can separate two documents only that far and

30 from there on Moses is telling us what he saw. However, others said, it
is true you can not carry this distinction further than Genesis and the
first few chapters of Exodus, but you learn to distinguish two styles in
Genesis and these styles only by other characteristics you can carry all
through the Pentateuch. "Besides," they said, "you can find parallel
passages in other parts of the Pentateuch, and not just in Genesis."
There would be nothing wrong to have, as Eichhorn says, Moses giving us
the history of events before his time by taking two original sources and
combining then together, but to say that Moses took two different
sources and put them together, giving the history of what he saw and

40 experienced, in the rest of the Pentateuch is a different matter. Why on
earth would he do that? He was right there and saw it all. Then, if your
parallel passages get to the point where you say that they contradict
each other, how would you get a contradiction in an account by Moses of
things in his own day? So when you carry it on from Genesis, you soon

45 reach the point where you wonder if Moses wrote the rest of the Penta
teuch. You begin to wonder whether it might not be a later writer who
combines the documents in the rest of the Pentateuch.. And when it is
extended into the rest of the Pentateuch one begins to raise questions
about the Mosaic authorship which you do not have when you confine it to

so Genesis.
When you get it into the rest of the Pentateuch, you get into a

different area, because there you are immediately asked the question,
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have two different stories of events in Moses' time, and
particularly if these stories contradict each other, then how could
Moses have written them?

So the extension of Eichhorn's theory into other parts of the
5 Pentateuch (whether EicJihorn actually began that extension in the very

end of his life or not,t cxtenion pnd along it,et5e tendency
to deny Mosaic authorshipauthorship1s a big start in the direction of something
that is really harmful. Eichhorn's original view might be considered
simply 1 a harmless speculation, provided you say, "I think maybe it was

10 this way; let's look at the -facts and see whether the evidence is enough
to prove t, or merely to suggest it."

All that we have been looking at so far deals with what we might call
the early documentary theory. I call it early because there was a big
gap between it and the later documentary theory.

15 Eichhorn advanced substantially the same theory that Astruc
advanced, whether he got it from Astruc or whether it was entirely
independent of him. It is substantially the same view. This view is a
fairly simple one. We would spend the rest of the year looking at the
evidences for Eichhorn's theory to see whether it is true or false but

20 the development did not stop there.dy today believes Eichhorn's
theory. It was the beginning of - movemen w -veloped into the
views held today. If you do no k-.now something of its baci%ground You do
not really understand the th ry as it is held today. Many of its
defenders really understand very little, because they do not P.now its
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g to deal with it properly you must know itsre go c3
background, so it is very

i
portant to know what Eichhorn believed and

t js Ihow his theory developed, but it is not important to spend a lot of time
Itexamining the arguments or and against Eichhorn's theory, Qbecause today

j.,-nobody believes in hi- ry but it is valuable to see how the later
Lt 0 t s 0 e ,30 theories developed out t s one and what effect they have on the

argument. Do ?e new forms of the theory make these arguments stranger
or weaker? that is a very important question. Eichhorn may not
have known anything wflr about Astruc's idea, but after all it was a
rather obvious idea. The real question i's it work out? The

35 alternation of divine names had been noted aver and over again in
Christian history, and we have noticed what, at that time, was the usual
explanation of it. Astruc suggested a different one: anyone has a right
to suggest a different explanation for anything. The only thing is, you
have no right to insist on one unless you have real evidence far it. We

40 must go to the facts and to the evidence. There are too many people in
the world who follow a view simply because their parents followed it, or
their teachers have followed it, or they have been told that it would be
sinful far them to question it or to consider any other views. One of
our great needs is that we examine evidence and see what the facts are

45 and t ui follow th cts wr they ea

Q
ere is a fac the alternation of d e names. Where does it lead?

-Does it fit in with the - s that the fathers had given, or
does it prove a diversity of writers? Certainly divine name alternation
alone would never prove a diversity of authors.

50 But Eichhorn suggests three other arguments. And I would like to
say thiIf you could take the Pentateuch, or the book of Genesis, and
you could take out of it those sections that have the name "God" and
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those sections that the name "LORD" and put these here and those there,
and then read these right through and have a complete story, arid then in
addition to that, if you would find that wherever this one said "male and
female," that one always said "the man and his wife," and that certain

5 expressions
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ry common in thVeand never us~~~~and_Th-a
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the Use of 6TV'Ine names would-be-one par-j; L2 r2ty_~. This workedout

to

clearly might be sufficient to demonstrate that we could divide the book
of Genesis up into two original documents which were put together to

10 form a book But when you begin to do this, you find soon that there are
places where it does not work out. Consequently they say "Well, the
man who combined them--the redactor--altered it here." Once you begin
to say the man who combined th altered them, you are greatly weakening
the evidence. The question is,5hw complete is the evidence? How

15 satisfactory is the evidence? I can say without hesitation that the
evidence from style is very, very unsatisfactory. If the theory had
stopped at that point, I would ask you to take the book of Genesis and to
divide the whole book. Many of you have already indicated in your
notebooks the alternation to divine names through the whole book.. If the

20 theory had stopped at this point, I would ask you to get a. little copy of
Genesis which you could get for a few cents from the American Bible
Society and to paste all the sections that had "God" together and all the
sections that had "LORD together and then to compare them and note the
phraseology used here and see whether it is used there.. Note the type
of language here and see whether it is used there and if you could find
an absolutely consistent difference, between those two and each of them
making sense as it goes through even if they were not complete. I would
say that you had good proof. But if you began to do that, you would
soonjnd yj3roof was really very limited.

30 the documentary theory does not stop at that point. That
particular view is held by nobody today, and consequently there is no
need of our taking the time to fully investigate that idea.

It is vital, though, that we understand the next feature of the
argument.. It was not said by Eichhor that the style of the two is

35 absolutely different all the way t u h so that on the basis of style
you can make a clear differentiation. He only gave that as one of

31 several arguments. th other argumen. i. 'the argument of
OV cj continuous narrative. That would be much e er to check than the

$i, argument from style. There are so many phases inument fjjam ty1e
that you could take weeks and weeks checking it, tt on this one you
could check it fairly quickly and see whether you really have two
complete ajves.

If there had been two documents that Moses put together, he could
easily have jgeat portions of either one that he did not use at all,

45 It is really not necessary that documents be complete if you have the
two documents that way, but they were complete and you were sure
they were, you would have a argument. Consequently, it is vital to
see if there is such evidence--well, he said there is, and that-i's a
matter which, if the theory had remained as it was then we hay to check

50 f through carefully.
As held today, the theory is very different, though it still

maintains, to some extent, this argument of continuous narrative or
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continuous document.
The third argument that of paral4 passages, might not be rese £

a * u is it constitutes a additional argument. n act, 1
7 clearly prese . it could almost prove the claim entirely apart from the

5 . other thr e
A parallel passage does not necessarily prove a different document..

It son the naure of the parallel passage. There are all kinds of
parallels. Here is an example: Last year I visited South America. In
July, 1951, I traveled from here to Brazil and then continued to

10 Argentina, and across to Chile and back up to the United States. You
note that my second sentence is absolutely complete without my first.
Yet it is very natural to begin such a talk, by giving those two
sentences. One gave specific detail and the other which gave a general
summary. Each of them was complete. Yet this would not prove that I was

15 drawing from two different sources, because one might quite naturally
have thought that way. But you can readily imagine that I would not keep
on talking that way through the course of fifty chapters. I might talk
that way for a distance, and it might be enough to produce two
continuous narratives without being any evidence for two documents. It

20 is most lii::ely, if I started that way, that I would not repeat myself as
completely in the second sentence as I did Just now, although I might. I
might say, "Last Summer I made a trip through South America. After a
month in Brazil I continued my journey around the continent, arriving back
in this country in September." In those two sentences, one succeeds the

25 other and you get nearly as much information as you did the first time I
gave it, and yet the second does no ompletely repeat the first. The
second starts with me down in Braz After a month in Brazil." It does
not say it was last summer, when it as, nor does it tell how I got to
Brazil or anything about it. So the two are parallel but not nearly so

30 parallel as the other two and you would not get two complete documents
out of it. In a continuous narrative, you may have parallels but not
necessarily parallels of a type which will show a different document
This is important to keep in mind. When one works into this matter of
division of documents, it is very easy for him to get into the frame of

35 mind that says that wherever you have two sentences that are parallel
you have two documents. That is not the case. In any sort of discussion
there is repetition. There may very well be three or four parallels
without having more than one document. It depends on the nature of the
parallel. If the parallel merely consists of saying the same thing over

40 again, we may do it for emphasis. Or we may tell that somebody told
someone to do something and describe it and tell in detail what he is to
do and then tell in detail what he did. When you do that you have two
that are parallel, but there is a valid reason -for having these two
parallels. It does not necessarily prove two documents, although it

45 might fit the idea of two complete narratives.
However, if you have a story of something happening and then a little

later, you have the same story told over again as if it was a different
event, with maybe a few details changed and yet it is really the same
story, you can be sure that one man would never write that way. I would

50 not tell you the story of my going to South America last summer and say
I went down to Brazil and Argentina and then back up the west coast and
tell you another story of my trip to South America last summer and I
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went down the west coast and came up the east coast. I would not do
that. But if two of you went home and one told the story about me going
to South America last summer and described my going down the one coast
and going up the other and told a good many details and the other one

5 told the story but had an opposite order but also had it last summer,
had me the one involved in it and gave similar incidents someone
comparing the two would say that one of those fellows got the story
mixed. We do not know which way he went, but it is very clearly the same
story. Someone else might combine both accounts into one long document,

10 and then someone might quote the two stories as if I had made two
different trips to South America. As you see, such a parallel as that
would prove two distinct documents because no one man would write a
story that way. But it goes further than that. It does not merely prove
two distinct documents, it proves that the compiler did not know a great

15 deal about it and that he thought that something was two stories which
was really one. Such a thing is inconsistent with any id nf diving.
spiration and it may be inconsistent with much intelligence on the part

of the compiler. To prove that you would have to possess complete
stylistic evidence and such evidence is far from being present. But

20 besides that we have mentioned two other types of arguments., one of
them--continuous narrative-ould notJv present at all if there
were two sources. Ye 1i you actfl T big
proving it and may mak up for a laLtAck of suf nt evidence from the
stylistic viewpoint. Then the other evidence, parallel passages, is one

25 we have to handle with extreme care, because it is easy to forget the
fact that parallels occur in any document. We have to ask the question,
is this such a parallel as would not occur unless there were two
different source2J an argument which can easily become
inconsistent with any idea of truth in the narrative or of divine

30 inspiration. If He chose to do so God could easily have caused Moses to
combine two documents in this way, all of it being done under the
inspiration of the Holy Spirit. There is nothing in such a suggestion
that would be contrary to our belief in God. But we have to find
evidence He diwe must not just assume it. If you really have parallel

35 passages in it in which the same story is given as two different stories,
containing details that contradict each other, when actually it is only
one story and only one narrative is right, this would be clear evidence
that it is a fraud. It would be inconsistent with any idea of divine
authorship. We have not as yet looked at these alleged parallel

40 passages enough to make sure whether the argument as used by Eichhorn
would necessarily imply that there were errors. As used by the critics
today, that is very definitely done. It is the one of the four arguments
which is most apt to involve denial of divine authorship. By tinuous
narrative we do not just mean there are two parallel storie?S1 mean

45 that they involve the same general story. Continuous narrtive means
the two are parallel, so you have one big parallel, and this would involve
having many little parallels. For instance, if you have two stories of
the flood, it would be pretty sure that both of them would tell about
Noah going into the ark. The idea of two rather complete continuous

50 narratives would go pretty far in proving the critical theory if you
could separate out two really complete documents, but the question is:
Can this be done? We do not have to examine that in detail just now,

almost exclusively, That is very natural from our viewpoint.

Eichhorn originally only applied his source-theory to the Fentateuch,
i4-.,- h'j rfhr who followed him. (Some







used to the idea, and many had thought it was a fairly good suggestion as to how Moses got the material-then some people said, why
doesn't this alternation of divine names continue through the rest of the Pentateuch? Why do you just have it in Genesis and in the
first few chapters of Exodus? The rest of the Pentateuch, including most of the book of Exodus, uses the name Jehovah almost
exclusively, and uses the term God very rarely. Why is that? Well., from our viewpoint we

can easily think of a reason. If "God u
is a name that stresses Him as a divine., powerful Being that rules in the universe., that i

s the natural way to speak of him in the
first chapter of Genesis. (id if "Jehovah" is the name that expresses Him in His covenant

relation with His people whom He cal led
apart and redeemed., then it is natural to find "Jehovah" a great deal in the book of Genesi

s. Then after you get into the book of
Exodus and have God dealing with His own people, bringing them through the wilderness., car

ing for them, giving them His law., showing
them His will for them and preparing them for their entrance into the land He is going to

give them., it is only natural that they
use His covenant name almost exclusively. So the names Jehovah arid God are both used a gr

eat deal in Genesis, but from the middle
of Exodus on we find that Jehovah is used almost exclusively. That is very natural from o

ur viewpoint.




Eichhorn originally only applied his source-theory to the Pentateuch, but it was appli
ed to later books by others who followed

him. (Some writers say Eichhorn himself applied it to the rest of the Pentateuch in the
last edition of his book., but this is

questionable.) Originally, at least, Eichhorn said you cannot do this beyond the first few
chapters of Exodus, and then someone said,

"Well, why not? Why should this alternation stop there? Why doesn't it go on?" Then Eich
horn or one of his successors said., "The

answer is found in Exodus 6:3 where you read, "kid God spoke to Moses and said to him, I am J
ehovah and I appeared unto Abraham, unto

Isaac and unto Jacob by the name of El Shaddai (which our English interpretation translat
es God Almighty)., but by my name JEHGPH

was I not known to them." id then you look back and you will find that God said to Abraham,
"I am El Shaddai, walk thou before Me."

This name El Shaddai is used three or four times in Genesis.
Next the critics said, "Here you have what the Elohim document said. In it God is know

n as God until you get to Exodus 6:3,
where God says to Moses, "I am Jehovah," but in previous times they had known me as El Shad

dai. All through Genesis that document
cal Is Him Elohim but here the name Jehovah has been revealed and therefore He is called J

ehovah after this point. ELit the other
document, the one that uses Jehovah, did not know about this story and so thought that He

had been called Jehovah right from the

So you - the alleged difference between the two. The one story calls Him Jehovah rig
htfr the beg iletheother

story calls Him God until it gets to Exodus 3 where He reveals His name JEHCWPH, and then a
fter that it calls His name Jehovah. So

from here on you cannot divide the documents on the basis of whether the name is Jehovah o
r God because they both call Him Jehovah

from here on. So, they say, the authors of the two documents had different ideas about th
e early days. One thought he was called

Jehovah right from the beginning. The other thought that the name was not revealed until t
he time of Exodus 3:6 and there ecalled

Him God. Well n ou what they consider to be a
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authors of the two documents had different ideas about the early days.

One thought he was called Jehovah right from the beginning. The other
thought that the name was not revealed until the time of Exodus 3:6 and
therefore called Him God. Well now you see what they consider to be a

5 very strong argument for a reason why the two documents were different.
But you see what it does to the redactor--the man who, according to
their theory, joined the documents together. He knows that one document
says he was not called Jehovah before this point, and the other says
that he was known by that name right from the beginning, and the

10 redactor just joins them together, paying no attention. He was at least
pretty careless, if not pretty ignorant. How could a redactor read this
arid interpret it this way (and it was quite evident that this was the
interpretation) if it was in a document which always used God up to here
and then always used Jehovah hereafter, and yet he put them together

15 always keeping Jehovah in one document and always keeping God in the
other document? It would show that he did not realize that the two
documents sharply contradicted each other on the vital matter (if it
means what the critics say it does), and yet he put them together
without noticing the contradiction at all! So you see that this

20 suggestion is very difficult to reconcile with any divine authorship! It
could not be reconciled with Mosaic authorship. If Moses wrote it, then
he knew that God had said this to him and therefore he would have been
particularly aware of the fact that the name Jehovah was not used
before that time and therefore he would not have had one document have
it and the other not have it. He would have changed it and made them
agree. If he combined two documents this way, this is the explanation,
say the critics, as to why you have the difference in divine names no
longer of help in the latter part of Exodus, nor in Leviticus, Numbers,
and Deuteronomy. So, according to the critics, the two documents

30 shapiy cptradict each other.
Next they declared, "you can't divide the rest o Pentateuch

according to divine names, but we have _differences in Genesis
Just look at Genesis 1. The Lord said urh ndu
happened, and the Lord saw what he hid made and it was good, and it was
evening and it was morning, one day. And the Lord said, let this happen
and it happened and the Lord saw what had happened and it was good. And
it was evening and it was morning the second day, and the Lord said, Let
such and such a thing happen and it happened and the Lord saw what had
happened and it was good, and it was even.ng a morning the third day.

40 Well that sounds like a table, doesn't it"It n' narrative. It sounds
like a statistical table telling you what happened each day and repeating
all these things over and over each da',et in the second chapter he
goes on and gives a narrative and tells what occurred. So we see a
great difference in style"

45 There is undoubtedly a marked difference in style between Genesis 1
and Genesis 2. I am not saying there is such a difference as would
necessarily prove a different authorship. That is a question for
consideration. But that there is a difference of style is unquestionable.
I could write a tabulation and use a certain style. First day--coming of
light. Second day--creation of the firmament. Third day--creation of
plant life. Fourth day--sun, moon, and stars appear. This is a very
different style than if I should say, "now God created the whole world
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and He brought certain things to pass--He caused this to happen and He
caused that to happen." It is a very different style and yet the same
man could use both styles. It does not necessarily prove that it has a
different authorship, but it is a different style.

5 Now look at Leviticus. Here there are full detailed directions with
much repetition. In a way it is similar to Genesis 1. So they said that
the style of the Elohim document, found in Genesis 1 is the style in all
the legal details of the book of Leviticl.Ls and parts of Numbers. They
also said, It is the style of much of Exodus where it gives the details

10 of the tabernacle, but in the giving of the Ten Commandments and that
sort of law, the style is different. So there would seem to be some laws
which had the narrative style of Genesis 2, 3, and 4 and some laws which
are in the 1, 2, 3 statistical style of Genesis 1. Consequently, they
said, there is a similarity in style between large sections of the

15 Pentateuch and Genesis 1 and a similarity of style between other
sections of the Pentateuch and Genesis 2-4." So they said, "We can
carry this right through the Pentateuch even apart from the basis of
divine names." Thi.s--on the basis of similarity of style--this early
document theory was extended through the entire Pentateuch And once

20 it is extended through the entire Pentateuch, along with the Jehovah
document which uses Jehovah in the creation story, and the Elohim
document which uses Elohim in the creation story up to the time of
Moses, and then somewhere in Moses life starts using "Jehovah." Thus,
they say, there are these two documents which give different stories,

25 not only of creation and of events among the patriarchs but also of
events in the wilderness and of the nature of the laws and of the giving
of the Law and so on. Then they say, Moses could not have written both
of these. If there was a Moses who actually saw those things happen, he
would not write two different complete documents, and he would not

30 combine two different documents that other people wrote. Once you
extend this approach through the Pentateuch, you must conclude that the
documents were written long after that time, so you must assume the
existence of a redactor, who put the Pentateuch together centuries
after the time of Moses, and the Mosaic authorship has been given up en

35 tirely, and also divine inspiration and any belief that it is a divine and
dependable book, because it involves all these contradictions. No
Par pl passages ar u nt is carried to the point where it involves
any contradictions that is, accounts are so parallel that you know

the same thing is being told, but when there is such a difference between
40 accounts you know that both can not be right One must be right and the

other must be wrong. 1
,>*-you r s_.-tit1e/cbe events we have been

-B(øhe Early Documentary Theory- It bean with struc and was
dvMoped by Eichhorn and his successors.

45 If you have two parallel stories which seem to be the same but are
not, and somebody has put them down in such a way as to make it look as
if they are two different events, when actually they are the same, but
told with different details, then you have such a contradiction that they
could not be put down by a man who was right there at the time and knew

50 the actual facts. That is the force of the argument from].1
pass For instance, they say, "One document will tell you that God
gave the Law which you find in Exodus 20-22, and another will give you
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the detailed law that is given in Leviticus. One of them is a very
detailed law with great stress on full details of sacrifice and offering.
The other says only a very little about offerings and deals mostly with
individual relations with people." This is different from the way that we

5 interpret it. We understand that God gave the Covenant in Exodus 20-24.,
and then, took Moses up the mountain and gave him a full detailed law for
the priests, including many details which it was not necessary to give
when making the Covenant with the people. So we believe we have two
distinct laws that fit together. Each of them is complete for the

10 purpose for which it was given and they fit together. According to the
interpretation of the critics these are two different laws, very
different in type, and containing a great many small contradictions. They
say, "There is a great contradiction in emphasis, with the one putting
tremendous stress on details of sacrifice and the other saying very

15 little about it. Consequently., if one of them thinks this is the law that
was given, and the other thinks that was, they can not both be by Moses.
So they must be by somebody much later."

But if they do not contradict each other, then you have no evidence
for different documents. There would be no sense in Moses taking

20 documents from other people with different styles, and combining them to
tell about something that he himself saw when he was actually there.

Astruc and Eichhorn in their early days, did not necessarily hold to
any contradiction, but as the theory developed it led to belief in
contradiction, and once you hold that there are contradictions you give

25 up the Mosaic authorship and the belief in divine inspiration. It was
extended through the Pentateuch by Eichhorns successors.

C. From Eichhori to Graf
f 1. The Fragmentary Hypothesis: Eichhorn's successor was a man

named Ilgen.. He was not particularly important, though there has been
30 much stress recently made on him because, like Astruc, he hit on some

lines which were later adopted years after his life, but not as a result
of what he did. It was not taken from his writing. Ilgen was a great
educator, who succeeded Eichhorn. He wrote a book which had a long
title. In this book Ilgen said that the Elohim section in Genesis is
actually not a unity it has within it some parallel passages and some

rences of styl o there are really two Elohim documents in
Genesis. o he ha tree main documents instead of two main documents.
The d "s3*- he made is very similar to the division the critics make
toda . ( is very interesting that Edward 3. Young of Westminster

40 Sem' a in his Introduction to the Od4 Testament, gives Eichhorn eight
lines and gives Ilgen an entire page was Eichhorn who was really the
father of the higher criticism and t endously important in its
development. Ilgen thought of something new and presented it, but nobody
paid any attention to his book and it was completely forgotten until

45 sixty years later when somebody else advanced a theory which happens to
be similar to the one he had advanced. The er thought of Ilcjen until
within the last thirty years when people dug into the archives and
found that he had created a somewhat similar theory way back then. So I
Would say that in a conservative book Ilgen certainly would not be worth

50 over four or five lines and Eichhorn ought to have a page. I do not care
if you do not even remember Ilgen's name, but Eichhorn is tremendously
important.
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The thing about Ilgen that interests me now is not whether he
anticipates developments in the criticism sixty years later, but I am
interested in pointing this out to you: when they claimed to find two
main documents as early as 1798, a man said., "Yes., but you can divide up

5 one of these documents into two again." In other words, the method does
not stop.

Ilgen started a trend. He was merely one of many authors who wrote.,
who I think, should go under the head of the Fragmentary Hypothesis.

There are three names which are usually mentioned unde. the
10 Fragmentary Hypothesis. They are: Alexander Geddes, Vate nd

Hartmann. These three writers took the methods by which t e book of
Genesis and the other parts of the Pentateuch were divided into
documents and showed that you could divide each of these into other
documents and they divided it up into smaller and smaller divisions until

15 they had many different documents, that they said had been combined
together. They found thirty eight different fragments which they said
had been fit together to produce the Pentateuch. They said that some of
these were from the time of Moses, but that the Pentateuch in its
present form comes from a much later period. Geddes said the two

20 document theory of Astruc and Eichhorn was a work of fancy. He said
there were whole series of fragments, which had been combined. Well, you
see, taking this method and these arguments--the second one would not
help but taking the first and particularly the third and forth--they
divide up on the basis of differences of style and differences of parallel

25 passages into many different documents. It is conceivable to prove that
two recognizable documents were combined to produce Genesis, if there
was sufficient evidence. But if it was an actual fact that there were
thirty eight different documents, there would be sufficient evidence to
prove that they were different documents, and to divide it up that way,

30 is almost impossible. So the Fragmentary Hypothesis was the
documentary theory carried to a ridiculous extreme. It was carr, in it
to the point where you just could not really prove anything if ti
were all those different fragments and documents. How does anybody
know they are different fragments or what is part of one or part of
another? You can divide up any book that way. Any time that you see a
different word with a similar idea you can say that it shows a different
document! So the Fragmentary Hypothesis was a reduction to absurdity
of the documentary hypothesis and most of the Christian world was not
affected by it. In the scholarly world, some individuals accepted it, but

40 others said, "It is fantastic. How could a great book come together in
this way?"

In those days they were dividing everything up. People thought that
the Iliad and the Odyssey of Homer were made up of many different poems
which gradually came together. In most any book about Homer, written

45 during a long per d of time, the writer would say, "I don't know the
literary histor ; dont know how many people wrote it," but he will say,
"I don't know h w )any people wrote it, but I know that the artistry of
Homer's Iliad an Odyssey is superior to anything anybody else has ever
written." So there must be some one great mind, whether he got sections

50 from other people or not, when he worked through the whole thing and put
his attitude and his approach and his style in the whole thing. So the
attitude that was common a few years ago, of dividing it up into many
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documents i prett largely gone.. While there are a few who will still
hold to divi g mer up into a few documents today, the tendency ic for
recogni that minds that can write a poem like that are not
commonplace, and really, the same thing would apply to the Pentateuch.

5 To suggest that there could be two or three people who could write large
sections of the Pentateuch might conceivably be the case., but to say
that a great many people wrote its parts is simply unreasonable. There
are not that many people with that type of mind. So if the Fragmentary
Hypothesis had carried the thing right out into the wilderness and it

10 would have been forgotten, then the Christian world would have ignored it
and the scholarly world would have forgotten about it and that would
have been the end of the higher criticism. But it did not stop there.

The Fragmentary Hypothesis was destroyed by the attacks of a
number of scholars. One outstanding man who had a part in destroying it,

15 though at first he had espoused it, was a great German scholar named Dc
Wette. He is important for several reasons so I am going to give him a
separate head.

2. De Hette is a very important man in the history of the criticism.
In 1805 he wrote an epic-making book, presenting the idea that the book

20 of Deuteronomy is the book referred to in connection with Josiahs
reformation. De Wette said the book of Deuteronomy was not written by
Moses, but that it was written at the time of King Josiah, before the
book was found in the temple. He said, "Read what Josiah did and read
about the changes in Israel. You will see that it exactly fits with what

25 Deuteronomy commands." He said that the book was written because the
priests in Jerusalem were jealous of the priests in other places, which
were called "high places" and that these priests in Jerusalem wanted all
the income and therefore wanted to make a new law to destroy all the
other altars and have all the worship done in Jerusalem. So, he said,

30 they made up a book which said that all the worship must be done in
Jerusalem, and then they put a lot of other stuff in the book and claimed
that Moses wrote it, and they hid it in the temple so that they could find
it there in the temple and bring it out and say, "Here is a wonderful book
written by Moses," and then when the King saw it he made the changes

35 they wanted and destroyed all the high places, and they got all the
income. That was the theory De Wette originated, and it is still held my
most critics today.

Geddes, Vater, and Hartman are the outstanding representatives of
the Fragmentary Hypothesis which was coming to be the standard view and

40 was being accepted by more and more people. Dc Wette helped to destroy
the Fragmentary Hypothesis by showing how impossible it was.. He was one
of several who did this, but he also advanced his theory about
Deuteronomy, and this aided one of the central structures of the higher
criticism.

45 I of course believe that the book of Deuteronomy was found in the
temple, but I think that the rest of the Pentateuch was with it. I think
that what they found there was the whole Pentateuch, but it is easy to
see that the book of Deuteronomy was part of the Pentateuch which
particularly impressed them. It was the part which contained the

50 exhortations to do the very things Josiah did. I think that they
previously had it as a standard law book for Israel, arid that it had been
neglected in the wicked days of his grandfather, had been lost, and that
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they found it in the temple and then Josiah followed it. But De Wette
said that it was a "pious fraud" put in there by some good people who saw
how nice it would be to have greater income for the Jerusalem temple arid
so they wrote this book and hid it there so that it could be found.

5 However, today very few critics still say that it was a pious fraud
someone else had put it there, and they think that the priests just did
not know any better, but it amounto the same thing.

,Last time we were dLliuin eadin 0 rrm Eihrn t Graf -adj.e
the Fragmentary Hypoths4s. 'Ww that the alleged

10 reasons for dividing the Pentateuch!-two main documents were soon
carried further, dividing each of these up into others, and eventually,
Geddes, Vater.1 and Hartmann presented systems which said that a great
many fragments had come together. Somebody put together all these
fragments and made up the story. That seems very unnatural, unless you

15 had a great many writings. If so, why wouldn't one of the writings be
preserved? It seems very unnatural, but it is that to which the early
documentary theory led, and for a time the fragmentary hypothesis
seemed to be the a titude of the criticism.

When a man sitUs down to write a book, he naturally has material in
20 his mind that he has gathered from many sources, which he checks. He

may have books before him from which he gets a fact here and a fact
there and makes comparisons. He may have many sources, but he works it
over and writes it in his own words. Thus you may find that Shakespeare
wrote a play and that there was a play written in Italy two hundred

25 years earlier which is quite similar in some regards. Perhaps it has
some similar characters, and you say, maybe Shakespeare got his idea
there. That does not mean he copied from there. Then you may find
something written by a French dramatist which has features of one of
Shakespeare's characters, and you say he got the character there. You

30 are not sure whether he did or not, but you could make a theory as to
the source of his idea. That is very different from saying he copied
them, or that parts of their documents are imbedded in his writing.

Sometimes a person, instead of studying things through and giving
the results in his own words, may unconsciously follow a work almost word
for word. There was a thesis presented for a Masters degree in the
seminary once in which a man discussed certain matters of Apologetics
and when he came to the resurrection of Christ he said the evidence for
the resurrection of Christ is very definite and clear, and then he went
on at that point for three pages to give various evidences, but somebody

40 in the faculty happened to notice that what he had written there agreed
almost word for word with what was in Mr. Eppard's syllabus. If he had
wanted to say in the course of his paper that Mr. Eppard had given a
very fine presentation of the evidences of the resurrection, and then
had quoted with Mr. Eppard's permission, that would have been acceptable.

45 But for him to simply use the words without any reference as to where he
got them is not considered a proper procedure today. We assume that
you should give a man credit if you use his words.

When someone writes a book, it is entirely possible that he will use a
page or half a page or two pages almost verbatim from someone else.

50 That is not considered good procedure, but many people do it. If one of
you should give me a paper on a certain subject and I should find that
two paragraphs in the middle of it were word-for-word like something in
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William Henry Green., it would not be hard to prove that you got it from
William Henry Green and that you copied it almost verbatim.. But I might
have had to have William Henry Green in front of me to do that.. If all
the books by William Henry Green had disappeared, it might be pretty hard

5 to say just where you started following his words and where you went off
on your own. A long writing might here and there copy the wordings of a
number of different books., but it might be ret y ard to prove it unless
you had those books with which to compare .. the other hand, if a
long writing were made up by taking two books and copying a paragraph

10 from this one and a paragraph from the other and a paragraph from this
one and a paragraph from the other, it might not be so difficult to
compare these paragraphs and see that one of them had a certain type of
style and another had a certain type of style. Then we could have a
large amount of material on which to, ow that two strikingly different

15 types of thought were used togeth ; bit you would have to have quite a
lot of material to do that, unless I had the actual original from which
it was copied..

We of course have no originals of any source for the Old Testament.
The Bible itself is all we have. It is most likely that there were sources

20 for many things in it.. Nobody lived long enough to see all the events
related in Kings or Chronicles. The writer had to have sources. We do
not know how much he copied word-for-word and how much he put into his
own words. We can not tell without the original sources.

We do not know whether Moses had sources or not when he wrote the
25 Pentateuch.. But to say that we know that Moses had sources and that we

know that these are the sources he used and that it is divided this way
is a much more difficult undertaking, especially when it is said that we
are dealing with small fragments instead of large sections.

30
(into

differ!* r
If th t Ee f evidence you use to show cumw4.s, said to

::ingly from each other,
into a lot of little sections, that should make one wonder whether the

fltype of evidence is really valid. It is simply impossible to divide a book
XI up into a lot of little sections and say that they are fragments, written

I by different writers and then put together. Nobody can do that.. There
35 is not sufficient evidence on which to do it. But that was the viewpoint

of many critics for a period shortly after 1800.. From 1800 on for a brief
time the critics taught t nd it was easy enough for conservatives to
say, "how utterly idiotic' cidentally, at that time the criticism was
not yet widely taught, as has been for the last sixty years.. At that

40 time it was only a few scholars in different countries studying it and
taking an interest in it, and at that time all the churches were opposed
to it.

I have given De Wette a separate section because he was a man of
great learning, scholarshir'nd originality of mind.. He exerted a

45 tremendous effect upon thgIcriticism, and does so to this very day..
Dc Wette's first great step was in his dissertation in 1805, in which

he gave his theory about Deuteronomy and on this point his influence is
still very great.. His argument on Deuteronomy is a bit apart from the
straight forward motion of the criticism, but it joins with it later and

50 becomes a very integral part of it. So I mention at this time that in
1805 he brought it forward. His argument was that in II Kings 22ff. You
find an account of the very things that are stressed in Deuteronomy and
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particularly in Deuteronomy 12. He showed that Josiah's revival followed
exactly the lines of the book of Deuteronomy. And that therefore the
book of Deuteronomy is the book found in the temple at his time. So far,
we would agree with it. We would say, undoubtedly Deuteronomy was

5 found, but why not the whole Pentateuch? Deuteronomy is the part of
the Pentateuch which particularly influenced Josiah's revival. But De
Wette went much further than that. He said that the big point of
Josiah's revival was to get the other altars destroyed and to get all
sacrifice concentrated in Jerusale He s : hat is something that

10 was never known in Israel before-- o conic rate it in Jerusalem.
Deuteronomy 12 declares several times orders that all sacrifice must be
performed at the one place which God will choose. According to Dc Wette
this chapter is the real purpose of the book of Deuteronomy. It was
placed there by the priests who wanted to have it found so as to

15 increase their income at the temple in Jerusalem. They put a lot of good
things in other parts of the book., so as to make people think it came
from Moses, but, he said, we find in the book many things that do not have
any relation to the time of Moses but which fit exactly with the time of
Josiah. He argued that the book of Deuteronomy fits the time of Josiah
and does not fit the time of Moses. He pointed out that II Kings 22 tells
of its being found at that time, and therefore declared that that is when
the book of Deuteronomy originated. Of course you ask, w rsh.-
first concentrated in Jerusalem in the time of Josiah? Wel1jin previous (
chapters of Kings it is said, time and time again, that such and such a
man was a good king who followed the Lord in most regards, but that the
high places were not taken away. That is repeatedly said in Kings of
good kings of previous days. De Wette said that those high places were
the other altars where the people worshiped. He said that the man who
wrote Deuteronomy, or some member of that group, was doubtless the one

30 who wrote the book of Kings. and that he criticized all these good kings
for not having taken away the high places, but that these good kings, if
they had known it was wrong to have worshiped in other places, would
have taken them away. According to Dc Wette these statements about
these good kings of the past are "deuteronomic statements." He says

35 that really nobody had thought there was any reason why they should not
sacrifice in many places all over the land until these priests succeeded
in getting this hook accepted in the time of Josiah and that after that it
was considered that the earlier kings had all been wrong.

Later o e will look at some length at the argument about
4c) Deuteronom . will probably leave it until rather late in the term,

because it a question more or less by itself. The main thing I want to
do now is to have you have clearly in mind when this attitude toward
Deuteronomy developed so that I can show how it me into relation later
with a theory about Genesis and the other book . E en though we will not

45 examine its arguments at this time, it is very important to have it in
mind.

Dc Wette continued to study and He began to examine the rest
of the Pentateuch. In his earlier writings he generally followed the
Fragmentary Hpotheii., but as time went on he began to declare that it

SC) as not a satisfactory interpretation. He found that there is unity and
progress in the Pentateuch. It is not just a lot of separate fragments
that somebody put together to make a book. Thus Dc Wette came to
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accept the next step in the criticism and was one of its strong
supporters for a time, but he was not its originator so I will not ci. uss
it under De Wette but under the third head which I will name after

tj(.3.. The Suppleaent Hypothesis a strong reaction against the
5 Fragmentary Hypothesis (C.1.).

The founder of the Supplement Hypothesis was Heinr hEad He was
one of the great German Old Testament scholars. He had a brilliant mind
and deserves equal rank with Eichhorn as a man of great importance in
the critical study.

10 In 1823 Ewald published a book onhe Critical Investigation of the
Composition of Genesi in which he assailed the Fragmentary Hypothesis.
He said that you will find a unity in the book of Genesis running straight
through it. It is designed to exhibit the history of God's people from its
origin until it was brought down into Egypt. He said that many idioms of

15 expression are repeated showing the general unity of viewpoint and of
style through the entire book of Genesis. There is a progress, he said,
through the book. There are subtitles in different places, but you find
these in other books and particularly in Arabic literature. He quoted
much from Arabic literature. He criticized the idea that it had been made

20 up of a lot of little sections just thrown together. He said that
actually there are thousands of little connections between these
sections. The idea that they are not interrelated is utterly absurd.
Ewald, perhaps, was the one who may be said to have given the death
stroke to the Fragmentary Hypothesis even though Hartmann's book had

25 hat yet been written. The Fragmentary Hypothesis continued for a time,
but Ewald's attack caused many to give it up. De Wette joined in the
attack, and before many years, the Fragmentary Hypothesis completely
£ae&.ed. Unfortunately, it was not replaced by a new recogni¬in of
the ea that Moses wrote the book of Genesis. What took its place was

30
this

Ewald and Dc Wette sai'ou see this wonderful unity and this
progress in the book of Genesis. Now, if you will take the parts of
Genesis that use the name Elohim, you will find a progress through the
book. It tells the story of creation and describes the series of events
in some places more fully, in some less fully, but the sections that use

35 the name Elahim for God present a complete story right straight through
Genesis and on through the Pentateuch as far as Exodus 3:6, where it
says that the name Jehovah was revealed. From there on it uses the
name Jehovah but it still uses the same style as in Genesis 1. Th style
loves to enumerate the fir day, the second day, the third d h re is

040 the list of the kings of Edoj.his man lived so many years and ed,
and he begat sons and daughters, and he died, and this man lived so many
year and he begat so-and-so and be begat sons and daughters, and he
di d ou sacrifice in this way, and you do this to. this.._part of the
sac fice, and this to this part, and this to this part--all this sort of
statistical listing style. He said that that is the regular style of the
sections that have Elohim up to Exodus 3:6 and Jehovah from there. "It
is easy," he said, "to recognize this style, which occupies about two
thirds of the material in the Pentateuch. It is the original. We do no /'1f2
know who wrote itbut we know that it is the original." He called it h

50 fourdatiorz writing/(German, Grur,dschrift, literally, "Ground writing.") He
'

said, "it has- a unity to it, it gives you a definite picture; some might
even say [some did say], that Moses wrote this Grur,dschrift,"
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According to this Supplementary Theory., somebody who knew the name
Jehovah which had not been given until Exodus 6:3q had become so used to
this name that he forgot that it had not been known until Moses' time.,
made up some other stories, and inserted them into Genesis.. Or else, as

5 one scholar said, "there was another book which used the name all
through and somebody took extracts from that book and inserted them
into this one.'

Do you see the great difference? According to the Documentary
Theory, you can divide the Pentateuch into two documents, each of which

10 is complete and each tells the whole story. That is like the view that is
generally held by the critics now.. They were combined by someone who is
called the redacthr But in the early 1800's the present view had not
yet been proposed. According to the Supplementary Theory, which we are
now discussing, there was one complete document in Genesis and it used

15 the name Elohim.. They called it the foundation writing. This foundation
writing includes Genesis 1 and all the parts of Genesis that use the word
God, plus Exodus 1-6:3, and then all the other parts of the Pentateuch
that were considered as having the same type of style. The other
sections were considered to have been added later or "supplemented," so

20 this is called the Supplementary Hypothesis.
For fifty years practically all the followers of the higher criticism

accepted the Supplementary Hypothesis. The Fragmentary Hypothesis
disappeared altogether. The Supplementary Hypothesis was accepted not
only by the radicals but also by men like Bleek, who were evangelical but

25 who felt that they could not answer the arguments, and that therefore
this Supplementary Theory must be true. Bleek was an evangelical
Christian, but he said, doubtless it is true that somebody in the time of
Moses wrote the document that has the name God in it and gives the true
story, and then somebody at a later time added the material that has

30 Jehovah in Genesis.
According to this view there is good evidence of one complete

document using the name of Elohim up to Exodus 6:3 and Jehovah after
that. It tells the story from the creation right on through the history
of the flood, and the history of God's chosen people ri ht up to the time
when, it says, the name of Jehovah was reveal hereafte , - it
uses the name Jehovah, and it gives the laws _eviticus and most of
the material up to Deuteronomy, which they considered to be separate..

What I am trying to get across now is the idea of how the criticism
progressed. In connection with it, let me merely ask a questionf

40 Exodus 6:3 means what the critics say it means, that the name Jehovah
was not known before the time of Moses, just how stupid was the man who
added a great many sections (not merely one or two) in which the name
Jehovah was used? I think that is a very vital thing to consider, but we
will go into it later.

45 There are many scientific theories that do not last as long as fifty
years T y or forty years ago "everybody knew" that the reas e
ca transmi wireless messages was because they went over the et

u most scientists of any standing would laugh at you i you
mentioned ether. The idea of ether waves, which was then the great
theory of radio, is-abandoned.

For fifty years practically all scholars were convinced that the
Supplementary Theory provided the true explanation of the way the
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Pentateuch came into existence, but now nobody believes thi
Dc Wette had shown that Deuteronomy is a definite un ''It style is

different from either the J or the E sections. Deuterono
exhortation. It consists of Moses addresses to the people., exhorting

5 them to obey the law. It is different. There are some comparatively
small portions of Deuteronomy that the critics say come from 3 and some
that they say come from E, but Deuteronomy as a whole is separate.
They call it the D document. They said Deuteronomy was the book written
at the time of Josiah. We agree that Deuteronomy was found in the

10 temple at the time of Josiah., but we say that does not mean that it
originated then, nor does it mean that only Deuteronomy was found then.

It is very important to understand the difference between the
Supplementary Hypothesis and the early document theory or Fragmentary
Hypothesis. The Supplementary Hypothesis was accepted by most critics

15 for over fifty years. In such schools as Union Seminary in New York it
was accepted, and it was taught in the theological departments of most
of the German universities, and also in many universities in France and
even in some in Great Britain, It was taught in very few universities in
the United States and in comparatively few in Great Britain, but in some.

20 Not all of the universities in Germany taught this, by any means. There
were still many in Germany who held to the conservative view, but among
those who believed that we can divide the Pentateuch into documents the
Supplementary Hypothesis was accepted for about fifty years.

Someew might] say that Moses wrote Genesis, but most would say the
25 \ somebody wrote it at the time of David or something like that.

In the Supplementary Theory the basic thing is the foundation
writing, with the 3 additions to it made at a later time.

Ewald held that there was a great unity in it., but he did not believe
that it was actually written by Moses. Ewald wrote his great attack on

30 the Fragmentary Hypothesis. In 1830 he strongly followed the
Supplementary Theory. Naturally some people would still hold the
Fragmentary Theory but gradually it was displaced and in a few years the
Supplementary Hypothesis was accepted by almost ever-yon . e need to
see what killed it later on. Some continued to hold it unt 1900, but it

35 was held by most of the critical scholars only until about 1875.
When scholars began studying the Supplementary Hypothesis they

bga - d certain difficulties. One difficulty has been pointed out by
r 2-Mr.

Schreiber. It is alleged that you do not have two complete
I ) documents, but one, but is that one complete? Soon you find places

where it does not seem to be complete. Thus you start with the document
that has the name God and you read how God crated the world and it was
good. That is chapter one, then chaptersto, thee, and four use the
name Jehovah and so are considered supplemenary. Look at the next
chapter, and read, "And the earth was full of violence, and God s

45 earth and it was full of violence, and He said, 'I will destroy ma ." W crc
did this violence come from? God made a good earth. Everythin ti- t He
had made was good, and yet He sees that it is full of violence and is
going to destroy it. Where did this evil come from? That is a queer
change without any explanation for it. The supplement (the 3 document),

50 gives the explanation---the fall of man and the coming of wickedness.
There is nothing in the E document about any such thing. So it is
difficult. As it goes on, it assumes knowledge of something which it does
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not explain.. That is the difficulty.
Another example is Genesis 2013, "And it came to pass, when God

caused me to wander from my father's house, that I said unto her, This is
thy kindness which thou s show unto me; at every place to which we

5 shall come, say of me, He is y brother' Why doesn't the document say
anything about his being led? Why does it just assume it and refer to
it that way? According to the critics that is considered to be in the J
document. Thus they found many places where the "foundation writing"
seemed to imply knowledge of something which it had not told about.

10 Eventually we find Ewald himself trying to solve this problem., and he
advances a very interesting solution. He says that the ground writing is
not as long as we used to think it wa. It gives the main facts and then
some supplements were added to it, and you have a longer book with these
insertions in it, and then, he says, another supplementer which uses the

15 name God again adds more supplement, and then others who use the name
Jehovah add more supplements. That was the crystallization hypothesis.
It was Ewald's attempt to meet the difficulties, but it did not satisfy
many. Ewald previously had a part in starting the supplement hypothesis,

iese difficulties and he tried to solve them with the
20 crystalli h othesis, but people did not find it satisfactory.. It was

y of trying to get around the difficulty.
Then there were some who began to point out difficulties in the

original "ground writing." There was an English bishop named Colenso who
was a missionary bishop in Africa from the Church of England. In a book

25 he wrote about the Pentateuch he said that when he told the Africans the
story of Adam and Eve they said, "Do you really believe this?" Then
Coleriso said to himself, "Do I really believe it?" and he began to wonder.
Soon he found that instead of converting the Zulus they were beginning
to convert him.

30 Do not attempt to go out and do missionary work unless you are sure
of what you are trying to present, or you may find that you are the one
converted instead of the other. Once I met a man in England who told me
that from the time he was a boy that he was trained for missionary work
in India. After a long preparation he went to India and began preaching

35 Christianity to the people there, but before long they convinced him that
he was wrong. They would ask, "Do you believe in that? Do you have
proof?" He found that he did not have any proof. You believe that the
Bible is true? Well, how do you explain these difficulties? He did not
have an explanation., so he soon decided he did not have anything to tell

40 them and returned to England, where he took a position as professor in
Oxford University, training other missionaries and ministers, [laughter]
He asked me to find him a position in the United States, but I have not
found one for him yet, so I suppose he is still teaching in Oxford. It
just goes to show what can happen if yot.. e not well grounded Yourself.

45 It is v easy to say, I know it is r h ; I would be a sin for me to
doubt t; am going to stand on thi________I you are to be truly
effective/you need to learn the fac face the difficulties fairly
and fully.' Colenso had accepted ideas because he had been taught them.
He assumed them, instead of going into the evidence and examining the

50 facts for himself. Thus, Colenso could not answer their questions, and
began to ask, "Is this correct after all?" He began to raise questions
about parts of the Pentateuch and, to his surprise, he found that the
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parts he w~s questioning were in the "ground writing" rather than the
parts he had been told were interpolations., added later. Today he is
considered a great hero of criticism, because he tore up the ground
writing ins ad. alleged supplements and interpolations.

5 Ewalds Crystal ypothesis did not win general acceptance, but
scholars b find difficulties in the Supplement Hypothesis. As
they studied, trying to see how they could make it water tight, they kept
finding new problems.. The next step was the Modified Document
Hypothesis.

10 4. The Modified Document Hypothesis: jupfeld (13
This modification of the theory was an attempt to solve the

difficulties, but it was not considered satisfactory by many people.
Looking back at it today Hupfeld is considered a great hero of criticism,
but at the time some people thought he was going off on a wrong trend

15 altogether.
Hupfeld wrote his book in 185,33 a date which will be easy to remember,

because it is exactly one hundred years after Astruc wrote.
Hupfeld found difficulties in the supplement theory. Colenso and

others had said that there are differences of style even in the
20 fou dation writing.. T said that even it conta parallels. They said

th foundation writin s not complete after a o e must it-imp from this
to hat and presuppose things that are not there, and consequently it is
not satisfactory. Hupfeld took what many felt to be a backwards step..
He proposed returning to the documentary theory. The old documentary

25 theory had been discarded sixty years before. Since the documentary
theory that he then proposed was somewhat different, we should call it
the modified document hypothesis. He did not go back to the beautiful
simplicity of Eichhorn's Document 'theory, but he said, "Look at the
foundation writing, as you cal i i has the name God all through the

30 book of Genesis. As early as th irst chapter of Genesis it has this
Istatistical and enumerative style such as is found in Leviticus and
other sections of the law. We also find it in the part that describes the
building of the ark and in various passages between Genesis 1 and 20."

he said, "from Genesis 20 on, all through the rest of Genesis, most
35 f the sections of your document that use the name God are really

nearer in style to the sections that use the name Jehovah than they are
to the other sections that use the name God."

You notice how utterly contrary that is to the original document
hypothesis, and also to the supplement hypothesis. "And so," Hupfeld

40 said, "actually you have three documents (i.e., not counting Deuteronomy,
which would be a fourth)." He said, "there is the J document, the one that
used the term Jehovah, then there is the E document which has Genesis I
and Leviticus and these different sets of names and statistics." Then he
said, "Notice that most of the passages in the last part of Genesis and

45 the first part of Exodus that use the word God are entirely different in
style." Thus Hupfeld declared these E sections have two utterly
different styles, and that one of them is actually much nearer to the 3
tyle thtt is to the style of the rest of the E document.. At first

many thought these statements were rather preposterous, but after a
50 few ye s ody accepted them.

o ou s upfeld had four documents continue the D document
(Deut ronomy). In the rest of the Pentateuch there is the E document,
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Genesis 1, the story of the building of the ark, certain genealogies, the
levitical laws far sacrifices., enumerations, and statistical lists. Then
there was the second E, (he called it the second Elohist) which starts
about Genesis 20 and includes most of the material after that point that

5 uses the name God. It is quite similar to the 3 document. Then there is
the document which uses the name Jehovah. What he called the second
Elohist, scholars today call E, and what he called the first Elohist, they
now call F.. You should keep in mind that by "documents" they mean
separate writings that were separate and complete but might be combined,

10 or might receive additions, added material that had not existed
separately. Hupfeld said they were separate documents, thus going back
to the old theory.

The view that most of the critics have held tenaciously for fifty or
sixty years is still held by most liberals, but it was held by practically

15 all until very recently. We should understand how this view came into
existence. It is a view which hardly could hay rginated in one step.
It is the result of a long development of ide ;i are just coming to the
most crucial and vital change in the whole sys m, from what had
previously been held

20 Let us briefly revie the developments thus f . truc had an idea
I which affected prac. ..a ly nobody, but Eichhorn had e same idea and it

became a wide-spread belief. Eichhorns view was that there were two
documen that had been combined. t first he applied this only to
Genes i t en he extended it throughout the Pentateuch. "This document

25 that uses the name Elohim," he said, "runs all through the Pentateuch.
It uses Elohim only up to Exodus 63, and after that it uses Jehovah."
The other document, that always uses the name Jehovah, he called the
Jehovistic or J document. He said that each of these has many parallels
to the other, and that some of the incidents are told in both of them in

30 such a way that one or possibly both must be somewhat wrong. He said
that there are marked differences of style between the two and also
marked differences of thought, differences which, he said, are charac
teristic of the Elohim document and the Jehovah document.

Then there was the using the same methods- Or,35 of division and dividing up each of these documents until there were
many, many fragments. Eventually Ewald, De Wette, and others showed how
impossible it would be to say that all these different fragments were
written separately and just came together this way. There is too much
definite plan and organization for that.

40 Next was the Supplementary Theory which had the E document, the
document th-h name of God in it, as the foundation to which
supplements were inserted or added. It used the name "God" all through
Genesis and early Exodus, and then "Jehovah" through the rest of the
Pentateuch. Its larger section included the long detailed laws which have

45 the s style as Genesis 1 (the statistical or enumerative type of
styl ). T en they found that the Supplementary Theory did not work

rthere
ctorily. s they tried to work out its details they found that

/ there are many places where there is too big a gap. It jumps from one
( thing to another and it presupposes and assumes. j sometimes

50 discusses things that were related to a section that they said was
\inserted by the Je.hovisticsUpplementer. Consequently, you have this
\di'fficulty which various scholars tried in different ways to meet, and
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oienso c st dpt..bts on the original foundation writing. Then there were
two att meet it: (1)çE '-G 'n- Theory which was the

em ntar y heory carried further. First, a small original section;
then ad *ti s made to it; then other additions; then more additions made

5 at various places. (2)upeld's suggestion which seemed to be a step
( backward toward the old Documentary Theory. Hupfeld's Theory is that

two different documents used the name "God." He took nearly all the
material from Genesis 20 on that used the name of God and called it the
Second Elohist. So he had two Elohists. The first Elohist included
Genesis 1 and the sections that used the name of God up to Genesis 20,
but very little in Genesis after that. It also includes all the long

._ñections of the detailed priestly law and the other laws in the latter
L\lVart of the Pentateuch. The Second Elohist includes the section using

the name Elohim from Genesis 20 on, (but none before Genesis 20), through
15 the rest of Genesis, some sections in early Exodus, and occasional

sections in other books including a small part of Deuteronomy.
According to his theory the first Elohist was the first part to be

written. Then the Second Elohist was written. Then the Jehovist section
was written and then the book of Deuteronomy. Hupfeld said all of these

20 had been most cleverly combined. He said the First Elohist and the
Second Elohist had been very cleverly joined together and in some places
little changes had been made to make them fit together. Then the
Jehovist was put in and very cleverly combined with the others. Then
Deuteronomy was combined with the others. He said there had been a

25 whole series of redactors, rather than as Eichhorn would have said, one
man who took a section of this and a section of that and a section of the
other and put them together. He said that in some cases the redactor
had just put them together as they stood, even though they contradicted
each other. In other cases, where there were apparent contradictions,

30 he said that the redactor had changed the wording. Most scholars did not
follow Hupfeld in this idea, but there were some who did. All agreed that
the E section was first. It was the ground or foundation writing, the
beginning. Most said there were supplements added afterward. Hupfeld
said the E section is first and then comes the Second Elohist. Some who

35 followed Hupfeld said, "No, the Jehovist comes after the First Elohist
and before the Second Elohist." So you see, there was a question: Is
the order, First Elohist, Second Elohist, 3, D or is it First Elohist, 3,
D? The second order is the one that was accepted y most. Actually
Hupfelds view was not adopted by a great many scho ars and probably

40 would have been forgotten, if it were not for the next step--the vital
step, the one which continued to be followed.

Really, this whole business of dividing books into documents and
thinking you can separate out the original document is highly
questionable. At about A.D. 18(x) it was done to all ancient literature

45 and much fairly modern literature, but it was beginn. ng to go out of
fashion and by 1900 it was used hardly at all aside from the Bible. It is
very interesting to pick up the Cambridge Ancient Hi.y which was
published sometime between 1900 and 1920. In its introduction a
statement like this is made, that the old idea which o many people held

50 in the last century, that Homers poems--the Iliad and the Odyssey--were
made up of a series of different documents united together is now being
pretty largely given up, and it is usually held that there must have been
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one great mind that composed these and that the facts in them such as
the great underlying basis of factual history, is true. On the other
hand, it said it will also be startling to most readers to realize that
the old idea that Moses wrote the Pentateuch, is now completely

5 exploded, and to find here the true facts on the matter, that the
Pentateuch is made up of a number of different documents, all of them
written many centuries after the time of Moses and combined together,
and with very little of true history contained in any of them. That is
the attitude of the Cambridge Ancient History. On Homer and on these

10 other books it gives up the old idea of dividing them into documents
--that idea which was so very common about 1800. But on the Bible it is
not only accepted, it is insisted upon. It is proclaimed with attempts to
extend it. Well, now, why is this? This source division theory, which was
so commonly held but which is now largely discarded and given up

15 regarding other books, why does it continue regarding the Pentateuch,
and in fact, practically the whole of the Old and the New Testaments.
The eason is found in our next point.

The Rise of the Deve1opent Hypothesis" he Documentary approach continued to be used in connection with
20 the Pentateuch because it came to be united with the theory of

Evolution. It came to be united with the view that holds that everything
came into existence as a result of natural processes and seeks to trace
out natural processes of development. The theory of Evolution played a
large part in the development of t ew Documentary Theory and so did

25 a philosophy of history the idea tC~ you find a certain force active in
history and then an opposing force arises and this will result in a
synthesis between the two. Attempts had been were made to apply this
Hegelian approach to the Pentateuch and to other parts of the Bible as
early as 1833, when Reuss, a French professor in a university, had

30 advanced a theory by which he claimed to show an evolutionary
development of the ideas of the Old Testament. Another of the Hegelian
scholars, who was quite prominent at that time, was named Watke. In 1835
he advanced ideas along the same lines. In 1861 a Dutch scholar named
Kuenen spoke out very positively in this direction. In 1865 a scholar

35 named Graf took a great step toward applying it to the Pentateuch. When
he took it, it appeared t most other scholars to be radical and
impossible, but Graf saic3Look at your document as most scholars
recognize them. In the Supplementary Theory you have the E document
which includes the greater part of Genesis. It uses the name Elohim and

40 it includes all the long, detailed laws of Leviticus, the laws of the
Tabernacle and many detailed regulations. According to Hupfeld all of
this except a small portion, came from the earliest time. Then he said,
look at your Jehovistic laws and what Hupfeld calls the second Elohist.
These are much simpler. They present a simple approach to religion in

45 contrast to the very extensive and complex material in the other
section. In accordance with the principle of the evolution of religion
you have it turned completely around. What you are saying is the
earliest legislation, is really the latest for it contains the very
detailed account of sacrifices and involved regulation. That could not

50 have come at the beginning of an evolution of religion. It must actually
be late. On the other hand, your Book of the Covenant, Exodus 20- 24,
shows a very primitive and rudimentary state of religion with simple laws
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and simple regulations." He also said, The laws of Deuteronomy which
you have been putting last are much more advanced much more complex
and much more involved than the laws that you find in the Book of the
Covenant. What you call the Elohist with its laws about the Tabernacle

5 are still more involved and must be still later."
Graf declared that the view that had been accepted about the book

of Genesis was wrong. He claimed that he found a system of evolution
from simple to complex in the Pentateuch

When Graf announced this arrangement scholars laughed at him. He
10 replied, "Just look at your Elohistic document: God spoke, arid it was

done. This was one day. Then God spoke again and something else
happened, and it was the second day. This is repeated for the third and
fourth days, etc. There is a statistical enumerative style. Further on
you find lists of the materials in the ark, detailed geneal '6 s, etc. Then

15 there are the detailed laws in the rest of the Pentateuc T ese belong
together. They form one document. There is a developmen from simple
to complex, and the way you have it, you place the more detailed material
first. You cannot separate these documents so you must turn around
your whole previous arrangement."

20 In 1869 Welihausen published a book in which he strongly presented
the same view. He said, "What everybody has thought to be the earliest
document is actually the last. What you call the ground writing or the
beginning, is really the final section."

This was lii<e a Copernican revolution. There was a complete change
25 in the whole attitude of the Criticism. The previous order had been:

first the priestly legislation (which later came to be called P)., next the
Jehovistic, then the second Elohist (later given the title E) and last of
all Deuteronomy (called D). This was a complete change in the whole
system.

30 Wellhausen was a comparatively young man when he wrote his
epoch-making book. He was a brilliant scholar who had already written
articles on New Testament criticism which had received great attention.
His study of Arabic and his work on the Old Testament came to be
recognized throughout the world. Yet his great influence in Old

35 Testament criticism must be attributed to quite an extent to his unusual
ability as a writer. Most of the German scholars were difficult to read
because of their cumbersome, awkward style. For instance, one of
Hupfeld's sentences may extend through two or three pages with the verb
at the very end. So many readers are not sure until they reach the end

40 of the sentence what is its real point. German style tends to be
awkward, cumbersome, and difficult to read. At Dr. Bus s request I
translated one of Zahns discussions into English and f tnd it
necessary to break up every sentence into two or thr nglish
sentences to make it understandable. Welihausen, however, had a very

45 attractive style, writing short sentences that were easily understood.
He presented his new theory in a book on the history of Israel, published
in 1878. Up to this time study of the Criticism had been largely
restricted to a number of scholars along with a comparatively small
number of readers and very few others knew much about it. When Hupfeld,

50 Graf and Kuenen published their interpretation most scholars paid little
attention. Wellhausen presented the theory that Graf and Kuenen had
worked out, writing it up in beautiful and attractive German. His book
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was read all over the world. It was like striking a match to a pile of
straw and the theory came to be called the Welihausen Theory because it
was his book that received such wide attention. From then on interest in
the Pentateuch was not confined to a few scholars but spread to the

5 whole of the cholarly world. Everyone who was at all liberal in his
views acce t e it eagerly. Sometimes it is called the Graf-Kuenen-
Wellhausen eory, sometimes the Graf--Wellhausen Theory, but more often
simply the Welihausen Theory. From its origin in 1878 it spread
throughout the scholarly world and for the next fifty years practically

10 all the scholars, except some of the older ones, adopted it. As the older
scholars died off the earlier theories disappeared and it was said by
1900 that there was a consensus of opinion in favor of the theory that 3
is the first stage in the evolution and P the last stage. It is only in
the last twenty years that this consensus has begun to break up though

15 the main essentials of the theory are still held by nearly all of the
liberal scholars <This lecture was given in 1951>. In most universities in
any part of the world, if anything is taught about the Bible, the main
essentials of the Wellhausen Theory are presented as fact.

Wellhausen wrote his book in 1878. A brilliant young Scotchman, W.
20 Robertson Smith, studied in his classes and adopted the theory. In 1881

he gave a series of lectures at the University of Aberdeen, Scotland,
where he was a professor. He was accused of heresy on account of these
lectures and was tried by the Scotch Presbyterian Church and convicted
of unbelief in the Word of God. When he was cast out of his

25 professorship at Aberdeen, he went to England and became a professor at
Cambridge University and was the editor of several editions of the
Encyclopedia Britannica. His ideas and influence spread throughout the
world. In this country Professor Briggs of Union Seminary presented the
same views. The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the

30 United States of America condemned him for it in 1893. When Union
Seminary stood by Professor Briggs, the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church in the United States of America ordered that no
Presbyterian student attend Union Seminary. For a time Union Seminary
attendance dropped, but then it recovered and exerted a large influence.

35 I believe that all the seminaries of the United Presbyterian Church teach
the gher Criticism now.

3 The Unity of the Theory
he essential point of the Wellhausen Theory is its claim that the

Pentateuch, if correctly arranged, shows an evolutionary progress from
40 simple, rudimentary ideas of religion to complicated laws and advanced

ideas. They say that the 3 document presents very primitive ideas, that
the E document is slightly less primitive, that D is much more
sophisticated and that P presents the most involved and complex system
of all, and that is the development which we will look at next.

45 To understand the Graf-Wellhausen Hypothesis, one must know exactly
what Hupfeld did. He went back to the documentary hypothesis, but
presented it in a form that was not as simple as that described by
Astruc. He said that there had been two E (Elohist) documents. He said
that Genesis 1 goes with the detailed laws of the priests to form one E
document, but that most of the material after Genesis 20 that uses
Elohim belongs in a second E document. This is called the Modified
Document Theory. Though based on documents rather than fragments it
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was more involved than Astruc's idea. It is probable that the
Documentary Hypothesis and the Supplementary Hypothesis would have
disappeared without leaving any permanent effect if it had not been for
the rise of the development theory. See how Hupfeld had complicated it.

5 Eichhorn had said that there were two main documents, that could be
distinguished by the use of the two names for God (though it required the
recognition of other criteria after Exod. 6:3). Then, according to
Hupfeld, the material using the name God must itself be divided into two
documents, so the divine names cease to be of much help after Exodus 3.

10 According to Eichhorn's view there was a complete narrative, the E
document, and another not quite so complete, the 3 Document. Then they
gave up the idea that 3 was complete and said that it was just a series
of supplements of the E document that had been added. When Hupfeld
declared that this E document, which had been considered so complete,

15 had itself to be considered as composed of two original writings, the
beautiful simplicity of the theory was largely destroyed, and the
probability of being able to show the existence of a complete document
that had formed the basis for the Pentateuch was greatly diminished.
Hupfeld said that in the E document, even with the removal of the second

20 E document as well as the 3 document, there was a complete story, and
qv1j1 that this was also true of the second E document, from Genesis 20 on,

though it did not go back to the creation. He made much of this claim,
but it is easy to see that this would be much harder to prove, after the
removal of his second E document.

25 Of course the parallel passage argument would fit with Hupfeld's
idea. That argument would not be weakened by his idea, but the ai
from style would be. If you have this long E document, running.
through Genesis, from Genesis 1 on, and including half or more o e
material in our book of Genesis, it provides enough material to determine

30 exactly what type of style that document uses. But when you divide it
into two parts you have far less material and it is much more difficult
to determine a definite type of style. Then Hupfeld said, what we have
thought of as one document is really two different documents, and the
style of one of them is actually more like that of the former second

35 document than like that of the other part of this one. This would seem
to cast doubt upon the whole claim to determine the exis ce of
different documents here by alleged differences of style- upfeld said
that his second Elohi.st was so much like the style of th. Jehovist that
they - ld scarcely be distinguished, except for the difference in divine

40 nam . at does that do to the previous argument that the whole 3
docu nt had a style that could easily be distinguished from the style of
the E document? Hupfeld actually weakened the evidence for any belief
that the Pentateuch can be divided into original documents. He tried to
strengthen some of its weak points and in so doing he greatly weakened

45 the whole structure, and I think it would have completely disappeared, as
so many similar theories have, if it had not been for its union with the
idea of development--an idea that had had no part in the previous
discussions.

Up to this point it had been discussed only as a literary problem.
50 What were the sources, and how had they been combined? Can we prove

that these were different sources by showing that they contradict one
another? Now a new element entered, with the rise of evolutionary
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ideas, and the approach which had seemed almost ready to fall of its own
weight was so changed and so promoted that it spread rapidly through the
world.

Does the union of two weak things necessarily produce one strong
5 thing? They may make it look very strong, but they need to be examined

with great care. After the publication of Wellhausens book in 1878 the
whole scholarly world seemed to accept his theory and it spread like
wildfire, as the liberals claimed to have found the true explanation as to
how the Pentateuch came into existence. Then they claimed to find that

10 the documents carried on through the book of Joshua and gave up the
word Pentateuch altogether, substituting Hexateuch---"six books."

hvc b num Th Unify r fh

-Ithey said, as you arrange these documents, there is J, the
earliest, the most p -. itive, the most anthropomoIplc. It thinks of Go

15 under human figure : ad co s down to the garde2od talks with Adam
God smells of the sacrific ; od is treated as a man. It is
anthropomorphic.

Next came the second El is which was said to be quite simple, but
less anthropomorphic than J D as still less so, and P was said to be

20 very spiritual.
Along with this increase in sophistication there was said to be a

steady increase in complexity. 3 wa aid to be very simple in its
requirements and its general syste . slightly less simple, and D quite a
bit more complicated, while P includ - all the complexity of the developed

25 sacrificial system.
It was said that in 3 any family head could sacrifice---when Abraham

would come to a place he would build an altar and sacrifice. In
Deuteronomy only the Levites sacrifice. In P sacrifice is limited to the
descendants of Aaron.

30 You see how, according to this theory, the regulations become more
and more strict. In the 3 document, a man can make an altar anywhere.
When Abraham comes into the land he makes an altar at one place after
another. Wherever he is, he sets up an altar and sacrifices.
Deuteronomy, however, says that there is only one place where sacrifices

35 can be offered, The P document does not repeat the restriction so
emphasized in Deuteronomy., but assumes it. Thus the critics claim that
there is development from simple laws to complicated regulations.

We should pause here to notice the real difference between these
sections of the Pentateuch. After its first ten chapters most of the

40 book of Genesis is the account of the experiences of one family as God
brings them into the land of Canaan and oversees their experiences as He
prepares them to become a great nation that is to be the means of
bringing His revelation to the world. Under these circumstances a
complex and detailed system of religious observance is hardly necessary.

45 Exodus and the following books deal with God's relation to a group of
thousands of people!, forming a nation that is to honor Gad and show
forth His glory to the world. The simple arrangements that are suffi
cient for dealing with one family as it travels through a thinly populated
land can hardly meet the needs of the new nation that is to be brought

50 into the promised land and settled there. These later books include
regulations for an entire nation as it travels through the wilderness and
as it prepares for life in Canaan. In this more complex situation
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complicated laws and requirements, which would have been meaningless for
a single family become absolutely necessary. The absence of complicated
laws and ordinances from the account of God's dealings with Abraham and
their presence in His dealings with a large nation are only what one

5 would expect.
The critics claim that there is a great increase in complexity between

the 3 and P. But if one puts all the complicated regulations in P and
leaves most of the simple narrative for 3 and E, it should not be
surprising to find that P is much more complicated than 3 and E. Simple

10 ways of worship are in the 3 and E documents and the complex regulations
in P. They also claim that P is more spiritual than JE, but it is rather
difficult to prove that one document is more spiritual than another.
Most of the definite arguments deal with religious institutions and
practices. We need to examine these claims very carefully. They claim

15 to build on the phenomena of the Old Testament as a whole. They say
that the book of Deuteronomy fits with the reforms of Josiah, and that
we can therefore conclude that that is the time when it came into
existence. It was said that this gave a basis on which to date the
other documents, perhaps placing J as early as the time of King Jeho-

20 shaphat, and the P document much later.
The critics say that the history fits with this arrangement of the

documents. They say that before the reforms of Josiah one could
sacrifice anywhere and anyone could sacrifice, but that after that time
altars were restricted to Jerusalem. Josiah broke down the high places

25 and restricted sacrifice to Jerusalem, and after that time only the
Levites could sacrifice. Then, they say, when you go on to the later
period you find not only that sacrifice is restricted to Jerusalem but
that it can be performed only by men descended from Aaron. So it is
claimed that there is a development within the documents and that this

30 development corresponds to the facts of history.
It is rather hard to speak about God without using an anthro

pomorphism, but one is more apt to find anthropomorphisms in a narrative,
such as you find in J than in a genealogical table or a list of the kings
of Edom, or other material of the kind that is generally allocated to F'.

35 It is true that the P document makes no mention of sacrifices prior to
the time of Exodus, while sacrifices are mentioned in 3 and E at earlier
periods, but it is easy to get this result. It requires only that all
reference to altars or sacrifices at that earlier period be attributed
to the J or E document, rather than to P.

40 Jehovah is the covenant name of God. It is God in relation with His
people. When you read about Abraham entering into covenant relation
with God and sacrificing to , the name you would expect him to use
would be Jehovah, rather ha the general term, God. When you think of
God as the great Creator o the universe, God is the title you are more

45 apt to use.
Between Genesis 1 and Genesis 20 those sections that deal with

sacrifice are in the J document. After that they are in the 3 document
or in the E document. They are not in the P document, because there is
practically nothing allocated to P between Genesis 20 and the end of

50 Genesis. There is very little, just three words here and a half sentence
there, plus a list of the kings of Edom.

You see the great importance of having this development theory
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combined with the document theory.. The idea of the development of
religion might have produced all sorts of theories, but this idea of
development had something to work on.. It took hold of the document
theory and crystallized it into one definite form.. The former document

5 theory was purely a literary matter, and would have fallen to pieces
because it was out of line with new developments and viewpoints in the
study of literature.

I think that the documentary theory was on the way out when the
development theory was brought into connection with it.. When you

10 combine the two, the development theory strengthens the idea that there
are distinct documents, and the evidences adduced to show that there
are distinc ocuments strengthen the idea that there was a

A e opmerr-, 4 you thinl% that the religion of Israel was not a matter of
0 God reveal%*Himself to man, but a matter of man gradually developing

15 and evolving in his ideas until he develops the very complicated
30
and evolving in his ideas until he develops the very complicated

d
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ritualistic sacrificial system which You find in the book of Leviticus,I




jwhich was the highest stage of development when it comes to complexity,

7bUt

which Would perhaps be a low stage from the viewpoint of real
j j 1spirituality. And yet, it is claimed that the P document is more spirktual
ca20 because it does not have as Much anthropomorphism! In the J documentL

yvOL,ou have God walking in the garden in the cool of the day.. You have God
repenting that He made man.. You have God smelling the sweet savour of
sacrifice.. While in the F document, they say, God speaks and it is done.
It is more a statement of what God does rather than a descriptive

25 presentation of God's intimate relation to His people.. Is it more
spiritual have less personality in Gad? I am not at all sure that you
have a right to say ia .t is more spiritual.

They say that when you get to P you have monotheism. P has God as
creator of the universe.. That is monotheism. They say that the

30 viewpoint of 3 is not monotheism but henotheism.. That is to say that
they would warship only one God.. It does not say whether there are
other gods or not..

A graduate of one of
C? tl

he American Presbyterian seminari was in
Berlin when I was there.. e would take turns preaching in the American
Church there.. I remember that one day he preached on Jacob's concept of
a tribal god.. He said that when Jacob was at home in Eeersheba or
Hebron he was in Yahweh's territory, but when he went across the Jordan
he was in the territory of a different god and there he had the vision in
which his god promised to go with him and protect him, even in the

40 t tory of the other god.. That was what was taught in one of ur
re Presbyterian seminaries twenty five years ago.. I at
they are teaching there now.

The word Elohim is plural.. Is it t remnant of polytheism or is it an
implication of the Trinity? There are various possibilities. God says,

45 Let us make man in our image, after our likeness.. He uses the plural.
Why do we use the plural? Does it suggest the Trinity? And if He uses
the plural of Himself to suggest the Trinity, are you then denying the
Trinity if instead of addressing Him by the plural pronoun "you" that you
use, even to talk to other human , you should insist on addressing

50 Him by the singular pronoun "tho ? uld it imply that you do not
believe in the Trinity? I do not it necessarily would, but
monotheism cannot be proven simply by the words.. It is a matter of the
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teaching. There is clear monotheism in mos and in the so-called Second
Isaiah. The claim is made that it is the result of an evolutionary
process, up to that point. Yet, there is no denial of monotheism
anywhere in the Bible. When you write you do not need to say on every

S page that you believe in one god and do not believe that any others
exist. Other spiritual beings are referred to, but only as beings that
are greatly inferior to the great Creator.

I would like all of you to know what this theory is. It is a complex
theory. It is all very well for someone to say It is just a lot of

10 foolishness," then the man who has learned it in school ca ay, "These
old-fashioned conservative ideas are a lot of foolishne s; h w can
anyone believe such nonsense?" Each o e that he is
right and ignore the other and talk only to those who do not know
anything about it. Perhaps, for a great many people that is the way to

15 f do Christian work. But if we are going to reach the educated people of
our day we have to be able to deal with them--at least with some of
them--from a different attitude. Instead eupp.o.rg that everyone
else is wrong and we are the only persons who are right., we should be
willing to look carefully at the facts--but we should make sure that we

20 really know the facts! From here on we will be mostly looking at the
arguments to see whether they hold weight. You cannot understand the
arguments if you do not know what they are arguing about. That is why it
is so important that you know exactly what the theory is an it
developed into its present form, I will not take time r number der

25 Graf-Welihausen Hypothesis, but will just briefly mention i because we
have dealt with everything in it hitherto. It is the review of the
arguments. This is vital to have in mind.

What makes a person think that the Welihausen theory is correct? It
is important that we make this clear to people. The burden of proof

30 should not be on us to disprove it, but on the man who believes it to
prove it.

When I was in college, we had a professor of Philosophy who one day
presented some rather brief material on Freudianism. little later I met
him on the campus and said to him, "I did not think your argument was

35 really proof for Freudianism. I did not think it sufficient to prove it."
"Well," he said, "what is wrong with Freudianism? How can you disprove
it?" He tried to put me into the position that Freudianism was true
unl uld disprove it. That is a very clever way of arguing., but the

uiremen is really u on
the.

man who holds somethin at it
4?" j, . It is not upon the o. er person to prove that it is wrong. The

Bible exists. Here is this book which has been passed down for thousands
of years. We have the five books of Moses. They can be traced back at
least to 200 B.C., in substantially their present form. But now nobody
has a J document or an E document or a P document. No one can show you

45 any tangible evidence that such documents actually existed. There is no
copy of such a document that has been passed down. There is no record
of anybody referring to it in ancient times. There is no specific factual
evidence of such a thing having existed. Now that does not prove that it
did not exist. It could have existed without leaving a copy available to

50 us or a statement by anybody who saw it. Nevertheless, if a person says
it existed when he has no such evidence, it imposes upon him the
necessity of giving mighty good proof before he has a right to ask
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anybody to accept it.
So we have two sorts of arguments here. The claim is that these

arguments prove this critical theory. These arguments are of two types:
(1) the arguments for Eon--the claim that you can take the

5 Pentateuch and divide it into distinct documents (2) the argument as to
the relation of these documents--the developmental theury

We have noticed that the arguments for partition are of four types:
(1) the arg t from divine names (2) the argument of continuous
narrative .)t e argument from parallel passages, and (4) the argument

10 from diversi y of style, diction, ideas, etc.
The argument from diversity of style, as I stated it, includes ideas

as well. ihat is to say, if you find one document, which seems to believe
in a So1/ho simply speaks and it is done, but has no characteristics
similar fb those of human beings, and another which thinks of God as One

15 ho talks with people and deals with people as a human being would, there
is a difference of ideas. But is it a contradiction of ideas? That is a
question which has to be considered. I2is a contradiction of ideas
then it is rather good proof of two different documents. Under this
heading for partition, do you have such evidence of difference of style

20 or difference of viewpoint as would require it to be different documents?
The second type of argument is the argument that shows development.

It is sometimes called the arciument for order the argument that you
take the statement -- w how they logically fit into a certain order.
Under that again, umber deals with ideas rather than words as the ,t

25 v us ones doto a gr
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argument that you had distinct differences of viewpoint between
different documents that would seem to show an order of development.
Are there such discrepancies? Some books will tell you that P knows

30 nothing of any sacrifice prior to the establishment of the temple, that P
knows nothing of any sacrifice by the Patriarchs. A patriarch comes
through the land and never stops and makes a sacrifice anywhere. That
is what they say. , does that prove that the author believes he did
not?- 1T

35 the claim is that there is logical progress among
the documents. We have noticed two specific points: (1) priesthood, and
(2) the place of sacrifice--the altar, and others are alleged to be
related to these. There are many things alleged to show that you have a
logical progress from the simple to the complex.

40 3 Violation of Laws Evidence of Non-existence (which I have n t
me od before this morning). This is the claim that if thpJ t
1here is only one place whryau can sacrifice and that is Jrulem

in existence at the time of Solomon then Solomon would not have
gone up to G.theon and offered large numbers of sacrifices there. The

45 fact that he does this, they say, proves that there was no Deuteronomic
law at that time.

As an example of violation of law they point to the fact that Samuel
\ offered sacrifice. If this was done by Samuel, the great and good leader

of the people, they say, it proves that nobody had ever heard of such an
idea: that a man has to belong to the family of Aaron to be permitted to
offer sacrifice--as, they say, the P document stressed so very, very
much. Violation of law and evidence of its non-existence is by far the
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stro est of the arguments and is indeed a tough one..
4.. The Appropriateness of Sect on:s to Particular Periods

/ '-This is another aspect of th same argument..Arguments 1 and 2
relate't e documents in selves and how th can be arranged in

S progressio , an are their relation to hista is the approprit'e->
ness of se ons to particular periods.. This dea s particularly with
hook of Deuteronomy. In Deuteronomy you have the description of a
series of commands which exactly fit Josiah's reformation, and deal with
all sorts of things which were then very vital problems to all. It is

10 vital that we understand the complexity of the theory, and the difficulty
of proving such a theory. It would take more than any one of the
arguments to prove it., no matter how strong that one üht be. o the
question is, just" how great is the evidence? Is the evidence s ient
that any reasonable person must think it through again and see whether

15 thi- s not after all the correct viewpoint, or is it a matter that is
rett hard to prove., and therefore we should stand by that which we
b_T~ea.eveforotherreasons?9istheevidenceactuallysoweakthatan
intelligent person, who will hbéstly and fairly look at it, should be com
pelled to admit that there is no real strong support for the documentary

20 - ' development shall now very briefly look at how Solomon sacrificed

(I
.. Deuteronomy says, "You are to sacrifice at the place where

God puts His Name.." Leviticus and Numbers say that only sons of Aaron
are to sacrifice. Yet 1 Kings tells us that Solomon went to the great
high place at Gibeon and offered thousands of sacrifices.. The critics

25 say that this contradicts both laws. It is not sacrifice at Jerusalem,
but at Gibeon.. It is not sacrifice by a priest, but by someone else. Of
course, an incidental feature would be that if Solomon killed ten
thousand'aniJTals that day his arm must have become very tired! When it
says that Solomon sacrificed, does it mean that Solomon himself

30 sacrificed? Or does it mean that Solomon provided the sacrifice, and it
was a priest that did the sacrificing? I think that the second part of
the argument, which is so stressed, is really not difficult at all..

The first part of the argument, that says it was at Gibeon and not
at Jerusalem, is something which I would not wish to try to discuss in

35 just a minute or, two now. We will wait until we pick up that argument
later. Here I Just give it as an example to show that they have a few
facts which are difficult and which need very careful study.

One of the great arguments which was presented from about 1900 on
was that there is a consensus of opinion among scholars. It said that

40 they all believe in these documents.. That was a great argument for
about thirty or forty years while the agreement was almost complete.. In
rece years there has come more diversity on many points. This we can
sa : U at the critics agree almost to a man as to what constitutes the P
doc ent, but there have always been diversities as to what constitutes

45 J and as to what constitutes the so-called E document..
How can somebody just say this argument of the consensus of

scholarship is a lot of nonsense? After all, if the great scholars agree
upon a thing we should at least consider their rea.on But of course,E -7when it comes to that, it is iinportanto examine w uat the

50 consensus of scholarship tamounts toV Does it mean that there are a
great many men who are c4refully conidering these arguments and are
agreeing upon them? Or d

\D
a good h of these men assume that certain
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other men have the truth and simply take over what they say. If they
make that error, should we not be careful that we do not make a similar
error on the Christian side? Because you will never reach truth through
that approach..

5 There is an interesting illustration, that of evolution.. I have found
that practically every science teacher in a high school or in a college is
thoroughly convinced as to the theory of evolution.. But I used to find
an interesting thing when I was in college. A man would be 1007. for
evolution saying, "It is absolutely proven" "But," I would say.

10 "Professor So and So, in what field did you do your graduate work7' "Oh,"
he would reply. "I studied the circulatory system of the butterflies."
Another one would say., "I studied the arrangement of the classification
of plants in a certain category." Most of these scientists in the
biological field, 957. of them, at least, did their graduat rk in

15 subjects which have nothing directly to do with evolutio ; t ey are
dealing with other phases of science. Most of them take ver whatever
they know about the question of evolution from a very fe erefore a
consensus of opinion of people who simply take over from o er people
does not prove anything.. It is important to have a consensus of opinion

20 of those who are working in a particular field.. But the question is, just
how many of them really are working on it? And how close is the--_
consensus and what actual differences are there? I have found that in
religion that the intolerance of people who are not in a position of being
first-hand scholars is generally greater. I have a friend who studied at

25 the Divinity School of the University of Chicago thirty years ago.. It was
then one of our most liberal institutions, that is, liberal in the sense of
being anti-Biblical.44/hich really is not liberal at al]. It is a misuse of
the word "liberal", but it is the way the word is often use Later on he
took some work in the Divinity School of the University of Southern

30 California, in Los Angeles, and there the teachers had been prepared at
the University of Chicago Divinity School. The views taught were
practically identical in the two institutions.. The University of Chicago
Divinity School was one of the great scholarly institutions of its type,
but the University of Southern California was not in that class at all..

35 "Well," he said, "it was very interesting to note that while the views
were just about the same., the dogmatism in the University of Southern
California was twice as great as that in the University of Chicago,
because the men who were doing original work in this fi uld see its
difficulties and there would be differencsof opinion o one lace or,'

40 another, while the men in the other school, who were w I
second-hand rather than at first-hand, took whatever these great .
scholars said as being the last word on the subject.. They were more
dogmatic and more sure of themselves than the men who were really
working on it and saw the difficulties.. So if you find that ten thousand

45 so-called scholars who take what somebody else says and repeat it are
in total agreement, it proves absolutely nothing. It is far more
important to find five men who are actually studying and working on a
field and see to how great an extent they agree. So your consensus of
opinion is a matter of importance.,..at it is a matter that has to be

50 examined carefully to see just what kind of a consensus it is.. Recently I
heard a professor In Crozier Seminary make a statement. He said, "People
say that the synoptic gospels are three witnesses, but actually they are
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not. They are only one witness. Mark wrote a Gospel, and Matthew and
Luke copied fro k. So, they are just copies and there is really only
one witness." eli if he is right that Matthew and Luke copied from Mark.,
then he is right that it is only one witness and not three. Absolutely

5 right, if you prove his first statement that Matthew and Luke copied from
Mark. But I do not think that is true. I think they are three. But when
something is just a copy of something else, it adds nothing to its
authority. There is no question that there was a very great consensus
of opinion upon this matter, but the consensus needs to be examined to

10 see just what kind of consensus it was and what it was based upon., and it
is not as great as has been assumed, because a great many of the people
who are included in it are simply people who are repeating what others
say. Of course, nobody would say that the agreement about every verse
was absolutely clear from any viewpoint, but the critics are pretty well

15 agreed as to what P is. However, they give most of the material between
Genesis 20 and Genesis 50, which uses the name "God" to E. Right in that
area there is a tendency to pick a word here and two words there and a
sentence here and say that it is from P. Thus you get a complete
narrative in P by picking out a sentence here and there. The question

20 is, is that a valid method?
That is about the only place where there is much question as to what

belongs to P, but when it comes to 3 and E you will find great dogmatism
as to what is in E, but you will find great differences of opinion. It is
very important to have in mind what these arguments are, and to examine
this question to how great an extent do they or do they not prove that
there ever were separate documents like this, and that these documents
show r on and therefore mi.ist be by different authors?

o we have looked at a summary of the history of the criticism. If
you do not have this in very excellent shape, it is rather a waste of

:30 time to go on to the next part for it would be just repeating words with
no meaning. You can know all the answers to the criticism, from here to
the end of the year, word for word, as I give them to you, but if you
prove in your examination that you do not know what the critical theory

f is, I will not give you one bit of credit for knowing what I give you from
35 now on. There is no point in being able to answer something if you do not

j know what it is. It is just talking into the air, and repeating what
someone else has said. So it. is absolutely essential that you have in
mind exactly what the criticism is, or there is no point in discussing it.
From here on we are going to look at the arguments Some of these

40 arguments we take up are more important and some of them are less
important, but they are different arguments looking at different aspects.
I am anxious that you know the most important ones very thoroughly. I
will hope to give much more material from now on than I have given up to
this time, because up to this time I have tried to stress a few thins in

45 order to be sure you get them in mind and understand them. From now on
we will take up arguments on this and arguments on that, and I am very
anxious that you get the main ones well. But only the best students will
get all of it. Do not worry if you do not get everything from now on, but
do get everything up to this point!

50 This is the view which was held by all the liberal scholars until 1920
or 1930, and even now it is substantially held by most of them. There are
many variations which do not affect the main points.
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We are interested in the Wellhausen Theory as Welihausen presented
it in 1878 because it is held substantially today.

5 V. The Exainationj,f the Arguments for Partition
As we have notice}e have types of arguments. I present to

you five different manuscripts.. LHere is a roll,. Here is another one.
Here is anothpr one Here are five different rolls, and they exist as
separate (A5) And I say., "Look at these, and tell me in what order

10 these were written." As you look at them, you find a steady progress
from one up to the other--a progress which could be traced along
several different lines but which always went in the same direction from
the more primitive to the more complex. You would say, "I am quite sure
that these documents belong in this order.." You would not have to

15 discuss partition, as you already have distinct documents..
In the case of the Pentateuch the selection is entirely different.

No one has ever discovered anywhere an ancient copy of any one of the
documents which the critics claim to have existed. Nor is there anywhere
any mention of any such documents or any trace of one or any ancient

20 mention of one. Nothing of the kind exists. The claim that such
documents ever existed rests upon taking the Pentateuch as we have it
today and dividing it up into sections and putting two verses here and
three 1 and a chapter there and two chapters over here, th dividing
it up. An then1when you divide it up into documents, you say,3..ook at

25 the order and see how the progress goes from the simple to the complex
and from the primitive to the advanc- u - you need to prove that you
have a right to divide it up, or yotX oth argument is of no avail.. If
you first prove that you have a right to divide it tin this way, and then
find that there is suct-i development, it would be a cry strong cvi ence

30 - isiqcras correct. Thu$/wo types of arguments go
içJJ-' together. u they can be separateâr"As a matter of fact, it was the

argumentc- r partition that were discussed back and forth and studied
for a period of over one hundred years before the beginning of the
Wellhauser Theory, before the development idea was brought into line

35 with it at all. This has to be proved before one can be ready to discuss
theories of development.

It is important to examine the four arguments for partition. We shall
now examine the first of them..

A. The Argument from Divine Names
Astruc's clue was the fact that he noticed the difference in Divine

names and suggested that it po s to a division of documents. Eichhorn
also made a great deal of it. t came fs
mean two things. The first is that the chronological development of the
criticism was to so great an extent based upon this that it is hard to
imagine that the critics could have developed without it. It had a vital
part in the start of the partition and most people think of this criterion
first. It is true that a real scholar who holds to the Wellhausen theory
today would probably say that this is merely one of many instances of
style and is no more important than any one of the other instances, but

50 the fact is that as the theory developed its literature was filled with
discussion of this particular criterion. It has been used more than any
other to convince people that it is right. I gave a paper on this subject

0 1-1
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a year ago before the Oriental Club of Philadelphia. In the audience
there were professors from the University of Pennsylvania and from
various other universities, including practically every theological
seminary within forty miles. In the discussion that followed more

5 attention was given to this than to any other. Those were strangest in
insisting that my denial of the critical thry was wrong., putting their
whole emphasis on the fact i used from Genesis 1:1
to 24 and then the title OR for the next three chapters, and that
some sections use one dive name and same the other.

10 There you have a problem. How are you going to answer it if you do
not say that you have sources?

These men included two professors who had been Orthodox Jews at one
time. Probably they had given up their faith as a result of the Higher
Criticism. To their minds this was the...Jiiug, They were educated.

15 considered as real scholars, but not men who had specialized in the field
of the Higher Criticism.

There were also men there who were specialists. A professor from
Princeton Theological Seminary sat three seats to my right. There were
also a few specialists who were absolutely determined to hold the

20 critical theory, but neither one of these, who knew more about the
subject, raised the question about the divine names, for they, unlike the
others, knew that there were enough holes and enough flaws in the
argument from divine names that one cannot reasonably base a stron

upon that one factor. They have to try to evade it and say 'Oh '

wel "it is just one of many criteria." Buin the history of the
velopmen , it is the first thing that is presented, and it has probably

been more fluential in holding people to the theory than anything else.
So I am glad that Mr. Werner asked the question of priority. Yet I do not
mean by priority that it is the basic thing. The divine names could be

30 proven wrong even if the theory were proven right. If we disprove the
argument from divine names, it does not disprove the theory, but this
has a very vital place in the popular attitude of the theory and also in
its historical development--so mucthat I would incline to think that
without this cl uestionable whether the theory would

35

4~h

v ever, veloped, regardless all other suggested alleged proofs.
priori ty of this criterior,

IhayrDrivers' 1ritroducti : to the Literature of the Old
TestaiRerit.. For at atTFt'iyears this was the standard critical
introduction to the Old Testament in the English-speaking world. (Now it

40 probably has been replaced, to quite an extent, by the book by Professor
Pfeiffer of Harvard which appeared a few years ago.) I find that Driver
is still more useful than Pfeiffer in this study, principally because
Pfeiffer is apt to assume a thing as proven, and not think it necessary
to go into the evidence to any great extent. It is proven, everybody

45 knows it it is so--and that is that. You will probably find most of the
alleged evidences in his book but they are scattered here and there.
When they are not so sensitive in the way that Driver presented them, he
was the noted professor at Oxford University who began teaching the
Higher Criticism to people who thought it was entirely wrong. He was

so determined to convince people that it was correct. His book became the
standard textbook in most theological seminaries in the English-speaking
world. (It is a very exie!2tl written work. His scholarship is greatly

,
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superior to that of Pfeiffer.) But Driver's book is now sufficiently old,
that it is no longer the standard one.. Yet, on this particular matter
there is very, very little change. A few changes that Pfeiffer proposed
have not been adopted by other scholars. You will find that at least

S four-fifths of what Pfeiffer says about the Pentateuch will be the same
as what Driver says, and that where Pfeiffer differs from Driver., other
scholars today probably differ from Pfeiffer..

Driver begins his discussion of the Hexateuch by showing a
difference of style between Genesis 1:1-2:4 and what follows.. He tries to

10 show that this style is utterly different from the rest of chapters 2, 3,
and 4.. As we have notic c apter 1 is like a table, a list, or an
enumeration, while chapt 2, 3, and 4 are more like personal narrative..
There is a"real difference in style., but that does not necessarily mean
that it is a type of style that requires a different author. After

15 Driver discusses this difference in style he goes on to say that you find
this same style used in later-portions all through the Pentateuch and
that you find the worcloh " omrnonly used in these sections as far as
Exodus 6:3, and that after that they always use "Jehovah." He calls this
group of passages "the P Document," and says t it has a style that is

20 very different from that of the other portion l1 thi yr LJLI
paiges




cumen th t Lyl th o¬er
pt-4m. Then he says that the parts of Genesis which
remain after the separation of P have next to be considered, and
declares that these also are not homogeneous in structure, but that,

25 especially from chapter 20 on they exhibit marks of composition. He says
they are composed of parts which do not differ from one another in
diction and style as widely as does either from P and which have been so
welded together that often the lines of demarcation cannot be fixed with
certainty. Yet, he claims, that their difference can be plainly discerned,

30 and he bases much of this claim on differences in the use of the term God
and Jehovah. In fact he even says, "Other phraseological criteria are
slight." He says that when you take the P material out, the
phraseological criteria in the rest of it are slight, aside from the
criterion of a difference in divine names.

35 So you see that this argument still has great importance even
though people may try h ell it is just one of many great
theological differences

Section two deals with something we have already stressed as we
discussed the development theory.. It is so important that I will give it
this heading: The Graf-4Jellhausen Theory Breaks Up this Criterion. This
is very, very important.

2. The Graf-Helihauser, theory breaks up this criterion
It seemed simple as Eichhorn gave it: take all the passages that

have the names Jehovah a put them erake all those that have
45 Elohim and put them ther ; hen rea hem straight through and you will

have two continuous stories. But no the Graf-Wellhausen theory sayQ
no to this. It completely breaks up this criterion.. According to the
Graf-Wellhausen theory you have three rather than two. One of them
used the name Jehovah. Two of them use the name God, and the style of

50 one of those that use the name God is said to be much more like the
style of the one that used the term Jehovah than like the other one
which uses the name God. So you see how it breaks up this criterion.
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You also are already familiar with the next point, but it is impor
tant.

3.. This criterion is confined almost entirely to the book of Genesis.
0_(fhe P¬tuch is five books, but the critics do not talk about the

5 Pentateuch any more; they talk about the Hexateuch and they have six
books..) In these six books this criterion is almost entirely confined to
the first one. According to the critics the P document believes that it
is in Exodus 6:3 that the name Jehovah is given and that it was unknown
before that time, and that therefore the P document always uses Elahim

10 up to that timbut after that time the
jehovah and in fact, uses it practically all the time. Thus., after Exodus
6:3 this criterion is of no further use. Not only that, they say that the
E document, Hupfeld's second element, according to the one which usually
uses the name God say hat the name Jehovah was given in Exo s 3

15 rather than Exodus 6. Wapter 3 is devoted to the E story. Of ho the
name Jehovah was given they say that after Exodus 3, the E d[ment
uses the name Jehovah. So you see that actually there is very little in
Exodus in which the divine name could be a criterion. Also in Genesis the
alleged difference between J and E, aside from this one, is so slight that

20 it is generally very hard to tell what is J and what is E According to
the theory, practically all the material after Genesis 20 is assigned to
either 3 or E. Very little after that is assigned to P. So actually the
only place where it would seem to be a criterion of a documentary
division on which a definite agreement can be found, is prior to Genesis

25 20. Thus, it is important only through twenty chapters, but it just
happens that this comes at the very beginning of the Pentateuch. This
marked difference is only in a comparatively small section! I do not say
this disproves the theory, but it certainly breaks it up. The strength of
an argument often depends to quite a large extent upon its simplicity.

30 Actually, when you get down to it, this criterion is of very little value
as a way of showing major documents anywhere except in Genesis 1-20.

The great bulk of the material from Leviticus is said to be P. The
latter part of Exodus is P!---the building of the tabernacle. There is a
good deal of P material in Numbers, some in Deuteronomy, and a lot in

35 Joshua.
Of 3 and E he says, "Theologically the two are so close that it is

very hard to tell where one ends and the other begins." There are some
scholars who question if there even was an E. They think that E was a
supplement added to 3. The difference between 3 and E is a matter on

40 which there are all kinds of opinions: the criteria are not clear. The
thing they claim to be sure about is the difference between P and 3. And
the difference between E and 3 is not provable so they say JE, rather
than just 3. They say that 3 and E were combined to make one document
and that you can tell ihat is JE and what is P. But when you have JE

45 whicdthspth1ises as "tho tbk.cbrew History," and you
have P separate, you cannot divide P from JE on the basis of divine
names because JE has both names in it.

This criterion is confined almost to the book of Genesis. As a
matter of f , it is largely in Genesis 1-20 where this criterion would

so claim to be eall of much help. Yet it is cqm n1_r_ppu1ar1y put
for Lar




Inconsistent use
- the critical theory.
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Most of what we have said up to the present point has been
repetition of materials previously given but w we come to something
new. In Genesis and early Exodus, the criter or is not used consistently.
In many cases the names are mixed. This is important. Everything I have

5 said today is important., and this is equally un ant. The statement is

::
in Genesis and early
the name Jehovah. J61b. t -useJ the name God and J

Exodus that Palwa




A




the name God and 3

2 uses the name Jehovah, even though P as wel uses e name God. But the
c:




rsnot used consistently. In many cases the names are mixed.
tfter Exodus 6, or at least fr on, eqvision is made

In one paragraph of the re us handout [ stated very clearly that
if you find ord "LORD" in capitals followed by "God" or "Jehovah" it

74 jJ- goes under Jehova not under God. Because it is then using God simply
15 as a designation of t act that Jehovah is a god and the divine name

used is Jehova
The nam "Jehovah ' occurs steadily in chapters 2 and 3, and I

believe 4, and ereafter is used only once in the whole Pentateuch. The
fact that it is used so many times in these two or three chapters and

20 only once more in the whole Pentateuch is an interesting phenomeno
What is the explanation? The critics say, "You have the J docurnen a
redactor put the two together. In putting the two together, he wa ed
the reader to know the one he talks of as Jehovah is the same one that
he talks of as God in the first chapter, and therefore he added the word

25 Goafter Jehovah to show that Jehovah is a god. And he does it f
about three chapters until you get used to it and then he drops i ."
the critical theory is right I think that is an entirely satisfactory
explanation. On the other hand, exactly the same explanation can work in
our view of the Mosaic authorship. When Moses describes God's

30 relationship with the universe he calls Him God, and when he comes to
write specifically of God's relation to mankind, he uses the covenant
name of God as Redeemer---the name of God as Friend of His covenant
people. He uses that name in God's dealing with His own people and
consequently he begins to use the name Jehovah and uses it a great deal

35 thereafter. But having used the name God in the first chapter, he wants
you to understand that he is not talking about a diffe - God, but
bout the sa One, even though using a different nam ; s he calls Him
Jehovah Go'and does that for about three c:hapters. you see it is
the same explanation exactly, whether a redactor did in combining 3 and

40 P or whether Moses did it in going on to his second chapter after his
first. It is exactly the same explanation, and to my mind it is an
entirely satisfactory explanation. I see no problem in it. It does not
prov t one way or the other.

No does somebody have in mind a fact which a person who does the) I
45 assignments I have given might be expected to have noticed?

)There is another fact which I have stated at least a dozen times.
This criterion in Genesis and early Exodus is not used consistently. In
at least one case, the names are mixed. After Exodus 6, the term
Jehovah is used by all the documents most of the time. Student Well, we

50 hardly have the term used after that. AAM: it is used occasionally. But
not always after that, very rarely, but as we have seen, point 4 is that
in Genesis and early Exodus, in the places where this criteria does apply,

-f
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it is not used consistently.
Student: In the account of Noah and the flood, while the words are

interchanged quite frequently, it would be very difficult to divide the
account of Noah and the flood into different documents. AAM: Yes, but

5 the critics claimed to do it.
Previously I mentioned that the first chapter of Genesis 1:1-2:4 uses

the name God, and from 2:4 on, for the next three chapters, the name
Jehovah God is used. That is what struck Astruc. On the basis of that
he divided it into two documents. And it was on this basis that Eichhorn

10 divided it into two documents. On the basis of that they went through
the Pentateuch and divided the 3 and the E documents. Now that being
the case, I asked you to begin with Genesis 1 for our second assignment
and to_put all the cases of the use of Jehovah on one side and all the
cases he use ofUEI orfhe other side. Here an intelligent,

15 wide-awake person would have said, "Yes, but Dr. MacRae says that the
critics say Genesis 1 always uses God and Genesis 2 and 3 always use
LORD God, and here are a couple of cases where it is not true." I found
tbt some of you did not notir i+ t lL I was greatly grieved about
that but more of you did indicate in your papers that in Genesis 3:3 and

20 Genesis 3:5 the name God is used. The serpent says, "Yea, hath God
said?" The serpent said, "Yea, hath God said?" Here is the International
Critical Commentary. Professor John Skinner wrote the commentary on #c_çF
Genesis. On Genesis 3:3 he says that the use of the name Elohim here is
commonly explained by the analogy of other passages of J where the name

25 Jehovah is avoided in conversation with the heathen or when the contrast
between the divine and human is reflected upon. But 3's use of it is not
uniform and it is doubtful what the true explanation is here. How can the
J document use the name God which is a characteristic sign of the P
document? Yet right there in the very beginning, in chapter 3, verses 3

30 and 5. the criterion is broken up by the use of the name God twice, near
the beginning of that chapter. That is a very important point, breaking
up the beautiful symmetry right at the very beginning, and raising
problem of which Skinner says that the correct answer is uncerta . H re
he can admit an explanation which, if adopted, would give a reason

35 explanation all the way through. This is very important. I did not ask
you to write out these names God and LORD just for an exercise in
writing. I would have been pleased if you had noticed it, but I was
particularly dispj,ased whtwo or three did not notice itt al]--Now
let us see what fi fact mea -

40 We were discuss e first argqTqD




That is the
first in point of time, fit in point of general effect on those who are
not specialists in the field, first in relation to the Bible itself, because
it is the one which starts right out at the very beginning. It is notable
that in Genesis 1:1 to 2:4 only Elohim is used. From Genesis 2:5 or 2:4 on

45 to chapters 3 and 4 almost exclusively Jehovah is used. So it looks as
if you have sections from one, sections from the other. You put these
together and you put those to 4-you have two documents,
originally each of them using different div3n name but going along
parallel. We notice, however, that the Graf-Wellhausen theory breaks

50 this up because after about Genesis 20, most of the passages that have
God are not considered to belong to the same document as Genesis 1 but
to a different document which in most other regards is more like the
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Jehovah document than it is like the P document. We notice that the
criterion is almost entirely confined to the book of Genesis because
after Exodus 6: uses Jehovah almost exclusively.

The first im ession a person gets is that ou c ,just divide up the
5 whole Pentateuch according to divine names. _i,)it is not so. In11Genesis 3:5 you have the name God used and we ask ourselves, how can

that be, how can he use the name Elohim?
From our viewpoint it is not difficult to explain. Jehovah is being

talked about in t se three chapters--God and His relationship with man;
10 God the Redeeme ;.,sod the One, ho has this interest in His people. But

in verse 3 the serpent speaks and the serpent does not use the word
that reminds her of this friendly relationship to man, but uses the term
which simply refers to God as the great powerful Creator of the
universe. The serpent say, "Has Elohim said?" From our viewpoint there

15 is no difficulty. But from the viewpoint of the.-critic, there is.
Could you explain it by saying that the author uses the term Elohisn

because he would not want to put the term Jehovah in the mouths of
se ents, so that here he uses a term which has a different meaning?
el once you recognize that terms may be used that have a different

20 meaning, you greatly interfere with the whole value of it as a clue for
k division. They do not like to do that. So we find that i-ts

'
/ntrn3tl Crite-mmentar Eroisor John Skinner

Cmbride where in Genesis 3:3 it uses the name Eloh he says that
the use of the name Elohi.m is commonly explained by the ana ogy other

25 passages where the name Jehovah is avoided in conversation with heathen
or where the contrast between the divine and the human is reflected
upon. He gives a reference for each one but says that 3's usage in such
cases is not uniform and that it is doubtful what is the true explanation
here. Then he refers back to page 53, where he has a further discussion

30 of it. There he says that certain other suggestions have been made and
it remains quite a problem. Is this a clear clue to documents? Or is it
something which may be used where one name or the other is found. There
is a point of difficulty. If this were the only one, then there would not
be much to worry about, perhaps. But when we come on to chapter 7:9 we

35 find the story of the flood. The critics divide up the story of the flOOdq
giving a few verses to 3 and a few verses to P and claiming to find two
complete stories of the flood. Most commentaries now will have a section
on the flood ac-cording to 3 and then a section on the d
F', and take up each story separately and discuss it. Wel ere is part

40 of what they consider to be the 3 story of the flood, yet in verse 9
of chapter 7 it uses the name Elohim which is the name that P should use
rather than 3. In this case, the redactor who combined the two, has
included elements from both! This particular verse, which is mostly 3,
has some elements from F'! The redactor - confused the two and used

45 some from one and some from another. o see how much less probable it
is t OU will be able to actually separate out two stories.

Well it is a question, how did it get in? After all, if you have a
Jeho a manuscript which uses Jehovah right through, here is a sentence
from the Jehovah manuscript which is necessary if the Jehovah

50 manuscript gives a full story. What right does it have to use Elohim?
I have here two volumes by W. E. Addis, The Documents of the

Hexateuch. He calls Volume I "the oldest book of Hebrew History." In it
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he gives the JE document using one type for 3 arid another type for E,
and giving it right straight through. Then in Volume II he gives the
Priestly Document as a separate thing. We read here where he comes to
verse 9. he says "there went n two and two unto ah into the ark.as

5 Jehovah commanded Noah." that is just what &t'texpected the 3
document to use. The oni problem is that that is not what the text
says. The text says___lo . And so he puts in a footnote which says,
"The HeJrçw text has od but the Samaritan, one of the Targums, the
Vu1ga4 afid one manuscript of the Septuagint leaves it out!"

10 U'interesting that the ancient translations were not prticular
to get Jehovah and Elohim exactly right in the translation, and the
Septuagint will often have the other one from the Hebrew. So if you want
to explain it, when there is a difV by saying that one maiuscript
of the Septuagint has the other -we you could do that on every pag

15 So here that is not much of an a ument unless you are going to carry i
thro it, but then the whole clue L ear!

dl hat is the 3 document. ow ook at the P doc.tment of
the flood. Verse 9 of chapter 7 i rt of cument and verse 16
of chapter 7 is part of the P document. et us lo :: there and see what

20 we find. We read in verse 16 " d Jehova im in." That is right in
the middle of the P paragrap . en they say that this little last half of
that verse--just three words--belong to J, thpgh they have been stuck
in, right in the middle of this F' paragraph.n your Bibles4-,eec+l.
to Genesis 7, and I will read it the way Addis gives the priestly document

25 for this paragraph. Hetarts in with verse 11 but then he skips verse 12
and gives verses 13, 1ffjkd 15, and then 16. He says, "And they that went
in, went in as male anc1emale from all flesh according as God had
commanded him." But then he skips to verse 18, and he leaves this last
half of verse 16 to be ir the other document because it has the name

:30 Jehovah. So you se a he kes out just a very few words .n the
middle of a long par i ph. No see what he does in 1422. Here you are
in a section from the P document. Chapter 14 has a r blem; it is hard
to know what document to put it in. It really may er a be s.mply a
fragment by itself. We are not sure where it beloni. , but at l+ast it is

35 not part of the 3 document, and consequently it should not hav the term
Jehovah in it. But in ver22 we read, "I have lifted up my hand to the
most high God, Creator ofRavens and earth." Here Addis says in the
footnotes, "The word which precedes 'the most high God' the Hebrew is
rightly omitted by some manuscripts of the Septuagin " doe not

40 belong in that place. Chapter 17 is entirely to the F' document.
Ar a ter 1Z, which uses the name Jehovah t uses the name God,
r-ather - straight throu h except in th s rse. The first ''erse says
when Abram was ninety-nine years old, Jehovah appeared to him and said,
"I am El Shaddai, wall.:: before me that thou mayest be perfect." Addis

45 simply puts it this w , ut when Abram was ninety-nine years old, Go (jk424.
appeared to Abram. A then he has a footnote under God says, "God,
the final editor of the F'entateuch has substituted [ t used to

but the final editor of the Pentateuch has substitu
E ." We know that because God occurs all throughthrough the rest of the

50 c er, and t fore, according to the theory, it ought to occur herehere
but it does n . at occurs here is Jehovah. -hapter 20 you have the
account of th - elation of Abram with Abimele i. I dealing with thisthis
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outsider the name Elohim is generally used rather than Jehovah or
Yahweh, as the critics call Him. So chapter 20 is a part of the E
document. It is too much lii<e J to put it in the P document, so it is,-.
considered to be a part of the E document.. However, in the t of this

5 chapter 20, we find in verse 18 the statement C rzt ,XJ
That is the conclusion given to the discussion of Abram relaion

with Abi.melech in which the name of God is used up to that point.. We read
in the end that Jehovah, the covenant-keeping God, the Friend of
Abraham, has shown prote n in this way. Addis has a footnote

10 here. He says., r C - an so this verse is an addition by the ,L.
(ftj\ editor who nt -- t __-- d Elohist docume You can see

this verse is an adth e editor who intie wo reasons..
First, because he used C 7'ifiv( & 3 instead o ohim, which is used
elsewhere in the chapter.. And second, because he misunderstands the

15 Elohist document which he uses.. The editor forgot that Abimelech had
been struck with sickness so in this verse he le v the on that
the barrenness was merely to the r..
contradicts t apt )SO

the vier-se 6W16.,1"`7"`447
i cann e part of the original,

an uses a different name for dJ/so t must have been added by the
20 & final editor. Do you see that wh do this sort of thing, it means

that you are rearranging your clue to fit your theory--not building your
theory in accordance with your clue. It certainly weakens the value of
the clue as any proof that you have actually the different documents..

The E document begins with chapter 20.. It is the first thing we have
25 from the E document, and it is interesting that the E document begins

with telling us that Abraham journeyed to the land of the Philistines.. It
does not tell us anything about him before that.. It does not tell us
where he came from or who he was..

It is interesting that in this course, we speak of two men quite a
30 bit.. One is Addis, who has written extensively in presentation of the

critical theory, and the other is Allis, who has written a book attacking
the critical theory. We refer to both of those men in this course far
more than in any other course.. Since the two names are so similar, it is
obvious that this similarity is not merely a coincidence! It is very

35 clearly a parallel.. There must be two different documents that have a
misunderstanding between them [class laughter]. The way the critics
argue, you would have to say that the parallel shows that they really
represent one name.

Jehovah is used almost exclusively after the Israelites leave Egypt,
40 but before that sometimes you have Jehovah and sometimes you have God..

Today many leading scholars try to say, "The use of God and Yahweh
in the book is just one of the various phases of logical evidence.. Just
one of many." Yet actually it is the basis on which the division was
originally made.. What interested me was that in the end the criticism was

45 not made on that viewpoint by the men who were experts in this field but
made by men who know little about it, whose faith been destroyed by
the Higher Criticism.. That was the thing they jumped into. An i

!,,hadexpected that or realized th would have ha ree or fou elle
illustrations of this type a y o give in about two minutes.. L

50 instead of that I gave ano er type o cvi ence which I had built up, ut
this type would not be of ny value unless you had your material ri t
before you.. When you spe generally, it means absolutely nothing but
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if you have a precise verse, it can be very convincing. I had not
expected that particularly, nor did I get it from the others, but the fact
tha from those two, shows how it til is that which is the
nrlrui I ths--t characteri e criticism.

IL a so fhing that impresses the people who are won to the
criticism without really being scholars in the Old Testament. To them it
seems to be the big argument, "You have one document using Elohim and
you have one using Jehovah." But you do not! If you can divide it on
that basis and put all the verses that have Elohim together and all

10 those that have Jehovah together, when you get through, you will find
that neither will read consistently. There are quite a few points where
your clue does not work at all.

An answer to a question from a student [about the 3 writers from
which Jehovah was used and what the critics think about the name Elohim

15 being used earlier]: There are two aspects to that question. One is the
question as to what the critics believe was the original situation. They
say that - y to determine that from the documents as they find
them. cU no how did they find the documents? The first clue they
used was e claim that one always used the name Elohim and the other

20 always used the name Jehovah. That was the first claim, but they are
not consistent in it, so the reason far making a division in the first
place is greatly weal.::ened! That is as far as I wanted to go in that
direction now. After they had divided it into documents, then they tried
to develop a theory as to why the documents are this way. You could

25 easily develop a theory in which you would say that according to the F
writer the name Jehovah was not given until later but that, after all,
even though it was not given until later, the man who wrote at a later
time and always used it after he knew that it was Gods name--why should
he not occasionally use it before yen if it was not known to the

30 patriarchs? Similarly you could of the 3 writer who ordinarily calls
Him Jehovah, why should he not a asionally call Him Elohim? If you say
that, you no longer have any clue. It could be a very good theory if you
had your documents proven already, but if you take that theory, you are
giving up the value of the clue. What I am trying to do now is principally
to show that it utterly fails to work as a clue.

The be9inning of chapter 21 is very interesting. Let me read to you
from AddiThe Oldest Book of Hebrew History. In chapter 21, the parts
of verses 1 and 2 that he assigns to the 3 document read as follows, "And
Jahwe visited Sarah as he had said, and Sarah conceived and bare Abram a

40 son in his old age." The parts verse 6 that he assigns to the E
document read, "And Sarah sa.d, ¬' d h epared laughter for me and
everyone that heareth will laL with me'." Then he assigns the first
part of verse 7 to the J document, "And she sa Who would have said to
Abraham that Sarah should give children suck?" An he assigns the rest

45 of verse 8 and all of the following verses to the E document. That is
how he treats the beginning of chapter 21 from the J and E documents,
which the critics say were combined to make JE. Now let me read the same
section to you from the priestly manuscript, P. I shall read everything
that he assigns to P from chapter 2t:) through chapter 22. P has nothing

50 from chapter 20, and nothing from chapter 22, but takes a few words from
chapter 21. Here is all it has, (starting from verse 1), "And God visited
Sarah as he had promised." Continuing from verse 2., "at the appointed

S
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time which God had promised." Then - verse 3., "Then Abraham called
the name of the son that was born unto him., whom Sarah bore to him.,
Isaac." Verse 4., "And Abraham circumcised his son who was eight days old
as God had commanded him." Verse 5, "And Abraham was an hundred years

5 old when Isaac was born to him." That is all that is assigned to the F'
document there, because verse 6 is put in the E Document, "and Sarah
said. God hath prepared laughter for me and everyone that heareth will
laugh with me."

That is all that he put in the F' document. But you notice how the
10 two start, in order to get a continuous story in the P document and a

continuous story in the JE combinatio
2-am

3 begins, "and Jahwe visited
Sarah and she conceived and bare Abra son in his old age." P
begins, "And God said to Sarah as he had promised at the appointed time
which God had promised." As you see, the difficulty here is that while

15 most of chapter 21 is said to be from the E document, its first verse
uses the name Jehovah twice. He assigns most of the chapter to the E
document but gives verses 3, 4, and 5 to the F' document even though
Jehovah is used twice. In this section of the JE document, he has a
footnote which says., "This verse is an addition by the editor who united

20 the Jehovist and Elohist documents." In the case of the P document, he
says. "and God did to Sarah as he promised," and he has a footnote to the
words "and God" which says, "The text of the Pentateuch has Yahweh." The
editor has put together fragments of JE and of F' in one verse and
naturally he objected to a change of divine name in joining them. You

25 notice that he put half of the verse in J and half of it in P, and then
changed the divine name so as to make it fit.

They say very definitely that the P document continues right through
to the end of Joshua.

Please read verses 1 and 2 in your English version. Student And
30 The LORD did to Sarah as he said and the LORD did unto Sarah as he had

spoken, and Sarah conceived and bare Abraham a son in his old age and at
the set time for which God had spoken it.

That is the way it stands today. Now let me read it to you the way
they divide it. Will everyone follow it the way it stands today and let

35 me read you the way they put it into the J and the P documents. See
what they put in the J document, "And Yahweh visited Sarah as he had
said and Sarah conceived and bore Abraham a son in his old age." You see
what is done? Half of each verse is given to J. Now here is the other
half given to P, "And God did to Sarah as he had promised at the

40 appointed time which God had promised." He puts verse 1, plus verses 3,
4, and 5 in P, even though the first verse has Jehovah in it. See how he
confuses both of them. He puts half of one verse in P and half of the
other verse in 3. Here P and E should both use the name Elohi.m, but the
name Jehovah is used twice in the first verse, so they say that most of

45 the chapter is from the Elohim document, but it begins with a couple of
verses said to be taken from J which have nothing to do with anything
else in J but form a good introduction to the story which they say is
from E.

Well iy say that? Why not say, the name has been changed? Is it
50 because there is no excuse for changing it? And besides, you need not

only to say that you do not want to change the name lightly, but you
need to have the name that way to show why the name was changed in the
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P document. So you actually hay t e F story which should have the name
God here and the E story which should have the name God, and you start
them both with verse 1 which uses the name Jehovah twice! In one case
you say it is a change to conform to the other, but the other should not

5 be there either-, so a section of the 3 document is brought in and put in
the beginning of the E document.. You see how artificial that is!

Of course, if we had absolute proof that there was once a document P
and that there was once a document E, and that there was a document 3,
and that somebody has put them together as one, then it might be

10 worthwhile to go into all this theorizing in order to try to figure out
how he put them together.. But when you have absolutely no proof that
there ever were such documents, and your only proof that there were is
to show that you can divide it up and have definite documents, then you
are really destroying your evidence when you change it around to fit

15 your theories.
If I have not made myself clear: verses 3, , d 5 he givg to P..

Student: Not E at all? AAM: No.. He gives E v r 6 and on.. ( P and 3 b4 ve
eachlf of verse 1 and half of verse 2. One half to 3, one h1f to P..
But actually it is the beginning of the story from E so you should not

20 have something from 3 anyway. You should have something from E, but the
trouble is they both have the name Jehovah so you see what confusion
there is.. It shows how weak the whole idea actually is of using the name

This i argument from continuous narra They say that you
25 ave a continuous story right through and they divide it p anti, say,

"Look, we have a continuous story.." We look at it and say, (l do you
have a continuous story or is something actually miss ing?"f least it
goes along smoothly to some extent and then you say, "And God did to
Sarah as he promised at the appointed time which God had promised, then

30 Abraham called the naf the son that was born to them, whom Sarah
bore to him, Isaac.." After a ,, t would seem funny to say., God did

\\
' as he promised and am cal e name Isaac. Why don't you explain

that there was a child born? e , you might say ou can infer that..
Why should you infer it? Why should you not state it when it is stated
right there, instead of assuming that the needed statement belongs to
an ther document.

\




All In The 4orumerits of the Hexateuch Addis called Vol.. I the oldest book
Hebrew story because it is the JE document: that is, J and E

together.. Vt
40 In chapter 22 he assigns a section from the Elohist.. That is the E

document.. We read in this story from the E document about how God
proved Abraham, that "God told Abraham to go up to the mountain and to
offer his son Isaac.." That is from the E document. It uses the name God.
But when you come to verse 11, it says "the angel of Jehovah.." What has

45 that to do with the E document? Add "the angel of God called to
him from heaven.." In a footnote he says, "the Angel of God--Hebrew texts
in all the versions except Syriac, say Angel of (Heb. for LORD)." He says
this must be due to an editor; it should be the angel of God because it
is the E document. Worse yet, from verse 14 to verse 18, you have the

50 name Jehovah used four times in those four verses, so in these four
verses we have a selection fromth3_deett1Trt in tha
Elohist story. A selection from the 3 document just stuck in the middle!
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Now it is much more reasonable to say that Elohim, God put Abraham to
the trial, but the angel of Jehovah interposes and blesses him. You see,
God, the great mighty God, is testing Abraham, and the same God is spoken
of as the covenant God, the friend of Abraham. Jehovah interposes and

5 delivers Isaac from being offered. There is a perfectly reasonable use
of the two names as showing two aspects of God. It is a perfectly
reasonable way of using the two names. When you try to say it is a clue
for dividing up documents, you have one story here that you cannot
possibly divide in such a way as to make two parallel stories, so you

10 have to say in some cases that the name Jehovah is put in by an editor
or by the carelessness of a scribe and in the other that four verses
have been inserted in the J document. You see that the clue does not
work out satisfactorily. Of course it is a very artificial thing anyway,
to say that somebody took two distinct documents, took a little from

15 here and a little from there. It would be much more natural, if you are
going to combine documents, to read them both and start then to write.
One might take whole sections from this and that, and might change things
according to preference. Any one of us might do that sort of thing, but
if he did, it would not leave a clue by whic could be divided up into

20 two documents and therefore it would b or him to prove we
had or had not done that. I am not say - it would not be possible
that there might be two documents which would be combined and things
done the way the critics say.. I am saying if things were done the way
the critics say, it so destroys the clue as to leav you without any

25 proof of it. (Dt.4
There are many instances we might look at, but let

second at chapter 28. In chapter 28 we have the story of Jacob's dream.
In this dream, which Jacob had as he went toward Haran, the name of God
is used and the name Jehovah is used, and Addis divides the story and

30 says that part of it is J and part is E. But neither one can be read in
such a way as to give a whole story. It is a continuous story in which
you have the tw ames used. Sometimes one is used and sometimes the
other is used. even when you come to the part that he says is quite
definitely E, because it has the name God in it, you find in verse 21 he

35 says, "And if I return in peace to my father's house, then Jehovah will be
my God." It is right in the middle of the verse, and it does not fit with
the E document, which is supposed to use Elohim and not Jehovah.

Student Would it fit in the 3 document? AAP1 There is nothing to
go with it. Nothing at all. If it is an insertion from the J document, it

40 is an insertion from a portion of the J document that is lost. And yet
you have several s tions earlier that are said to be quoted from the 3
document beca ver. 13 says, "and Jehovah stood beside him and said,
'I am Jehova the God of Abraham thy father and the God of
Isaac" and , "Jacob awoke from slee nd said, 'Truly Jehovah is

45 in this place and I knew it not." Here is a - brief section which
must be from J. But it is out of line with the context, you see, because
it uses the wrong name.

. -g. We have been discussing thes divine nam which involve
consideration of the critical argumen on Exodus 63. As you

50 know, the critics say that originally there are two documents, one which
has the name God, and that you can read them straight through. Eichhorn
and Astruc found no objection to bath of these documents being written
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by Moses. When you come to r:.l FYrL5 where Moses was actually
there they thought that he had also written that originally. Then
others continued the theory through the Pentateuch.. They said there
were these two main documents, one of them characterized by the name

5 God and the other characterized by the name Jehovah, and that it is easy
to see why that is, because in Exodus 6:3 they said there is a sharp
cortradi ion to the whole teaching of the J document previous to that
time. ow f course, you could not possibly interpret it this way if you
believe that Moses wrote it. According to their view, Exodus 6:3 says

10 that God revealed the name Jehovah to Moses for the first time, and that
therefore the P document always uses Elohiin before that because the
name Jehovah was not yet known, and then in Exodus 6:3 God revealed the
name and they start using it. However, the J document which, until the

,time

of Wellhausen, was thought to be the later document of the two,
15 written long after they had forgotten that was suppose' dqot

berr known before Exodus 6S and yet the people who made p 3, this late
and untrustworthy document,1::new God as Jehovah, the name by which He
is almost always called in the later part of the Pentateuch, and they
simply call Him Jehovah all through. So, according to that view, you have

20 a sharp contradiction there between the two. Of course they also
claimed that you can see a great difference in style between them! We
have mentioned several times that when you compare Genesis 1 and
Genesis 2, Genesis 2 is in a narrative style and Genesis 1 is said to be
enumerative or statistical. That is the reason why Eichhorn joined the

25 detailed priestly laws of Leviticus with the account of creation in
Genesis 1. He said the reason that they have an enumerative, statistical
style is t Genesis 1 is like a list: God said som ing something
happene ; d saw what He had done and it was goo t was evening and it
was mor g, one day, a second day, etc. He said t at Genesis 1 is again

30 and again just like a tabulation, like a genealogical table, a list of the
kings of Edom, a list of what the priests are to do with the this part and
with that part of the sacrifice, in contrast to the style of 3 which is
the style of narration. (Vet one wonders why the same person could not
use both of these styles in response to particular types of subject

35 matter.)
For nearly a century, the P document (the one called E for Elohim)

was considered as characterized by Genesis 1 and by the Levitical
legislation, and no one pointed out that all the material that was later
called the second Elohist had a style that was almost indistinguishable

40 from the 3 sections. en Hupfeld painted out that the style of a great
part of the so-calle round writ.U," the part from Genesis 20 to 50
and the similar parts of Exodus was more like the style of 3 than like
that of Genesis 1 and the priestly rules. It was only then that Hupfeld
separated E out from P and made it a separate document. While its use

45 of divine names agrees with P, its style agrees so closely with 3 that all
the critics had to admit that it is extremely difficult to tell what is E
and what is J. In fact, it is almost impossible on the basis of style to
do this.

Originally it was said that there were two main documents, one of
50 which gave the true picture, that the name Jehovah was not known until

Exodus 6:3, the other which was said to be untrustworthy had forgotten
all about this fact and used the name Jehovah all through the earlier
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part. That was the early idea. When E was taken out of that, they said,
HE is different from P" (but they dd not yet use the name P then--many
people used different names for ; was only after Wellhausen that P
came to be the standard name, they meant the same thing whatever they

S called it). They said, E is different from it in style, and they said E
parallels 3 and parallels P." So you have three documents, more or less
complete. They also said, "E's story of when and how the name was given
is found in Exodus 3. There in Exodus 3 we read in the E document about
how the name of Jehovah was given and consequently after that time the

10 E document also uses the name Jehovah and not the name God as
previously. That was the claim made about the E document. no
that is substantially the same, whether it be Exodus 3 or Exodus 6. The
document has the name Jehovah right from the start. Exodus 3 was when
it was given, according to his theory by which you have parallels in E to

15 many things in P and in J. But Exodus 3 is - t nearly as clear in this
regard as is Exodus 6:3, which is th .g poin of the criticism here. As
a matter of fact, you find the name Elohim used many times in Exodus 3,
but seven times in it you have the word Jehovah used. And then in
verses 15 to 18 Elohim ordered Moses to tell the people that Jehovah,

20 the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham, the God of Jacob has sent
me. And from there on it is claimed by the critics that the name Jehovah
has now been given in the E document. That is the name. As you can see,
that is not nearly as clear a giving of the name as in Exodus 6:3. We
notice that Ex dus 6:3 says that the LORD said, HI appeared unto

25 Abraham, Isa / nd Jacob as El Shaddai (which was mistranslated in our
English vers o as God Almighty), but by my name Jehovah was I not known

strong statement' real problem. Is

4iYJI&I
Exodus 6:3 the place where you can imply that He is telling him that the
name Jehovah is the name and yet many times in Exodus 6:3 it is stressed

30 that He is the God of their fathers. He is the God of Abraham, of Isa ,
and of Jacob. We find in Exodus 3:13, Moses said to God, "Behold, when
come unto the children of Israel and say to them, the God of your
fathers has sent me to you and they say to me, What is his name, what
shall I say to them? And Gad said to Moses, I AM that I AM..." These

35 Hebrew words have the same root as the word Jehovah. "And he said, Thus
shalt thou say unto the children of Israel, I Am hath sent me unto you."
"And God said, moreover unto Moses. Thus shalt thou say unto the
children of Israel, Jeh , the God of your fathers, the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob hath er e unto you, this is my name forever, and this

40 is my memorial unto all enerations." All through the chapter it is
stressed that He is the God of their fathers and the implication that the
name is a new name is far from being the only possible way of
interpreting the chapter. In fa .t is more reasonable to take 1t that
when He wants to know how to c ce the people th really is eir

45 God, He gives the name that they are familiar withYffn ha the name
is given is a new name. But when the critics noticed that there was

a parallel here between Exodus 3 and Exodus 6:3, of course it seemed to
strngthen the idea of two documents. So immediately someone said, 'Wl

there not a parallel in 3 also?" And sure enough, they found in
50 the portions that they had allotted to the 3 document, a statement that

might be thought of as such a parallel. In the 3 document in Genesis 26
You find the statement, "Then began men to call upon the name of
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Jehovah.." Genesis 4:26 says "To him also there was born a sonhe called
his name Enos, and then began men to call upon the name of Jehovah."
Addis has a footnote at this place in which he says, "It is better
translate&Then began men to call God by the name of Jehovah.." There

5 is an interesting problem here, is there not? Here is a parallel.. The
giving of the name Jehovah has a parallel in J along with E and P.. But
you notice the problem, if that is the case, if P does not use the name

11-WJehovah before Exodus 6:3, because it was not given before that, and E
does not use it before Exodus 3 because it was not iven be t t

10 and if in J it was not given until Genesis 4:26, hokdoes it m en
that the name Jehovah is used in the J document bTbre Genesi :26
--and in fact, used before that a good many times? How is that? You
notice that Addis says, "Then began men to call upon...." and he puts in[God]
in brackets to show it is to be understood as "then began men to call

15 upon Elohim.." Then he says in a footnote, "There is difficulty in
reconciling this statement with the foregoing account in which Cain and
Abel sacrificed to the Lord.." You have Jehovah mentioned over and over
and over in chapters 2, 3, and 4 and then at the end of chapter 4 you
have the name Jehovah. "Then began men to call on Elohimri and then by the

20 name of Jehovah.."
Pfetffer's Introduction to the Old Testament is the leading critical

introduction to the Old Testament today.. I will refer you more often to
Driver than to Pfeiffer, because Pfeiffer takes it for granted that the
criticism is true and does not bother to try to prove it, while Driver is

25 trying to prove it and therefore gives us something with which to deal..
Ffeiffer assumes that it is true and goes ahead and explains it.. His
book is very useful.. I wish you could all study it. It is very helpful,
but there is so much taken for granted in it that it is not nearly as
useful for discussion of the basis of the Higher Criticism as Driver is..

30 They say that J contradicts E and P and give this as one of the
proofs that we have three different documents.. P says the name was not
given until Exodus 6:3. E says it was given in Exodus 3.. There is an
alleged contradicti * etween them. It is not a great contradiction. J

,, -ˆys it was giver wa back in Genesis 4, and thus contradicts P.. J
constantly uses i ter that, but he had already done so constantly
before this alleged giving of the name.. Thus they say you have three
different stories of when the name Jehovah was given. They say the
redactor did no ave sense enough to notice that they contradicted
each other and kept all three statements in his book.. But you have this

40 difficulty.. If these are contradictions, if that is what these three
mean, why do you find that J uses Jehovah before the name is given?
That confuses the whole cory at that point. Dr. Pfeiffer claimed to
have solved that probl He tells us that, after all, the J document
does not begin until the story of Abraham and the material from Genesis

45 2 up to Genesis 12 that had previously been assigned to the J document
is really another document--the S document. And he says that the S
document actually was written after P! Instead of being the first, it is
the very last, later than ', and inserted into the Pentate.. at the
very end.. He says in his 'I troduction to the Old Testamer{f.) that other

50 scholars have different v efs than this, but he says this is the true
situation as to how it came fabout. That does away with th. ifficulty of
having the J document use t e name before it is introduc ; i does away
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with that difficulty but it does away also with the whole basis on which
the criticism began!! It was the contrast between Genesis 1 arid Genesis
2 that started the whole business.

His vie re is that the S document is a document which was
5 written en after P instead of being part of the 3 document, the

earliest docum n all. It is a distinct document, which was the latest
document, after P And instead of the combining of P with JED being
the end of ng of the Pentateuch, the last step was to take J, E,
D, P and put into it this S document which included all the sections of

10 Genesis 1-12 except those which are in P. He says the name S comes from
Mt. Seir in the region of Edom and that it was actually written by the
Edomites and was not written by the Israelites at all, and in e way

Jthe Israelites took it over from the Edomites and mbined it and
that is why he uses the letter S for Mt. Sear. He can explain all the f,55 W"

15 problems--who wrote all the different parts of the Pentateuch. He can
tell You what names wqrje used in each of them., and from what different
backgrounds they cam has an answer to ything. The only thing

we have to wonder where he gets most of '
I am not sure whether he has attempt explain that or not, but

20 at least his S sections are comparatively small and unimportant. 01
course, he does not say it is just for this reason that he does
claims there are also other evidences. Y~~p

There are three statements which are interpreted by the critics in
the giving of the name Jehovah, but in the 3 document (or in the S

25 document if you are following Pfeiffer), the name is used constantly
through three chapters before that. And in Exodus 3 the name Jehovah is
used several times before it is given, so you have take th m oi.u
say they are the work of the redactor.

That should raise a question in our minds. F ti were
30 understood that way in these two cases. Then, i there ome different

way of understanding Exodus 6 or does Exodus 6 sharply contradict the
whole 3 document, as it does i Exodus 6:3 is saying that the name God
was not given until that time.

It is interesting to note that Astruc and Eichhorn had not thought of
35 it that way. They did not hink of that as being a contr ction. It did

not occur chat way to them. Another thing about it is th according to
the. theory, somebody put the documents together. They call him a
redactor. There probably were thirty different redactors who came on at
stages and made different combinations, according to the theory. But at

40 any rate, the re r who made the final combination by combining and
fitting tog her the P document and the 3 document, if he understood the
P document as saying the name Jehovah was not given until now, why does
he just change the name two or three or maybe a dozen times before?
Why did he not change it right through and make it consistent? Or it is

45 more reasonable to say he did not understand it that way? That he did
not understand this statement to mean that the 3 document was entirely
wrong, otherwise it would certainly be a stupid thing to combine a little
from one and a little from the other if all through one of them as ___________
ontrad,j~r to a plain statement which was carried through

50' ( consistently by the other one. I think we can safely say that if there
were such documents, and they were put together, the redactor would
have to have interpreted Exodus 6:3 in some other way. Nobody can say
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that we are now beginning to try twist things around and get a new
interpretation in order to avoido

-
difficulty, for the interpretation

that makes the difficulty has only come in recently and it has not been
so interpreted before. Not only was it not by Astruc and Eichhorn---it

5 was not by the redact70f there was a redactor who combined them, and
there have been i they ever existed as distinct documents. So the

Is that what this chapter really means? "By my name Jehovahst *on i
wqas I

*on
0tas I not k own to them?" Does that e4ntat they were not familiar

with this name? We find that the wordk'' is used constantly in the
10 Scripture in a sense that means much more than just to be familiar with

the facts. The term :no is used to come to really understand
something fully, to enter into its complete meaning. We are told to
follow on to know the Lord. The book of Hosea refers to knowing God
over and over again. It does not mean just-becoming familiar with a few

15 facts about Him. In Scripture the word <no9 has that sense which it
has occasionally in English, but not as a rule. It has been the
interpretation of people all through the ages, and is the interpretation
of most conservatives today, that this says that He appeared to
Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob with stress on the characteristics which are
emphasized by the name El Shaddai. By the way, that name occurs many,
many times in Job., but otherwise very seldom in the Scripture. It occurs
in the account of God's appearing to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. He says,
"I am El Shaddai., walk thou before me and be thou perfect." He uses that
when He speaks to them in the book of Genesis. It is a common name of

25 God, but a name which occurs every now and then, particularly in His
relationship with them. I probably means "to be the God Who cares for
and nourishes.," "the Godo oversees one to provide what he needs."
That is probably the meaning of El Shaddai. It does not mean God
Almighty. The idea of God Almighty was a guess that somebody made about

30 one of the uses in Job and then it was taken over into the Vulgate, and
from that place in the Septuagin54I-arried through wherever it
occurs. But it does not occur in nything before the Vulgate, except for
those very few uses in Job. People who try to justify it, say that the
word "shaddai" comes from "shaciad" which means to deal violently and that

35 from that you get the idea of God Almighty. If it did come from that it
would not mean God Almighty, but God, the Violent One. And that certainly
is not what the word means and it does not fit any context where it is
used. There is no idea of almighty in it. It was a bad guess made by
some unknown translator of a small part of Job and then taken over from

40 there. It probably means the nourishing God---the Godio cared for
them. It was God protecting Abraham, Isaaand Jacob '

they wandered
in the midst of hostility. It describes Goealin with His covenant
people. That was His relation with Abraham, Isa nd Jacob. It
stresses God's relation with men in general, but pecially with His

45 covenant people. God is going to show Himself in fullness in the meaning
of those qualities Abraham, Isand Jacob were familiar with. Their
relationship with God had been 42ecl upon those qualities which are
typified by El Shaddai.

I believe I have mentioned that a very earnest Christian man who has
50 lectured at the University of Liverpool insists that the corr-t

interpretation here should be "I appeared unto Abraham, Isand Jacob
by the name of God Almighty, and by the name Jehovah was I t known to
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them?" Since he is the only man I k of who has advanced that theory,
I do not think: it is necessary to cc that ft is correct.. It might be
correct, but in the view of most serveterpreters, the
translation is accurate, taking the worcnoPjn a stronger meaning of

5 "realizing the characteristics to the full'-4g an intimate relationship
with one rather than simply an acquaintance with a name." At any rate,
whatever the true interpretation (and this one seems entirely
satisfactory to me), it is the one that the writings of Dr7 Green and Th.
Allis bath contain and each of them gives supporting evidence of it.

10 Whether it is the correct interpretation of it or not, certainly no
co tradictionfelttob here in ancient times.

All admit that there is a difference in these two. It is admitted by
a*that the names are sometimes used with a special reason. From the
critical viewpoint, 3 always uses Jehovah, E and P always Elohim, but from

15 the very beginning of the 3 document in Genesis you have the name Elohim
used twice. What is the explar n? There are two possible
explanations. Some will say, "Wel in that case, the writer did not think
it proper to put the sacred, covenant name, Jehovah, into the mouth a
Satan so he uses the general name, Elohim, recognizing the diffeçe.

"

20 Others will say the original writing must have had Jehovah, but the
redactor who put them together did not think it fitting that Satan should
use the name Jehovah and so changed it to Elohim. In either case it is /
recognized that there is a difference in meaning between th . .I.

01

cases where on same occurred in the documentsupPosed to have the
-it -1 t 1 will li rud Actually you cannot separat __

m consisten y simply on the basis of the names without mutilating

W\
documents beyond recognition at many points. To avoid that in some
places, middle sections are taken out, but in other sections they say th

rAredactor changed it--but why did he change it unless there is a
30 difference in meaning? In other cases they say that the original writer

used the other- name for- a special reason. Thus it is recognized that
there is a difference in meaning between the two. Driver admits that
there is a difference and that sometimes they are used with a
difference, but he says that in the great bulk of cases this does not

35 apply. Everyone recognizes that in some cases there is a difference in
meaning. If you recognize a difference in some cases, you save s f
cient reason for a change in many cases. That is to say, L insist there
is a difference in meaning far more often than the critics will admit. We
say the first chapter of Genesis is describing the universe as a whole

40 and so uses the name Elohim which describes God as power and majesty,
God as the One dealing with all the universe as the natural name to use
and it is used throughout that chapter, but when we are dealing with God
in His relation with mankind, the name Jehovah is a more natural one to
use. There is a difference in meaning which we say accounts for the

45 change between Genesis 1 and Genesis 2, 3, and 4. But Driver says, "And
they all say there are many cases where there is no reason in the
meaning for them to be used and yet one or the other is used and in
connection with that we must recognize the fact that it is true of us in
life when we start using a certain term, we tend to keep on using it

50 unless there is a reason for a change. You start using a certain term
and the ch 5 re that you will keep right one. You will not say in
every case "Now, is this the best term to use or should I change to a
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different one? You will keep right on using it until there is a reason
for a change. If there is a reason you will change., and then if there is
a reason you may change back again. Sometimes in the Scripture the two
are used in one verse in such a way as to stress the fact that they are

5 the same, that Jehovah is Elohim. That would seem to be the purpose of
the writer sometimes in definitely making a shift from one to the other.
But when there is no reason for a change, one is apt to keep on using the
same name unless he feels that it is too repetitious, and then he will
just naturally make a change. I mean there are all kinds of reasons why

10 you may use one or the other. I ran onto a fellow up in Cornell last
Sunday whom I had known a little bit a good many years ago, and I guess
he thought we had known each other a lot better than I had realized. At
any rate, he came up to me just before the meeting and greeted me by my
first name, and I could not think who he was. I talked with him for a

13 minute or two and asked what he was doing now, etc. Then I began to
guess who he was and I remembered having known him slightly, about ten
years ago. We chatted a few minutes and then they called me to start
the lecture. So I said, "I'll see you afterward." ell afterward there
were a lot of people asking me questions, and he went away before they

20 were through. But that evening I was to visit a man and found this fellow
also calling on him. As soon as I came to the door, the man I had seen in
the afternoon said, "Oh, come right in, Dr. MacRae and have a seat." In
the course of the next hour he continued addressing me as Dr. MacRae.
But before that, when he had first greeted me, he had used my first name.

25 Well now, as you notice, he used one name one time and another name
another time. I do not know what was in his mind, but it woul certainly
not be proof that these are two different stories. Student .ometimes
there is just no reason at all. When I write letters, say to another
Christian, I sometimes say 'the Lord' and some times I say 'God,' and I can

30 not see any special reason why I do. AAM: Yes, of course, that is true
of all of us. Now you take the names Christ and Jesus. I made up a
series of suggested Sunday School Lessons once and the heading of one
was Christ does this, second, Christ does this, third, Christ does this.
Then there were a couple of lessons in which I said, "Jesus tells us,

:35 Jesus tells us, Jesus tells us, and when they were finished about half of
the lessons in that group used the name Jesus and about half used the
name Christ. I sent the lessons out to t committee for suggestions
and one said, "You ought to be consisten ; ou ought to always say
Christ or always say Jesus." She went o to say that she much preferred

40 to use "Christ" the divine name, rather than "Jesus" the human name, and
thought it would be better if we used Christ in these lessons.
Nevertheless, I did not agree with that. I do not think Christ is
particularly the divine name. It means Messiah and Messiah is an office.
The Messiah is God, but Messiah is not a specifically divine name. In

45 fact. Jesus is the name that God Himself gave, and it means Jehovah
saves. There is nothing more divine in the world than the name Jesus.
S, I do not think that the name Christ is in any way more sacred than
the name Jesus. Anyway, God uses both of them, so why should we
restrict ourselves to one. Even though it was entirely accidental that I

50 had used one sometimes and the other sometimes, it seemed to me that it
was a truer picture of the Gospel attitude to use both names, sometimes
one and sometimes the other, than it would be to try to be consistent.
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But see the way it started: in the one case there probably was
a reason why l used the name Christ and in the other case probably a
reason why I used the name Jesus. I do not remember what it was, but
from there on I just used it continuously until some reason occurred for

5 a change. And we do that in our references to other people. In our
talking to them and in our speaking of them you do not have to have a
reason every time why you select a particular name to be used. It is not
at all unreasonable that Moses should have written, the Pentateuch using
the names exactly as they are used. Sometimes there is a reason, other

10 times it may be merely an arbitrary selection and at still other times
simply continuing the use of the one that had been used before. It is a
perfectly natural thing and is not an argument for two documents unless
you can show that when you divide it on the basis of divine names, (and
do it consistently without introducing a redactor into it to explain away

13 your rgument from the divine names as an argument for
ivision into different documents., pretty thoroughly breaks down in view

of the various considerations at which we have looked.
Dr. Allis brings out an interesting fact about this. He says that it

is often hard to know the reason for a particular name. For instance
20 "man of God" occurs about seventy five times and "servant of God" rarely

if ever. "The angel of Jehovah" is used much more often than "the angel
of Elohi.m"---about five to one. But both of them occur. There is "the man
of God," and "the servant of Jehovah." The prophet is the Lord's servant,
who is called the man of God much more frequently than he is called the

25 servant of the Lord. Does the Bible, as it stands, use it so unnaturally
that you hay t say these are evidences? I have given various
evi-dencesthat it is not unnatural nor unparalleled in other documents;
other places m to shift back and forth as they do. They say, "No,
when you have one name it shows one document, and when you have the

30 other, it shows the other one." But the fact is that their documents are
not consistent, and they admit that sometimes there is a reason for
using a particular one.

As you know, there are two vital parts which fit together to make
the Wellhausen theory. There is the idea that we can make a literary

35 partition into documents, and that we can tell what these documents were
that were used. That is, we can divide a book up into original sources
and know exactly what is in each, and consequently know, of course, that
Moses could not have written them, that they must come from some other
source, since these documents are said to contradict one another and to

40 show certain misunderstandings. Without such variations there would be
no evidence upon which to reconstruct the documents at all. The other
part, which we are not examining yet, but which is very vital for your
understanding of the Criticism, is the claim of development among the
documents. The addition of the theory of evolution is what made the

45 Graf-Wellhausen theory what it is. The idea that there is a J which can
be separated out, was written at one time as a unit and as a complete
story, and then that another document, the E document, was written and
that at a later time these two documents were combined to produce JE,
the earliest book of Hebrew history. According to the Wellhausen theory,

50 the next section of the Pentateuch to be written was the book of
Deuteronomy--not all of it, but the greater part. This D document, found
in the temple at the time of King Josiah, was later combined with J and E,
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which had been previously combined together, thus producing JED. They
say that the one who combined Deuteronomy with JE made a few insertions
in them at different places to conform to the views of the
Deuteronomists---riot a great many of these, but some. The critics also

5 claim to find some sections of E and of 3 in the D document.
I would say at least in 70% or 75% of the material they would agree

as to what is 3 and what is E. As to what is JE and what is P. they may
agree on more than 90%. As to what is 3 and what is £ there is a great
measure of agreement among scholars today even though there was much

10 diversity in the early days of the theory. As to P and JE, scholars are
pretty well agreed. There is the JE document and the D document is
joined with it, and so you have JED, and it is quite easy to tell D from
JE as a rule. As you know 3 is narrative. D is exhortation, and has a
style that is slightly different. There is, of course, a difference

15 between exhortation and narrative. Later on the P document is written
in order to exalt the position and honor of the priesthood. It was
written, they say, in order to confine the priesthood to one group who
call themselves the sons of Aaron--something never previously heard of.
It is a document to exalt their particular functions and also to give

20 very minute and detailed regulations. It shows an advance in complexity
over the previous documents, even though in some ways it shows
degeneration, with its precise regulations of worship.. Still later,
according to the critics, this F' document is combined with JED to make
the complete Pentateuch.

25 The development theory claims that there is definite evidence as to
which came first, and that they show growth and development. In many
ways this claim of progress is quite tenuous, but they claim that it is
very definite in what it requires about the place of sacrifice and the
persons who conduct the sacrifice. Much of this is brought out in Gray

30 and in Carpenter. I asked you, as you do the assignments in Gray and
Carpenter, particularly to stress what they say about the place and
persons of sacrifice. I do not mean only who sacrificed and where they
sacrificed, but what other effects in the documents inevitably followed
according to the critics, from the fact that these changes were made in
these particular laws. That was brought out very clearly by both Gray
and Carpenter, and that is why I asked you to stress it, although, of
course, I want you to master all that is said in the few pages that I

\ y assigned.
flu' So much for a br of this vital matter. Continuing wit
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Id to distinguish. One wa'y. :bqthen belief in the unity
01f1 the Pentateuch: is to. pick jut a few weak points in the theory and go
after them hammer and tongs--but I think you should have intelligence
enough the Jae able to do that for yourself. I do not think it is necessary
for me to take two or three hours here in simply pointing to
demonstrative weak points and dwelling upon them. I am interested in
giving you an understanding of the weak points of the theory, but when I

\J

mention them very briefly that should be sufficient. On the other hand, I
am trying to go into the strong points of the theory more at length so

10 that you will be able yourself to see just how strong or how lacking in
strength each is. In other stud it--not Just to
c e you that it is wrong. :11.1 P" C. Parallel Passages

some extent this is the same argument a B also involves
15 0 material that is quite distinct and additional. I ere was nothing else

we would just assume it under therevious_hea tinuous Native.
The theory goes that here you have a complete st and there you h'e
a complete story. Each of them stands alone. If each of them gives you

-z a complete story of the same thing, there is a parallel among them.So
20 we are interested in examining different parts and seeing how parallel

they really are, and we are interested in seeing whether some points
that are omitted from one or the other can be omitted without any loss
of continuity or whether there is a definite loss. However, the argument
from parallel passages goes much further than that. It claims that you

45 have in each of the documents a repetition of the main features of the
other, but with this repetition often given in such a way as to show
there was some confusion, as the two came to be combined. That is, if
you have the same story told in such different ways then only one could
be right, if either one could; that there is a sharp discrepancy where

30 you have it in the Pentateuch as two distinct stories, when actually it
is merely a confused presentation of the same thing. This could easily
happen. There is nothing strange about the idea that such might be the
case, but we ask is it the case? Yesterday a letter came to me from a
friend in Chicago. He enclosed a bulletin from an insurance company that

35 had the name of the president of the company in its heading. My friend
said, "This will bring back memories to you of the time when you talked
with this man as you were returning from Europe on a steamship." When
my friend noticed the man's name he remembered hearing that I had met him
and therefore sent me the bulletin. However, he had confused two

40 distinct stories that I had told him at ferent times. Once I told him
about returning from Europe one time he the noted liberal, Dr. Harry E.
Fosdicl<, was a passenger on the same ship. I had also told him about the
time when I had become acquainted with the president of an insurance
company who was vacationing at Lake O'Hara in the Canadian Rockies when

45 I spent a few days there. Evidently the name of the insurance executive
had made a much greater impression on him than the name Harry Emerson
Fosdick, but the experience on the voyage hack from Europe had made a
greater impression on him than had been made by my visit to the Canadian
Rockies. Thus he combined elements from each of the two stories that I

50 gave and put them together into one story. When my heirs go through my
possessions and come across that insurance circular that my friend sent
me and read what he wrote on the top of it, they will think they have
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evidence of my having met this man on a return trip from Europe. Then if
they happen somewhere else to come across an account of my trip to the
Canadian Rockies, they will think that I had two meetings with this man,
when actually there was only one.

S Such errors often occur when stories are repeated. You may tell
somebody a story of some rather exciting and interesting experience you
have had, and he may consider it interesting enough to repeat to someone
else. Eventually someone repeats it to you so changed that you might
fail to realize that you were the person involved. So it would be quite

10 easy for certain stories to be told without any real basis of facts. We
believe that God kept the writers of the Bible from including in it any
error or false statements. But many of the critics have held the 3
story did not rest on anything definite and that such men as Abraham,
Isaac and Jacob never lived. Some critics have said that there were

15 shrines in Palestine to which people would come and leave gifts, and then
that stories had gradually arisen about the reason for the shrines
existence. One story might say that this is the place where Jacob slept
on his way to Haran. Another would say it was where Abraham had camped.
Thus, as time would go on, these stories would get into various forms

20 and the 3 writer heard some of these stories and put them together and
later on the E writer heard the same story in a different form and put
them in his book and it sounds like two different sets of stories, but
actually there was only one, but told in a different way.

That sort of thing could have happened. The question is, did it
25 happen? According to the critical theory there would be no actuality at

all.
One time a few years ago I was talking with a young fellow who was

professor of Old T ent in McCormick Theological Seminary. He had
been studying ood b of archaeology and had swung in a more

30 conservative ect from his previous teachings. With us at the
dinner table was a man who is now a teacher in Princeton Seminary. The
man from McCormick told how his archaeological study had affected him.
He said, "I am beginning to reach the point where I really think there was
an Abraham," and the man who is now teaching in Princeton was terribly
shocked at such a reaction.

That was several years ago. I do not know whether he moved further
in a conservative direction or further back in liberal fashion since that
time.

Some of the founders of the critical theory did not think such men as
40 Abraham, Isa nd Jacob had really lived, and thought that these stories

had sprung u ound these shrines and then had been put together. Such
an attitude is not essential to the Wellhausen theory, but was held by
some of its founders. Y divine activity is excluded, it might be hard
to decide whether thes ' ones grew up around shrines, as many of the

45 critics would think, or whether they rested to some extent on historical
facts, as some of them more recently are coming to hold. From either" view these stories might have assumed different forms at different times
and been put into the different documents, and then been combined,
producing a whole series of stories which contradict one another and yet

50 are demonstrably the same story, and thus give evidence that these were
distinct documents. As you see, the parallel passage argument is a very
strong one, if the facts are as the critics claim. It is a very strong
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argument, but it is one that is absolutely inconsistent wit acceptation
of the Bible as God's Word.

If two stories of the same event contradict each other-, tF-not
both be right.

5 There are three sorts of parallel passages. There is one that
simply amounts to a sentence in one place which is similar to a sentence
in another. Such parallels occur in almost anything that anybody writes.

If you want to get your thoughts acros ou will usually have to
repeat and stress the things that are vita in any narrative you will

10 probably have sentences which repeat the same idea in other words. This
is not in itself an evidence that there are two parallel passages. It
really goes under the other question of continuous document. 1f you can
take one out and take the other out and read right strai t along, it
suggests that you have a c - ent. But ag only

15 suggests that a certain a u. t of
repetition is to be expec ed in just about anything you read.

The second type of parallel passage is found where there is more
than an individual sentence correspondin a pje s me her
It is where you have parallel accounts, _
said to be. There you have a long account which you can divide up and
put few verses here and a few verses there and read them each and get
a complete story and thus have two stories which are parallel. There
again, it is a question of how much repetition you are apt to make in
what you say. In anything you tell there is apt to be a fair amount of
repetition., though there would not ordinarily be enough repetition that
you could reconstruct two complete accounts. Besides, these alleged
accounts usually have gaps in them. They are not usually as continuous
and complete as they claim that they are. If you can construct two
accounts, that is a large part of the argument for parallel passages, and

30 if these two accounts contradict one another, then you have especially
strong evidence for a parallel passage.

The third type of parallel passage is where you have two different
stories which are given in the Scripture as if two different events took
place, but actually, when you examine them, you find that it is the same
story told twice.

There again we find that often the Criticism will claim that there are
parallels when there is a reason for two accounts, as, for instance, when
someone is told "Do this" and is told in full what he is to do, and then it
says, "So-and-so did this," and it gives a full account of what he did.

40 Sometimes you find that sort of repetition in the Bible.
Is it unnatural to have that sort of repetition? Can it not be that

you will actually have in a manuscript a whole thing told as what is to be
done and then the whole thing told as what was done. Or perhap a 7
told how an event happened and then you e told how the perso tells

45 somebody about it and you hear it aga . instance is found in the book
of Acts. There is the account of Saul' onversion. Then there is the
account of how Paul told the story of his conversion. And then you read
again about how Paul told the story of his conversion. There are three
accounts of the story of Paul's conversion--three parallel passages.

50 But this does not make any difficulty far us in believing that Luke wrote
the whole book of Acts. We have these three accounts of Paul's
conversion because we are interested to know what Paul said on those
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two occa ns and we are inte ested in the irst case to know how it
occurr d. I many books, y stories/an in many situations you will
find su epetit.ion. The rca. case where here would seem to be a very
strong argument for distinc documents on parallel passages is where

5 you have two stories that purport to b istinct stories, when there is
really only one story. Such a misrepresentation would be a very strong
proof that two distinct documents had been put together. A good example
of an argument of this type is found in connection with the account of
Abraham's lying about his wife. We find this in Genesis 12, when Abraham

10 was in Egypt, again in Genesis 20 when he was in Gerar, and again in
Genesis 26, but this time it is said about Isaac. In these three cases
there is a similar event. You have Abraham telling the wife to represent
herself as his sister. You have the king taking her-. You have God
purbw& the king for doing t You have the king criticizing Abraham
-1& having led him into six not telThç the truth about the
situation, and then you ha e Lord removing the disability which had

/ been done to the king and to his family as a result of Abraham's prayers.
IJ1jJV These three stories are told in Genesis 12:10-20, Genesis 20:1-17, and

MP Genesis 26:6-il. Driver lays great stress on the first of these accounts
20 in his argument that there are distinct documents. He says that the

same story is told twice, that in one case God is used throughout and in
1 QQ, the other He is called "the LORD." Actually, however, the first of them

has "LORD" used only once. LORD is not used more than once in the story.
But in the other case, though you have the name God used ordinarily, you

-- also have LORD used once or twice, so there is not a consistent
difference between the two on the basis of the names God and LORD. In
addition, in what said to be the E story, Ab.imcle:: is the king and it
happened in Ger ; the 3 story in Genesis 12, the king is Pharaoh, and
it happened in . There is undoubtedly a great similarity between
the two stories. If these similarities were such as to give absolute
proof that the thing could not have happened twice, but that it must be
the same story told in different ways, that would be very strong
evidence for distinct documents. It is interesting, though, that in
Genesis 26 you again have the same course of events and there you find

35 the name Jehovah used in the story so you have two parallels in J. Thus
there are three parallels instead of two, and if one of them had the name
Jehovah and two of them had the name God, it could be cited as strong
evidence for three documents!--the 3 story, the E story and the P story.
But unfortunately for the critics, instead of two of them having Elohim,

40 two of them have Jehovah, and only one uses Elohi.m. That being the case,
it is necessary, unless one will abandon the theory, to say that there
are two parallel passages in the J document and one E, instead of one
in E and one in P and one in 3, Of course you
critics, the first 3 story tells what Abraham did n gypt, then the E

45 story tells what A aham did in Gerar and then the P story tells what
Isaac did in Gera a the account stands, it represents them as three
distinct but sim events, which really occurred. Therefore it is a
matter of judgment as to whether it is possible that all three events
could have taken place, rather than an absolute certainty

50 such events could not possibly have taken place, and ther ore it only
happened once and there are three different accounts of it. But, if so,
it would not fit in with the critical theory, because, as we have seen,
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two of them would have to be in the 3 document arid one in the E., instead
of having one in each of the three documents! It could fit very nicely if
two of them had the name Elohim and only one had the name Jehovah, but
they cannot say that because only one of them uses Elohim in it, and the

5 other two have Jehovah. So it does not fit together. And incidentally,
J in the one that they assign to the E document., contains the name

ehovah. We have already looked at that verse, "for the LORD had closed
every womb in the house of Abimelek because of Sarah Abraham's wife."
And here Addis has a footnote. He says, "For Hebrew Eloh.im. This verse

10 is an addition by the editor who united the Elohist arid Jehovistic docu
ments. One says LORD instead of Elohim, which proves that the redactor

A misunderstands the Elohist document which he used, because he forgets
that Abimelek had been instructed___ and leaves the impression
that the barrenness was merely in the women."

One of the three stories uses the name Jehovah but only uses it
once. The second one uses the name God several times and uses the name
Jehovah once. And the third one uses the name Jehovah. So it does not
fit together with the argument from divine names. That is a fine example
of the type of alleged parallel where you have two contradictory stories

20 which they say are the same event described differently, but we see that
it does not really fit with the first argument--the argument from divine
names. It does not fit well with it at all.

You would be interested in noticing an erestin ootnote in Addis'
book on the Documents of the Hexateuch in connection with the story of

25 the birth of Isaac. In his section on "The Priesthood in History arid Law,"
he claims there is a contradiction between two accounts of the birth of
Isaac. In Genesis 17:170YOU have the account in which God promised
Abraham that he would ave a son. And he says that Abraham fell on his
-face and laughed and said in his heart, "Shall a son be born to one that

30 is a hundred years old and shall Sarah that is ninety years old bare?"
He says there is a parallel to this in the J document, in the next
chapter. There in rse 11.- chapter 1you read, "And Sarah laughedk~e 81
within herself, saying, after I am withered shall ye pleasure? My
lord being old also? And the LORD said to Abraha ! y t id Sarah

35 laugh, saying, shall I indeed bear a child, now that I am ol You see
how laughing is mentioned in what they considered to be part of a P
document in Genesis 17, and in what they considered to be part of the 3
document in Genesis 18. And then in Genesis 21,,ou have a part of the E
document. In v se 6 you read, "And Sarah sa , od hath p pared

40 laughter for m Everyone that heareth shall augh with m ." That was
right after the account of the birth of Isaac. The previous four verses
are given to the P document, but that verse is given to the Jehovah
document, or to the Elohist document. And so Addis has a footnote on

A page 217 of his second volume of thus ace in the P document. And in
45.-( that footnote he says, "Laugh-__C 2 he term Isaac." (you know in

Hebrew Isaac means "he laughed,") I
'tjLf -Abraham wondered at the mighty fromise of God. We might say he was

incredulous. And Sarah was incredulous. But after the child was born,
Sarah laughed with joy. So you see the problem. Why was Isaac named

50 Isaac? Was it because Sarah laughed out of incredulity as the verse
says in the 3 document? Or because she laughed out of joy as the verse
says which they give to the E document, or because Abraham laughed out
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of wonder as the verse says which they give to th document?
ctualtheAany contradiction between theJiy did they call the

child "he laughed?" Was it not a natural term because laughter seems to
have been connected in so many ways with the account? It seemed

5 absolutely impassible to have a child at their age. They laughed at the
impossibility of it. Or at the wonder that God would do such a
tremendous thing, and then when the child was born, they laughed again
out of joy so they called his name Isaac. There are supposedly three
accounts of the naming of Isaac., though only one of them actually says

10 he was called Isaac. But they say there are three accounts of why he
was called Isaac. Are there three accounts? Or it is simply that there
are three different things connected with the word., all of which went
together to suggest that the name would be quite appropriate? This is
an example of how things are separated out into two or three different

15 stories and then said to contradict each other. But we ask, is there
really a contradiction? In same cases, like this one, there does not
seem to be a contradiction at all. Where there seems to be a
contradiction, as in the story that says 4braham went to Egypt and told
a lie and the story that says he went to Gerar and told a lie, is there a

20 contradiction, or are there really two distinct events? Could not
Abraham have done this same thing more than once? The three references
are taken from three different chapters. In the first case, in Genesis
17. the Lord gives a wonderful promise to Abraham. He says "Sarah will
have a child and I will bless him and he will be the founder of a great

25 line." In chapter 18, God talks with Abraham and tells him that Sarah is
going to have a child and Sarah is in the tent and hears Him and laughs
from incredulity. Two chapters later it tells how the boy is born, and
Sarah laughs with joy and calls his name Isaac. There are three distinct
events. In each of the events, the word "laugh" is used, and they are all

30 connected with Isaac, and in the end he is given the name, Isaac. The
critics say that there are three distinct reasons for the name, and
attempt to put them into three-different documents. This is not so
difficult in chapter 17., because in chapter 17 the name God is used many
times and the story is given to the P document. In chapter 18 the name

35 Jehovah is used many times and the story is given to the J document.
But when they come to chapter 21 they find both names used, so they give
the first verse to the 3 document, and the next three to the P document,
and then the next one to the E document, and that is how they get the E
story of the birth of Isaac. It is easy to se there isagreat deal

40 of coajgjL~~11 of this.
If I were to have two baskets and one had a lot of red slips in it and

one had a lot of blue slips in it, I could say, "See, all the slips in this
one are red and all the slips in that one are blue." There is proof that
there re two distinct baskets: in one the slips are all red and in the

45 other y are all blue. If you had examined fifty from each basket and
found that all of these were red and that all of those were blue, you
might be ready to make a hypothesis that all of those in this basket
would probably turn out to be red and that all of those in that one would
turn out to be blue. You would have two distinct bunches and you might

50 theorize as to how this cam about. But if you had one big basket with a
lot of slips in it, and someone said, "Some of these slips are red and
some are blue therefore originally there were two baskets, one
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containing red slips and one containing blue o s, and they have come
together here that would be only theorizin . -u say, "Look, I can take
them out and put all the red ones here and all the blue ones there" but
that would not prove it at all. I went through your church history

5 papers and I put blue marks on the correct answers and red marks on the
wrong answers, but I did not do all the blue at once and all the red at
once. They did not come out of two distinct baskets. They all came out
of the same basket. You could not take all the blue ones and say these
are all seniors and all the red ones are juniors. If you did find that all

10 the blue were of one class and all the red were of another, that would be
a reason for saying that y originally came from two distinct groups,
but we have to watch out1'7) anhinge this to ke sure that we do
not take a criterion and of and then use thatr

..¬rr argument that there was an original division. The danger
15 of reasoning in a circle is very real.

The critics are assuming the facts that they are trying to prove. To
ace knowledge we must look at facts without jumping to conclusions.

-1hen wsuggest various hypotheses and see how they fit with the facts.
If we find one that fits with all the facts, we may conclude that it is the

20 true one. The critics claim that their hypothesis fits with the f ct but
in this case they are reasoning in a circle.

These alleged passages can be divided into three types. We s ould
look at each of them. Some need to be thought through very carefully.
It is easy to get into a frame of mind that says two similar events could

25 not possibly have occurred. Actually, events that are very similar occur
much more frequently than we would expect. One of the most interesting
il trations of this is the case of the two events involving the Graf
Spec Probably most of you remember the second event, for it occurred
ss than a dozen years ago, during World War II. I, myself, remember

30 reading about the first incident, which occurred in 1915, during World War
I. At that time a German fleet, commanded by an admiral named Graf Spee
which in English would be Count Spec, had a great battle with an English
fleet, near the Falkland Islands, in the Atlantic Ocean east of Brazil and
Argentina. The German fleet was defeated, and its flagship went to the

35 bottom of the ocean, carrying Graf Spec to a watery grave. A quarter of
a century later, during World War II, the Germans built a so-called pocket
battleship, which had all of the latest and most advanced techniques, and
was thought to be unsinkable. A sizeable English fleet located it in the
Atlantic Ocean near the Falkland Islands, and fought a great battle

40 against it. There were heavy losses on both sides, and the Graf Spec
was so severely damaged that it was impossible to repair it completely
during the number of days that it was permitted to stay in a neutral
port, so Hitler ordered the crew to take it out and sink it, to keep the
British from being able to examine its advanced technological features.

45 Thus Graf Spec sank into the ocean, in the same general area, as one of
the most spectacular events of each of the two world wars. If these
events were recorded in the Pentateuch, the critics would tell us that
only one event had really happened, and these were really duplicate
narratives from two different documents, one of which thought Graf Spec

50 was a man, while the other thought Graf Spec was a ship.
The so-called parallel passage can be divided roughly into three

types: the first consists of places where there are two or three
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phrases or brief sentences which tell substantially the same thing, and
the critics say that one is taken from one document and one from
another, as in the instance where we read, "the Lord visited Sarah as he
had promised arid the Lord did unto Sarah as he had said." The critics

5 divide this sentence and give half of it to the P document and half to the
3. They do that sort of thing rather frequently in order to get a
continuous narrative. But there is a problem. If it is to he taken as an
argument for parallel passages, this should be done with every word that
involves such a repetition. If that was done you could divide what any

10 one says into many different documents. We all repeat ourselves
frequently, and very often these are not exact repetitions, but there is
a little difference. "The Lord visited her as he had promised and did
unto her as he had said." There is a repetition, but there is a step
forward in the narrative. That is often the case. Thus you might say,

15 "there was on born to Abraham, and Abraham named his first-born son
Ishmael o)there would be two sentences which would continue one

_./ -F-.tgh-tfter the other in very reasonable fashi - ,et either one alone
could make perfect sense. This type of parallel- argument could
be considered to be of the argument from continuous narrative. Any kind

20 of writing could be divided up that way. Take the early part of the story
of the flood as an instance. You look at the story of the flood as it is
contained in the 3 document. And you read Genesis 712. a certain kind of
rain fell on the earth for forty days and f y nights. According to
Addis the next verse in the 3 document is v 7, "and the flood was forty

25 days upon the earth." Could not these tw be considered par 12 A
torrent of rain fell on the earth, forty da s and forty night a d the
flood was forty days upon the earth. If you want, you can div de it into
two distinct documents. Verse 17 continues, "and the waters increased,
and bare up the ark. And it was lifted up above the earth." You notice

30 another repetition, "And the waters bear up the ark" and "it was lifted up
above the earth." If you needed to make two documents, you could put "it
bare up the ark" in one document and "it was lifted up above the earth" in
the other document. Verse 22 is the next one he puts in 3, "All in whose
nostrils was the breath of the spirit of life of all that was on the dry

35 land died." He also puts verse 23 in 3, "And he brought out every
existing thing which was on the face of the ground." Agai.hose two say
the same thing. Even though they are quite different in minology,
verses 22 and 23 are exactly identical in thought, and yet they are both
put into the 3 document. As you see, it is natural in speech to repeat.

40 You may repeat with some new idea added, or you may simply repeat
without any new idea. it is natural in either case. The purpose of the
Scripture is not simply to give us a very brief mathematical statement
of truth, while sparing words as much as possible. The purpose is to
give us a vivid picture, and a realization of what happened. When you

45 desire to give a vivid realization of the flood, you pour on your
adjectives and you increase your statements so as to show its
tremendousness. You repeat different aspects of it, over an ov r You
do not just say that every living creature died. You repeat it "A id all
that was on the face of the ground died, and everything that - -he

50 breth of life in it was destroyed." You repeat it in order to stress its
tremendous nature. In any sort of discussion it is natural to do that
sort of thing. The fact that a thought is repeated in such a way that
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each part could stand by itself is not really a valid argument for
parallel passages, though it can be important in considering the argument
for continuous narrative. But you notice there that it is not really a
strong argument for continuous narrative, because you will find that in

5 every sort of discussion. It is inevitable. Very little that has ever
been written will fail to have a certain amount. of this sort of repe
tition. In anything that is meant to make things vivid and living there is
sure to be a great deal of it. You separate it into J and P documents
and then even in 3 you still have this kind of repetition. I Just opened

10 here at the very beginning of 3, "When no plant of the earth was yet in
the earth and n -3, herb of the field was yet sprung up..' You see how that
could be divid'd: )"No plant of the field was yet on the earth. No herb of
the field had y¬ sprung up." Either one of them gives you substantially
the whole idea. You could divide up these two documents that way. So

15 this type of argument from parallel passages--the fact that you find two
phrases or two sentences, which repeat almo ,, r perhaps even exactly.,
the same idea, is not in itself much of an ar ient for a diversity of
documents, though when you get into a certain frame of mind you can
become tremendously convinced by it. Looked at in any logical way it is

20 not in itself much of an argument.
In going through the material in the P document from Genesis 20 on

you must have noticed how very little is assigned to the P document,
aside from the list of the kings of Edom and one or two genealogies. To
a very large extent the material in the P document is just a sentence or

25 half a sentence, which can be taken out from a place without particularly
disturbing the context.

The P document is very incomplete in that section. It does not give
a very full story.

The second type, of Parll1 Passage is a type that is made up by
30-ombining phrases. Selecting an occasional phrase or a brief statement,

they assign one to one document and one to another and claim to have
two stories. This second type is where there is a combination. It takes
a number of sep tphres and sentences, and claims to find two

(-E5p1e¬e storte ZT ere 1nctancwhere we find this
35 claim that at firs sight)appeaextremely convincing. But in order

for it to be actually convincing, it must go on to prove that the stories
contradict one another. If two stories1thus fitted together, actually
contradict one another, that would make a very strong argument. When
you tell a story and you are not just telling it in order to give facts in

40 the briefest possible way but in order to present an idea so that your
hearers will really see the picture, you are inevitably going to repeat
ideas. You are apt to give it in one sentence, and then in another
sentence. You will probably describe a certain phase in one paragraph
and then repeat it in another paragraph. The fact that someone can take

45 the words of a story and rearrange them in such a way as to divide it
into two complete stories does not necessarily prove there were really
two stories told. There is usually some repetition in order to make the
picture clear and vivid. The fact that the words can be rearranged in
such a way as to tell the story twice does not, in itself, prove much. Of

50 course, the presence of what is actually a real contradiction would point
rather strongly against there having originally been only one story.
Thus alleged contradiction, if found, is really the strongest arguments
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The fact that you can divide a story in two by taking a phrase here
and a phrase there a sentence here and a sentence there and thus make
two stories out of it, each of which is fairly complete, does not in itself
prove that there were originally two distinct documents. That is a

5 statement that I can make with certainty and I feel very definitely that
it can be proved, but I do not want you to take it on my words. I want
you to think it through and look into evidence bearing on it. In the case
of the flood it is what is done. They take a sentence here and a
paragraph there, a pararaph here and a sentence there, two or three

10 words here and two or three words there, and they propose to give us
two complete stories of the flood. The thing I want to stress is that
this in itself does not prove that there were originally two complete
stories. As further evidence, if you take either of their accounts, you
can still find considerable repetition. Repetition is an important part of

:15 any attempt to make something realistic and vivid or even to make an
idea clear. I have probably repeated that idea four or five times in the
last few minutes and you could say this a combination of four or five
different documents, if you had a transcript of what I said this morning.
You will find much repetition in any literature, particularly of those

20 matters which one desires to stress, or which are important to make
cle,

1 Now there is1something more that you will notice in connection with
thüe,od. The early part of the story is quite complete in the J
document, and is quite complete in the P document, but the end of the

25 flood story is very abrupt in both documents.
- Each of them has certain things that the other does not have. You
will find great gaps in the end of your flood story and also in themidle
of it. For instance, the sending out of the bird is told in one but there
is no parallel to it in the other. You might think that could make a

30 para 1 by having two of the birds sent out in one story and one in the
othe ince you have three birds sent out that would be an easy way to
make parallel, but they do not do it. They put the three birds into one
account. The accounts are so similar that it is not very difficult to
divide them, but there is a great difficulty in getting a full story at the

35 end. In the middle and at the beginning you have no difficulty whatever,
but indfr , you can take the early part of the flood story in each of

and divi e it into two more documents. In fact, I think you probably
could make six or seven di erent documents of the beginning of the
flood. The reason is dc r 4he author was anxious to impress his

40 readers with the tremendous nature of the flood, so he says that the
fountains of the deep were opened, and he says the window of the
heavens were opened, and he says the rains descended, and he says that
the waters were raised up above the tops of the mountains, and he goes
or to give phrase after rase after phrase emphasizing the tremendous

45_nareof-th- ev1?nt o you can divide it up, put half of the phrases
over here and half here until you have two douments, divide it again and
make four or five documents, because he is stressing them. He stresses
what Noah is to do how he is to take the animals into the ark, exactly
what animals he is to take, how they are to get into the ark, how he is to

50 care for them, who is to go into the ark and how they are to be cared
for, what will happen to those who do not go in. All of these things are
stressed. The building of the ark is quite different. The manner of
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building the ark is not stressed. Noah is told to do it, and he does it.
But the wickedness of man before the flood the tremendous nature of the
outpouring of the waters, the rising of the waters, God's care for Noah
in the early part of the flood----all that is stressed and stressed until

5 you have no difficulty in getting two documents, but you might as well
get five or six. Thus you see the artistry of the account--the way it
builds up this vivid picture of the tremendous coming of the flood, and
how the ark was lifted up upon the earth and all the long time they spent
in it throughout the flood. But then the flood ends, and they walk oui

10 It Just stops. It ends, and they come out. There is no repetition there.
It is not necessary. It would have been inartistic to have had such
repetition at the end as you have at the beginning. [TWO unclear
sentences are here omitted.:] So consequently, at the end you have
difficulty in making even two complete stories. Each of them is quite

15 incomplete toward the end. The story of the sacrifice is told in 3, but
not in P. There the story is told and that is all. There is no need of
stressing, nor repeating. It is a fairly simple thing, easy to state once.
This second type of parallel is something that you will find to quite an
extent in any kind of literature. Certain aspects of the story have no

20 need of being repeated and stressed, and these aspects are not repeated
or stressed in that way. The real test is the question Do the two
contradict one another? That is the test. When you divide it, do you
have two stories that contradict one another? Is there a real
contradiction? Or is the contradiction introduced by the way you divide

25 it? If there was a real contradiction there, which in some way es--
realization when the two were put together, then you would have prey (-(
strong argument for two different stories. This second type of p
that of combined stories, is one which we could find in quite a number of
stories in the scripture. The flood is the outstanding one. It is the

30 case where the most is made of it comes near the beginning, and it is
considerably stressed in most of the arguments, but we notice that the
alleged flood stories are not actually complete. In the P story, you
simply have wickedness, but no account of where it came from. The 3
story has the story of the Fall. In the early part, you have these

5 repetitions. In the middle the birds are only in the 3 account, not in the
P account. The measurements of the ark are only in the P story, not in
the 3. The coming out of the ark is only in the P story. The sacrifice is
only in the 3 story. There are certain elements in both, but quite a
number of elements are only in one or only in the other.

40 There is another very interesting fact. In Mesopotamia a story of
an ancient flood was discovered. It is contained in an old Mesopotamian
epic which we call the Gilgamesh Epic:. This is a name which I think is
worth remembering in connection with Biblical material. Gilgamesh is an
old Babylonian hero. His story has been brought into relationship with

45 Old Testament studies in a number of interesting ways. One very
interesting part of it is that after Gilgamesh's close friend, Enkidu,
dies, Gilgamesh is anxious to find him. He seeks for some way of
restoring Enkidu to life. During this search he finds the man who had
been the hero of the flood, though his name is not Noah, but a Babylonian

50 name. In the story this man had come through the flood and as a result
has been given everlasting life. He lives at the mouth of the river, and
there Gilgamesh finds him and he remarks on the fact that he does not

-------------------
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look like an old man at all, though he has lived many centuries. He asks
how it came about and the man tells him the story of the flood. The
story of the flood is imbedded in the Gilgamesh story. It is interesting
to find that this story is very similar to the Biblical flood story. In

5 fact, it is so similar that it is hard to doubt that there is a
relationship between the stories, though it is filled with polytheistic
elements, and it does not have the ethical features of the Biblical flood
story. According to the Babylonian story, the flood did not come about
because of the desire of a god to blot out the wickedness of the world,

10 but because of the caprice of one god, and the other gods were quite
indignant about what he had done. The whole purpose and meaning of it is
very different from the Biblical story, but the details are very similar.
In it one man and his family are saved out of the flood. He was given
warning ahead of time, and he built a special boat in which to be

15 delivered from the flood. It tells how they w 'ito the boat when
began to r . It describes a tremendous fl d; hey are lifted up bou
the wate s; verything else on earth is des d. They are in the




at
when the .ters begin to subside and they wonder whether the flood is
nearly over, so they send out a bird. They send out three birds, just

20 like in the Bible, though they are different birds th the Bible story.
The three of them are sent out, one after the oth ; U en the boat lands
on a mountain. They come out from the boat, make a crifice, and they
are given a promise that there will not be another lood You see what a
great many parallels there are to the Biblical story. EQuestion is asked.]
AAM Yes, he put the animals in too, and nothing was saved except what
he put in. It is a remarkable parallel to the Biblical story. It is most
interesting to see that it parallels most of the elements of the Biblical
story which are in both the J and the P story. It parallels elements
which they put in the P story and not in the J story. In order to get a

30 fuU parllII. o the Babylon' n you need the 3 and the P stories
together. That parallel to this Babylonian story is very strong
evidence against the reliability of the idea of dividing it. It became all
the more so when the critics, after the discovery of the Babylonian
story, proceeded to say that the Biblical story was derived from the
Babylonian story! (Of course, the attitude of the gods is entirely
different from the Biblical account. Also the names of the birds are
different.)

Another interesting instance where this method of division is used
by the critics is in the story of Joseph being sold into Egypt. I look

40 here in Addis' presentation of the P document. Chapter 30 is almost
entirely in the P document, but from chapter 37, according to Addis, the
P documents contains only these words, Now Jacob dwelt in the land
where his father had sojourned in the land of Canaan These are the
generations of Jacob." Then he skips over to chapter 41, verse 46, "Now

45 Joseph was 30 years old when he stood before Pharaoh, king of Egypt."
How Joseph got down into Egypt or what happened to him there is not in
the P document at all. It just Jumps from Jacob right over into the time
when Joseph is already in Egypt. The F document is very incomplete at
that point. According to the critical theory, chapter 37 can be divided

50 into two distinct stories of Joseph going down into Egypt, one of which is
the E story, and the other is the 3 story. They give a verse to one and
a verse to the other, a section to one and a section to the other./Thus

A;
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they claim to get two complete stories supposedly the E story and the.J.
story. Addis says, "These documents are independent in style., substar('ce1
and author. They have been welded together by an editor who made fr '

use of these documents and added a little of his own from other
S sources." He compares the stories saying that in the Elohist story

Joseph's brothers hate him because he tells tales and has dreams which
predict his superiority over them, but according to the 3 story Joseph's
brothers hate him because he is his fathers favorite and because his
father made him a long-sleeved robe such as princes wore. You see the

10 contrast. In one case his brothers hate him because he tells tales and
has dreams which predict his superiority, while in the other case his
brothers hate him because he is his fathers favorite and A, al~7a~e his
father made him a coat of many colors. But the question is:, C i this be
one story which mentions these different reasons why th hers hate

15 him or are there two distinct stories? As Addis presents them, there
seems to be a contradiction between them as to the reason w the
brothers hate Joseph. But is there a conflict? Why could not e hat
him for one reason and then go on to find new reasons t ?do so? I think
you will find that when people do hate someone for any reason they find

20 new reasons to do so and sometimes even completely forget the original
cause In the second place the J story tells how Joseph goes to visit
his bro hers who are with their flocks and they resolve to kill him, but
'Judah persuades them to sell him to a caravan of Ishmaelites for twenty
pieces of silver the E story says that when Joseph went to visit

25 his brothers who were with their flocks they resolved to kill him, and
then put him into a cistern, and that Reuben, not JLdah, persuades them
not to kill, but merely to throw him into an empty cistern, and that he
means to e him out secretly and give him safely back to his fathe
but mean Joseph is stolen by Midianites instead of having been s d

30 to them, and when Reuben returns he finds to his despair that Joseph is
gone. See the contradiction? The 3 story has Judah, the - story has
Reuben. In the 3 story, Judah persuades them to sell h the E story
Reuben persuades them not to kill but to put him in the ty cistern
from which he intends to take him out and then when he comes back he

35 finds that he is gone. As the alleged two accounts now stand together,
both of them are part of one story. Is there a contradiction between
them? One point where there is an alleged contradiction is that Judah
persuades them to sell him- to a caravan of Ishmaelites, while according
to the other story, Joseph is stolen by Midianites. e says Midianites

40 and one says Ishmaelites.In one case he was sto n the other ce
they sold him. Student: U'Jhere do they get it th - ey stole him)
AAM: That is a very good question. It is a little hard to follow
here, because he seems to change the text lightly at times. F3u
going to look at it in the English here. This is

45 "Then there passed by Midianite merchav
Joseph out of the pit, and .
pieces of silver .
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:- 1 .. . . ... -":pr itO Egypt."

-they stole him." According to

oLbut in the 3 documen. - --us iL wuuld
U s) consideverse 36 as being part of the 3 document.

Verse 36 says the M.idianites sold him into Egypt. He must surely have a
mistake there because he considers verse 28, which speaks about the
Ishmaelites as being from the E document. You sethough, how he gets

10 the contradiction here. He takes half a verse apart from the rest and it
ays they dre -he says it means "they stole him." The other says the

brothers lifte him up and sold him. And you get a contradiction out of
that? Of course, the place where the real difficulty comes, is in the
fact that you have the words "Midianite" and "Ishmaclite" both introduced

15 into it. On that we are certainly in ignorance. We do not have proof of
the relationship between the Midianites and the Is lites. But when
you do not have proof of a thing like that, it is re ar
have a proof that it is wrong. And that, of course, is what they are
implying. It is usually considered by conservatives that here

20 "Midianites" and "Ishmaelites" must be two terms for the same thing. I
think we can say that if the critics were right and these are two
documents put together, you would have to say that the man who put them
together considered Midianites and Ishmaeiites to be the same, or else
he introduced a freakish confusion into his stories, Supposing I were to

25 say that we went up to Philadelphia and when we entered the Windy City,
we found that there was a strong wind blowing off Lake Michigan? Now if
I made that statement, you would know, of course, that was from two
different documents. If I said I went up to Philadelphia and when we
entered the city of Brotherly Love we found there was a big wind blowing

30 off the Delaware, there would be no contradiction. One story could say
we went to the City of Brotherly Love and the other story could say we
went to Philadelphia. It would be two different ways of saying exactly
the same thing. And if they were combined that way it would show that
the man who combined them, considered that they said the same thing. And

35 it is plain then that the man who combined these, if they were separate,
considered them as the same thing. Mr. Homer had that difficulty facing
him from some essor in the University of Delaware, and he did not
have an answe " ten later on, as he was reading his devotions, he
discovered a verse in I Kings where it says the Midianites were

40 Ishmaclites.
There is other evidence in the Scripture which fits with the idea

that the Midianites and the Ishrnaelites are two different terms which
could be interchangeable. It does not mean they are identical. It does
not mean that, but that there are two related terms, as if someone would

45 say in Europe that he saw a group of Faith Seminary students in the
streets of Geneva because he looked around when he heard some
Americans talking. You could call them either Faith Seminary students or
Americans. The terms would not be identical, but they would refer to the
same individuals. Similarly it is quite definite that the Midianites and

50 the Ishmaeiites could be a larger term and one that could be smaller
included in it. Here the exact relationship is not clear. There are other
cases in the Scripture which look in that direction, but there is no case



The Argument from Continuous Narratives {he n1enFs of from
1952 apparently were not recorded, so the following has been taken from thePentateuch lectures given in 1981]

In the argument from continuous narrative they say that you have a
continuous story right through and they divide it up and say, 'Look, we
have a continuous story." We look at it and say, "Do you really have a
continuous story or is something actually missing?" At least it goes
along smoothly to some extent and then you say, "And God did to Sarah as
he promised at the appointed time which God had promised, then Abraham
called the name of the son that was born to them, whom Sarah bore to him,
Isaac." After all, it would seem funny to say, God did as he promised and
Abraham called the name Isaac. Why don't you explain that there was a
child born? You might say, you can infer that.. Why should you infer it?
Why should you not state it when it is stated right there, instead of
assuming that the needed statement belongs to another document.

Fr 4riderstanding this argument it would be helpful to know how
ves (enesis, and you will not find much variation in the views

p1 pther critics.
Genesis 1:1-2:4a is considered to be part of the P document, and

ipr 4-4iTh is considered by hfr1/ 11 Hilt- ti bE par-+_ Of the
1H rHrf1:, Although some may call it 32 rather than Ji, and some may

call it 9, the division is pretty well agreed upon, so we are justified in
seeing whether this widely accepted view meets the test of the argu
ments which have been advanced for it.

We have dealt to some extent with the argument from Divine Names,
perhaps more than its strength warrants, but much less than is war
ranted considering its great importance in the origination of the theory
and its importance in the general discussion of the theory up to the
present.

Now we are ready to look at this second argument, which is not one
of the most important arguments, but which was frequently used by the
critics in their original argument for the critical theory. Today they do
not argue this position very much because they simply take it for

- ---
- -

granted by assuming it. You do not hear much today about continuous
narrative as an argument for the critical theory because they say that
all scholars know it is a fact. I will read you a few quotes to show why
that to this day, though not so much dwelt on as an argument, it is very
important in critical discussion, because they assume it to be a fact
that each of these documents is a complete and continuous narrative.

Yesterday I gave each of you a copy of this statement showing the
arrangement of the documents as Driver presented it in his introduction.
Why do we look at Driver, who wrote sixty years ago, instead of taking
Pfeiffer (of Harvard) who wrote about twenty years ago? It is because
P-fei-ffer advances his theory of an S document, and I do not know of any
other outstanding scholar who accepts it. Pfeiffer is considered a great
authority, and his view is generally the same as Driver's. There are
very few differences, but where there are differences, the scholars
follow Driver rather than P-feiffer. So when we look at the theory we can
consider it as a unit and look at the form Driver gave, which is the form
held by most critical students today. It would be very difficult to

follow our discussion without having it before you (see next page). I
wish you could have about five things before you this morning, but it is

i11 hv to do the best r-D_---------------------------- -







You remember that Eichorn and Astruc divided Genesis into two
documents, and said that each of them gives a complete story. Theyclaimed that each of them can stand alone so that they do not need eachother. They said the P document, which has the series of covenants thatwere made, and also has the genealogies, gives the main things in numerical order. They said it is absolutely complete, so we do not need the Jdocument. They said the 3 document is almost complete, though not quiteas complete as the P document. That was their view. There are certain
difficulties which keep the 3 document from being considered complete.Then the supplementary theory came along, and they said the 3
document is not complete at all. In fact, they said it is not actually a
document. The supplementary theory held to one document, the foundation
writing, the Elohist, and then to the insertion in it of the supplementa
tion by Jehovist writings at a later time. Then they swung back, at the
time of Graf-Welihausen, to the document theory; when they took the
Elohist and divided it up, you remember, and they considered the greater
part of the material from Genesis 20 on as a second Elohist. See what

to the continuity of the Elohist. It was originally considered
to be the complete full story, a document which stands alone. Now they
take most of the material in Genesis from chapter 20 on that was given
to the Elohist and assign it to the second Elohist, and call what remains
the P document. It is no longer complete by any means. Now most com

plete is 3, which previously was questioned as to its being a complete
continuous document. 3 is now the most complete thing that they claim to
have; no more complete than it was before, but it is the most complete
thing so far. F and E are -far less complete. F starts with Genesis 1

24a because this section is one of the very beginning points of the

ho]e theory. Someone may ask, why or earth do they make it 24a? Well,

you can blame the Archbishop for that! There is no question that chap

t.rr 1 ought to run through the first three or four, verses of chapter 2.

Our present chapter, division is ridiculous we have six days in Genesis

1. tten we have three verses telling of the seventh day, and then we go
bank and start again with the specific account of the creation of man.

Thc first chapter really includes the next three or four verse!



This section is entirely given to F. It is continuous; it tells the
story of creation rather fully. It does not give much detail about the
creation of man, but it deals with most of the major elements in the
creation. Then, what does the P document do after that? It immediately
jumps to chapter 5. It. gives practically the whole of chapter 5 omitting
only one verse (29) which is given to 3. All the rest of chapter 5 is
given to P. In 5:29 he says, "and he called his name Noah. saying this one
shall comfort us concerning our work and the toil of our hands., because
of the ground which Jehovah has cursed. It has the name Jehovah in it,
so they give it to the 3 document. Well, why not give the whole chapter
to the J document., because you have the word Jehovah in it? Elohim is in
the first verse, nd in verse 24 Elohim is prominent. You might ask, if
you have Elohim straight through chapter 6, why insert Jehovah all at
once in verse 29? We would answer that this is a specific reference to
redemption. Here Noah is being spoken of very specifically as the one
through whom God promised the deliverer would come. He specifically
says, "because of the ground which the Lord Jehovah has cursed." This
relates directly to redemption, and the general name of God naturally
seems much less appropriate right here than the specific personal name
of Jehovah!

Of course the critics will take verse 29 out, saying it belongs to 3,
while the rest of the chapter is genealogy, and P is interested in
genealogy. But notice what that does to the 3 document! The J document
has 2:4 - 4:26. Verse 4:26 says that a son was born to Seth and he
called him Enoch. Then men began to call on the name of Jehovah. Then
the next verse in the J document is, "and he called his name Noah, saying
this same shall comfort us." Certainly the J document is far from
complete, jumping down all of a sudden from Seth to his great-great
great-great-great grandson, Noah. It is certainly quite a sharp jump. 3
is not a continuous document.

P told about the creation of the world in Genesis 1:1-24a. It de
scribes the creation and it was good. Everything God looked at was good.
Then it gives the list of all these men, and how they lived and died. It
does not give detail except in the case of the one who walked with God
and was not because God took him. It is a good picture except for the
reference to death. You wonder, where does death come from? There is
no mention when God created man that he was going to die. If you have
the J portion it tells about the fall of man, but the P portion jumps
ahead and tells about death, and does not mention the fall of man, which
is how death came!

After chapter 5 the P document takes chapter 6:9-22, "These are the
generations of Noah. Noah was a just man and perfect in his generation,
and Noah walked with God and Noah begat three sons. The earth also was
corrupt before God and the earth was filled with violence, and God looked
upon the earth and behold it was corrupt."

Here is this wonderful earth which God had made and which He said
was good, yet suddenly we read in F that God sees it and it is corrupt, it
is filled with violence, and God decides to destroy it. What a decision on
the part of God! What reason is there f or this sudden change in the
world? P does not give us any reason. But if you read the chapters
that they say belong to 3, they tell us about the fall of man and there
you have the reason. Though they say there is a continuous document,
the most vital feature of the whole history is taken out of one and given
to the other, and you do not have in the P document any basis for



understanding ho this wonderful world God made, all of a Sudden becomes
filled with violence. Siniilarlv the 3 document Jumps right from Seth to
Noah, with no account of anyone between. All of a sudden we read that he
called his r-iame Noah. Who called whose nacre Noah? Neither document is
at all complete at this point. These two arguments interlace, that of
duplicate narratives and that of completeness.

After the story of the flood, chapter i01-7 ±s God's covenant with
Noah. Then comes the generation of Noah's sons, which they assign to the
F' document. They say that F' is interested in lists, genealogies, and
enumerations. So naturally this goes to the F' document. They assign
the greater part of chapter 10 to F', though a section of it is given to
the 3 document. The narrative about Nimrod going out and becoming a
mighty hunter before the Lord is given to the 3 document but the lists
of the nations are given to F', which they say is interested enumerations
and lists. 3 is interested in narrative, and this is an interesting
narrative.

After this genealogy, the generations of Shem and Terah, it jumps in
chapter 12. The beginning of 12 goes to 3, but 124b is given to P, "Now
Abram was seventy-five years old when he went forth from Haran and
Abram took Sara his wife and Lot his brother's son, and all the substance
they had gathered arid the slaves they had acquired in Haran and they
went forth on their journey to the land of Canaan and they came to the
lard of Canaan.' Then it skips to 136, "but the land could not support
them dwelling together, for their substance was great, so that they
could not dwell together." Then 13:llb-12a, "So they separated from each
other, Abram dwelt in the land of Canaan and Lot dwelt in the cities of
the plain, and pitched his tent towards Sodom." Notice how it skips the
account of the trip down to Egypt and all the division between them as
AAbrahE take of the land.-:trri and Lot decide which part each of them Would
Later on, in this book, The Documerts of the Hexateuch, Addis makes this
statement "It is in the habitual practice of F' to icir,ore all scandal in
the families of j Patriarchs, who are to him men of ideal virtue. Thus
he is silent about the fall of Adam, Noah's drunkenness, the curse of
Canaan Sarah's incredulous laugh, or of Abraham's deceit. He represents
the parting of Abraham and Lot as the result of a friendly agreement. He
is silent about the expulsion of Hagar and her son, and on the contrary,
speaks of Isaac arid Ishmeel as bearing their father.

Jacob departs at the bidding of his who, like Rebekah, has been vexed
with Esau's marriage with Canacrite women, and is determined to save
Jacob from the seine mistake', instead, of like 3, representing Jacob as
having defrauded Escu and fleeing from his vengeance.

When they say that F' does not know anything of any dispute between
Abraham and Lot, naturally it does not, if you give those portions to 3.
Their assumption is that each document is complete, arid so they find the
characteristic views of F' and the characteristic views of 3 differ
greatly, but..Lhay differ because they give some to c'ne and Some
verse to the other. So neither document is really complete'. It takes
the 1::: together to give the whole picture!

The E document begins with chapter 20. There are' some who give a
portion of c:hapter 15 to the E document, but most would begin the' E
document with chapter 20. The E document takes most of the Elohist
material from 20 on F' has only two or three fairly long chapters and
most of it is just an occasional verse here and there -- just a tiny
fragment taken to connect the thread by naming soirei:ody. That is about
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is the tiniest bit of a thread to connect the various chapters of' 3When the V call it a continuous narrative you wonder, what kind of book .t
ever was. YOU can write a book that would be just a list of names youcan write a genealogy, or a list of people and Just tell where they went
hut P is much more than that! F' has this long account of creation; it
has . long account of the flood, it. has a long accoLknt of the burial of
Sarah. A few things like that are giver at length. What sort of a
document Would that be, that had these few things giver at length, and
then just a brief word about the rest. The continuous document falls to
pieces when you divide it up into the first arid second Elohist. If you go
through same of these others and notice how very slim is the material
given to F', YOU must warder why it should he given to F'. Often the only
reason that is evident is to connect it together in order to make it look
like a continuous document. A very interesting example of this is chap
ter 21, which begins with thie words, "And the Lord visited Sarah as He had
said, and the Lord did unto Sarah as He had spoken, for Sarah conceived
and bare Abraham a son in his old age, at the time set at which God had
spoken to him." In chapter 21 they give verse la and 2a to 3, arid lb and
2b to F',, so 3 reads, "And the Lord visited Sarah as He had said, and
Sarah conceived and bare Abraham his son, a son in his old age.' They
give the F' document the last half of these two verses, And the Lord did
unto Sarah as he had spoken at the set time at which God had spoken to
him." They divide the two verses and give half to one and half to the
other, arid say there are complete parallel accc'urits. It says Jehovah in
both halves of it? How can that be by divine names? In this case the
divine names do not fit so they change them! That is. what we find here in
Addis presentation of what he calls the "priestly history and law"; he
changes it to "And God did to Sarah as he promised, at the appointed time
which God had promised." We notice that God was in the last half of verse
2, so in order to get the complete thing Addis takes half of verse 1 arid
says, "And God," though the present of the Pentateuch has Jehovah.
Addis says that the editor put together a fragment of the 3 and a
fragment of the F' in one verse, verse 1, and naturally objected to a
chancie of divine name in such close connection, arid sc the redactor (or
editor) changed it.

As Mr Gueiros [student] points out, if you can follow Divine Names
when it suits your purpose and throw them aside when it does not, it
raises serious questions about the entire matter.

There are two men who have written on this whom you should not
confuse. They are Addis, who is very strongly convinced of the critical
theory, and O.T. Allis, who is very strongly convinced that it is entirely
wrong. So thE d and the l make a big difference in the two names!

[beginning of paraqra::'h missing here] In chapter 36 the genealogy of
Esau is largely given to F' but there are words used that are not charac
teristic of the F' document., so they say that a late redactor of the F'
document inserted those particular verses.

Chapter 37 begins, "Now Jacob dwelt in the land where his father had
sojourned, in the land of Canaan, these are the generations of Jacob."
That is chapter 37:1, 2a, As you continue in 37, you have that very
interesting story of Joseph as a boy, and of his life with his brothers
and his being sold into Egypt. They remove all of that from the F' docu
mont, divide it between the J and the E documents, so the next verse
from the F' document is chapter 41-46. "Now Joseph was thirty years old



when ha stood before Pharaoh king of Egypt." What sort of a continuous
document! Joseph has not even been mentioned. Jacob was in view arid all
of a sudden we read that Joseph was thirty years old before he stood
before Pharaoh! How did Joseph ever get down to Egypt, arid how did he
aver coma to stand before Pharaoh! It certainly is very, very -far from a
complete document. Arid there they only insert what I Just read from
chapter forty-six, arid then they jump to verse & ISO they took their
cattle and their substance which they had gathered in the land of Canaan
and went to Egypt, Jacob, arid all his seed with him." The F gets most of
the rest of that chapter because it lists the people who went down into
Egypt.

These are some of the most striking instances of the many that could
be cited to show how the F document, even according to the critical
theory, is -far from complete. F is very full in the book of Leviticus and
Numbers. It tells what to do with the tabernacle, how to build the
tabernacle arid how to do the sacrifice. In all that it is very -full, and it
is very full of the genealogies. But of the narrative, they give it a
little sentence here and a little sentence there, and that is all.

There have been individuals who have said that each of these stories
is originally absolutely complete, arid that certain parts of one were
selected and that certain parts of the other were selected. If you say
that, you are dropping the entire argument from continuous narrative,
which was one of the four original arguments. If you hold to that lina
then you expect that they have included everything from them, or practi
cally everything, and therefore what is there should be complete.

Do you see the dilemma this line of argument leads them to? If you
say, here are certain books and the redactor took what he wanted from
this, what he wanted from that, he found the story of Joseph as a boy in
F' and the Story of Joseph as a boy in J, and he took the story from 3
rather than P. And he made his selection of what he wanted to take, and
he left out a lot of material in all of them. Well, if you say that, then
you find two stories and they contradict each other, and you say this
proves that they were different documents. What kind of redactor was
he, that would put in two stories that contradict each other? Why didn't
he correct one arthe other? The critics generally assume that these
documents are included almost absolutely complete. That is the assump
tion on which they worked, though occasionally they admit that a little
has been omitted, The assumption on which they proceed is that we car
tell the view held in these different documents by what is there, and
that they simply put. them toqethe-' in a rather arbitrary fashion, anxious
not to lose anything.

The scholars that I have contact with are among the very best, and
sc. I can not speak for the masses. The scholars with whom I have con
tact, while holding firmly to the 3,E.,Ii,F', have a tendency to laugh at the
F'oiychrcme Bible, which was prepared by Professor Haupt of John Hopkins
University. It was an attempt to print the Bible (some volumes in Hebrew,
some in English) with the different documents in different types, so that
you could see at a glance what they where. If properly done, such a
thing could he an extremely useful tool for examining the :.aais of the
theory arid seeing whether it stands or- fails. It is much harder to see it
when they just give each document by itself, as they usually present it.
Or in commentaries they say, "In verse so-and-so here we see plain signs
of F'; there 5 the phrase, male and female'; it uses the name Elohim; we
see special interest, in genealogies, etc." They speak that way about



each verse separately, but they car not put it all together and examine
it critically as easily as you could with the F'olychrome Bible. I am not
sure just how well that particular job was done, but I think the idea was
an excellent one, to make the material available to test whether it was
true or false. However, these people have reached the conclusion that
it is true and are nc longer interested in testing the data. They are
convinced of the theory. That is human nature. Whatever view people
take, their tendency is to see the argument for their side as very big
and thus minimize the arguments against it, so as to not notice them
Much. But I feel that we advance the cause of the Lord in the end by
getting an objective attitude that can see the real strength of argu
ments we do not agree with, arid then we can try to understand the
arguments with which we do not agree. And that we can find, we hope,
stronger arguments to answer them, rather than brush things aside
simply because we do not agree with them. I feel that in the end we
serve the Lord more effectively if we try to get. a really objective
attitude. Of course the liberals talk of an objective attitude, an open
mind, but actually most of them are extremely narrow. On things like
this, their minds are made up, and they will not listen to anything else. I
believe we advance the Lord's cause by seeing exactly what the evidence
is; where we find strong points, let us recognize them; and then let us
see if we can find evidences to show where they are wrong. When they
advance weak points, let us show them what the facts are, to demon
strate that their argument is weak at that point.

If you talk with one of their graduates and ask him, "What makes YOU
think there are these different documents?" He will probably say, "Look
at the difference in style." Some will say, "It is as great as the differ
ence between Chaucer and modern English. The teachers will not say
that, but some of the students will. Nobody can truly say that it is as
great as that! But they will say there is a great difference in style,
and when you separate them you find that each has the complete story.
So it is good to know just how incomplete each document is, arid to be
able to show points at which it is particularly incomplete. I would think
that. if we point out these things it. might -very well raise serious
questions in their minds, whether the entire thing was not worthy of a
more. caretul examination than they had ever given it before.

I would iil::e .read a few statistics on this regarding the continuity
of B. According to Drivers analysis (see pages 'Drivers Analysis of
Genesis"), of the 1,534 verses in Genesis he gives about 79C) to J', and
about 730 to F' and E together (in other words, the original Elohist). And
of tne 7 which are' assigned to F' and E, nearly 200 are in the first
nineteen chapters, and practically all of these are given to F'. The
remaining 550 vrses are assigned to E. Subtract 200 from 730 and you
get approximately bSo. Driver gives Just a little' more than half of the
total verses to little less than half to F' and E together. And of
those in F' and E about a forth of them are in Genesis 1-19. SO in Genesis
20-50 there are about 550 verses given to E and F together, with only
one-third to F. Thus here we have the last thirty chapters. with only
171, verses in them given to F'. So F' which was originally the fot.indat.ion
writing, arid supposed to be the start of it. with a distinctive and rimis
takable, and the F and 3 supplements were added. Now P has been reduced
to the smallest of the three documents. And most of the material of F is
in a few chapters, and the rest of it is in tiny little fragments scat
tered throughout the book. Consequently, there will be several chapters







with just half averse or a verse taken out and given to F.
If YOU go through either of these documents you will consistently

find many places where the one assumes things told in the other without
explanation. If this thread runs straight through to make a complete F'
document it raises a serious question. But is there evidence that this
is a document, or is it an attempt to combine things to try and make
something that will be continuous as complete as possible?

So much for a brief resume of this vital matter. Continuing with our
discussion--we were looking last time at B and C. We did not yet spend
much time on B because B and C are so connected that it is easier to
look to some extent at them together (even though each of them is to
some extent a distinct argument). Sometimes the same man would work on
both, but as a rule it would be two different men. Then what Graf said
brought the two together, and doing this, he strengthened both by
producing a systematized arrangement in which each seemed to spring from
the other, and in that way each gave strength to the other. But the
question is, Can either of them stand alone?

If you are dealing with ignorant people it may be more effective to
just ridicule the critics, although they can just as well ridicule your
view. This is not quite the same as to pick out the weak points and
stress them, which can sometimes be so close in appearance to ridicule
that it is hard to distinguish. One way to strengthen belief in the unity
of the Pentateuch is to pick just a few weak points in the theory and go
after them hammer and tongs--but I think you should have intelligence
enough to be able to do that -for yourself. I do not think it is necessary
for no to take two or three hours here in simply pointing to demonstra
tive weak points and dwelling upon them. I am interested in giving you an
understanding of the weak points of the theory, but when I mention them
very briefly that should be sufficient. On the other hand, I am trying to
go into the strong points of the theory more at length so that you will
be able yourself to see just how strong or how lacking in strength each
is. In other words, we want to study it--rot just to convince you that
it is wrong.



B. The Argurient from Cont1ious NarratLveal ('the content of B from

1952 apparently were not recrded, so the following has been taken from the

Pentateuch lectures given in 1982)

In the argument from continuous narrative they say that you have a

continuous story right through and they divide it up and say, "Look, we

have a continuous story." We look at it and say, "Do you really have a

continuous story or is something actually missing?" At Yeast-
" ,t-ti

'smoothly. 1o d then -you &&y "And God did to Sarah as

he promised at the appointed time which God had promised, then Abraham

called the name of the son that was born to them, whom Sarah bore to him,

Isaac." After all, it would seem funny to say, God did as he promised and

Abraham calle.d he -name Is ac Why thatll~,~~~

c~T
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stn belongs to another document

EQ*_UnderfftMTdiR9_ 64-ANIT11 Vt -be. helpful to how

Drivervide Genesis u .tI4- P4 mnh vtri iew

jIVof other critics'

Genesis 11-2:4ai e. to be part of the P document,

2:4b-4:26 is considered by nearly all scholars to be part of the

J docume t. .ome m:- call it J2 rather than Ji, and some y-

call it S the division is pretty well agreed upon r-ei-JA

seeyer
this widely accepted view meets the test of the argu

ments have been advanced for it.

We have dealt to some extent with the argument from Divine Names

perhaps more than its strength warrants, but much less than is war-

ranted 4L44._~ it =_ great Tportance in the orig.thation o the theory

/
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an,s importance n the general discussion of' the theory up to the

Present.#7J/
ii

HnF4 'f~r4 " 1r.rL th iii *umnt h-jth

of -the most Jpt frequently used by the

Ljp@4 4IL Today they do

Ls

OK4,critics in -their riginal~---
zjj~

not argue this ositiori much . simply take it for

granted assu it :- -# rr.fini

Liy umn

in! 15;

f - at

v it r--I will read you a few quotes to show why

that IV,ougmuc:h n as an argument, it is very

important assume è. L

that each of tk?se documents is a comp). te and continuous narrative.
I I




all
Yesterday gave each of you a cop of statement showing the

/arrangement 01 the documents as Driven presented it in his

4~-~




look at Driver, who wrote sixty years ago, of

F'fe.ifferf Pi4rvard'who wrote about tenty years ago 44,i-7, because
13

Ffei-ffer advances his ,.heory of an S d4curnent and I do not know of any
I

other outstanding scholar Pfeiffer is considered a great

authority s view is generally th same as

Driver's.-Werere re differences, the scholars
72ILC

t¬'(

follow Driverj rather than F'feiffer " - t L Lhe-r we can

0 "
consider . s a unit and look at the iorm Driver gave hich is the form

held by most critical students today.. It would he very difficult to

/ follow our
/.iscussion

without having it before you (see next page). i

wish you c uld have about five things before you this morning, but it is

not feas.i le, so we will have to do he best we can.

You remember that Eichorn and struc divided Genesis into two



documents, and sa d that each of them gives a complete story. ]hey

claimed that each of them car stand alone so that t1ey do not need each

other. They said he P document which has the ser.es of covenants that

were made arid also has the genealogies, gives the iiain things in numeri.

cal order. They stid it is absolutely complete so e do not need the J

document. They sic:l the 3 document is almost compete, trough not quite

as complete as th F' document. Rr

.Uttbicb -th J




"4 /kW1-Then the supp ementary theory came said the 3

document is not c mplete at all. In fact, they said it is not actually a

document. The su pieirtentary theory held to one docL%ment, the foundation

writing the Elohi t, and then to the insertion in it
c4
f t supplementa-

tioby Jehovist rit.th sat a later time. Then they Lung back, the

Afe

part of 4 material from Genesis 20 cm as a second Elohist. what

that does to the continuity of the Elohist. It was originally considered

to be the complete a document which stands alone. Now they

take most of the material in Genesis from chapter 20 on that was given

to the Elohist and assign it to the second Elohist, and call what remains

ZAr
the F document. It1is no longer corn lete by arty m arus. Now most corn-

7,10 . .
plete is 3 which1previously - to MS heirop a complete

continuous document. 3 is now the most complete tg that they claim to

havep fh u L

ir ~_P' and E are far less complete. F' starts with Genesis 1-

2:4a because this section is one of the very beginning points of the
(iii!

whole
theorY.fl

Someone may ask.4 on earth do they make it 2:4a? Well,
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I JJrrJt 441'Ô ciQ,4i
td

/
YOU c:art

bl7e
the

Arc:hL:LishoPfl
There is no questin that chap--

PA
ou/ to run through the fet three or fo r verses of chapter 22.

Our pre ent chapter division is r diculous; we h ye six d ye in Genesis

1, then e have three verses tel. ing of the seve ith day, rid then we go

back a d start again t sp cific account the cr ation of mar.

The f et chapter reali.:.L(d the next thre or four verse!

is entirely given to P. It is continuous it tells the

story of creation rather fully. It does not gi'e much detail about the

creatibn of man, hut it deals with most of the major elemnts in the

creat4n. Then, what d es the P document do imme el

jm t.irhpte gives practically th -'hl hpter 5 omitting

/4"and
he called his name Noahsaying this one

shall comfort us concerning our work and the toil of our hands because

of the ground which Jehovah has cursed.

they give it to the Jdbcumnt. Well, why not give the whole chapter

to the 3 doc:ument, because you have the word Jehovah in it? Elohim is in

the first verse, and in verse 24 Elohim is prominent! #~ou might ask, if

you have Elohim straight through chapter why insert Jehovah all at

once in verse 29? We would answer that this is a specific reference to

redemption. Here Noah is being spoken of very specifically as the one

through whom God promised the deliverer would come. He specifically

says. "because Of the ground which the Lord Jehovah has cursed." This

relates directly to redemption, and
A
he general name of God tul'

seems ml.kch less appropriate ri here than the specific personal name

of Jehovah!

critics will take verse 9 out, saying it belongs to J,
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while the rest of the chapter is genealogy, and P is interested in

genealogy. But notice what that. does to the 3 document! The 3 document

has 24 4:2. Verse 42 says that 'a son was born to Seth arid he

called him Enoch. Then men beqan to call on the name of Jehovah. Then

the next verse in the 3 document is, 'and he called his name Noah, saying

this same shall comfort us." The 3 document is far from

complete, Jumping down all of a sudden from Seth to his great-great

great--great-great grandson. Noah. It is certainly quite a sharp jump. 3

is not a continuous document.
I..V

F told about the creation of the world in Genesis 11-24a

ar was good. Everything God looked at was good.

Then it gives the list of all these men, arid how they lived and died. It

does not give detail except in the case of the one who walked with God

and was not because God took him. It is a good picture except for the

reference to death. You wonder, where does death come from? There is

tFIC) i ?fTfi-i that going to
A i\

3 portion tells about the all of man, but the F' portion Jumps

ahead and t




%4~About deat.hq cL does not mention the fall of man, which

is how death came!

After chapter 5 the F' doCUfflentAib-~- ~ &9-22. "These are the

generations of Noah. Noah was a Just man and perfect in his generation.

and Noah walked with God arid Noah begat three sons. The earth also was

corrupt before God and the earth was filled with violence arid God looked

upon the earth and behold it was corrupt."

Here is this wonderful earth which God had made and which He said

was good, yet suddenly we read in F' that God sees it and it is corrup' it

is filled with violence and God decides destroy it. What a decision on



the part of Sod! What reason is there for this sudden charge in the

world? F does not give us any reason. But if you read the chapters

that they say belong to 3. they tell us about the fall of man arid there

p
you have the reason. Though they say w-e is a documentq

the most vital feature of the whole history is taken out of one and giver

to the other, and you do not have in the F document any basis for

understaridinq how this wonderful worWod mad$f a sudden become

filled with violence. Similarly the 3 document jumps right from Seth to

Noah with no account of anyone between. All of a sudden we read that he

called his name Noah. Who called whose name Noah? Neither document is

at all complete at this point. r yCflt

te -

After the story of the flood, chapter 101--7 is God's covenant with

Noah. Then comes the generation of Noah's sons, which they assign to the

P document.. They say that F' is interested in lists genealogies and

enumerations. So naturally this goes to the F document. They assign

the greater part of chapter 10 to F though a section of it is given to

the 3 document. The narrative about Nimrod going out and becoming a

mighty hunter before the Lord is given to the 3 document, but the lists
44

of the nations are given to F, which they say is interestecAenumerations

and lists. 3 is interested in narrative, and this is an interesting

liar rative.

After this qeneaiogy.he generations of Shem and Tera1k Jumps in

chapter 12. The beginning of 12 goes to 3, but 12:4b is given to F', "Now

Abram was seventy--five years old when he went forth from Haran and

Abram took Sara his wife and Lot his brother's son, and all the substance

they had gathered and the slaves they had acquired in Haran and they







went forth on their journey to the land of Canaan and they came to the

land of Canaan.' Then it skips to 13:é "but the land could not support

them dwelling together, for their substance was great, so that they

could not dwell together" Then 1311h-12a, "So they separated from each

other, Abram dwelt in the land of Canaan and Lot dwelt in the cities of

the plain, and pitched his tent towards Sodom" Notice how it skips the

account of the trip down to Egypt eeision between them as

Abraham and Lot decide which part each of them would take,f the land.

Later on, in is book, The D:ue:; oi the He.:atew:h, Addis makes this

statement, It is in the habitual practice of F' to ignore all scandal in

the families of the Patriarchs, who are to him men of ideal virtue. Thus

he is silent about. the fall of Adam, Noah's drunkenness, the curse c'f

Canaan, Sarah's incredulous laugh, or of Abraham's deceit. He represents

the parting of Abraham and Lot as the result of a friendly agreement. He

is silent about the expulsion of Hagar and her son, and on the contrary,

speaks of Isaac and Ishmael as'their father. ttP

A3a:ob departs at the bidding of o, like Rebekah, has been vexed

J4ji4with Esau's marriage with Canaanite women is determin d to save

It 4f~--kJacob tiL sj--trrfq~nt 4Wccc~,~be

having defrauded Esau and fleeing from his vengeance.

tey say that F' does not know anything of any dispute between

" cot4.P
Abraham and Lot it does not, if you give those portions to 3

Their assumption is that each document is the

characteristic views of F' and the characteristic views of 3 differ

greatly, but they differ because they give, some verses to one and some

ti. 'ñaìverse to the other. Lithr document5is really complete. It takes

the two together to give the whole pictureJ
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There me w10 ie

portion of chapter 15 to the E document but most would begin the E

document with chapter 20 The E document takes most. of the Elcihist

material from 20 on P has only two or three fairly long chapters, and

an occasional verse here and there -- Just tiry

frac file, nt to connect by naming some That is about

all F' until et t the last low chapters of Genesis. It

is the tiniest bit of a thread to connec:t the various (::haptors of 3.

When they c:all it a continuoi.s narratives you wonder, what kind of hook it

ever was. You write a book that would be just a list of namc_-s, YOU C"41

write a gonealogy, or a list of people and just tell where they went

but P is much more than that! F' has this long account of creation it

has a long account of the flood, it has a long account of the burial of

Sarah. ( few things l.il::e that are given at length. What sort of a

document. would that be,, that had these few things given at length, an

jcw lA4ta.ti a,tqui,J
then just Abrief word5about the rest.

(1
e conf.nuous documen falls to

pieces when you divide' 4-tw into the first and second Elohist. If you go

through some of these oth r and notice how very slim is the material
eL1Es

given to F'. you must wonder why it shou].d be given to Often the only

reason that is evident is to connect it together in order to make it look

like a cc:)ntinuo1.s document.
if
A very interesting example of this is chap

ter- 21, which begins with the words, "And the Lord visited Sarah as He had

said, and the Lord did unto Sarah as He had spoken, for Sarah conceived

and hare Abraham a son in his old age, at the time set at which God had

spoken to him." In chapter 2.1 they give vers1a and 2a to 39 and lb and

2h to F'9 so 3 reads, "And the Lord visited Sarah as He had said, and

Sarah conceived and bare Abraham his son a son in his old age." They
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give the F' document the last half of these two verses, And the Lord did

unto Sarah as he had spoken at the set time at which God had spoken to

Map" They divide the two verses and give half to one and half to the

other, and say there are complete parallel accounts. t says Jehovah in
"

both halves of it th Jiv L1 the

divine names do n it they change them! That is what we find here in

Addis' presentation of what he calls the priestly history arid law"; he

changes it to "And God did to Sarah as he promised, at the appointed time

which God had promised." We notice that God was in the last half of verse

2, so in order to get the complete thing Addis takes half of verse 1 and

says, "And God," though the present text of the Pentateuch has Jehovah.

Addis says that the editor put together a fragment of the 3 and a

'fragment of the F in one verse, verse 1, and naturally objected to a

change of divine name in such close connection, and so the redactor (or

editor) changed it.

As Mr Gueiros [student] points out, if you can follow Divine Names

when it suits your purpose and throw them aside when it does not, it

raises serious questions about the entire matter.

(1-here
are two men who have written on this whom you should not

3A4 i
confuse. - Addis, who is very strongly convinced of the critical

theory, and Allis, who is very strongly convinced that it is entirely

wrong. So the d and the 1 make a big difference in the two names)

misg er In chapter 3 the genealogy of
e414

Esau is largely given to F' but there are words used thatreIt'iot charac::--

teristic of the F' document, so they say that a late redactor of the F'

document inserted those particular verses.

Chapter :37 begins, "Now Jacob dwelt in the land where his 'father had
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that, YOU are dropping the entire argument from continuous narrative,

which was one of the four oriqi1al arguments. If YOU hold to that line,

then that the'e inc:luded everything from them, or pract.i-

caily everything, and therefore what is there should be complete.

Do you see the dilemma this line of argument leads them to? If you

say, here are certain books and the redactor took what he wanted from

this, what he wanted from that, he found the story of Joseph as a boy in

F and the story of Joseph as a boy in J, and he took the story from J

rather than F. And he made his selection of what he wanted to take, and

he left out a lot of material in all of them. Well, if you say that, then

you find two stories arid they contradict each other, and you say this

proves that they were different documents. What kind of redactor was

that Would put in two stories that contradict each other? Why didn't

he correct one or the other? The critics generally assume that these

documents are included almost absolutely complete. That is the assump-

tion on which they worked, though occasionally they admit that a little

has been omitted. The assumption on which they proceed is that we can

tell the view held in these different documents by what is there, and

that they put. together in a rather arbitrary fashion, anxious

not to lose anything.




j6p, YIIA4~~All'~
The scholars that I have:ontact with are among the very best4 -."r"

+±. rn;c Th scholars

holdi firmly to the J,E,D,F have a 'tendency to laugh at the

Folyc:hrome Bible, which was prepared by Professor Haupt of John Hopkins

University. It was an attempt to print the Bible (some volumes in Hebrewa/

some in English) with the different documents in different types, so that

you could see at a glance what they where. If properly done, such a



thing could be an extremely useful tool for examining the basis of the

theory and seeing whether it stands or falls. It is much harder to

when ey just give each document by itself, as they usually present. it.

2t in commentaries they say. "In verse so-and-so here we see plain signs

of P; there is the phrase, (male and female; it uses the name Elohim we

see: special interest in genealogies, etc." They speak that way about

each verse separately, hut they can not put it all together and examine

it critically as easily as you could with the Polychrome Bible. I am not

sure just how well that particular job was done, but I think the idea was

an excellent one, to make the material available to test whether it was

true or false. However, these people have reached the conclusion that

it is true and are no longer interested in testing the data. They are

convinced of the theory. That is human nature. Whatever view people

take, their tendency is to see the argument for their side as very big
1-0

and t m.in.imie the arguments against it, so as kRn notnotice them

much. feel that we advance the cause of the Lord in the end by

getting an objective attitude that can see the real strength of argu

ments we do not agree with, and then .r y th

r1i can find

stronger arguments to answer them, rather than brush things aside

simply because we do not agree with them. I feel that in the end we

serve the Lord more effectively if we try to get a really objecti e

attitude. 'UT CrjlTrw.~~'The liberals talk an objective attitude
t
an open

mind, but actually most of them are extremely narrow. On things like

this, their minds are made up, and they will not listen to anything else. I

believe we advance the Lord's cause by seeing exactly what the evidence

is; where we find strong points, let us recognize them; and then let us
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see if we can -find evidences to show where they are wrong. When they

advance weak points let us show them what the facts are, to

demon-stratethat their argument is weak at that point

If you talk with one of their graduates and ask him What makes you

think there are these different documents?" He will probably say, 'Lock

at the difference in style." Some will
Asay,

"it is as great as the differ

ence between Chaucer and Modern English. The teachers will not say

that, but some of the students will. Nobody can truly say that it is as

great as hat! But they will say there is a great difference in
stylei,.-J

flJ tc4..4mfj
if
hen YOU separate them you find that each has the complete story.

So it is good to know just how incomplete each document is and to be

able to show points at which it is particularly incomplete. I would think

that if we point out these things it might very well raise serious

questions in their minds, whether the entire thing was not worthy of a

more careful examination than they had ever giver it before.

I would like to read a few statistics regarding the continuity

of V According to Drivers analysis

"° of the 1,534 verses in Genesis he gives about 79C) to J., and

about 730 to F' and E together (in other words, the original Elohist). And

of the 730 which are assigned to F' and E, nearly 200 are in the first

nineteen chapters, and practically all of these are given to F'. The

remaining 550 verses are assigned to E.. Subtract 200 from 730 and you

get approximately 550. Driver gives just a little more than half of the

total verses to 3, a little less than half to F' and E together. And of

those in F' and E about a forth of them are in Genesis 1-19. So in Genesis

20-50 there are about 550 verses given to E and F' together, with only

one-third to F'. Thus, here we have the last thirty chapters with only



175 verses in them given to which was originallythe foundation

writing rand supposed to be the start of it with a distinctive and unrnis

th F 3 h1been reduced

to the smallest of the three documents, udA4Dst of the material of F is

in a few chapters, and the rest of it is in tiny little fragments scat

tered throughout the book. Consequently, there will be several chapters

with just half a verse or a verse taken out and given to P.

If you go through either of these documents you will consistently

find many places where one assumes things told in the other without

explanation. If this thread runs straight through to make a complete F

document it raises a serious question. But is there evidence that this

is a document, or is it an attempt to combine things to try and make

U46 .
something that will be

continuousflas complete as possible.

So much for a brief resume of this vital matter. Continuing with our

discussion--we were looking last time at B and C. We did not yet spend

much time on B because B and C are so connected that it is easier to

look to some extent at them together (even though each of them is to

some extent a distinct argument). Sometimes the same man would work on

both, but as a rule it would be two different men. Then what. Graf said

brought the two together, and doing this, he strengthened both, by

producing a systematized arrangement in which each seemed to spring from

the other, and in that way each gave strength to the other. But the

question is, Cart either of them stand alone?

If you are dealing with ignorant people it may be more effective to

just ridicule the critics, although they can just as well ridicule your

view. This is not quite the same as to pick out the weak points and

stress them, which can sometimes be so close in appearance F ridicule



that it is hard to distinguish. One ay to strengthen belief in the unity

of the Fentateuch is to pick just a few weak points in the theory and go

after them hammer arid tongs---but I think you should have intelligence

enough to be able to do that -for yourself. I do not think it is necessary

for me to take to or three hours here in simply pointing to demonstra

tive weak points and dwelling upon them. ( am interested in giving you an

understanding of the weak points of the theory, but when I mention them

very briefly that should he sufficient. On the other hand! I am trying to

go into the strong points of the theory more at length so that you will

be able yourself to see just ho strong or how lacking in strength each

is. In other words, we want to study it--not just to convince you that

it is wrong.



U
B. The Argument from Continuous Narrative,

If this argument could be proved to be correct, it would he one of the
strongest arguments for the Higher Criticism.

The Criticism began with the claim that the book of Genesis was produced
by combining sections from two documents which could be distinguished by their
use of differing names for God. This claim would he greatly strengthened if
it could be shown that after the documents had been separated from one
another by the use of this criterion each of them could be read continuously
as a complete story without assuming any fact or idea contained in one or
more of the other alleged documents. If this could be shown to be a fact, it
would be a very strong argument for the truth of the theory.

We have dealt to some extent with the argument from divine
names--perhaps more than its strength warrants, but much less than is
warranted by its great part in the origination of the theory, and by the large
place that it occupies in most discussions of the theory, even up to the
present.

We shall examine the division into documents, as presented by Driver.
who wrote sixty years ago, rather than that given by Prof. Pfeiffer of
Harvard who wrote about twenty years ago. Driver presented the theory
quite fully, and his division is followed with little change by most of the later
writers. Pfeiffer follows it quite generally, but makes a few changes, such as
assigning parts of the P document to a suggested S document, but aside from
this innovation, which few if any other critics have adopted, he generally
follows Drivers division.

You remember that Astruc and Eichhorn declared that Genesis had been
produced by combining two alleged documents, each of which, they claimed,
presented the complete story. Their first document, which calls the deity
"God," included Genesis land many later sections, particularly genealogies and
lists. Later critics call this alleged document F, since they say it was
writtn from the viewpoint of the priests. They called their second document
J, since it used the name 'Jehovah (which they now write as "Yahweh"). They
said that each of these documents was complete in itself.

For many years the original documentary theory was largely superseded
by the supplementary theory, which said there was originally one
document--the one now called F. which they called E (for Elohist), and that the
other material came from a series of supplements, inserted at various times.
Eventually the supplementary theory was completely abandoned, being
universally replaced by the Graf-Wellhausen theory, which held that the P
document and the J document each contained the full story. Thus the claim that
each document gives the entire story became important again.

The critics say that there are two complete stories of creation, the P
story running from Gem. 1:1 to 2:4 and the J story being the rest of chapter 2.

Someone may ask: "Why on earth do they make the division at 2:4a instead
of at the end of a chapter?" Well, you can blame the thirteenth-century
archbishop who made the division into chapters. There can he no question that
chapter 1 ought to include the first three and one-half verses of chapter 2.
Chapter 1 describes the creation of the world. Then chapter 2 describes the
creation of man in more detail. The critics say that these are two different
accounts of the creation, but chapter 2 says nothing about the creation of
light, of sun, moon and stars, of the animal world, etc. It is like the beginning
of an atlas, which might start with a map of the world, followed by a map of
North America. Section 1 describes the creation of the universe, and section
2 the creation of man. There is overlapping, but each contains much that is
not in the other. Already at this point the idea of two complete parallel



ccount breaks down.
After Gen, 2:4a the P document jumps to chapter 5. All but one verse of

chapter 5 is assigned to P. They say that P is particularly interested in
genealogy, so they assign this chapter to F, but they assign v. 29 to J, as it
contains the name Jehovah. This verse reads:/Now continue from A on p. 4 of
the material you sent me, Substitute what I have typed above for the first
two and one-half pages of that material. Then keep the material from A on p.
4, making the changes I have indicated but insert the following between the
end of p. 7 and the beginning of p. 8:]

At an early time critics decided that a large part of the E document (which
they now call F) really had a style more like that of J than that of Gen. 1. So
beginning at Gen. 20 they called this material "the second Elohist and
eventually simply called it E. There are some who give a [Now continue with
the second line on p. 8.]

I do not think you will find it hard to make the changes and insertions I have
indicated, which, I believe, will tremendously improve this material.

It was a treat to see you when you came out. Do come again soon!
Cordially yours in Christ,




-, ;
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which definitely and clearly proves it. If there was, there would not be
a problem.

I thin:: he must have a mistake. He marks the first part of verse 28
as Elohist and he marks verse 36 as from the 3 document. I want to check

5 that with some other critical book. He could easily could have made a
mistake at that particular point. Moffatt's Bible has 3 in italics and P
in regular print.

The critics agree substantially on what is P., but her distinctions
between 3 and P often differ. Student: "Moffatt says that he tries to

10 arrange the material in chronological order." AAM: " Yes. Moffatt does
quite a bit of that sort of thing, but I do not think he does it really
systematically. He introduces this critical theory at this very point,
but after all, he says he is trying to give us a translation of the Bible."

15 / note: PE 49-50 was on April 2, PE 63-64 was on April 16, but classes
( on April 8 and 9 a




KW 721
r omitt d or FE 51-42) and presently mislocated.

-_v'-o- 1riiV
iQa Many students have e taught by their profesors when they werewere

in school that all scientists believe that evolution is true, but on the
2C details of what they think is true, at least what is true on a particular

matter, there would probably be nine or ten different opinions, differing
sharply from one another. Yet that sort of an argument has more weight
with people than almoj- ny other. People do not like to be thought of
as different or as queer in any way. If they are told that all scholars

25 agree, that is the atest possible statement there can be, as far as
the subconscious mind of most people is concerned, arid that is what you
will find in most of our universities, when anything is taught about the
Bible. In almost every seminary in the world that is over fifty years old
you will find it taught that the Higher Criticism is what all scholars

30 believe, so it must be true. If a person d not believe it, he is a
queer person with a peculiar attitude. Y t we should realize that "all
the thinking people in the world" have at rious times agreed on matters
which have later been proven to be completely false. In the times of the
Greeks there were those who believed that the sun was the center of the

35 universe, but from the end of the Greek period until the time of
Copernicus most of the world had given up the old Greek idea that the
world is round--the idea which is reflected in the statements in the Old
Testament--and assumed that the world was flat. During the Middle Ages
all scholars agreed that the world was flat and that it was the center of

40 the universe. All agreed an it, but that did not prove it. In almost any
science you think of, in any branch of sociology, or in any branch of
government, theory after theory has been accepted by all at one time and
then proven to be utterly false. Actually, it does not make any
difference, what the bulk of people think. The question iwhat is

45 thought by se who have access to the facts and have t::en time to
investigate. n the matter of evolution, what the half of one percent or
less of sc. ntist who have really studied that matte think is far more
important ,n what is thought by all the rest of the 'cientists, who are
not workinfat particular field. The important question is not, what

50 does somebody think, but what are the facts. Yet this argument has a
great effect upon people's minds and exerts tremendous influence. If you
have been brought up to believe a certain thing, you are apt to hold
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tenaciously to it, arid to feel that it must be right. In matters involved
in denominational differences, most people take a certain position be
cause their parents did or because the people with whom they are
associated do instead of bothering to look into the facts and examine

S them for themselves in the light of Sc:ripture. But this was one of the
great arguments, that all scholars agree. They said that all scholars
agreed that the Pentateuch could be precisely divided between P, 3, and
E. The claim that all agree was a powerful argument. It had a great
effect. I do not think that it is a reasonable argument. You cannot

10 determine truth by counting noses.
I have been discussing, up to this point, the importance of the

argument from the consensus of scholarship. Such an argument as-,,less
important than it seems to be, but has had a great influence. I want
to show why it is not really a valid arument. AIA

15 The first reason I want to give I.
A This agreement has never been pe ect. ter Wellhausen there

w e still great scholars in Germany io hld to the documentary theory
and did not accept his theories. o emember that when Hupfeld
presented the second Elohist, mos. scholars thought that this was a

20 retrograde movement. "Why, here you have our clear division with one
document using the name God right throu ; ow can you take out this
section of the E document from Genesis 2 to Exodus lO? Of course,
today it is agreed by all that the style of E is much nearer to that of 3
than it is to that of F. But for almost fifty years nearly all your

25 scholars considered that this was a part of the same document as
Genesis 1. And, there were a number of great and outstanding scholars
who had held those views who continued to hold them after 1878, when
Wellhausen wrote his book on the history of Israel i - beautiful
German style sod with a forceful presentatior uLli splendid

30 reasoning. He was such an able writer that practIEally all of the
younger scholars accepted his views, but there still remained older
scholars for twenty years after that time who continu tenaciously to
hold other views. I do not mean conservative scholar here were
conservative scholars and there will always continue 1-6 be, but I mean

35 that among liberal scholars agreement on the exact details of the theory
was not complete for twenty years, until the older scholars had died.
Then in later years there were a few, but not a great many, who advanced
other viewpoints and other theories. For thirty or forty years, the
great bulk of scholars held to the theory almost exactly as Wellhausen

40 presented it, but there never was a perfect consensus of scholarship
because there always were some men who were liberal in their viewpoint
who held to the principle of the documentary theory, but differed in
important respects. Among the holders of the Wellhausen theory, the
agreement is almost complete as to what constitutes the P document, but

45 as to what is from 3 and what is from E there has always been variance
of opinion. There have always been large sections about which the
scholars have been greatly in disagreement as to whether they are from
3 or whether they are a part of P. Since they were narrative, and not
enumerative, all agreed that they belonged to JE and not in P, but not as

50 to whether they were from 3 or from E. Some would -feel very strongly
one way, and some wo feel very strongly the other way. The consensus
has not been compiet

U.
t all of the great liberal scholars have accept

0
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ed the Welihausen theory and it as ever been complete as to the
distinction between 3 and E. There have always been vital differences
among the scholars.

The agreement is not so perfect as they make out, though there is a
5 very great agreement. There has been a very close agreement among the

great majority of the scholars, but I am simply saying that the argument
is not as strong as it is generally made out to he.

Dillmann held to the Supplementary theory rather than to the changes
introduced by Wellhausen, and Dilimann continued to be one of the great

10 critical scholars in Germany until about 1900. The consensus of
scholarship argued in this fashion The question is, is it possible to
take this book and divide it up into the documents which originally
existed separately? Then they say, "It must be possible because all
these scholars agree on the details and they come to the same conclu

15 sion."
You cannot determine whether Moses wrote the Pentateuch or not by

counting noses. You will find that a great number of scholars agree in
saying that Moses did not write the Pentateuch. But that does not prove
that he did not.

20 If you were to pick six different people here in this room, and you
were to say, "Here is a hymn in the hymnal which says, 'Major D. W.
Whittle, James McGraham.'" You used to think that meant that James
McGraham wrote the music and Whittle wrote the words. Actually, it means
that Whittle wrote part of it and McGrahani wrote part of it, and they
have been combined into one poem. Then I might say, McGraham writes in a
very flowing style, with very beautiful English, but Whittle writes in
choppy, jerky English. Now take all the flowing sections and take all the
choppy sections, and put each group of sections together and see if you
do not have two different poems. If I were to give this poem to six

30 different people and say, divide it up, and if each of them would work
separately for an hour and they would then come back and we would -find
that they had made exactly the same divisions, that would be a rather
good argument that there were such criteria in the poem, since differ nt
people acting independently would recognize them and find them. Th f

35 all the rest who had not studied the matter would raise their hands d
say whether they would agree or disagree, that would not prove anything
one way or the other. If great thinkers working independently reach the
same conclusion on a division, it is a strong evidence for the

Ccriteria being what they say the That is the argument -for
40 consensus of scholarship, that all these great scholars agree that you

can take out of the P document and the 3 and the E and show that the
characteristics are there.

The consensus is not perfect and never was. That is our first point.
Our se ond point is a little more complex than this one, but is worth

45 notin it is our contention that this consensus shows not the truth of
the thi but its most
argument, but I think it is worth noting.
,,-'They startei the basis that Genesis 1 and Genesis 2 are
distinct documents. Starting with that bas , or with the obvious facts

50 that two different names of God were use t en going through it and
trying to arrange it according to the narn of Go ou have your
original law, the Elohiin document going all throu ; t us claiming to find
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a separate document; the E document. Then the second Eiohist--a
document that had a style now said to be more like J than like the former
Elohist (later called P) even though for fifty years nearly all the r
critical scholars considered that it was part of the P ocumerit. )

5 Given this start point, what arrangement can ou make? iou take
a certain verse and yd' say, "This verse has the name Jehovah in it,
therefore it must be part of the 3 document. On the other han , OL say
if you take this verse out of the passage, which is a P passage, a. just
does not make sense. Now what are you going to do? Are going to

10 take it out and have the passage make no sense? Or are you going to
say th t the word Jehovah was put in by a redactor? It is easy to see
that d will have a consensus soon that the word Jehovah was put in by
a redactor. There may be some discussion about it for awhile, but what
has been done by hundreds of men, spending hundreds of hours, and

15 working over every word of the Pentateuch, has been to determine the
most defensible form of the theory. It is not that this is necessarily
correct, but it is the attempt to construct something along these lines
and they have probably constructed the best arrangement that can be
worked out and yet we have found that it is far from

20 -FTEvery far from perfect. So the consensus shows, not the truth
of the hypothesis, but its most defensible form. The third consideration

,-under V is
C. Variation of Critical positions

J Critical positions varied widely until 1878 when sens
25 Development Theory fixed it in a definite form. ou remembe that before

1- _-htv the Supplementary Theory hih Ewald presented arid then he
presented his Crystallization Theory .Whers did not like Some
accepted Hupfeld's Theory and some tried to hold to the original
Supplementary Theory. There w a great vity of critical theories

30 during that period, even though the Supplementary Theory was the
dominant theory -for neafifty years. But positions varied greatly
until 1678. Ory then this great argument of Consensus of
Scholarship 1878, and the reason for it is not simply that the most
defensible s'Istem of having distinct documents had been worked out, but

35 that it was united with the theory of evolution--with the idea that you
could show progress from one document to the other--and thus account
for the origin of the idea of ethical monotheism contained in the Bible.
It was its union with the development theory which fit it into a definite
form. After 1878 it held much more ely than any critical theory

40 ad been held be o re than all c!a.cal theories
because th ere added to it, not only those who were

interested in trying to divide the Pentateuch into different documents,
but also all of those who were interested in the evolutionary problem, in
trying to account on a naturalistic basis for the coming to existence

45 of the ideas of monotheism and of the Christian religio . herefore there
was this great number of people who knew nothing about he documentary
division, but who were greatly concerned with showing that a naturalistic
process could account for Christian ideas. So it was union of this
theory with the developmental idea which caused its adoption in a

50 definitely fixed and crystallized form which, from 1878 until about 1920,
was the view held by the overwhelming majority of critical scholars.
Even today it is the view to which practically all of them give lip
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service, even though the consensus on its details is far less today than
it w s previously and leads us to point D..

D Recent Archaeological studies
'ecent archeological studies have forced such changes so as to

5 violently disrupt the former critical unity.
s far back as 1929, when I first met Professor Albright in

Jerusalem, I remember that on the very first day after I met him, he was
discussing with me the attitude of German scholarship toward the
Pentateuch, and he said, "There are now only two orthodox Wellhausenists

10 in Germany, and they are not orthodox.. In other words, while all the
scholarly world today gives lip service to the Wellhausen Theory as they
do to the Darwinian Theory of Evolution, the details of the Darwinian
Theory of Evolution have been almost completely given up. The
Wellhausen theory has not been given up to nearly as great an extent or

15 changed nearly as much as the evolutionary theory has been, but at point
after point, archaeological evidence has shown that parts of the
material found do not fit the critical theory at all.. During the past
thirty years all first-hand scholars--men who do not simply take over
from someone else, but who really study a matter themselves and have

20 sufficient knowledge and background actually to work into the subject,
even though holding to the Welihausen theory as true, have been trying
to fit this archaeological material in.. So they say, "Yes, this material
here in the F' document is true, and must have come from a very early
time." Of course, they would say, "we know that the F' document was
written at the time of the exile, so this material must have been passed
down very accurately -from the very earliest time." Someone else will
say, "No. I do not believe that part, but here is another part that must
be early.."

------In 1929, one day when I was riding down the Jordan Valley on horseback
30 with Dr. Albright and Professor Jirku of the University of Breslau in

Germany, they were discussing Genesis 14--a chapter which, according to
the Weilhausen theory is late and not at all reliable--and one of them
said, "You know, I do not think the Welihausen theory is entirely correct
about this chapter." Then he would refer to a number of verses that he

35 was sure had come from the earliest times. "So," he said, "while the
chapter as a whole is late, this portion is clearly early.." But the other
scholar would say, "I do not follow your reason there.. Those points
you mention I do not consider dependable at a hey are just later
imangs.. But look at these other points.. I sure that these come

40 from an early time and have been handed down correctly." Th ach of
them was sure there was early material in the chapter, but o thought
it was a certain section and the other thought it was a different
section.. Each was trying to reconstruct the Welihausen theory to fit
the archaeological evidence, while keeping to its main s - ure, and

45 each of them was reconstructing it in a different way. ThL during the
last thirty years the consensus has been greatly disru ~0by the
attempts of first-class scholars to fit in the archaeological material at
various places.. The great masses of so-called scholars, who are not
really first-hand scholars, but those who simply take over the material

50 taught them by others, keep on teaching the Welihausen theory as
established fact.

We have seen that the arguments for the Higher Criticism do not work
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out consistently. of the is adequate to prove the hypothesis
that you have here tmber of uments fit together, as the
Graf-Welihausen Theory claims. No ne of them is adequate to prove it
nor do all of them together pro it. The whole approach of partition,

5 which was so commonly applied to all ancient documents a century ago, is
now given up except for this one book where it is still applied by the
critics. They apply it to many portions of the Old Testament and also of
the New Tes ament.

Actual t e reason it has remained in the study of the Pentateuch,
10 is the fac t at the Graf-Wellhausen Theory combined it with the idea of

developmen They claim that they ca show through these documents how
the biblical ideas came into existen that there was one God and that
Israel was His people, and that the-i one God Who had certain great
ethical principles which He demanded. They claim that the evolution is

15 visible before us through these documents, as we see the development
from one document to the other. This was said to he especially true of
the law, but it was claimed that it could also be seen in the historical
documents and in the narrative portion. Thus,,,they claim that this offers
an explanation on natural grounds for the existence of the Bible and of

20 the relig.ion of Israel.
But we have seen that the matter of partition is not proven, and we

have seen varying weaknesses in the whole method. Of course, this does
not disprove that there might have been such a method used. It would
have been entirely conceivable that someone should have taken different

25 documents and combined them together, though it is a bit strange that
these different documents should exist and we should have no record of
them. There is no evidence of their existence, but it is not
inconceivable. There might have been such documents and they might have
been combined. So even if there is not sufficient evidence to prove

30 partition, that does not prove there was no partition.
You would be very foolish to believe something simply because you

cannot prove the contrary, especially since you cannot divide any other
ancient document and be sure of your division, unless you have evidence
elsewhere regarding it. There is no instance that I know of where

35 anything can be proven which parallels the critical theory of the union
of these documents, and certainly not to the whole theory.

Yet, if you would divide it along these literary grounds and then
could really see the development along historical and evolutionary lines,
that would naturally constitute a strong argument for the reality of

40 partition, so this is doubtless one, the principal motivating forces in
leading people to accept the theor . ore than that, it is one of the
motivating forces which kept the t ry intact for so many years.
Previous to that new ones would come up with all sorts of variety of
theories that as to the order of the documents as to their

45 arrangements, and as to the particular section they belong in. But once
you have this development, you have something which is very appealing to
the mind that is seeking a natural explanation of things. So it is
important that we look at the arguments for development.

The critics claim that the documents, as arranged, show a
50 development and that this development corresponds to the historical

facts. Carpenter divides it into the development within the documents as
regards to religious ideas and the development as regards religious
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institutions. We will look first at the development regarding religious
ideas.




6 15V
5 LfP'fl VI. The Developmental Hypothesis

This is the argument for development. We have just been speak.ing of
the great importance of this phase of the criticism.

A. Summary of the Argument for Development
We do not need to spend much time on the Summary, because I have

10 assigned you a dbi of reading about the argument for development
--some recently and some awhile ago.

It is claimed that they can show development along these two
lines--religious ideas and religious institutions--though religious ideas
is the one most commonly understood or thought of. If proved, religious

15 ideas is the one which would be the most vital of the two. The principal
feature about development within the document with regard to religious
ideas is the claim that in J and somewhat less in E God is dealt with as
i He were a man. In Genesis 2 and 3 we find that God fashioned man and

at He breathed the breath of life into his nostrils. We find that God
20 planted a garden and placed the man there. We find that God opened the

side of the man and closed it after he had taken out a portion of his
side. We find that He walked in the garden in the cool of the day. We
find in Genesis 7 and B that He shut Noah into the ark. We find after the
flood story that He smelled the sacrifice. We find in 11:5 that He comes

25 down and sees what the children of men are doing. We find that in Exodus
4:24 He meets Moses and seeks to slay him, In Exodus 14:25 He takes off
the chariot wheels of the Egyptians. These phrases are used to show
God performing activities such as you would expect a person to perform,
and using the terms such as would be used of a human being. They say

30 that in P you do not find so much of that sort of thing. Driver says of P
that its representations of God are less anthropomorphic than those of
3 or oven of E. No angels are mentioned by him. Driver says that F does
speak of God as "appearing to men" and "going up from men" at important
moments of history, but that P gives no further description of God's
appearance. Usually in P the revelation of God to men takes the form of
simple speaking to them. Only in the supreme revelation on Sinai is He
described as manifesting Himself in the form of fire and speaking with
Moses as man to man in order that the people may recognize Him. This
difference i :laimed particularly between P and 3. ask

40 ourselves t is questio What is the difference between P and 3? What
they assign P consis mainly of tabular material, enumeration of
statistics, and rules for sacrifice. They assign practically all the
narrative material either to 3 or to E. The difference between 3 and P
is a difference in type of material., so naturally there is that ______

45 difference. How often would you expect to have anthropomorphic pictures
or anthropomorphic expressions in a list of names an enumeration of
kings, or a list of requirements for sacrifice? It would not naturally
occur in the type of material that they assign to P. Wherever you find
anthropomorphic expressions, it is almost certain to be narrative.

50 Yes, anthropozr,orphic is "in the form of a man' that is, it describes
God a doing things like a man Eould do them Anropomorphic describes
God a . having the feelings a man would have, such as being happy

()
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a or grieved. Now where would you get these in genealogical
b1esq in lists of events, in enumeration of the dimensions of the

tabernacle or in accounts of the way in which the sacrifices were to be
performed?

5 Numbers 6 has a long list of sacrifices that were given. Then
chapter 7 tells about the offerings made by the princes of the different
tribes. It tells you exactly what each gave, word for word. The same
list is repeated a dozen times, almost word for word. It is the
tabulation style. You notice that the list of the offerings of the

10 different tribes is repeated twelve times. That is not the style of 3 or
of E, but of P. It is enumeration or tabulation. The previous chapter
gave the rules of the Nazarite--what he can eat and what he cannot
eat--all the detailed ceremonial law. n in chapter 6:22-27 we read,

nd the Lord spoke unto Moses sayingeak unto Aaron and unto his
15 -ons, this wi ye shall bless the children of Israel, saying

unto thhe LORD bless thee, and eep theet The LORD make his face
f shine upon thee, and be gracious Unto' thee. The LORD lift up his

J countenance upon thee, and give thee peace And the shall put my name
upon the children of Israel and I will bless them." a what could be more

20 anthropomorphic than this? "The LORD make his face shine upon thee."
"The LORD lift up his face upon thee and give thee peace." There is
nothing more anthropomorphic anywhere in the Pentateuch than this. Yet
the critics recognize this as part of the P document! I have not found a
single book that suggests that it is not a part of the P document, though

25 it is as anthropomorphic as anything there is anywhere in the Bible. I
looked this morning at Addis. He has a footnote which says, "Although
this is part of the P document, you note the style of this and it does
not sound a bit lil::e P. Probably it was taken from one of the Psalms in
the P document." Then I looked at Gray, in the International Critical

30 Coirimenitary, and he says, "This is part of the P document, but it must
have been taken from some other writing." He does not say it was
incorporated from something else, hut that it is part of the P document
which is combined with the others.

If you are going to go through and say, "Let us take every place-
where it speaks of God in anthropomorphic language and Iput it out here
and take all the places where it does not and put it herL then just look
at the progress." Here you have a document that has anthropomorphisms
and here you have one that does not. You could go through the telephone
directory and take all the numbers that have seven in them and put them

40 on this side and take all those which do not and put them on that side,
and say, "Just look at the sharp differentiation! All of these have seven
in them and all these do not." Well, of course, that is not quite what
they have done. They have taken the enumerated material and put it with
P. They have taken the narrative material and put it in 3 or E. And when

45 you get done with that, you naturally do not find anthropomorphisms to
any great exte in P. But you do occasionally, as here, find something

hat kind. if you want, you can say, "Well then, where you
find them, they do not belong in P, and when you do that, it is just
exactly as I said: if you take all the numbers with sevens out and say

50 they do not belong here r then say that there are no numbers here
that have sevens in the )( it ± rnin in -a---c±le 4--reasoning in
a circle, but the idea that you have a development in reiigious ideas is

Thc
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one which rests upon taking the material of two different styles as far
as 3 and P are concerned. But if yo ompare 3 and E the difference in
style between 3 and E is very sl.ig ; he principal way to distinguish it
is the difference between the use divine names and that is not fol

5 lowed consistently. As you notice, there are sections of considerable
length where no divine names occur, and in them other criteria have to be
taken. The principal one is to try to get a complete story in each case
and then to cut out of each words which are said to be characteristic of
the other.

10 The usage of divine names is absolutely no use after the early part
of Exodus. You see how wonderful the argument sounds. Take all the
Jehovahs and put them over here and take the parts using God and put
them here and you have two documents. As a matter of fact, out of the
five books in the Pentateuch there are not more than one and a quarter

15 in which this feature is of any use whatever. And in that one and a
quarter the material from Genesis 20 on is practically all given to 3 or
to E. So, as to dividing 3 and F, almost the only place where it is of
much use is Genesis 1-20. Yet the general impression people have is that
it is simply a matter of divine mes and that on this as a wonderful clue

20 you can divide it right up. ci it does not work that way!
B. The Argument as Regards Religious Institutions
This is where the development arguments seem to have their greatest

strength, so it is important to remember and to understand.
The claim is that you have primitive ideas of God and then more

25 advanced ideas of God and then still more advanced ideas of God, but
when you examine your documents 3, E, D, and P as to ideas of God you
find that the difference between 3 and E is very, very difficult to prove,
and 0 is exhortation. hortiiveis lacking and
there is not much occasion for anthropomorphisms. So the real argument

:30 rests on the difference between 3 and P, and everything else is
incidental. As far as that is concerned, 3 is narrative and P is
e eration. That difference would inevitably bring such a difference as
this. I am sure you would find far more anthropomorphisms in, let us say,
ox's Book of Martyrs than you would in the Constitution of the United

35 States, -for instance. Far more! The Constitution of the United States
is a set of laws. You do net have narrative in the Constitution,
describing men's relation to God, but you do have it in Fox's Book of
Martyrs, so you will have far more an thropomorphisms and more
anthropomorphic passages in Fox's Book of Martyrs than in the

40 Constitution of the United States. There is a difference in subject
matter.

7
The scond rufrom Religious Institutions is the one upon

which the real argument rests because here we have definite facts, and
it is claimed that these facts show a development, and that this

45 ''
development corresponds to history: that you find that in the history of
Israel it works out this way, that one of these documents reflects the
way people did their institutions at one time, and another ore reflects
the way they did it at a later time. Many of the arguments in this area
are quite .involved, so that while they might strengthen a person's belief

50 in the theory after they have come to accept it, they are not much of a
basis on which to build a theory. Actually the argument boils down
primarily to two main institutions and the outworking of these two
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institutions. As you have noticed, they are both spec.ific:ally connected
with sacrifIc the place of sacrifice, and the persons who performed
the sacrifice.

I have assigned you material concerning sacrifice two or three
5 different times, so you surely have the main ideas in mind. I assigned

you a section in Carpente,and I asked you to put great stress in your
study on everything rela g to the place of sacrifice. The other thing
which Carpenter stressed was the change Ir e place of sacrifice,
particularly in relation to asylum. that Carpenter said,

10 before the time of Josiah they had altars on the high places all over the
land. And therefore it was unnecessary to have any particular place of
asylum, that is, of refuge, a person who was in great danger could run to
the altar and would be safe. Nobody could touch him. But once you
destroyed all the altars except one, a person could not very well run

15 all the length of Paie Inc to the altar in Jerusalem to get protection
and therefore they .h established cities of refuge at different places
in the land, so that they would have a place to which to run for asylum.
So it is really part of the argument on the place of sacrifice, that at
the time of Josiah there was a change to provide cities of refuge, to

20 make it possible for people to have a substitute for what the altar had
provided for them. I am going to skim over very hastily the arguments
that Carpenter gives about these religious institutions on page 82.
Some of those mentioned are much more important than others. First, he
says J and E have sacrifice by the heads of families. They can perform

25 sacrifices, and they can do this at any place where God appears. We have
Abram coming into the land, he is the head of the family, he sacrifices
here and there and elsewhere, but usually he builds an altar establishing
a place. It was not just anywhere. But, they say, "in P you do not have
any record of sacrifice by heads of families before the time of Moses,

30 nor do you have any record in P of sacrifice being here and there and
wherever." That is an undeniable fact, because the critics assign to 3
and E all the places that mention sacrifice before the time of Moses.
They are narrative--not tabulation, nor lists, so of course, P has no
sacrifice before God established it. It seems rather peculiar that they
would seriously give this argument, because, after all, according to their
conception of P (if there was such a thing) surely P would not think that
sacrifice just began out of nothing at Sinai and that before that there
never was any sacrifice--it is just unbelievable that the P writers would
ever have thogsLch a tg If sacrifice was as vital as they

40 considered it to be, or they would not have included their long lists of
rules of sacrifice, they certainly would have considered that at the time
of Abraham there would have been some kind of sacrifice. But they put
all the accounts of sacrifice in 3 and E, and then say that P never
mentions pr-e--Mosaic sacrifice. there is no occasion for it to do so.

45 Sacrifice does not enter into enumerations and lists.
Then, concerning the place of sacrifice, we are told that 3 and E

have sacrifice anywhere that God appears, but that D has sacrifice
forbidden except at that one place tha God designates, and that P
assumes sacrifice at only one place. you should notice how, in most

50 of these cases, the claim that there is progress between the documents
boils down to where it is actually only in two documents that they claim
to find progress! P does not say anything about sacrificing at one
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place, but they say that P assumes sacrifice at one place. It just takes
it for granted! Actually it is questionable that 3 and E say that you can
sacrifice anywhere that God appears and 0 says you must sacrifice only
in the place which God permits. Of course, as a matter of fact, D is

5 Moses giving instruction to the people for entering Canaan1 and when
they go into Canaan, God could choose, if he desired, that in Canaan
there should be one place where they should sacrifice, to show the unity
of the people and to keep them together in their relation to Him. There
would be no point in making such a regution before that time. Why

10 should you make a rule that you can $.y sacrifice in only one place
when you are still in the wilderness?' They are around the sanctuary.
They are scattered here and there, but they have their headquarters
where Moses is, and sacrifice is naturally in one place. That one place
moves--the tabernacle may be here now and a week later it may be over

15 there. In another week it has gone further, and so it keeps moving, and
as it keeps moving, it is naturally in different places.

It is a very good rule, when any of the higher critics make a
statement, not to accept that statement without looking up the facts and
seeing whether they have correctly read the facts. Very often the

20 argument simply disappears when you look at the facts. That is very
frequently the case. In this case their argument is that sacrifice could
be made anywhere that the Lord put His name--anywhere that God
appeared. That is based on Exodus 2024, which the earliest critics put
in the 3 document, but which the Graf-Wellhausen theory and most of the

25 subsequent views put in the E document. There in Exodus 20:24 we read,
"An altar of earth thou shalt make unto me, and shalt sacrifice thereon
thy burnt-offerings, and thy peace-offerings, thy sheep, and thine oxen
in all places where I record my name I will come unto thee, and I will
bless thee. And if thou wilt make me an altar of stone, thou shalt not

30 build it of hewn stone for if thou lift up thy tool upon it, thou hast
polluted it." Does that say that they can sacrifice anywhere God
appeared? It does not say that. Read the words exactly. It does not
say you can make an altar -ny place where I record my name. It does not
say that at all. He say ," all places where I record my name I will come

35 unto thee and I will ble hee." As the narrative stands, this is at
Sinai in the beginning of the wilderness journey. God is prescribing what
kind of an altar they shall make--it stands to reason that they are
going to sacrifice to Him and they are going to sacrifice at different
places because they are moving through the wilderness, camping here and

40 there. When the people are all together and united under Moses'
direction, there is no point in discussing whether they can sacrifice at
one place or at many. Inevitably, it is at the one place, the head
quarters where Moses is, and that moves from one place to the next.
Carpenter says about this tha'The place, according to one conception,

45 is as important as the person.('1he patriarchs of 3 and E felt no reserve
in this matter: wherever the LORD or Elohi.m appeared." This view is
embodied in the earliest legislative rule, Exodus 24. He says that this
rule cannot possibly be lived in the period preceding the construction of
the desert sanctuary, for it is announced as of universal application. It

SC) receives its historical interpretation only in connection with the usage
of Israel in Canaan. But 0 lays down a very different principle. The
Deuteronomic code opens in chapter 12 with the demand that all local
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sanctuary shall be abolished and sacrifice restricted only to the single
place which the LORD shall choose. Deuteronomy 125 "But unto the
place which the LORD Your God shall choose out of all your tribes to put
his name there, even unto his habitation shall ye seek, and thither thou

5 shalt come, and thither you shall bring your burnt offerings and your
sacrifice." Carpenter continues, "The permission which is thus expressly
granted in Exodus 24, is here withdrawn. does that fit the
statement? The worshiper may only remember the LORD in a single spot.
That which was legalized in Sinai is denounced in Moab." You see how he

10 insisted that there is such a change. Yet it does not say what the
critics say it does! If you take what it does say, or even what they said
it says, in the context as the book stands, there is no contradiction
whatever. It simply describes the wilderness situation!

I think that we can safely say that the book which Josiah found in
15 the temple either was Deuteronomy or was the Pentateuch which included

Deuteronomy. So Deuteronomy was available then. Of course the critics
claim that it originated at that time and that the other had originated
earlier and that there is a sharp contradiction between them.

The most difficult argument of the criticism--the strongest argument
20 they have--is the argument from history.

The laws as they stand, are not what he says they are! It does not
say that you can sacrifice anywhere that God places His name! It does
not say that at all. There in the wilderness, the Lord tells Moses what
to do. He describes the kind of altar to make, and in the course of

25 describing it He says, "In all places where I record my name I will come
unto thee and I will bless thee.." He is certainly not saying where they
are to make altars! He is assuming that as they travel through the
wilderness they will make altars at different plac s and He is saying
that in all the places where Hecords His narn will come and bless

30 them. He is not saying where may build at AIP But He is assuming
that they will build in differen - laces while going through the
wilderness where it would be only reasonable to expect they would build
them at various places. He is not saying whether they would be
restricted to one place after they go into Canaan or not. As the picture
stand crc it is a picture of a united people with one altar. Even
thoug he place of the altar moves there is always one altar. There is
not a word in 3 or in E or in any other document to suggest that the
Israelites, as a nation in the wilderness ever had two altars at the same
time. Until the brazen altar was built they were all in one place. Until

40 the brazen altar was built they would build an altar of earth or an altar
of stone. It is assumed that there is one central place of sacrifice,
whether it meant just one altar or two altars, there was one place of
sacrifice.

When they came out of the garden they built an altar, and when
45 Abraham came into the land they built an altar. They built altars at

various places. As Abraham went about, if he was going to stay in one
place for awhile, he would build an altar and rftke sacrifices. Cain and
Abel made sacrifices. There is no reason command tc::'
altar only in a certain place until there is a large nation,

50 God in the midst of a heathen world, where th":.
that they would forget God and be c:l
was in order that they b¬
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not. I do not think you would find

io .. 0 . .:.ulci ut simple enough and clear enough to constitute
.1: .irqument.

U course, the basic: thing is the ministry at the sanctuary. Who was
the priest? Carpenter says that there is no special priesthood in JE
but that in D the priesthood is made up of the Levites. He says that

15 Deuteronomy speaks constantly of the Levitical priests, but that in P
the priesthood is limited to Aaron and his house. That is supp to
show the development. i 3 and E there is no special priestho'dj D
there are the Levite a d in F there is Aaron. As far as the law is
concerned it is true at the full detailed law of the setting apart of

20 the priests is in P and that is exactly where you would expect it to be.
There is no need for the great bulk of the people to be familiar with it.
There is no need for Moses to give it in his exhortation. Why should
Moses say that they must be sure that the priest is selected from the
family of Aaron? That is a matter which is done at the headquarters. It

25 is a matter that all the people would be familiar with. He might have
chosen to talk about it, but he did not. He talked to them about their
relations with the priests.

We want briefly to review what it is that we are talking about. It is
very easy to place our attention on details to the point where we forget

30 what the real question is as the Pentateuch stands, does it make a
reasonable unit? Does it sound like something which was written just as
it is., that will give us a reasonable story? Or is it a collection of
material, disagreeing with itself, contradicting itself, and showing that
it very evidently is just a hodgepodge of stuff put together. Is it

35 possible to divide it into original sources which were put together in
this hodgepodge sort of arrangement? Or were the original sources put
together in a clear, logical, reasonable arrangement? In such a case
there would have to be so many changes in them that it is highly
questionable whe er anybody could ever tell what the original sources

40 might have bee . e claim is that there are such clear marks of
contradiction b een different sections, and of development and growth
between different sections, that you can see that different documents
were combined representing the ideas of different times. As it stands
today, you have the story in Genesis. In this story you have the

45 creation of the world and of man before Abraham, but most of the book is
dealing with Abraham and his family-his children, grandchildre , nd
great-grandchildren. In this account we find that they were g n
certain promises by God, that God had certain dealings with them, that
they journeyed through e land of Palestine, that they sacrificed to

50 God at various places. N if we divide the story into two documents and
put all the cases of sac if ice into one of them, then we find we now have
two documents, in which ne has no case of sacrifice, and it is said that
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there is a contradiction, that in one account Abraham sacrificed and in
the other account he did not sacrifice. Of course in that case it would
be that way because he has put all the incidents involving sacrifice into
one document. As a matter of fact, practically everything that is put

5 into the P document is before Genesis 20, and it does not c:ontain over a
fifth of the whole story of the Patriarchs.

Then You go on to Exodus, and you find the story of how these people
were in Egypt, and God called them out of Egypt, brought them out into
the desert, and set them apart as a people for- his own name. Yet you

10 read that as He rescued them from Egypt and led them through the
wilderness, they constantly rebelled against Him. He gradually developed
a system by which He led them through the wilderness and into the
Promised Land and showed them the sort of life He wanted them to live in
the Promised Land. He gave them a very brief law at the beginning of the

15 wilderness journey, in Exodus 20. In Exodus 20-23 He gave them a brief
statement of the law which He wished them to observe. Then in Exodus
24, He made a solemn agreement with them, whereby this law was
established and they promised to obey it and follow it. Then He invited
Moses to come up into the mountain in order that He would give him

20 further teaching on the details of the law for the people and now He told
them how they should set up a detailed system of religious life with the
tabernacle. He gave a very full and exact description of all the little
details of His building, which were to represent certain great truths
about God and His relation to man. Then we read how they built the

25 tabernacle, and most of the details are repeated. Then we read that
after he was back in the tabernacle the Lord spoke to him and gave him
very full directions as to the exact details of the way in which the
priests were to perform their offerings, how the priests should examine
people with certain diseases and what they would do in the various

30 festivals. Then Leviticus and Numbers tell about events on the
wilderness journey and present details of laws which would have to be
remembered by the priests, because nobody else woL.Ild be expected to
remember them. Then Deuteronomy gives Moses' farewell address, spoken
just before they would enter Canaan, in which he urges the people to
obey the law and stresses some of those aspects that would be most
important for them to have in mind when they would enter Canaan. This is
a general summary of the picture.

There were three main groups of law. A short presentation of the
Ten Commandments was followed by a brief repetition of the testimonies

40 and ordinances that God had given at Sinai at the beginning of the
establishment of their religious life. There were also detailed
instructions for the priests in carrying out certain parts of the law
that required very precise and detailed direction.

There would not be much point in giving the entering class at the
45 Seminary a long lecture exhorting them to follow exactly the right

arrangements in marching in to receive their diplomas when they would
graduate, telling them in what order they should come in and where they
should stand, and so forth. I have been told all that a dozen times and
have never remembered it yet. Just before the occasion I always have to

50 ask just how it should be done. Then I do it as I have been told and make
no effort to remember it for the next year. It is important that some
people have regulations in mind so that they can administer and explain 4444.1,
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at the proper time. Andc onsequently it is not nec:essary for the great
mass of people to k ow e great bufl( of the lawn but there are other
laws that all the people must know. So we have the three different legal
sections. If these three legal sections are arranged in a particular way

5 one can show progress between them. 1he Book of the Covenant, which is
quite brief, stresses matters ha it vital for people to have in
mind at the beginning of their Evena relation with God.. It involves
two types of things. One type involves great eiernal trut and eternal
laws about their deeds and actions and their relation to God whic- O(--

10 vital and should be remembered at all times. This would naturally include
a glimpse of their future life in the Promised Land to which God is going
to bring them.. It woi.tld also include emphasis on some matters which.

particularly important for them to have an idea about then, even if
they might be more relevant to a later time..

15 There was a second group, consisting of detailed law that the people
Could not be expected to remember.. Many full and precise details should
be known by the priests and could be learned by the people on occasions
when they were vital.. The priests would be carrying them out constantly.
They would have the book before them and could check on the relevant

20 portions of it as needed, and soon would come to know it thoroughly.
Then, just before they would go into the Promised Land, there would be
laws which would be half-way between the two.. I do not know if half-way
is a good way to say it, it is definitely between them, but it is not
altogether a matter of degree..

25 The law in the hook of Deuteronomy is more lii<e the law of the
Covenant than like the lws of the priests.. It has very little detail
and specificatior¬ laws that were not necessary for most of the
people to know. the law that the people as a whole should know is
greatly amplified beyond what was given at the very beginning of their

30 relation to God. In additi.t is filled with exhortation.. All sorts of
arguments are presented, Wing with Gods relation to His people in the
past and to His promises for the future.. He stresses the terrible
results of disobedience and the wonderful results of truly following God.
There is all sorts of hortatory material, exhorting the people to follow

35 God, now that the wilderness journey is behind them and Canaan just
ahead. There is a difference because Canaan is right at hand.. If you
take the first of these as more or less detailed, and the last as quite a
bit more detailed, and then the middle one as extremely detailed, you
might show a progress from the simple to the complex.. Then, if you

40 compare them, you find that the progress from the simple to the complex
applies to a great many details of the laws and to a great many aspect
that were only touched on in the Book of the Covenant. Here they are
elaborated upon and stressed and driven home with fuller details given in
Leviticus or in certain sections of the Covenant. So there can be said

45 to be a progression, but it is not a progression which is the least bit
inconsistent with the arrangement of the book as it stands and does not
in any way require that the book originated in a different way. The
critics assume that the 3 and E documents were written at the time of
Jehoshaphat or a little later, and then combined, and then the D document

50 was composed at the time of Josiah, and the P document at the time of
the return from exile. If you assume a development like that, you can
use it to try to show a development in the religious attitude of the
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people. As far as religious ideas are concerned the difference relates
principally to the narrative because in the law you do not have much
opportunity to find anthropomorphism anyway. It is in the narrative
which is given to 3 that anthropomorphism naturally occurs so alleged

5 development of ideas of God is almost entirely due t the fact that
narrative will naturally contain more such details o i I
exhortations naturally have more than the detailed presentation of
ordinances and regulations.

It is claimed that the religious institutions developed with these
10 three laws that there are striking changes and contradictions among

them, and that these changes and contradictions correspond to the
actual historical development as it occurred, as knowledge of it can be
gleaned from statements in the historical books.

The claim is made that pre-Mosaic sacrifice was observed by 3 and E
15 and that there is no sacrifice in P, but we notice that this argument is

based entirely on the fact that practically all of the narrative material
is in 3 and E. As to the place of sacrifice! the claim is made that in 3
and E sacrifice was permitted wherever God appeared, but we look at the
verse in the Bible and we do not find any such s tement. The verse is

20 dealing with the question--what kind of altar t is permissible to mak
rather than with the place where it will be. Here God is not describing
the specific arrangement of the tabernacle service, but giving general
regulations at the beginning of Israelite hist r . He stresses that it is
all right to make an altar of earth, but if o ma:: an altar of stone it

:25 must be of unused stone. There must not b ewn stone in the altar that
y make. To what does this law apply? It would seem to be given at the
beginning of their religious history to meet a certain situation in
opposition to the type of tho tars which the Canaanites and
Egyptians had. There was to e difference.

30 We do not fully know what made it so vital for them to have these
regulations about the type of altar they were to make, whenever they
were to make altars. When were they to do it? Well, there was a period
of a few months before the tabernacle was built. When the tabernacle
was finished, were all the sacrifices on the brazen altar? Or were there

35 other altars on which the sacrifices for this great number of people
were to be performed? With the people wandering through the wilderness,
they would naturally be at the central headquarters where Moses and
Aaron were supervising. The question of where you are to build altars is
not something that the people needed to worry about at the time. It

40 could have been conceivable that God Id tell the people that every
head of a family was to build an altaor his family and to sacr.ifice on
it. In such a case you would expect a certain regulation of the type of
sacrifice they were to give. We find nothing of the kind in 3 at all! In
the law here in JE an altar of stone was to be built" and i-f yo make an

45 altar of stone it is to be of undressed stone, not of stone that is chis
eled down. The way the regulation was given it seems to be given not for
each individual, but what is to be expected of the nation as a whole.
Now, of course, even in later times the nation would be torn with wars,
the people would be scattered, so there were particular reasons why it

50 was necessary to guard the building of altars in particular places. It
might then be a matter of providing that people in such circumstances
would recall what kind of an altar was described. So it might be valuable
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for them or not, we cannot say, but we cars guess as to what purpose
might be involved. But you notice it does not say that all the different
tribes are to go out in the wilderness a slight distance from the main
encampment and build their own altars. There is no suggestion of any

5 such thing. It is establishingh type of ar which may be built. In
the midst of this statement as to the type of altar which was to be
built, it says "in every place where I record my name I will bless thee."
To say that this statement proves that it was the meaning of this law
that people could build an altar anywhere they wanted we are certainly

10 reading something into it that is not in the command in Exodus 22 or in
Exodus 2024. Yet notice what Carpenter says of Deuteronomy i25 which
says, "in the place which the LORD your God shall choose out of all your
tribes to put His name there. There you will burn your burnt offerings
and sacrifices." He says, "The permission which is expressly granted in

15 Exodus 2024 is here taken away." Exrly grntRd! Is God specially
granting, when He says, "An altar of earth thou shalt make unto me and
shalt sacrifice th on thy burnt offering and thy peace offering and thy
sheep and thine o; every place where I have caused my name to be
remembered I will c me unto thee and I will bless thee"? Does that

20 express to them a permission to make altars wherever He appears?
Certainly that is reading a great deal into the statement! He interprets
it utterly differently from what the statement actually says! That is a
very important point in this whole matter. In the parallel passages, you
will find two or three cases where you have forms which seem very

25 similar and which look like parallel passages, yet coincidences happen in
life. When people have certain characteristics these characteristics are
apt to work themselves out in much the same way in different Csw
circumstances. But then you have a good many other cases, where there
is an alleged parallel, where you find on close examination that it is no

30 parallel at all, but something that is not there is read into it. Here in
the case of the law-let us watch closely whether the alleged
contradiction is actually there. Actually, it sounds altogether different
from the impression you get from what he says. There is not law given,
and there is not permission expressly granted here. Only by a certain

35 twisting of ideas might what he says be derived from this verse. Now,
how about F'? They say that F' assumes sacrifice in only one place.
Really, F' does not say you can sacrifice anywhere you want, and neither
does 3 or E. Here are three laws of which one says, as. they are about
to go into Canaan do not sacrifice here and here and all over the land;

40 bring your sacrifices to the place which God designates--which He sets
forth as the place where you are to sacrifice. You have that in one and
not in the other two, so you say you see a progress. say that the
first one permits it everywhere, when it does not at 1; hat the second
restricts it, and that the third one takes this restric n for granted.

45 IVou see how the alleged progress of three reduces i 'elf entirely to a
/atter of of an altar in one law and the fact that
there is a statement which can he twisted in such a way as to give an

-.impression which might be thought to be different.
AAM: "Yes, Deuteronomy 125. It is very important to remember that

50 J chapter---Deuteronomy 12. I am not so particular that you remember that
f it is verse 5, but you certainly should remember Exodus 2024.

/_Deuteronomy
12 is the chapter which stresses in more than one verse the
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order that there is to be one center of worship in the land to which they
are coming. That is expressed in this chapter."

Many of the critical hooks on Deuteronomy make you think that the
stipulation that they sacrifice at one place is the whale purpose of the

5 book of Deuteronomy. Ac tally you find little if any reference to it
outside of this chapte . B kt you do find in this chapter several
exhortations from Moses to the people that after they come into the land
of Canaan, they are not to establish tribal altars. The strongest
argument of the critics is the rgument from hisa . here were

10 sacrifices at different plac s; ut as Mr. Mazure5 a td a we do
have, on the hand, ver:rong evidence - - hat h e was a
rat-iy Jerusalem is the place to worship. Jeroboam wanted
to stop this and he was long before the time of Josiah!

The argument from history is a very involved one. We will have to go
15 over it a bit hurriedly, though it is very important. Right now I want to

look further on this question of alleged development within the document.
You notice there that as far as the place of sacrifice is concerned, the
evidence of the alleged one, two, three, and four developments from
simple to complex is really non-existent. As far as such a development

20 is concerned, you only have one of them stressing something that the
others did not stress. It is quite natural that Moses would stress
something when they went into Canaan which there would have been no
point in stressing forty years earlier, before they went into Canaan.
There are a number of matters which related to the claim that the

25 worship was not centralized before the time of Josiah. One of them is
the claim that. before that time a fugitive could run to one of the altars
and be safe, but that since Deuteronomy took it away this possibility
was necessary to provide something else, and that consequently!
Deuteronomy provided Cities of Refuge, scattered through the land. It

30 was impossible that every man who might be in great danger of his life,
to run all the way to Jerusalem, unless he happened to be in that
neighborhood. The critics say that cities of refuge were established to
take the place of the asylum which had been provided by the various al
tars.

Another argument is based on the regulations allowing the Levites to
come to Jerusalem, and saying how they are to be treated. Some critics
say that the Levites had been conducting these altars all through the
land and now they are being deprived of their livelihood and so they are
being given a chance to go to Jerusalem to serve there. As the teaching

40 of the Scripture stands, the service of the main sanctuary is in the
hands of the Levites, but there are other Levites who live in cities
which are set apart for them throughout the land. It would seem quite
reasonable, as they approached Canaan, that Moses might say what would
happen if some of the L.evites would like to come to the main

45 headquarters, and enter into the service of the sanctuary there as all
of them had been doing to some extent during the wilderness journey.

The cities of refuge are mentioned in a number of places, in the book
of Deuteronomy and also in Numbers. Of course, the critics assume that
the statements in Numbers belong to the P document. The cities of

50 refuge are already in E and are simply continued in P. One wonders why
they would continue in P if they were already established, though of
course, that might suggest the need. In the Book of the Covenant there

and P have them? Does this prove then that there must be a
development?

5 There are cities of refuge in B and F' and none in JE. How does that
prove that the cities of refuge are introduced because the altars are
taken away? Is there some other reason why the cities of refuge are
introduced? Is it strange when God made an original covenant with the
peppJe, jni He did not specify in that law that they were tn h;we
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There are cities of refuge in D and P and none in JE. How does that
prove that the cities of refuge are introduced because the altars are
taken away? Is there some other reason why the cities of refuge are
introduced? Is it strange when God made an original covenant with the

5 people at Sinai He did not specify in that law that they were to have
cities of refuge in Canaan? Why do they need them? They were camped in
the wilderness, all in one central place. If difficulties came up it was
easy to appeal to Moses. It was easy to run to the central sanctuary if
necessary, to the headquarters where Moses and the leaders were. We

10 can be sure that if a man came running there in fear of his life, the
leaders of the people would protect him until they had investigated the
case. There was no need of cities of refuge.. There would have been no
point in telling people, forty years before they would go into Canaan
that they were going to have cities of refuge there.. When they were

15 going through the wilderness, there was no need to mention it.. The first
mention of the cities of refuge comes at the very end of the book of
Numbers, when the people had finished the wilderness journey and were
encamped in the plains of Moab across the Jordan -from Jericho. There
God gave Moses commands telling how the land was to be divided after it

20 was conquered, and in connection with this division, He said that in this
land they should set aside six cities of refuge. It is a part of the
general direction for the arrangement of the land, given just the year
before the conquest begins. In Deuteronomy, when Moses exhorts the
people to obey the law, it is then very reasonable for him to explain to

25 them the meaning of the cities of refuge.. Their position in the
P ateuch is perfectly reasonable as it stands. There is no such thing
ther as progress from simple to complex to more complex and to still
more complex. There are cities of refuge in D and P and none in JE. Why
should there be any in JE?

30 Student Why is there one place where it says there are to be three
cities of refuge and another place where it says there are to be six?
AAM: The original command in Numbers 35 says, "When you pass over
Jordan into the land of Canaan, then shall ye build six cities of refuge.."
Then in Deuteronomy, Moses says, "When the LORD your God shall cut off

35 the nations whose lands the LORD gives you, you shall separate three
cities for you in the midst of the land.. Divide your land into three
parts. The manslayer may flee hither," How does the come iree
here when previously it said there were to be six? W , in Numbers 35 it
says they are to be six cities of refuge and just before that in Numbers

40 32 it told how the two and a half tribes asked for the land on that side
of the Jordan River. At the end of Numbers you read how Moses set
apart three cities on the east of Jordan for cities of refuge, and then
he said when they conquered the rest of Canaan, west of the Jordan, they
should set apart three cities there. So you have your number six all

45 along, but you have three of them designated immediately and then the
further command needs only to have regard to the new three. A perfectly
reasonable arrangement.. But the critics say, "One account has th and
one has six, so there is a development! Actually, it is six all alorg;
three of them assigned in land already conquered, and the other th e to

SC) be set apart in the land that was not yet conquered.
Do the cities of refu"la altars? The only statement JE

has cr it ist3tcmt a man who has murdered someone
ft
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three of assigned in land a. -ady con L and the -- er three to
be apart in the land th as riot conquered

s on it is a st ment that says that a man who has murdered
else may be ta ::en ev rom the altar of God, you shall not shew mercy
upon him! Carpenter says on page twenty siz that the law in Exodus 21:14
recognizes such a protection in the altar, although the conditions under
which it may be claimed are carefully guarded, that the existence of local
sanctuaries gave ample possibilities through the land, but that when they
were declared illegal, it was necessary to provide some substitute. The
old law is dropped without reserve, but a new law takes its place. WtT

what is the old law that is dropped w out reserve? It is Exodus
( 21:14, right in the Book of the Covenant. No what does He say in Exodus

21:14? He says, "He that smites a man so that he dies, shall be put to
death and if a man lie not in wait but God delivered him into his hand,
then I will appoint thee a place whether he shall flee." It does not say,
flee to the altar. He says, "I will appoint thee a place, whither he shall
flee. But if a man comes presumptuously upon his neighbor to slay him
with guile, thou shalt take him from thine altars, that he may die."
Carpenter says that the first law recognizes such a perfection in the
altar, but this is not what the Bible says. If a man kills a man
accidentally, "then I will appoint thee a place whither he shall flee." I
will appoint thee a place. Why does He say, "I will appoint thee a place"
if what He means is, "wherever there is an altar, he can flee to it?" Why
does He say, "I will appoint thee a place?" That fits better with the idea
that God is already intending to provide cities of refuge. He does not
explain it fully forty years ahead of time, but simple makes reference to
the principle. Does it fit with the idea that it means that wherever you
bL.tilci an altar, that is the place I am going to appoint?

"But if a man comes presumptuously upon his neighbor to slay him
with guile, thou shalt take him from mine altar, that he may die." Does
that necessarily mean that God's altar is the place that He will appoint
or does it mean that no matter what a man tries to do to protect himself,
even if he goes up and puts his arms around Gods altar and clings to it,
you are to tear him away from that without hesitation, because he is a
murderer who deserves to die? It does not say that God has made a rule,
but wherever there is an altar, that is the place of refuge or trial.
The law is given for the cities of refuge. A person comes in to this city
and may stay there for a number of years and be safe. It is a
reasonable arrangement, given when they enter the land, according to the
Bible as it stands. A person kills somebody accidentally, and provision
is made for his safety from the avenger of blood.

In this country in the early days, if a person killed someone
accidentally, that person's brother would kill him, and then his cousin
would kill the person that killed him, and we have had blood feuds in which
hundreds of people have been killed in this country. They have them
among the Arabs today. God wanted to prevent that sort of thing in
Israel. He says if a man commits a murder, the law is to deal with him,
but if a man kills someone accidentally, he is to he protected so that no
relative can kill him, and so that no one will start a blood feud.
According to the critics, the regular rule during all the centuries before
Josiahs time was: if a man killed someone accidentally, he could run to
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the altar and hang on to it for ten or fifteen years, until the relatives
of the man who was killed, forgot their enmity against him arid it became
safe to leave. This would not really provide much of an asylum The
Bible tells about two or three cases where an endangered man fled to the

5 altar in Jerusalem but we do not find any case where it protected such a
refugee, and there is not even one case in the Scripture where there is
an account of anyone running -for- safety to any other altar except the
one in Jerusalem. In one of these few cases we read that Solomon said,
"Tear him down from the altar and kill

10 Thus this important part of the critical theory does not have any
real foundation. The scripture nowhere says that the altars at the high
places throughout the land provided asylum. There is no such statement
anywhere. But the critics assume that it was a national law. Notice how
Carpenter ['?] says it, "The old law is dropped without a word, but a new

15 law takes its place." He does not say the old law is changed, just
"dropped." This would be very easy to do since there was not any such
law to drop.

We are now discussing the argument about people who will perform the
sacrifice and about the place where the sacrifice will be performed.

20 There are a great many other cases where the critics claim that there is
development within the documents and that there is a progressive
development through a series of them. (We noticed that in these it is
not said that there is progress through a series.) We shall now look at
several of the many alleged examples. To begin, take the case of slaves,

:25 which is mentioned by Carpenter on page fifty, where he says, " parallel
phenomenon may be observed in the laws affecting the slavery of
Israelites. The first code, Exodus 21:1-6, permits a Hebrew after six
years of service to contract for life-long service and places the
ceremony of formal enslavement under religious sanction. Before Israel

30 has left Sinai however," (here he is speaking ironically), "in the next
year this arrangement is passively abrogated. In Leviticus 25::39--42 it
is laid down that no Israelite shall sell himself to another. Temporary
slavery may indeed last to the Jubilee. But the poor brother is entitled
then to liberty for himself and his family. For instance, in Exodus 21:4

35 the wife and children remain in possession of the land on the express
ground that their freedom was a divine gift and could not be alienated by
slavery for life. That is the exalted view of the second year after the
Exodus. But in the end of the wandering, thirty-eig ears later, Moses
returned to his earlier scheme and in Deuteronom 15: the period of

40 bondage of every Israelite is quietly abandoned, an the process of
voluntary enslavement in the seventh year is again instituted. It cannot
be said that the intervening law h een tried without success, for it
is expressly designed, Leviticus 5:2 seems to be the wrong reference].
Yet it is wholly ignored when Mos Ibi1 acioress and an

45 arrangement entirely inconsistent with it is reinforced.
YOU notice how he is here taking the idea of the Bible as it stands.

And on the basis of that he is trying to show that it is absurd. Actually
his idea would be that you have the first one in Exodus 21:1-6 and the
second stage in Deuteronomy 15:12 and then the third stage in Leviticus

50 25:39-42, with development between the three. Now let us look at them
beginning with the first one, Exodus 21:1-6. Notice what it says, "Now
these are the judgments which thou shalt set before them. If thou buy

9
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an Hebrew servant six years he shall serve and in the seventh he shall
go out free for nothing. If he came in by himself, he shall go out by
himself. If he were married, then his wife shall go out with him. If his
master has given him a wife, and she has horn him sons or daughters, the

5 wife and her children shall be her masters and he shall go out by himself.
And if the servant shall plainly say, I love my master, my wife, arid my
children, I will not go out fr t en his master shall bring him unto the
judges" [It says "the Judges" he Authorized Version, but the Hebrew
word is Eloh.im, Simply Go "then his master shall bring him unto the door

10 post and his master shall bore his ear through with an awl and he shall
serve him forever." that is the commandment given in Exodus 21. But
Carpenter says of it, "The first commandment permits a Hebrew after six
years of service to contract for life-long servitude and places the
ceremony of formal enslavement under religious sanction. Before Israel

15 has left Sinai, however, in the next year, this arrangement is abrogated.
In Leviticus 25:39-42, it is laid down that no Isrlite shall sell himself
to another. Temporary slavery may inde dlaste Jubilee. But the
poor brother is entitled then to liberty himself and his family on the
express ground that their freedom will be a not be

20 alienated b sl v for life. A s imfressedthere nl r], but
Exodus 21, the wife and children re in in e masters

f7
Next let us read this third account according to his arrangement, which
as the Bible stands was given in the next year as the law book for the
priests. In Leviticus 25:39-42 we read, "And if brother who dwelleth

25 by thee hath become poc and be sold unto th. e; t ou shalt not compel
him to serve as a slav t as an hired serva and as a sojourner, he
shall be with thee, and all serve thee unto the year of jubilee. And
then shall he depart from thee, both he and his children with him, and
shall return unto his own family, and unto the possession of his fathers

30 shall he return, For they are my servants, whom I brought forth out of
the land of Egypt. They shall not be sold as slaves." This is Leviticus
from the priestly law. Do we find a direct contradiction between this and
the law given a year before in Exodus 21:1-6? Are the two dealing with
exactly the same thing, and do the statements contradict each other?

35 You notice that Carpenter says the first one permits the Hebrew after
six years service to contract -for life-long services, and he says that
the second one says that no Israelite shall sell himself to another.
Temporary slavery may indeed last to the Jubilee. You notice the
difference. The first is on slavery. The second one says he may not

40 sell himself to another. In the second one temporary slavery may last o
the Jubilee. So you notice how much more advanced1 progressive,
cih moderate the conditions are in this law than the other, S.
ecause1 after all, this is the P document, the last one according to the

critics, and the others are first. But do you notice the first one says
45 that if a Hebrew slave is sold unto you, it does not say where he comes

from, does it? "But if you buy a Hebrew servant, six years shall he
serve." It does not say where he comes from. The other one says, "If
your brother by you be waxen poor and be sold unto him." Is a Hebrew
identical with an Israelite? You see, one says, "if your brother that

50 dwells by you is waxen poor a d is sold to you," while the other one says,
"if you buy a Hebrew servan Is a Hebrew the same as an Israelite?
Was anyone ever called a Heb ew who was not a descendent of Israel?
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Student I thought I heard that there was a race who were known as
Hebrews before Abraham and his descendants settled in Canaan.

AAM: There is Babylonian evidence in cuneiform tablets of people
called Rabiru, which may perhaps be the same as Hebrew. They are found

5 in a number of different areas and it probably is the same thing as
Hebrew. We find in the Bible a reference to Abraham the Hebrew., showing
that Hebrew was a term which c:ould be used to describe Abraham. Abraham
was not a descendant of Israel. If Hebrew means a descendant of Israel
it c:ould hardly be applied to Israel's grandfather. Many descendants of

10 Abraham were not Israelites. There were all the descendants of Ishmael
and also the descendants of Esau. Why would you call Abraham "the
Hebrew if Hebrew meant anybody descended from Abraham? Hebrew seems
to designate Abraham as one of a group of people. We do not kj w a
great deal about it. But this use in the Bible suggests ver c early

15 that the words Hebrew" and "Israelite" are not originally identical, An
Isrti r1rr,r1nt r Jacob rr Jr1 and Hebrew is a term which
uidbe applied to Jac:ob's Then we have this

archaeological evidence of the discovery of this reference to these
Habiru, who are very likely the same people as the Hebrews. We cannot
prove it but there is much to suggest it. The term is clearly much wider

ne say . "if you buy
"if YOUr'broth lwa-a,- Opo-or and is :Hebrew::1
him to serve as ondservant.'

One concerns eisthe whole group of Israelites or, more likely, a
25 larger group, who serve o r people. The one is dealing with people who

are very definitely called "yo brethren." They are people who live
near you, in the same area. To sa that the second one is an
amelioration of the first takes a qrea eal for granted. The second one
is dealing with people right in your neighb ood while the first is

30 dealing with a much larger group.
More important than that, the first says that an after s.U< years

of service can contract for life-long servitude, while second says
that no Israelite shall sell himself to another. Does this s no
Israelite shall sell himself to another? If your brother that lls by

:35 you wxs poor and is sold to you, you shall not compel him to serve as a
bondservant, but as a hired servant that sojourns with you, shall he be
with you and serve you till the years of jubilee. It certainly does not
say that he cannot sell himself as a servant nor that he is not obligated
to remain as a servant. So Carpenter's statement here is a flat

40 contradiction to the statements in Leviticus. Then he claims to show
progress from the earlier more primitive situation in which he can put
himself into life-long enslavement, but if he does not do that, when he
comes out after six years his wife and children stay with the master in
contrast with the more advanced mode in which he only has temporary

45 service till the year of jubilee,. In one case, after six years he can sell
himself into life-long enslavement, while in the other case he is enslaved
only to the year of jubilee. The factual statement is true, but
supposing I were to say, "Here is a primitive law. Under this law a man
can only be a slave -for- six years unless he voluntarily contin4tes it.

50 Under this other law, so much more advanced, so much kinder infact, a
person is released after half a century. After all, what is the year of
Jubilee? It is the fiftieth year."
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There is no progress in this law om the simple to the complex.
There is no progress in these law from the brutal and sever¬ to the
more kindly and the more advanced. There is a law given in the covenant
code, given to all the people whereby they know what would happen after

5 six years: that a Hebrew who is sold into slavery is not their property
permanently, but that after six years he goes out free. But if during
that time he has married a woman who belongs to his master he cannot
take her out with him. He may prefer to stay with her and in that case
he would enter into permanent relationship and serve the mastpr forever.

10 That word forever" is not an exact translation. It means "indefinitely."
It does not say anything about eternity. It is not a proof that he
serves for eternity. There is nothing of the kind stated here The law
is given to tell these people what is to happen every six year, so that
the people will know and understand the situation. In Leviticus, the

15 priests are given the laws that are detailed and complex and need to be
applied by the experts and do not need to be known by all the people. It
is very important that the experts know what happens once in every fifty
years. Then shortly before that time, maybe ten years before, maybe
five years before certainly at least one or two before, they would

20 issue a proclamation, and remind the people of what is to happen once in
fifty years, so that when the Jubilee years comes, they act upon it. It
would not even occur when they were in the wilderness. The la for the
Jubilee is important for the priests to know, but there is no special
point in the people knowing it. For me to give you very full intructions

25 now as to the nature of the celebration which we would hold hre at
Faith Seminary on the fiftieth anniversary of when it was founded., would
be rather silly. But to tell you what to do on commencement day would be
quite different.

AAM [answers question on release of servants]- After the sixth year
30 a man who has entered into this enslavement or has been purchased by

somebody else, has married a woman who belongs to the master, and they
have children can at the end of six years have the right to go out but
not to take her and the children with him. If he says, "I wouldlike to
stay," then, he can stay, but at the end of the fiftieth year, they will

35 all go out. At the end of that time no permanent slavery is contemplated
at all. In the other countries at this time, people getting into debt
became slaves permanently and completely lost their identity. The law
here given to the Israelites makes permanent slavery for the Hebrews
impossible, and when they come into a situation where they have sold

40 themselves into slavery, it is limited, and after six years they can come
out, but if they find themselves in a situation where they would like to
stay longer, they may stay, but at the end of -fifty years there is a
completely new start.

They shall not be sold as bondmen. That would certainly mean that
45 they would not enter a permanent situation where they could be sold out

of the country as slaves. Notice what he says just before that. Just
before, he says that if he is sold to you, well then he has been sold as a
bondman, has he not? He might have said in verse 39, "if your brother
waxeth poor he shall not be sold unto you." But he does not say that.

50 He says, "If he waxeth poor and is sold to you" He does not say, "You
shall not receive him as a bondservant." He says, "you shall not compel
him to serve as a bondervant but as a hired servant and as
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sojourner, and he shall be with you and shall serve you until he year of
Jubilee." Evidently then, he was expected to stay there and
service, but he was to be treated as you would treat an employee rather
than as a slave ..-Inn Babylonia arid Egypt a man could kill his s ave if he

5 felt so incline ; h could sell him out of the country if he fel so
inclined. Ther as to be no such relationship as that in Israel. We
must interpret 42 in light of 39 and 40. (Unless, of course. they are
taken as belonging to separate documents which have been brought
together without realizing the alleged contradiction!) Carpenter claims

10 that here there is a progress from the simple to the complex, from
brutal, primitive treatment to a more advanced religious idea, but
actually there is nothing of the kind. First there is the law hat tells
the things that everyone should know because they apply cons antly and
then there is the law that tells what should occur once in every fifty

15 years. It is important that the officials have this second material, so
that they can read it in the book when the time comes and know exactly
what is required and carry it out. That is the difference between these
two.

What did Carpenter say about the command in Deuteronomy, the one
20 that is supposed to belong to a stage between the other laws He says,

"In Deuteronomy 15:12 the theory that every Israelite is the Lord's
bondman is quietly abandoned and the process of religious ens avement in
the seventh year is again legitimized." Actually, Deuteronomy, 15:12
contains substantially the same law as was given in Exodus 21d-6.

25 Exodus 21 contains the law that was given to the people as thy. egan
their relation to God and it would be followed in the wilderne ; t en
when they were about to go into the land of Canaan, the Lord eated
it, in order that they would have it in mind and. stress it, as hey went
into the land. God has Moses repeat it in Deuteronomy between these two

:30 occasions, God gave the detailed law for the statute books o the
priests. In Deuteronomy 1512 He gave the order that, "If thy brother, a
Hebrew man or a Hebrew woman, be sold unto thee, and serve t cc six
years, then in the seventh year, thou shalt let him go free from thee and
when thou sendest him out free from thee, thou shalt not let im away
empty. Thou shalt furnish him liberally out of thy flock and out of the
floor and out of thine winepress, of that wherewith the LORD ath
blessed thee thou shalt give unto him and thou shalt remember- that thou
wast a bondman in the land of Egypt and the LORD thy God red emed thee,
therefore. I command thee this thing t . And it shall be, i he say

40 unto thee, I will not go away from the ; b cause he loveth th e and thine
house, because he is well with thee, then thou shalt take an awl, and
thrust it through his ear unto the door and he shall be thy s rvant
forever. And also unto thy maidservant thou shalt do likew::.
not seem hard unto thee, when thou sendest him away fr.

45 he hath been worth a double hired servar
ears and the LORD thy God sh:d
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LII this cas ,Crpenter claims that there is a sharp contrdictior I
ys that the 1. established at one time is thus completely brogate a

year later and then brought back again thirty years later. It is much
10 more reasonable and logical to think that he is quite wrong. T e

passages do not show any such progress as he claims. They are dealing
with two different things, related to each other, but certainly not
identical.

t the end of the last hour we were speaking of the matte of
15 asylum. In that case the critics say that before the Deuteron ornic law,

the LORD's altar was the place of asylum, and that when the D uteronomic
law was given six places were designated as cities of refuge -to which
they could flee, and this arrangement is continued in the P la You
notice that there are here two steps, not three. The say that the

2: steps correspond to the change of place the alt ; hat where there
were altars everywhere, there was no need of a place of asylum. This
claim that the altar was a place of asylum rests upon Exodus 1:13, 14.
back in the Book of the Covenant. He claims that in the original
situation there were altars scattered throughout the land, anI that they

25 were places where the people could go for protection. But see what the
law really says in Exodus 21:13,14, starting with verse 12, "lie that
smiteth a man, so that he die, shall be surely pL4o death. d if a man
lie not in wait, but God deliver him into his han&hen I will appoint thee
a place to which he shall flee. But if a man come presumptuously upon his

30 neighbor, to slay him with guile, thou shalt take him from mine altar, that
he may die."

Does this law say that in the first code the altars of God scattered
up and down through the land are the places of asylum, so thelte is no
need of any other? It does not say anything of the kind! God says, "I

35 will appoint thee a place whither he shall flee." This was at l4?ast
thirty-eight years before they would enter the land. There wuld have
been no point in giving details about the cities of refuge at least
thirty-eight years ahead of time. God says, "I will appoint the a place."
If He meant the altar, why did He not say so? Does it say a man should

40 wait for God to lower him into his hands, then he shall fl tothe altar
and there be safe? It does not say anything of the kin nywy, that
would be rather ridiculous! How can a man hang on that a tar or the
next ten years? How will he live there, hanging onto that altar? There
would be no point in it at all unless an arrangement was made - that

45 there would be a place around the altar where one could liv is would
not fill the need of asylum at all. God said, "I am going to appoint a
place." It stan - reason that it will be a place that fills he need,
and, of course ha was done by providing cities of refuge. ' ou notice
that He said, " u if a man comes presumptuously upon his net hbor to

50 slay him with guile, thou shalt take him away from mine altar, hat he may
die." How does this mean that the place God is going to appo t is the
altar? All it means is that if a person is in this situation, even if he
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should be hanging on to the altar--that sacred place where you would
think it would be utterly wicked to injure anybody--why you can just grab
them away from the altar without hesitation. The altar of God is not
going to protect a murderer.

5 Ordinarily somebody would say, "Oh, my! what can we do? Here is this
murderer. He has his arms around the altar of God. We cannot hurt him
when he is there!" Then his friend should say, "That is true, e certainly
cannot touch him when he is there. Let us go back fifty yard and wait.
You can be sure that inside of three days he wilay from there!"

10 Suppose that two persons became very angry at each other, and one
killed the other. He would naturally look for the nearest protection he
could find. If he happened to be near the altar, that would be a natural
thing to think of. But Scripture nowhere says that God ever appointed
an altar as a place of refuge. It only said that God would appoint a

15 place. It does not say anything about altars scattered through the land.
The idea that the statement, "Thou shalt take him away from m' altar"
shows development had occurred is entirely fictitious! It is rjead into
the statement, and that is the case with most of the alleged 44'r
developments within the documents. In most cases the differences among

20 them are easily explained wwe think of the situation under which they
were given. Thus,h simple brief prpsentation is natural at he time of
the first presentation of God's law1the very beginning of te
covenant, it is simply necessary to drive home to their minds a few
commands that they need to observe then, and a few important principles
to follow permanently, without it being necessary to go into dtail so
far ahead of entering Canaan. Then1in Deuteronom as they neared the
promised land, it was reasonable to go more into detail. Soon they will
not all be together as they have been in the past, where they could
immediately be reached. They will be scattered through the land, so it is

30 good to go into more detail and drive the commands into their minds.
What the critics call the P document, is really the law for the

priests. This detailed law is written in a book. People do not have to
remember it; they can refer to it when it is necessary. Therefore it is
naturally more detailed.

35 Actually you find little differences among the laws, and these little
differences are often simply a matter of terminology.

There is naturally a difference between the brief presenations in
Moses' addresses in Deuteronomy and the more legislative sty e of the
Law book of the Priests. There are also some cases where a 4aw was

40 given in a form which was very appropriate for the people livi4ig in the
wilderness, but where a change is needed to fit the condition of Canaan,
which they are so soon to enter.

Most of the Israelites had disobeyed God and had died in the
wilderness. A new generation was about to eter Canaan. This new

45 generation had not heard the law given. Nowey are going into Canaan,
it is important to have more detail.

This law in Exodus is that God will appoint a place where man may
flee who has killed a man accidently. He is going to appoint a place for
him. We find in Numbers and in Deuteronomy that the cities of refuge are

50 appointed for that purpose. Then it continues, "But if a man comes
presumptuously upon his neighbor to slay him with guile, thou 1--halt take
him from mine altar that he may die." The critics claim that the matter
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of asylum for people who have killed someone else accidentally was
previously taken care of by the altars scattered throughout he land.
Later on in the history, as Mr. Aufforth [student] has pointed out, there
are some incidents where people fled and took hold of the horns of the

5 altar, but not one of those is a case Qf pt man who had killed someone
else accidentally, and to go to the city of
refuge. Consequently, they give no evidence that the matter of asylum
for someone who kills accidentally was supposed to be taken care of by
the altar. But a man who was in danger of his life and was loo ::ng for a

10 place to hide, where he could be safe, might naturally think, H I go and
take hold of God's altar, nobody would do such a wicked, impious thing as
to injure me when I am there," so he runs and grabs hold of the altar.
Here God says that even if a person is hanging onto His altar, if he is a
murderer, you can take him away from there and kil]. him. In the few

15 incidents where similar events are mentioned, they do not involve
someone who has killed someone accidentally. And the people who fled to
it for safety and are dragged from it were not considered safe there.
So it was not felt that it was a place to which had a right to ome and be
saved. It would not fill that need anyway. f you are going t stay ten

20 years to be safe, you cannot hang onto an altar for ten year You need
a city where you can move about, to get some exercise and to have some
way of earning your living. So the altar was not a satisfacto y place of
asylum! And it does not say anywhere that Gq id that a pe son who
had killed someone accidentally may flee to .fr and cling to it. And

25 it does not say in those two instances that those people knew of any law
that the altar was a place of protection. These people who w re in
danger simply grabbed the first device they could think of and ran to the
altar.

We read in I Kings 1:50 that Adoniiah feared Solomon because they had
30 been going to make Adonijah king and David had made Solomon kihg, So

Adonijah feared because of Solomon and went and caught hold on the
horns of the altar. He was not a man who had killed someone
accidentally, and needed to go to the city of refuge. It was a entirely

'7 different situation. He caught hold of the horns of the altar and it was
aid Solomon, "Behold Adohijah feared King Solomon. He has caught hold

or. tt_ ar, s,n the horns. of the alt~ -iying, Let Solomon swear to me today he will
not slay his servant with the sword." And Solomon said, "I will not swear
this way at all. If he shows himself a worthy man, there shall not a hair
of his head fall to the ground, but if wickedness shall be found in him, he

40 shall die." So Solomon would not swear not to hurt him and had him
brought down from the altar, and he came and bowed to King So.ornon, and
Solomon said, "Go to your house," and he did. Solomon refused to make
him any promise. The man was simply in a panicky position and said, "I will
not leave here until Solomon swears not to hurt me." Well, he could not

45 hang onto the alter indefinitely.
I think it is a natural idea which would occur to anybody. We find in

the next chapter (1 Kings 22B), that tidings came to Joab "and Joab fled
to the tabernacle of the LORD, and caught hold of the horns o the altar.
And it was told King Solomon that Joab was fled to the altar." He was in

50 the tabernacle of the LORD, hanging to the altar. Then Solomon said, "Go,
fall upon him." So he was killed, hanging to the altar.

These people simply got panicky and said, "I will go and grab this
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a- - - z - P -iot ttltar and hang on to it and I will be s - e. But Solomon did r so.
Solomon took one away from the altar-by force, let him go for while and
killed him later. The other one ft iad grabbed and killed right at the
altar. It would be geasy .i eiu to surthe that he might be

5 safe in that place, but there is no evidence of such an asylum here.
The idea that the asylum was established to be at the alt rs

scattered throughout the land is entirely without foundation. It is not
what the law says in Exodus 21 at all, and there is no evidence in the
historical account that anybody ever considered that one was safe and

10 could not be touched because he was hanging on the altar.
As they stand in the Bible, the assumed contradictions to a very

large extent consist of reading into the passage something th t is not
there, or of assuming something. The argument from silence enters into
it very strongly. Perhaps it would be good right here to look at the

15 matter of the argument from silence. In some cases it is one f the
strongest arguments against something to say that it rests only on an
argument from silence, but in other cases the argumenFm silence may

very strong. It all depends on what the situation is. Th question
~is not, are you building an argument on the fact that something is not

20 mentioned? The question , are you building an argument on he fact
that something is not mentioned which would not necessarily b mentioned,
or are you building an argument upon the non-mention of something of
which we can say that it would be very strange indeed for it not to be
mentioned? For instance, if you have an account of a young fellow going
to college some time in the middle forties of this

century_suppose that
two centuries from now you were to read three chapters telling of his
experiences in college at that time and in that account you -found no
reference whatever to the war or to the draft, then you Could probably
conclude that the account is not true. It would be extremely unlikely

30 that anyone would go through college between 1942 and 1949, ad have the
account not mention the war, the draft, and the coming back oi the 91's
into the college classes. The war would affect his life in so many iinpor-
tant ways that it would he strange indeed if the account of his
experiences made no mention of it. So you could easily say, "Either the

35 stories we read elsewhere that a great war occurred during the decade
are false, or else this account is it must be one or the other" On the
other hand, there are many things which might not be mentione at all. An
account of a fellow's experience in college might not mention he
Kefauver investigation or the steel strike. It might not make any

40 mention of a strike during that period. That would not prove here were
no strikes in America at that time. If you read the account o many a
young fellow in college, you would not know there was such a thing as a
church in the United States. Yet this would not prove that there were
not churches in the United States. You see, the question is, is it more
or less required by the situation that some reference be mad to it?
Was it so vital a part of the background that it could hardly be
overlooked? You might read Marco Polo's long Journal about h 4.s trip to
China and say that there was no printing in China at the time ecause he
did not refer to printing at all. Yet you do find him referrin to the use

50 of paper money. This excited him tremendously! But he did no. notice
that this money was printed! To us, printing is far more important than
paper money, but his interest was the other way. An argument from
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silence may be a tremendously important argument or it may he an
argument of no validity whatever. It depends on the situation., whether
mention of something in the situation is normally to be expected or even
almost certainly to be expected.

5 These claims of development within the documents rest to a very
large extent upon arguments from silence or upon inferences about things
which are not stated in the documents at all. As we looked at a number
of cases we saw how that is true.

There is one more subject that is extremely important, that we will
10 not take much time on now, which is the matter of the priestho d.

According to the critics, as you know, it began without any established
priesthood. They say that in the earliest documents any head of a family
could act as a priest. Of course, as the Bible stands, no one has any
objections to that. No one has any objections to saying that in the time

15 of Abraham, the head of a family could perform sacrifice and a t as a
priest. The Bible says nothing to the contrary anywhere. But the Bible
tells how at Sinai, in order to establish an orderly system in he
religion of Israel, God laid it down that the activities of the priesthood
should be confined to a particular family, and Aaron and his sons were to

20 be the priests, with one of them as the high priest and the rest
performing the service. That was the work of the priest. The rest of
the tribe of Levi had service in connection with the sanctUarY arid
various other types of religious service and were scattered throughout
the land of Israel as God's representatives for these different types of

25 religious service. The critics say that the early cument represents
the law about the time of Jehoshaphat, and that any head of a
family could offer sacrifice. They say there was h no restriction but
that at the time of Josiah the book af--Deuterononly restricted the
priesthood to one tribe and consequently at that time there re many

30 references to the-vitical priests (literally, "the priests-t e
Levites"---a very common term in the book of Deuteronomy). TI-en they
say that at this time the priesthood had become restricted t the tribe
of Levi., and that when you come to the P document you find a ew system
with the priesthood restricted still further to one family, the family of

35 Aaron. So, they say, you have a progress in the document fro
priesthood of anybody who was the head of a family to a priesthood
restricted to one tribe and then to priesthood restricted to one family.
But look at Deuteronomy 10:6,7. There you will find that the children of
Israel took their journey from Beeroth of the children of Jaa an to

40 Mosera and there Aaron died and was buried, and Eleazar his son
ministered in the priest's office- in his stead. Here in Deuter nomy there
is a recognition of the importance of Aaron and of Elea2ar his son, who
ministered in the priest's office in his stead. Of course, the critics
could say that this is an interpolation in the book of Deuter nomy of a

45 part of the actual P document and that its recognition of the priesthood
as connected with the family of Aaron really belongs to the F document
and was inserted into Deuteronomy later on so as to bring it into
harmony. As you see, this whole argument is entirely an argu ent from
silence.

50 In Exodus 2C)-24, where God tells the people what they are to do,
lays down certain general rules about sacrifice, and lays down certain
general rules about sacrifice, He gives the people, as His people, the
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general requirements, there was no need of stressing who woul1 do the
sacrificing. There would be no particular point in it. There crtainly is
no statement there that any head of a family can do it!

The so-called P document gives the laws for the priests, which God
5 gave Moses and had written down and tabulated. When these laws were

given, they included God's order that Moses should set his brother and
his brother's family apart for the priest's office. It was not necessary
to tell this to the people in advance, while they were under Moses'
direction. It was not necessary to say to them, "You will have to keep

10 the priesthood restricted to the ones God will designate when He is
making the covenant." It would stand to reason that He would esignate
how He wanted it. So He sets Aaron and his sans apart and lays it down
very strictly that the priesthood is restricted to them. When you come
to Deuteronomy and the people are ready to go into the land, he

15 priesthood is already definitely established in Aaron and his family, so
it is not important or necessary that Moses should urge the p ople in
his farewell address as to who is to be priest. There should hen be no
special paint in that. There is a point in his urging them about the place
of sacrifice and there is a point in stressing priests and the Levitical

20 tribe in general. This is very briefly done. There is no specific state
ment, "be sure you keep the priesthood restricted to the family of
Aaron." At this time the people are accustomed to having the priesthood
confined to the ones designated by God, and they all know aba t Korah's
rebellion in the wilderness when a large number of men insiste they

25 could be priests as well as Aaron, and came with censors to a fer
sacrifice and God destroyed the whole group. Everyone knew t at. It was
already driven home to their minds. There was no particular need of
stressing it again in his farewell address. When President Washington
gave his farewell address to the American nation, he warned against any

30 entangling alliance with Europe and he urged various things w ich he
thought important for the future welfare of the nation, but h did not
urge us to be sure always to have the election of the president on the
second Tuesday after the second Monday of November and to b sure that
only native-born citizens be elected to that position and to e sure that

35 he be over the particular age and so on. These things are lad down in
the Constitution. When there is an election it is important -to look them
up, find out what they are, and act upon them. But there was no special
point in urging the people as a whole to observe these things. That sort
of thing must be studied out by the officials of the election, and the

40 people as a whole can look them up any time they want to. So the
argument that there is a development in the document with regard to the
person who performs sacrifice is entirely an argument that rests upon
silence, and it is not the type of silence that makes a reliable argument,
so there was no necessity of mentioning it in any of these dc' uments.

45 If the people do their sacrifice in the one place as desig ated, it
would stand reason that they would come to the ones designated to
carry it a . the people were performing sacrifice all over the land
then it mig have been of more importance to stress to them who the
designated ones were.

50 Once you have one given, it is not a proof that the other did not
exist if it is not mentioned.

I hope that is sufficient discussion of the Evidence of Development
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within the Documents.
When it comes to details the critics have no hesitation in taking a

section and saying, "This fits the intermediate idea of D, so i belongs
to D. This fits the early ideas of 3, so it belongs to 3." Thus they

5 rearrange the material to a very large extent according to their idea of
development. Even so, you do not find such evidence of development in
the documents as the critics claim is there. The phenomena ar mostly
such as fit naturally into the idea of the Pentateuch as it --ftands. At
first the brief covenant is given to the people, establishing their

JO permanent relationship with God. Then they are given the detailed
regulations for the priestso keep study d c rryi
and for looking up details for particular needs. Then, forty years later,
a farewell address is given by Moses in which he stresses those things
he thought were necessary for the people as they would go into the land.

15 I do not mean to say that we can tell what Moses would necessarily
have to stress in them. I do not mean that by any means. It might very
well be that Moses would think something to be particularly important
that we would not consider very important, and therefore would stress it
greatly in his farewell address. What I am saying is that in a farewell

20 address Moses did not have to go over the whole law. He did n t have to
read the whole constitution all over again. That was not his urpose.
He told them when they went into the land to read certain law, and
commanded them to read these laws at frequent intervals. Moses gave an
exhortation just before his death in order to urge upon the people those

25 things which he thought were important to stress to them at that time.
Under those circumstances if he left something out it might on y prove
that he did not consider it particularly important at that time to stress
the point. We may think that if we were in that place we would have
stressed it. A difference of opinion as to what should be strc ssed

30 in a farewell address cott of alljhat was1 available in the law the
people cady had, is altogether different from saying, c.inles Moses did
this, they did not have it then so that law must have been qi en at a
later timeY Do you see the point? We have no right to say, " oses did
not mention this, therefore it did not exist," unless it is something which

35 under the circumstances he absolutely would have had to stress.
Otherwise, there is no reason why we can build such an argume t from si
lence.

Student question [unclear] "Was the Pentateuch...?" A.A. The law
of the covenant was given in Exodus 23 and the people accept The

40 covenant in chapter 24, and the worship begins. Moses takes he blood
and sprinkles it on the people (Ex.24:8). A sacrifice is made, hen you
notice verse 5. He sent young men of the children of Israel w o offered
burnt offerings and sacrificed for the people. No one had yet been
designated. Moses simply called on people to do this. Then in verse 9

45 Moses and Aaron and two of Aaron's sons and seventy elders o the
people go up to have the ceremony of the ratification of the Covenant.
That immediately puts Aaron and his sons in positions of great impor
tance. Then in chapter 25 in the mc:untain, God tells Moses to prepare
the tabernacle. After He gives the instructions about prepar g the

50 tabernacle, in chapters 25 to 27, God says to him, "Take unto hee Aaron
thy brother and his sons with him from among the children of Israel that
he may minister unto me in the priest's office" (Ex.2811). He t lls how

3
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Aaron is to be consecrated.
We are apt to overlook an important c:onsideration Many people think

that all of God's laws are equal. If you break one, you break.. t all.
There is an element of truth in this but yet there is also a. great

5 danger of misunderstanding. Not all of God's law is equally im ortarit. A
person may break some comparatively minor element of God's la but do it
in such a way and showing such a spirit th it marks that man out as far
more hostile to God than someone who in arce or, carelessness
breaks a very important part of God's l T e attitude is far more

10 important than a particular injunction. e are anxious to c rry out
the commandments, this is altogether different from being careless about
them and not bothering. The law of God is given with various purposes -in
mind. c mar-ids that a person is not to commit murder and a person
does, this is a entirely different, ordinarily speaking, than man who

15 cooks a kid goat in it's mother's milk.
A command is given in Exodus, Thou shalt not seethe a kid in its

mother's milk." Why was that given? It was because of certa. Canaanite
practices To seethe a kid in its mother's milk might mark tha rson s
following Canaanite religious practices and moving in the direction of

20 heathenism of the time, So it might be very vital! For one of us today
to seethe a kid in its mother's milk would certainly not involve any
connection on our part with Canaanite religious practice and t is
extremely unlikely that it would now represent any real departure from
the service of God on the part of an orthodox Jew. Yet that s one of

25 the most important laws in the view of orthodox Jews today. hey are
more interested in it than in most of the weighty matters of he laws and

never eat meat and milk at the same meal, since, for all
they know, the meat might he from one kid and the milk might b from it's
mother, and so they would break the law against seething a kind in its

30 mother's milk. If a Jewish family anywhere is at all orthodox, f they
have meat, they do not serve butter. They are very careful o keep them
apart. This is one of the outstanding features of orthodox J wish life
today. We do not see moral importance in it today, but it had great
moral importance then, because it represented a big step in the direction

35 of Canaanite religion. Thus the importance of laws and c.ircumtances
may vary. Some of the law is based upon the moral law, and is vital.
There are things that are always wrong no matter what the situation.
You should not do them. There are others which concern the organization
of God's people -for- efficie rocjress in His work, for the carrying on of

40 what He desires to be don t ese may be very important at o ie time and
may be very unimportant a nother time or under other circu tstances.

Student question [unclear] AAM Yes, there is moral law and there
is ceremonial law which has the purpose of driving home to pe plc's minds
and setting before them the id that God wants them to hay:'. There

45 are also certain regulations - o how to carry this out. Under certain
cir tmstances and in certain situations, you can not carry these things

f you are indifferent and pay no attention to His commandment, it is
an titude of defiance against God.

Thus when they put the ark on a cart instead of carrying it the way
50 God had Stipulated, it was a very serious matter. The ark was being

brought back to the people. It was a time of all times when they should
have put God's word in a primary position and say, "How are w to do
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this? What is God's regulation? Instead they just stuck it or a cart arid
started to carry it along a bumpy road and when the ark began to fall
over Uzzah put out his hand to hold it and the Lord struck Uzzh dead. It
does not mean that Uzzah was a worse sinner than the other Men around,

S but it does mean that God wanted to give them an object lesso about
carrying out His commands exactly as he had given them. The manner in
which they were to carry the ark was not a moral principle it was a
matter of their attitude toward His w for that time. Under
established situations it was vital t arry out the ceremonial lawYto

10 drive the thoughts home to the people's ds. It was far more important
to get the thought into their minds t1 was to c:arry them out in
exact ways. The exact way was vita w en it could be done reasonably.
When there were unusual situations there was no reason why there could
not be modifications to fit the circumstance. We have to think of the

15 purpose of it all. Some people have the idea that God is a terrible ogre
who wants to make everything just as difficult for us as is possible and
so he lays down a thousand regulations and we just have o Watch our
st If we accidentally step a little too far this way o tha: way we
reir j ourselves into terrible danger. This is quite wrong; i is not

20 God's purpose at all. God is osv father, who is anxious o help his
people and to lead them. So He lays down regulations -for the[- well
being regulations as to how they are to learn what he wants them to
know, and how it is to be driven home to their minds and heart .s. If a
person carelessly and defiantly casts this aside, he is in rebellion

25 against God. He deserves punishment. But if a man is trying o serve
the Lord and finds there are particular emergency situations which
require a different application, he is showing his love to God by trying
to work it out in a way that will fit the situation. This is very
important to remember. We are apt to make this error about the law, and

30 we are very apt to make it about doctrine too thinking that Ell doctrine
is equally important that if you are wrong about one part ic lar point it
means you are wrong about the whole system! There is no suc teaching
anywhere in God's word. God wants us to study very carefully those
doctrines in His word which are very important for our salvation and for

:35 our growth in grace. There are other doctrines which are very important
for our encouragement, help, and strengthening, and we miss a tremendous
blessing if we do-riot get..their correct understanding from God. There
are other matt r5 hich are solely a matter of ci.jty as far as our
practical life i. concerned. It is for us to emphasize what God says. To

40 say I am not interested is an act of wickedness to God. it C od does not
want us to get terribly concerned about matters whic t affect our
lives but are purely a matter of curiosity. Hjwant ti at which is
conducive to the advancement of His kingdom here. Dr. R'o ert Dick Wilson
used to say. "The Lord did not call YOU to explain all the mys cries of

45 the universe. He calls you to go out and preach the gospel." That is
what He has left us here to do; it is to preach the gospel that He has
given as His means of salvation, not to explain all the mysteries of the
universe. The more we can understand of the mysteries of the universe
from what He has given in His word, the more affectively we Can preach

50 the gospel, but there is a point at which it ceases to be practical and
becomes purely a matter of satisfying curiosity. When we reach that
point we become unprofitable servants." A correct understar ding of this
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is very vital!
The claim that there is such a progress in these document as the

critics say does not fit with the facts.
There is progress, yes. But it is a progress of taking things and

5 rearranging them in certain ways to get that progress. By taking the
Levitical law, which is given right after the first covenant., ar d putting
it at the end you get a progress to some extent from the simple to more
complex, but it is a progress that is natural under the circumstance and
does not show an evolution or ogression. And when you look at the

10 particular elements in it YOU fn that in most cases they are quite
obvious, and it is easy to see why it should be more fully given in one
place than in another. When they say that a provision made here was
abrogated the1reyou usually find there really was not a provision made
at all. They%'tbat person can sacrifice anywhere he wants

15 to, or anywhere God appeared, but it says nothin kind nywhere.
It tells what kind of an alter to make a hat h r God records

,




MITI come and bless t e Incident.1 , i. does no: say
anywhere in the scripture t a or all time there is one place where
sacrifice may be done. Jerusalem is not mentioned in Deuteroi omy as the

20 place where sacrifice was to be made. Not all all. It says th t God will
designate a place out of their tribes which will be the place t D which
they are to come from all over to perform sacrifice. There is nothing in
that contradictory to the idea that He might have it in one p1 ce and
then later change it to another place, which is of course the ay

25 scr ure represents it as having been done. I
The Evidence From History

We are still dealing with this matter of development. For the
argument from history, I gave you two references in which it very
clearly stated, one in Gray and one in Carpenter.

30 The argument from history has no relationship to most of the aled
viden of development. s far as I know, there is no evide ce from

history a ere were cities of refuge prior to the time of Josiah.
Yet I do not think anyone advances that as proof they did not exist.
Actually, we do not have enough histo ical material to show wi ether they

35 existed or not before this time - ue Old Testament is ur only
source for the history of ancient Israel; so the claim that t e
hisal development corresponds to the progress of the do uments is
a sr ment which touch pn the idea of development at very few points,
ye on those few points tou rather sharply it is reall the

40 strongest argument of the critc. Yet it is an argument whict, even if
completely proven, would affect the matter at too few points o really
be a great evidence for the truth of the critical theory. ThLt is to say,
if the others are not proven it goes like this suppose that ;omebody
said, "All lawyers are honest," how could you prove it? Suppo e he says,

45 "Look here, I know a lawyer, and he is so honest that when he icked up a
purse on the streeet that had a hundred dollars in it, he did ot put it
in his pocket but he put an add in the paper for someone to c me and
prove that it belonged to them."

What have you proved? You have proved that one lawyer s honest,
50 but you have not proved anything about the rest of them. If You take all

these different points in the documents and claim that at two or three
particular points the history corresponds, then that could cast
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considerable doubt on the reliability of the scripture at those
particular points but there are not many of them and they are? points at
which we have seen that the development within the documents is not as
the critics claim it is. On many other points, where they claim that

5 there is development, there is absolutely no evidence from hi tory. It is
the strongest argument of the critics but it is one which touches very
few points. That is very vital to have in mind.

The argument from history cannot be applied to many points because
we do not have evidence. Somebody might say, "Since 1900 it has been

10 customary to have the President always come from the west, aid before
1900 he always came -from the east. If you made that statement it would
be quite easy to disprove it because we could just look it up and see
where were the presidents had come from. But if somebody wer e to say,
it used to be, prior to 1800, that the mayors of towns in America were

15 always men of independent means, I do not know if anybody her would be
able to say whether that was true or not. You would have to o and do
some searching, but you would probably find no statement. We have
thousands of documents dealing with the eighteenth century, we could
study through those documents and look for evidan this, a -id probably
we would find it. But on the Biblical history all the evidence e have is
what is in the Old Testament. There is nothing else. So, if somebody
wants to make a statement that the border between the tribe f Ephraim
and Manasseh would fluctuate, you can not prove it one way o the other.
WE Just do not have the evidence. We know what border was established

25 at the time of Joshua, but we do not know whether it occasion ly moved a
little this way or that. As to practically all these alleged developments
of documents, we just have no proof. There are two point at which there
is considerable evidence, but even if these two were proven i would not
he sufficient to prove the whole critical theory. Z

30 Here arc two points on which we have eviden ; their- arg tment rests
on the place of sacrifice and the person who sacri ices. The would say
that in the time of Solomon they ran to the alter for asylum. The
argument from history, as Gray and Carpenter would put it, is that you
you find the life of the people corresponded to the law of JE up to the
time of Josiah, and thereafter it corresponded to the laws of D, up to
the return from exile, and then it corresponded to the law of P. How are
you going to prove that? The only evidence is the evidence f om the
historical statements of the Old Testament. If you take any historical
statements that disagree with this theory and say they were written

40 later and are not genuine, then you have only a little left which seems
rather strongly to fit with it. It applies only to two-points.- It-"I the
stongest claim of the critics, but it only rests upon these two points:
the place of sacrifice and the person performing it. If this crc proven,
it might be an argument against Mosaic authorship, but it certainly would

45 not be sufficie prove the whole critical theory.theory.
As to the?the plca of sacrifice, it is very important to realize the

teaching of th. cument. They say that Exodus 20:24 means ou
sacrifice anywhere that God appears, but that is not what it says.
Deuteronomy 12 has a number of statements that you are to b .incj your

SC) sacrifice to the place God will designate out of all your tribes. It does
not say there will be one place designated permanently. It does suggest
that at least for long periods there will be one place. Yet m ny of the
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155 Deuteronomy, and in P there is no mention of it. Carpenter discusses
this (pp. 132-134) and gives instances to show that this Deuter nomic idea
was absolutely unknown before the time of Deuteronomy. It is rather
strong to say it was absolutely unknown. It is easy to prove that it was
not observed, but that does not prove that the law did not ex t.

160 We have been looking at the alleged dcv prnent within oc ments,
and have seen that there are many featur sa ut which claim is
m
~-d

th4~there is ..A development among the documents, but thzkt, in most
ccase (~Wh~ the documents are carefully examined, the alleged_se
development either disappears or it seems to be easily explainable by

165 the situation, if we take the Bible as it stands. The way the ritical
position is stated, they give you the impression that you find a
primitive situation in 3, one slightly more advanced in E, and then in D a
great step forward in sp uaiity and complexity, followed by nother

for rd in P. ActuZ)here are few tes, if any, in which they can
170 show o steps that are arranged this way in a logical progression. In

practically every case where there is any change of importanc, it is
only between two of the documents; it is not between four of them, or as
a rule, even in three. Very often the alleged changes prove t be the
result of a misunderstanding or misinterpretation of the text.

175 s the scripture stands the account claims to be first a
presentation of the brief covenant that God makes with the peple,
stressing important rules of permanent validity, for their livs, but
including among them certain particular points that would be vital in
their immediate life in the wilderness. This is followed by a pesentation

180 of a long set of laws, intended not for all the people to be faniliar with
in ever tail, but for the priests to have available for con ultation

t_11"JL wbe corn . It is natural that most of the details o the
'< system of worship are included in this set. Then there is thebook of

kW Deuteronomy, which is an exhortation to the people, at the en of the
185 wilderness journey, to obey the law, and a repetition of thos laws which

are vital -for- all the people to keep in mind. Certain changes re made in
view of the fact that they are about to enter Canaan This i the
system as it stands in the Bible. Naturally there are changes among
these three laws, because of the different purposes. Thus s mething may

190 be given in brief terms in the Law of the Covenant and its de ails
explained more fully in the laws for the the priests. Then in
Deuteronomy there is naturally much that is between the two: that is to
say, it may be given to the people more fully in the repetition of the law
where they are urged to obey things they have been familiar with for

195 forty years. In the first presentation all that was necessary was to
present the principle, which would be presented more fully in he priest's
law, which could include fuller detail for application in comparatively
infrequent circumstances. So you naturally have in D more details than
in JE and yet much less detail than in P.

200 In most cases the critical theory of a development prove to be
based upon reading something into the text or upon alleged change which
is perfectly explained by the situation.

The two instances where the critics place their greatest stress, and
at which they seem to have the strongest point, relate to th place of

205 sacrifice and the person who sacrifices. We have looked rathr fully
into the law in connection with both of these, and we have se4n that in
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the book as it stands there is not really such a development as the
critics claim. Since this is so there is no great point in trying to see
whether the history follows the development which the critics laim! Yet
as the critics usually present the argument, it is turned arourlid the

5 other way!
There are a good many detailed points at which we could l4ok, but I

think it is more important, in our last few hours, to get this b sic fact
clearly in mind. You were a igned at two different times Carpenter and
Gray on theiidenceom H' tory. Now I want to be sure you have the

10 situation exactly in mind as far as the argument goes. Carpen er and
Gray say that the early document, JE, says that any family he d can
sacrifice anywhere he wants to. They say that the next docum nt, D,
says that sacrifice must be changed that it can only he at on place, and
restricts the people who can perform the sacrifice to one trib the

15 Levites. Then they say that the P document assumes that sac ifice is
permitted only in one place (so there is no further step on this point).
Actually it does not say anything about it, one way or the oth r. As to
the person who makes the sacrifice, they say that the P document makes
a 'further restriction, not letting every Levite sacrifice but now limiting

20 it to the family of Aaron. So, they say, there is this progress between
the three documents. Then, they say, when you look at the history, you
find that it corresponds to this situation--that in the histor , prior to
the time of Josiah when D was written, the law of JE was folio ed they
sacrificed anywhere they wanted to. The sacrifice was perfor ed by any

25 head of a family. Then they say, at the time of Deuteronomy t ey began
restricting sacrifice to the Levites and they said it must all be
Jerusalem, and then, from that time on, it is all in Jerusalem n by he
Levites until the time of the exile when the P document was writ'en,
according to the critics. After that they continue having it nly in

30 Jerusalem and say that it comes to b respicted to the famil of Aaron.
As far as the last two periods f thi 'ae Eoncerned, the e is not

much historical evidence. When the small groups of people cam back from
exile they naturally clustered around Jerusalem and sacrifice would
naturally he at Jerusalem. Even if at that time there had be n sacrifice

35 in other places round about, the little evidence Scripture giv s of the
full details of the history would hardly be expected to tell u about it.
Also, between the time of Josiah and the time of the exile, we have
comparatively little information about this. There are a few triking
events described in that period, but aside from them we do no' have any

40 great amount of historical material.
The great bulk of our historical material deals with the t' e before

Josiahqso the critics go all through this material.bfore Josah, of
which we have a great deal, and they say that in this you often find
people sacrificing at different places and not just in Jerusalem and that

45 this shows that the law of Deuteronomy was not yet given. They also say
that you will find all kinds of people performing sacrifices then and that
this proves that the idea of an Aaronic priesthoodor even of a Levitical
priesthood had not yet been established---that all sorts of p ople did it
before that time. But out of the historical material in the B le about

SC) that long period of history before Josiah, after the time in t e_
wilderness, out of that long stretch of material, they pick ou various
materials which they say show that this law was not known. A Gray and
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Carpenter present it, it sounds line a very strong argument. If you take
their starting point it is a strong argument.

Before looking into the historical evidence alleged by the critics to
show that there is a change, I want to take a minute to look a historical

5 evidence in the Bible as it ands, which as we shall see, fits ith the
claim of the Pentateuch. o I shall speak particularly about 'the place
of sacrifice. As the Bible stands, it claims that a general conmand is
given in Exodus 20:23. Of course at that time, all sacrifice is under
Moses direction. It was not important at that time to give the people

1 details about the sacrifice whic: id be forty years later in
Jerusalem,or about the
about to go into the land, he says to the people, When you get into the
land, you are not to sacrifice all over the land but, he says, unto the

r place the Lord shall choose out of all your tribes, there shall ye come
and there ye shall bring your burnt off erings.U is the

A only chapter that deals with this subject. Is this chapter, Dc teronomy

/
12, laying down a great vital important moral law, that is the most vital
thing in the book of Deuteronomy? Was the book given in the t .me of
Josiah to establish a system whereby all other altars are don away

20 with? Or in this one chapter stressing a point which is
not its main point at all--the point that it is God's will for good order
that the religious life be under unified direction and consequently that
the sacrificial services be concentrated in one place which the Lord will
choose? When is this system to be set up? We do not find that the

25 chapter says that this is to be set up immediately. It says tt at this
system is to be established "when the Lord your God shall give you peace
over your enemies round about"--that is, when they were established in
the land. As presented here it is not a moral law or a great vital
principle. It is a vital part of God's plan--an instrument for reserving

30 unity among His people during the long period of time when the would be
apt to forget Him and go in many different ways. It is,1not the main thing
in Deuteronomy at all, but it is an important regulation for- the good of
the people. Limiting sacrifice to one place is a means of keeping unity
among them. Turn to Deuteronomy 27 and read the command that as soon
as the people come into the land, they are to go to a place in central
Palestine where there are two high hills, Mount Ebal and Mount Geriziin.
There, at Mt. Ebal and Mt. Gerizim, they are to put up stones aid plaster
these stones and write on them the words of this law. Then he says in
Deuteronomy 27:6, "Thou shalt build the altar of the LORD thy -od of

40 whole stones and thou shalt offer burnt offerings thereon unt . the LORD
thy Gad. And thou shalt offer peace-offerings, and shalt eat here and
rejoice before the LORD thy God and thou shalt write upon the stone all
the wards of this law very plainly." Thus in chapter 27 of the book of
Deuteronomy there is an explicit command for the making of an altar at

45 Mt. Ebal, many-miles from Jerusalem, and for offering peace--of erings and
burnt-offerings there. So you see tha really
order this great step of doing away with altars all through the-land and
establishing one in Jerusalem. On the contrary, it orders the
establishment of an altar, and its use for sacrifice at another place

50 altogether. See how that fits with the history. As the history' stands,
Gad gives a regulation for the situation after the people hav become
established in the land and have established peace with their enemies
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round about. It is a rule for the normal conduct of the religious life of
the land, that s to be unified with one headquarters where the
sacrifices ar be made, but right. in the same book .ich this
command is gi n, there is also a specific comman hat th o yes
making sacrifice at another place immediately after they go into the la

( A This shows clearly that the purpose of the book of Deuteronomy was ot
to lay down a great vital

jJfor
the people, to be followed

under normal circumstances,1bject-'o change under abnormal
) ircumstances such as those of their first entrance into the land and
10 the beginning of their conquest.

Carpenter and Gray and all the other critics say that Jos ah was
terribly excited because they had sacrificed in different placL s
throughout the land, and now they had discovered a hook which says
sacrifice is only to be done in one place. But do you fbid that in the

15 Bible? You turn to the Bible and you find that when the book was brought
before him, Josiah said, Great wrath has been upon our nation because
we have neglected the laws and the ordinances and the testimo iies of
this Book. Seeing the idolatry, wickedness, and sin of the people, he set
out to make a change in the whole -nation so that they should ow before

20 God and should carry out the various services that he had ordered. As
part of his revival he destroyed the high places that were scattered
throughout the land. This had a place in his activity, but it Was a
comparatively small place and by no means its main feature. F is not
stressed as a main feature in that chapter.

25 We shall look at Driver's Commentary on Her is what
he says about chapter 27. He says that in is chapter the discourse of
Moses is interrupted. He says that it is hardly possible that the
chapter can form a part of the book of Deuteronomy. He says Ithat it
must be from some other source. Now that is purely imaginary. It does

30 not fit with the theory, so take it out. But there is no evidence for
taking it out! There is no reason why it should be taken out except that
it does not -fit their theory. As it stands,the fhas
chapter 27 at this place where it fits very logically with the progress
of the book! Moses is stressing the fact that the people should obey the

35 law of God, and orders a procedure, as soon as they get into the land, to
stress the law in the minds of the people as soon as they begin their
conquest. He says they are to do it at Mr. Ebal, a good place in the
center of Palestine, to which they would come in the beginning of the
conquest, and he says they are to offer sacrifices there!

40 Addis prints the D document separately. In the book of Dsuteronomy
he changes his type quite frequently. He says that the additions by
later writings of the Deuteronomic school are to be printed in italics,
and puts most of chapter 27 in italic type. When he comes to verses 5-7,
which say that they are to build this altar and sacrifice peace

45 offerings there, he puts an E around it, because, according to their
theory, the E document allows sacrifice anywhere that the Lord would
establish His name. Therefore, he says, this passage must come from the
E document. But see how unreasonable it is to make such a claim here.
The critics claim that the primary purpose of the book of Deu eronomy

50 was to do away with all the alters throughout the land and substitute
centralized worship in one place. Yet they say that the writer, or some
later scribe, wrote a section that contradicts that purpose. Was it

L

5~1
-
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interpolated by someone w disagreed with the writer of the book? When
did the man live? How co tis such an interpolation get into the D
document? It could hardly-Rave been put there by one of the or E
writers who, according to the theory, lived at a much earlier time, long

5 before the time when the D document was written! That is absolutely
impossible! Here the theory of interpolation clearly does not work.

The opposite of interpolation is to assume that additions were made
to an original JE document by later writers. That would mean that an
early JE document, consisting of chapter 27 (or just of verses 5-7) was

10 the nucleus around which the book of Deuteronomy was compo
The next four paragraphs were unclear on the tape: [W can see

that this is ridiculous, because according to the critics t w iole
purpose of the author of Deuternomy was to make them sacrifi e in one
place, and he would hardly include something that orders them o

15 sacrifice at a different place. If he had done so he certainly would have
changed it. They answer this by saying that whenever there i a
difficulty in JE, because of a thought that they say is more advanced,
they claim a later change. Well, surely, they would have changed this if
it were inserted into Deuteronomy!

20 Addis says that verses 5-7 introduce an element much older than the
time of the author who wrote Deuteronomy, who could hardly on his own
initiative have recommended an alter of sacrifice on Mount Eb 1.

Diliman and others say that we have here a fragment of the E
document. How could a fragment of the E document get in here Also, it

25 is exhortation--the very attitude of Deuteronomy. It takes the law and
by exhortation drives it home to the people's hearts. This is he style
of Deuteronomy, as the critics insist, and the style of this very
chapter.

That is, if a man would set up stones, inscribed with the law, that
30 would be the De It ronomic idea of sacrifices. And if we have -8 in its

prese m scr g the style and spirit of Deuteronomy, and the
21 ections ir -3t the Israelites to give the blessings on oun 1 '1 Z

Gerizim and c trsin on Mount Ebal. And then later on [lastly i 4:2 :J
a still later writer, not of the nomic school, described h¬
Levites who were a ] he thirteenth to bless C sJ

onounce twelve curses. So a non-Deuteronomist who wrote the
last part of it and a Deuteronomist who wrote the middle part of it and
he took a fragment of JE, which has not been preserved in its roper
place in JE and contradicted the whole idea of Deuteronomy, and he put it

40 here in the middle of this chapter. In other words you have t resort to
all kinds of twists to try to give any reasonable explanation or how it
could come about that this commanaul_____harply contradict w -tat the
critics say is the main purpose of, my, that it would e included
here in the book of Deuteronomy in a section whose wh e view oint and

45 attitude is utterly typical of the Deuteronomic styl .]
There is no reasonable explanation of it from the critical viewpoint,

but it fits right in with the natural interpretation of the Pentateuch as
it stands: that the major law is given in the Book of the Covenant in
Exodus 20:23, that at that time they are to sacrifice where the Lord

50 records His name and there He will bless them, and that it is important
that they make their altars the way that He describes them. hen, when
they approach the land of Palestine, they are told that after they are in
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the land and the Lord has given them peace from their enemies they are
not to sacrifice in various places but are to bring their sacri ices to
the place that the Lord will select. It is a matter of good order, so
that during the long periods of peace when they are apt to drift into

5 indifference, the direction of the religious life may be unified This is
not part of the moral law, about a definite matter of tremendo ,s
importance to be observe at all times, but it is an arrangemen for the
conduct of the nation during the period nace and ordinary life.

The critics say that the law here i not even known
10 until the time of Josiah. They say that before that we find people

sacrificing all over. They say that the people are sacrificing at all
kinds of places, arid that all kinds of people are sacrificing, arid
therefore that the law of Deuteronomy was not yet even known

As to the idea that only Levites should sacrifice, they say that if
15 you go through all the historical accounts from the beginning f Joshua

to the time of Josiah, you find that everywhere Levites are mentioned
that the mention of Levites was inserted at a later time--at he time of
the F' document. If you take out the references to the Levite then yu
will find that there will be left no case prior to t

20 sacrifice was done by Levites! They says was don Ey iybody.
All references to the Levites up to the time of a ,-e said to
be late insertions. But look at the history as tands, and you will
find that there is a section in the book of Joshua which tells S that
when the people in Joshua's time got the idea that this comman I of

25 Deuteronomy 12 was going to be disregarded by a section of the people,
they almost had a great war about it. That is contained in Joshua. It is
an element of the history which fits very closely with the idea that the
Pentateuch was written when it says it was, rather than that his idea
did not come into existence until the time of Josiah. In Joshua 22, you

:30 find that after most of the conquest had been completed Joshua called
the people whose inheritance was in Trans-Jordan. You remember that
they had left their families in Trans-Jordan, where they had established
their homes. Moses had said to these two and one-half tribes, "If we
give you land in Trans-Jordan, you must go over and help conquer the

35 rest of Canaan," and they agreed to do it. Now in Joshua 22, When the
great conquest was finished, Joshua called the Reubenites, the? Gadites,
and the half-tr.the of Manasseh and told them that they were now free to
go back across the Jordan to their homes. He ordered them to take
diligent heed to follow the commandments of the Lord, and he blessed them

40 and they went away. Then after they had gone, word soon cams back that
they were building a great altar in Trans-Jordan at the place where the
children of Israel had crossed. Then in verse 12 we read that when the
children of Israel heard of it, the whole congregation of the children of
Israel gathered themselves together to go up to wr against hem. The
children of Israel said the children of Reuben, G nci Manass ah, "What is
this, that you are building an altar over there? is is contrary to
God's will. You are rebelling against God. You will bring great misery
upon the whole nation by doing such a thing. We cannot permit it." Then
the people of Reuben, Gad, and Manasseh answered and said, "W want to

50 follow the Lord. If we have built an altar in order to make
burnt--offeringsand meat offering, let the Lord himself punish us for- it. We
have no such idea in mind. We will build a large altar over here as a
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monument to show our unity with the people and to remind us of what the
Lord has done so that when our people see it in years to come it will
remind them of their relation to God and of the fact that to perform
sacrifice they must go over to the place God has established. In verse

5 29 they say, God forbid that we should rebel against the Lord and turn
this day from following the Lord, to build an altar for burnt-offerings,
for meat--offerings, for sacrifices, because the altar of the Lord our
God is before his tabernacle." So of Joshua is a lor
description of an historical event, in which there was almost w9' VtTV7A

10 between the two sections of the people, because one iiinderte
other and thought that the other was starting out to disobey he law of
Deuteronomy 12, to establish a permanent altar where they wou d perform
sacrifices apart from the rest of Israel. As the history stan 3t has
this whole chapter here which stresses the fact that this law known

15 at the beginning and that this was God's will for an orderly prc cedure in
the conduct of the religious life, after the Lord had given the peace
from their enemies round about, and established them in safety in the
land.

We can see that these two passages 1which o not fit
20 at all with the critical theory, from the viewpoint of their theory, have

to be expunged, cannot be considered as interpolations because earlier
writers cannot interpolate into a later book.

According to their theory, an earlier passage contradicting the book
of 1as been inserted in Deuteronomy and changed o fit the

25 rononIc style. Also if their, theory is correct, here in 3 shua a
whol important incident in the history of the people has to bE utterly
expunged and decided to be purely imaginary and made up hundr ds of
years after the time of the conquest.

Of course, they would say that it is a story that was mad up by
30 somebody who wanted to set forth the Deuteronomic theory and so made

up this story. And that is the difficulty with the whole critical position.
If you would take certain documents as they stand, and say, "L ok at
them. You see this development. You se how it fits history." That is
one thing. Now a step removed from th.t If you take a Bible and you

35 divide it into sections and you take out a verse here and verse there
and a few verses here and a chapter here and you make up documents and
then you say, "Look at this document. You see the pragressior. You see
the evolution. You see how it fits." Then when you have to ta e some
verses out of the their context, change a few words here and here, cut

40 out a sentence from elsewhere, and then mi them around in order to make
them fit your theory, it shows that actually you are twisting acts to
fit a theory rather than making a theory to explain facts as they stand.
In any field of study we have to make theories, but the important thing
is that we take the facts as they are and find the theory that explains

45 the facts, rather than twist facts around to fit the theory.
This chapter shows that the law of Deuteronomy, that there should

he one place of sacrifice, was already known.
[Unclear student's Question]: --I

c.- A , do not thin , cause in chapter 22 they bui t an altar,
50 and the others said, "You are going to sacrifice contrary to God's will."

Then they said, "The LORD forbid that we are making an altar o sacrifice.
We are just making an altar for a monument and for a memorial.' The law
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was not against building altars.. The law was against sacrificing.. You
uld naturally think of an altar as a place for sacrifice but it would
necessarily be one. Right in Deuteronomy we found that Moses

co'Thmanded them to build an altar at Ebal, because it was God's will to
5 have them sacrifice where He directed them under the conditions He

chose. Under normal peaceful conditions, when the Lord has given them
peace throughout the land, then it was God's will, in order to reserve
the unity of the nation, that they should have one central headquarters
where all the sacrifice would be done. It is a matter of general welfare

10 of the people, during times of _peace.
There is no place that. says that they are only to

sacrifice in Jerusalem! Not once! It says, the place the LORE your God
shall choose out of all your tribes." It does not say where it is to be.
Then, after they went into the land, the sacrifice was done at Shioh for

15 a long time. That was then the place that the Lord showed them out of
all their tribes. Then, after Shioh was destroyed, they were ..trider
Philistine domination.. With Philistine oppression came a very tenuous
existence for their nation.. They were not at peace and there were
several decades in which the warship of God was carried on under great

20 difficulties. At that time Samuel went about sacrificing in various
sections of the land, as he went directing the religious life of the
people. He did this instead of trying to get them to come together in
one central place, as would be the normal procedure.. Under those
circumstances the normal procedure could not be carried out. In a time

25 of war and oppression, the vital thing was not, "You are to sacrifice at
this place.." The important thing was, "You are to remember Go and do
the things He wants and when you have peace over your enemies an a
normal condition of life, then the religion is to be centralized in h one
place in order to have a unified religious life of the land.. It is likely

30 that later the Jews misunderstood the law, as they Misunderstood many
things, and so came to feel that sacrifice must always be at Jerusalem.
So in 70 A.D.. when Jerusalem was destroyed and the Jews were scattered
throughout the world, they quit sacrificing and so left out a tremendous
part of the Lord's commands and of their law that they read through in
their synagogues. This is the great center of their lives---epecially
the five books of Moses. And yet, think how much of the five hooks of
Moses consists of precise detail about sacrifice, and they do not do it
at all, because the temple at Jerusalem has been destroyed! t was not
God's plan that they should not sacrifice unless they had the temple..

40 There is no such law. It is set down as the orderly procedure that when
they are established in the land and God has given peace over their
enemies around them, then the religious life is to be central' ed and the
sacrifice is to be in one place. It was Shioh originally, and hen later
moved to Jerusalem.

45 Joshua 8:30 says, "Then Joshua built an altar unto the LORD God of
Israel in Mt. Ebal, as Moses the servant of the Lord commanded the
children of Israel as it is written in the book of the law of M ses--all
of whale stones over which no man hath laid any iron and offered thereon
burnt offerings unto the Lord and sacrificed peace offerings, and he

50 wrote upon the stones a copy of the law of Moses which he wrote in the
presence of the children of Isr ." And it goes an to tell ha they read
the curses and the blessings and, that is the command that is given in
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Deuteronomyo read the curses and the blessings upon Mt. Ebal. We are
told in Joshua how it was carried out. Of course the critics siy that
this is not a part of the original JE book, but of a later edition by a
Deuteronomic editor. It includes the building of an altar and he

5 offering of peace offerings and burnt offerings on that altar, which is
contrary to what they claim is the basic purpose of the book
Deuteronomy.

Christ has come and all the sacrifice is fulfilled in Him.
Thus the Jews, through a misunderstanding, are ignoring about a

10 fourth of the law, though they make that law the central thing in their
lives. That misunderstanding of the Jews is part of God's plan, It is a
wonderful indication of the fact that after the death of Chris the
Jewish sacrifices have ceased. Here are the Jews denying that Christ is
the fulfillment of the sacrifice and yet not carrying out the lw,

15 "Without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin." They do not
do it because Jerusalem is trodden down of the Gentiles, but nowhere in
the Bible does it say that you must sacrifice at Jerusalem. I is their
misunderstanding. Here the critics have a similar misunderstanding.

The last part of Deuteronomy contradicts the theory of te critics
20 and here Joshua reinforces that matter.

There is a book by John Garstang, a British archaeologist, on The
Foundations of Bible History: Joshua, Judges. In that book he looks at
portions of Joshua and Judges that the critics assign to JE arfid shows
how these have been corroborated at point after point most marvelously

25 by archaeological evidence. In the preface to the book he says. "1 have
only dealt with the earlier portions of Joshua and Judqes--th JE
portions." He goes on to say of the portions that are in P, "Strangely
they also contain some passages which fit with archaeology, but I have
not gone into it in this book.",

30 The basic 4s exhortation "Obey the law." That
is the Deuteronomic style. Chapter 27 of Deuteronomy is definitely
Deuteronomic style, and this part in Joshua tells of the carrying out of
the exhortation. It is clearly Deuteronomic, and yet it contradicts what
they say is a basic law of Deuomy. ould take two or three

35 hours to look at all the points at which the critics say the D uteronomic
law is broken before the time of Josiah., but I do not think it . neces
sary that we spend a lot of time closely examining all of those
particular points, if we have the basic principle in mind. In either case,
the law is not as the critics say it is, and also there is noth ig

40 contradictory to the Pentateuchal law in having sacrifice at different
places during times of upheaval or disturbance. -The PentateLtCh gives
the law for the general situation We have evidence in
ic historical books, first of this place in Joshua where there was

almost a war because they wrongly thought that some of the tribes were
45 going to set up a separate altar for sacrifice. Then there is a long

period when all the sacrifice is done at Shioh. Then, after the
Philistines come, there is terrible confusion for quite a while but then
David establishes the central place in Jerusalem. Jerusalem was not
really made the central place until Solomon had built the temple. The old

50 habits of the time of confusion persisted for awhile. Then, af er the
division of the kingdom there were altars springing up here an there.
Many of the best kings of Judah were trying to get the great principles
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of law carried out. These kings are criticized by the higher critics for
not having tried to enforce unity of worship, and they all say this is due
to Deuteronomic additions. But what they do not mention is th fact that
the great reform of doing away with the altars was not produced by

5 Josiah but by Hezekiah! Hezekiah did away with the altars, and then,
during the period of Hezekiahs son, Manasseh, when wickedness was
triumphant and paganism reigned and the followers of Sod were
persecuted, then naturally, if they were going to have sacrifice at all,
they had to develop the separate places again. And when Josi h brought

10 back the law in full, he reestablished the normal situation of having
sacrifice in one place. He did away with high places where there was
idolatry. In the case of Hezekiah, they say, "Well, that is a later
statement which is not right!" But that is in the histpr as it stands.
The critics say that the history gives two theories, an th a The

15 history fi ur theory, but it does not fit this." However, their theory
is based n? sunder- standing of the Pentateuch. The way they say the
Scripture .ands is not the way it stands at all. Just take it as it
stands and you will find that the history fits. Of course it does not fit
their imaginary statements, because that is not the way the Scripture

20 stands.
The evidence for partition is the first place of concentration. If

the? is no evidence for partition., there is really no need to o further.
But if there is evidence for partition, or if it is assumed that there is
evidence for partition, then the next question that comes up i one which

25 was very vital in the establishment of the Wellhausen theory: Do these
documents as they stand show a development from one to the other along
evolutionary and Hegeliari lines? Do they show a progress from the
simple to the complex--from primitive ideas of Sod to more advanced
ideas?--from primitive attitudes toward certain religious institutions to

30 more regularized and systematized and perhaps less spiritual attitudes
on religious institutions?----Is there such a progress among the?
documents?

We have looked rather fully at the evidence as to progres among
the documents, and we have seen that while there are cases w ere there

35 are differences between the documents, in most cases these differences
are readily explained in view of the way the documents stand the Bible
and their relation to one another. In some cases we do not know the
reason for the difference but it is not necessary to say the reason
must be a development as there are many other possibilities a to what

40 the reason might be in those particular cases. But in the case of the
points on which the critics lay so much stress, saying that they clearly
prove that there is a development, we have seen that most of these
concern the place of sacrifice or the person who performs the sacrifice.
We have noticed that actually there is not such a contradiction or
difference between them as the critics claim. Th aim about the
position of the JE document is read into the te>' ; i simply is not there.
The claim they make about the D document says t the D docL ment is
strictly for the purpose of getting a change made so that sacrifice
would be in only one place, but in fact there is only one chapter in the

50 book of Deuteronomy that deals with this, and it is not the main purpose
of the book at all. Even there .t isnot given in such a way .a to make
it necessary to say that there is a change. It is explicitly stated that
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when re at peace in the land God has over
T '-str emies round abj, then are not to have places forsacrifice

all over the land but Jp-~ re to come to the place which the L rd will
choose out of all your tribes. Under normal circumstances th re is to be

5 a unity which is to be made easier to observe b the fact of hving one
place of sacrifice. Then as to the other matt r1 of persons ho
sacrifice, the D document frequently refers to te Levitical p .iests. Of
course, this implies that the priests are of the tribe of Levi and JE
nowhere says they are not of the tribe of Levi. In the P document it is

10 explicitly laid down who the priests are and how they are to b selected,
but that does not prove that either the D document or the JE ocument
disagree with the P document in this regard. It was a matter ith which
the priestly legislation naturally dealt. It was not necessary to tell all
the people to be sure that the priests are selected from the -tribe of

15 Levi and that they belong to the family of Aaron. The people id not
vote on who the priest would be. The priesthood was hereditary.
Regulations for it are laid down in the and do
not need to be repeated to the people hese two points
they lay so much stress, the differences can e n er tood

20 view of the relation of the documents as they stand in the Pentateuch,
and the assumption that there is a progress among them rests largely
upon inference from things which are not stated there--in other words,
to a large extent. on an unwarranted argument from silence. A we have
seen, the critics bring their strongest argument in connection with this

25 matter of the development hypothesis. They say, "Here we have the
development among the documents." If there is not a development among
the documents there is no need to go further. But they say, 'We have
the development among the documents and this proves that the e
documents, which have this development among them, were written in this

30 particular order, from the simple to the complex, and this is p'-oved by
the fact that in the history of Israel the actions of the peope
correspond with the development idea." So the development id a is
greatly strengthened by saying, "Look at the history and you ill see
its development. But we noticed previously that if you look a the
history you should look at all of it, and if you look at the hi. tory as it
stands, you find that it sharply contradicts this critical the ry. In the
history as it stands the book of Joshua tells how the people, at the
very beginning of their time in Canaan, felt that it was so important that
an altar for sacrifice for the two and a half tribes not be established

40 as separate from the rest that they were ready to go to war over it. In
other words, it was their understanding that the formal procedure was to
have one place to which all the tribes were to bring their sac ifice. We
also noticed that when they came into the land one of their V st acts
was to establish an altar on Mount Ebal and to sacrifice there. Not that
they were going to keep on having sacrifice there, but that on this one
great occasion, they would do so, and this very act was commanded in the
book of Deuteronomy. Thus the very book which the critics say was
written for the purpose of doing away with having altars at d fferent
places commands a sacrifice on a particular occasion at a dif erent

50 altar. The critics try to get around it by saying it is an interpolation.
But this argument does not work. If it were an interpolation t would
have to be an interpolation by people who lived and died, if the critical
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viewpoint is right long before the book of Deuteronomy was written.
They try to get around this by saying that it is a JE fragment which is
not included in the main JE book, but a JE fragment which a Dci teronomic
writer enlarged upon, and then later on someone else inserted it into

5 Deuteronomy. If this were true, he would have had to be a pretty stupid
fellow not to realize that it harply contradicted the teaching and
purpose of Deuteronomy, if 1 '

teaching and purpose is what the critics
say. But if you take the boo as it stands you cc that its teaching and
purpose is not what the critics say it is at a lid that it i not a book

10 written for the purpose of establishing a new tern, and mak ng people
think that Moses had given these ord ndreds of years before, while

-- 1 establishing an ysti to do away with sacrifice I hroughout
the land and cause t it all be confined to the one place in Jerusalem.
Actually it does not fit with that idea at all.

15 . 3
The argument from history, as the critics make it, is an argument

' which can be made to sound véFy strong, but the thing to remember, as
m you read it, is that it rests upon the assumption that there s such a
J development among the documents.It rests upon the assumption that the

documents show the sharp contradictions or strong changes which the
20 critics claim are there, and we have seen that there is no such thing.

The historical evidence they present lacks any evidence that after the
time of Josiah sacrifice was all in one place. It is only evide ce that
there was sacrifice at other places prior to that time. Al is not
proved that it was only Levites who sacrificed in Joshua's'tthT ? and then

25 Aaron's descendants at a still later time. We have very little evidence
on these matters from those periods. Very little evidence at all. The
great bulk of our historical material deals with events before the time
of Josiah. In the course of that material there are many casi s where
sacr for d at another place than Jerusalem. TI cy say

30 this proves Deuteronomy could not have been in existence at
that time, but as we have noticed, it does not if You interpret
Deuteronomy correctly.

Next I want to glance very rapidly at a few of these instnces they
give. It would be interesting to take a good bit of time on them but that

35 is not necessary for a true understanding of the matt and nyway we
do not have the time. I may go a little rapidly over some of this
material, so get what you can of it. As I said, it is not prima y. The
primary thing is the understanding, but I want you to get a ge eral idea
of the situation.

40 m _EFI would like rna3&a suggestion. There is a book which is well
studying on this matter Pentatcuchal criticism. It i James Orr,

The Problem of the Old Testamerit. Let me say two things about James
Orrs book. One is this it is unnecessarily concessive at certain
points. He was- a great professor in Scotland, living and writi g at the

45 time when the criticism had alrea pretty largely been accepted
throughoGreat Britain. The/01 o aiosphere was. nlrj iirig
ybodrather incompeten w idot accept i. but Orr gives (3

excellent arguments against t. In the course of his discussion he makes
certain concession which I think are due to the" feeling of being more or

50 less alone. As far as I cars see, they are not concessions which
strengthen his argument, and I do not think they are necessary. Yet
they are not great, though unnecessary concessions to the critics do
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occur at a few points. The other matter is this: I have known people who
have come here who had taken a course in Pentateuch at some other
institution before they came and who told me that they have sudied
Orr's book all through, and when I have discussed the Pentateuh with

S them I have found they did not know the first principles of wht
documentary interpretation was--what the theory was or the n am
principles given. Thus it is entirely possible for a person to study Orr
through and get nothing out of it. I think Orr takes a little t o much for
granted for the ordinary student. It is not my opinion that U ere is

10 much use putting Orr's book in the hands of a man who does not know
anything about the Documentary Theory, but it is my opinion tt at if a
person has had an introduction to it, such as you have had, and will then
go on and study Orr, he will find it tremendously profitable. he vital
ideas and points which we have dealt with in this course would be driven

15 home to your mind from the way Orr deals with some of them and touches
others. And I think you would find that he brings out many additional
details that are extremely helpful and valuable. I wish it were possible
far most of you to study Orr now, after finishing the course ather than
during the courses and certainly not in advance. For that rca on I have

20 been thinking in the last two or three days that I should suggest that if
any of you would like to study Orr's book this summer and take an
examination on it we could give one hour of elective credit for it. I
think that would be about the amount of work that it would require. It
would be very valuable to drive home to your mind the vital points and to
get additional worthwhile details that you could not get ir a urs of

'C
the length of this one. A Sk&YF / 1é.4 cj

J\ At this poin men ion oo one by Profess or Aa ers., _)
r at

tie
Free University of Amsterdam.
with the authorship of the Pentateuch. It arneut

ut a year ago. It is published by the Inter-Varsity Fellow hip of
Great Britain and distributed by them in the United States. L this book
Professor Aalder6 has taken up the various arguments on the Pentateuch.
I have not looked over his material very fully, but glancing al it I got
the impression he h d done a very good job with some of these arguments.
There is some very fine material in the book. He is a very fi e Christian
man and a very fine scholar. I met him years ago in Scotland. I looked
into some of the chapters of Aalders' book and found some very good
material and I imagine the rest is also very good, but I was sorry to -find
that in the middle of the book he devoted a chapter to what h called

40 "Amosaica and Postmosa.ica," in which he took up some of those old
arguments made before the criticism ever developed, and said that some
of the statements could not be by Moses. But I believe they could he by
Moses! I do not see any proof that they are not. They are not matters
which, like the criticism, involve a complete rearrangement; t ey are

45 matters of individual statements which could conceivably be
interpolations. I do not think it is necessary to consider that they are.
Anyway, they are isolated statements which do not prove anything about
the rest of the book. If they could not be by Moses, these .iniividual
statements, of which there are not many, could be insertions it a later

50 date, though I see no reason to think that they are. One of the two he
puts most stress upon is the statement, "Now the man Moses as very
great in the eyes of Pharaoh and in the eyes of his house." I e says,
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Nobody but a terrifically egotistical man could have written a statement
like this. Therefore Moses could not have written this. It mutt be
later." The other statement is, Now Moses was meek above all the people
on the face of the earth. He says that Moses would have beei terribly

S conceited to write this, so this must be by someone at a later time. He
says that Moses could not have written those two statements, but I do
not agree with him at all. I believe that "Moses was very great in the
eyes of the Pharaoh and his servants" is a statement which explains why
Moses could come right into the palace and see araoh. If I ro

0'410 down to Washington and say, "I would like to tell"resident nrr what
he should do about something or other," perhaps after fifty tries I could
get past the third guard, but I probably would never get past he fourth,
and it Uld be even more so in the case of Pharaoh's palace. It Would beU

at~d
to cl

~r- ~e~~r
-et to him. If You wrote a letter in advance and told what

ec15 yort wan ed to see him about, and explained it at full extent, you might
possibly get one interview with the President, but you certa ly could
not go in and see him day after day about a matter. Certainl not unless
you were considered sufficiently important that it was unavoidable to
take you through the White House. A friend of mine has a cousin who was

20 a prominent man in New York, who was asked by President Roosevelt to
see him, and Roosevelt said, "Now anytime there is anything that YOU
think it is vital to get in touch with me about, just give me a phone call,
night or day, anytime at all." He said, "I will give the switchboard people
word to put you right through to me any time, night or day. I know that

25 you would not do it unless it really was extremely urgent." Afar as I
know the man never called Roosevelt. t

According to Exodus, Moses goes into Pharaoh's palace an talks with
him over and over. This could not happen unless Pharaoh and is officers
had a very great feeling of Moses' importance. The sentence

30 necessary, otherwis the story would not make sense. It doe not say
that Moses is gre ; ii) says Moses was great in the eyes of Pharaoh. If
I were to start te g you how I had dropped in and seen Tru an every
month for the last twelve months, you would not believe me un ess I could
make some statement to prove that he considered me importan enough to

35 give me that attention. So there is no reason in the world -for us to
reject this statement.

About the other one, that Moses was very meek, Moses was in a
situation there where any ordinary man would have stood up and fought
with these people who were criticizing him for the woman he had married.

40 Anybody else would have stood up and fought. "You may not 1 :e the color
of her skin, but she is the one I love and I have married her and it is
between me and the Lord whom I have married and none of your affair
whatever." But Moses did not do that! Moses kept quiet, and he Lord
intervened. The Lord called them out and rebuked them severely for

45 having criticized Moses for the color of the skin of the womar whom he
had married. So under the circumstances, the statement is necessary,
"The man Moses was very meek." There is no reason in the world why
Moses, knowing how his pride had been the cause of condemnation by the
Lord, and knowing that he had his faults as others do, should not explain

50 that in this particular incident he had shown a very unusual ttitude,
that he had stood by quietly as hardly anybody else would ha e done.

If you do not want to say Moses could haVi done that, yo might say
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it was an interpolation someone else put in at a later time. He could
hardly understand how Moses could have submitted to their criticisms, So
he put in a footnote and said, "Now the man Moses was very meek." It is
just a matter of one sentence, but on the basis of those two sentences

5 and a few others which are much less important than those two Aalders
says that Moses could not have written them so he says that he
Pentateuch was probably written sometime between the time of aul and
the time of Solomon. In my opinion, these two chapters give very silly
arguments for a position which utterly destroys the whole starid for- the

10 Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch. If you take those two chapters
out, I believe that Aaiders' hook would be very excellent. The est of it
is very useful, but I cannot recommend it without giving a disc tssion of
those two chapters.

Aalders recognizes that the great majority of the Pentate ich is
15 Mosaic, but he says that the Pentateuch, in its present form, s much

later, perhaps in the days of Saul. On this I think his logic is
ridiculous. The impression I got was that he would think that here might
be large sections which were written by Moses and others inte polated by
a later writer, but that the book in the form in which we have t now is

20 from a later time.
Orr has some very fine discussion of the particular point which we

are dealing with now. The critics say, "Here is somebody who sacrifices
in one place and somebody in another place and somebody in another and
somebody in yet another--how could there be a law that sacrif cc is to

25 be only at one place?" Well, as we have noticed, this law is no a great
moral principle that sacrifice is to be at one place. The law is., -YjjQU are
to worship the Lord; you are to serve Him; you are to follow H . en
the Lord has given you peace in your land and you are establi4he
normally, you are to have a unity and to make your sacrifice a one

30 place." That s the law. Let t-is briefly glance then at some of these
L St Summarize a few of them, which can be omitted rom f Ull~_N!tst0

discuson. The first one is that whenever you find the root rom which
the word altar is taken--altar is the place of ifice, but rl :I-

ill, arid-oes not always mean sacri* Ord eans "to~',

y. It is riot a questionable matte hoUgh it may be one which
is riot realized. It may not be realized because dozens and doz ns of
times the worC is used of sacrifice, and there are
comparatively few times where it does not mean sacrifice, but ust "kill'

40 One of these few is so absolutely clear that it settled the matter
b d he p dventure of a doubt. It is in this very chapter-,

here we are told two or three times that the are to
bring their sa ifice to the place the Lord their God shall se out of
all your tribes, hey are given this command, but in e t says, "If

45 the place which the ord thy God chosen to pt His name there be
too far from thee, th thou shal 11 of thy he d and of thy lock which
the Lord hath given thee rid I have commanded tee and thou s talt eat in
thy gates whatsoever thy iul lusteth after," That is to say, they were
to make their sacrifices at e place establi hed, but they did not have

50 to bring all their cattle ther to sacrifice. They brought there what
they would sacrifice. Normally, f. you live near it, you would bring all
your cattle there and you would ill it sa rtficially. The priest might

\ o1

1JT
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get a small section of it, but most of it, which was a sacrifice, you could
bring home. But if you are too f away, you do not have brin it all in

re and carry it all back acja u can kill it at the place here you
ice but he continues in vers 23 "only be sure that thou cal not the

5 ' b. ood." In verse 21, "if the place is too far then thou shalt k .i of thy
herd and thy flock as I commanded thee and eat it in thy gates," the
ward there translated 'kill" is this word, used this way right i this
chapter--the chapter t has the command about the one place
sacrifice. The word is tsed for killing meat, apart from sacrifi e t at

10 shows that the wor c:es not necessarily mean "sacrific '
means "to kill" an animal, and ordinarily the killing is done for sacrifice,
but not necessarily. It may be killing in accordance with the proper
ritual, which is to let the blood out and not eat of the blood.

One of the instances which the critics make much of concerns Saul.
15 You remember that he was in battle and they had had a great victory and

they were all terribly hungry and tired and the people began killing
animals and just eating them and Saul stopped it. He had them put a
stone there, and when they killed the animals they put the nec over the
stone and let the blood drain out and they say that he sacrificed there.

20 He sacrificed there out in the place where they were having bttle
There is not a problem in this connection, because the word C does
not have to mean "sacrifice" and there is nothing whatever said in the
context about it being a sacrifice. They were wanting food an the
was that he told them to follow this command here in Deuteron! my 1221
and not to simply kill the animal but to kill it the way God had ordered,
which was to let the blood drain out so that they did not eat t with the
blood. That was contrary to the Mosaic law that you never co .ld eat
meat with the blood still in it.

I do not have the reference to Saul written here. It is ii I Samuel
30 in connection with one of his early battles I imagine that most of you

remember the story. t least I hope you know enough of Old Testament
history to recognize it. The word does not always mean
"sacrifice." We read in I Kings that Adonijah went out with some friends
who were going to make Adonijah king while David was still livi: g, though,

35 very weak. They took Adoniiah out and sacr ced oxen, sheep and
everything. But it does not mean sacrific ; i means that they had
barbecue feast. They took the animals out ith them and they killed them
there. We can be sure that they killed them in t, roper way., in
the blood flow out. Yet this was not a sacrifice i was a fea.t, and/it

40 does not mean sacrifice at all. Other similar s s certainly do no I
prove anything about the law. Many are actions of men who we -e no
models in any sense, such as Micaiah and his image. There are actions of
Saul for which he was rebuked. There are various actions which we
cannot take as proving whether the law was in existence. There are also

45 some cases of commands of God given under various exceptional
circumstances, such as, in Judges, in the time when they were subject to
their enemies and the angel of God came and told them to make a
sacrifice. Then there is the event at the threshing floor, where God
stopped the pestilence and David purchased the threshing floor and made

50 a sacrifice. That was not a place designated specifically to e the place
of sacrifice, though it may very well be the place where Solomon built
the temple later on. Yet, after removal of all of these, there are some
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real difficulties, especially in connection with Samuel, Solomon, and the
attitude of the righteous kings and prophets. All these are great
difficulties for those who accept the critical theory that there is a
hard and fast law in Deuteronomy that it is utterly wrong to sacrifice

5 anywhere except in the place which God has desicnated as the One place
Out of all the tribes.

=w'
you ta1:: as it stands, with

only one chapter dealin it, and even that chapter presenting it as
something to be done after the Lord gives them peace from their enemies
and with an exception right in the book of Deuteronomy itself, you see

10 that it is God's command to the people that they sacrifice and that the
important thing is their relationship to Goth The sacrifice is vidence
ofelationshi4D to God and under normal conditions it is t be
centralized in one place, but to give up the sacrifice altogether for lack
of proper place to have it, is like a person saying, "1 will not cad my

15 Bible because there is no sound church in this community!" Certainly a
person should be a member of a sound church, but a person should never
give up reading his Bible because no church in his community i sound. We
must not be ridiculous. The Lord wants us to have our relationship to
Him,. He wants us to have it under the proper conditions and regulations

20 if that can be done but if circumstances prevent it, that is n rca - n
to do away with the major things of the law. When they were u der th
Philistine subjection and it was impossible to have a unified system,
Samuel went about and had his sacrifices in different places the land.

ade a circuit. Then the people from the area would come t one
25 plac , and express their faith in God there and have their sacrifice.

Then Samuel would go on to the next place. Under the Circumstances it
was a reasonable way to do it, since the temple at Shiloh had been
destroyed and they were subject to the Philistines for a good many
years. I his situation it was not possible to try to have one place of

30 sacrific ; ey must either do away with sacrifice, or do the sensible
thing an iave them in places that were convenient for the people, with
Samuel going about from one place to another. Thus the people might not
readily and quickly get back to the realization of the one proper place.

Instead of rebuking Solomon and saying he should not sacr fire at
35 Gibeon, which is a high place, but only in the designated place, the Lord

appeared to him at night and said, "What shall I give you? What do you
want?" It was Solomon's desire to serve the Lord. When he asked for
wisdom, the Lord was pleased. This was immediately after he s - crificed
at the great high place at Gibeon! So Solomon was not disobeying God

40 then. Solomon was carrying on the custom which had become established
during the previous time of upheaval, and they had not yet
re-established the system they had before.

Solomon established the temple at Jerusalem, and it becam the
center. Now the critics say that the law of the place of sarr fice and

45 the law of the person of sacrifice are both proven to be non--existent by
the fact that Solomon performed sacrifices at Gibeon. He would not have
performed them at Gibeon if Deuteronomy had' already been written. He
would have ha the priest perform them. t says, "The king went to
Gibeon to sacrifice there for that was tfie great high place. thousand

50 burnt offerings did Solomon offer upon that altar." You can just imagine
Solomon picking a thousand cattle and lifting up each one onto the altar
and cutting its throat, and sacrificing a thousand sacrifices. He must
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have had mi.ghty strarJm o do all that. It is very clear that it
does not mean that Solomon pe formed the sacrifice. Solomon offered
them; it means that Solomon c ye the sacrifice. T ts o can speak of
anybody making a sacrifice. oL do not mean hat on does the

5 offering. It does not say wh. er 6e-'did or did not. But when they
offered a thousand, you can be quite sure he did not. When we have the
command given that the sacrifi..ces are to be performed by the riests it
is not the least bit tt of the way to consider that what Solomon did was
to say to the priests, "Here arthese sacrifices for you to sacrifice."

10 Solomon would not do it himsel ; t e priests were set apart for- that
purpose. It was normal for th - nests to do it. God enforced this when
Uzziah tried to take over the priestly function and went into he temple
to offer incense himself. The Lord smote him with leprosy. The Lord
would enforce t e regulations against any man who would say, "I am

15 going to do th. ; T am going to take over the priesthood." But if a man
overlooked the .w or neglected it or did not realize his error and went
ahead and made a sacrifice, the Lord would probably bring to h s
atte on the fact that that was not the way He wanted it done.

'1o in the case of Saul, he was definitely expecting Samue., who was
20 in charge of the religious life. Saul had no right to step into the

control of the priesthood. The king was never meant to be head of the
church. The Bible tells about the great victory of the Philist nes, and
after that victory there is no further mention of Sh.iloh. Then Jeremiah
refers to the terrible way in which Shiloh had been destroyed. We have

25 looked at the general principles relating to the persons who perform the
sacrifices, and to the place where the sacrifice is to be performed. Dr.
George A. Bar-ton, who wrote the book Archaeology arid the Bible has
written an article in which he says that arc ology has proven the once
separate existence of the great document JE D, and P. I wro e him a

30 letter in which I said, "Dr. Barton, I was muc interested in yo r
statement. I wonder if you would mind telling me what the proof is?" He
answered, "The pbO9is that we have not found archaeological evidence

4y the existence of the great institution of the P document." Well, what
es he mean by that? What are they? What are the great institutions

35 which we do not find? We have not found the high priests robe.:. We have
not found the breastplate of the high priest. We have not found the
altar of incense. We have not found the things that were in the temple.
These were carried off to Babylon. Later they were brought back and
then they were carried off by the Romans. That is proof?

40 He made a statement showing a strong prejudice. The evidence he
'2 gave was not any evidence at all, but merely a dogmatic statement.

The critics say that as written for the purpose of
K enforcing worship at one place. -crc is a great difficulty--a

difficulty which Orn handles very nicely in his ok. The early critics
45 held this view, and it is very clearly given in t astinç Dir innr-y nf

It says there that the majority of the critics believe that
this book of the law which has been the result of a pious fraud.
perpetuated by the priest with the intention of deceiving Josi,Ah into the
belief that the reforms they desired were expressly commandec by God.

50 That is the theory as the criticism presented it a hundred years ago.
Then the majority of the critics believed this book of the law :o have
been the result of a pious fraud to make the king believe that the
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reforms they desired were the express command of God as revealed to
Moses. That is what Wellhausen believed. I situation , the
founding of the Welihauseri theory, that uteron y was written by the
priests in Jerusalem who were anxiou -to ge all the sacrifice centered

5 there so they Would get all the inc me, and that therefore they wrote
this book pretending that Moses had commanded sacrifice to be only in
one place and then hid the book in the temple and pretended to find it and
brought it out. When Josiah saw t he tore his clothes and said, Great
suffering has come to our _____ we have disobeyed this law." That

10 is the view which the critics originally held. From the historical view, it
is a very simple thing. Deuteronomy takes a step forward, and here is
the reason for .it The priests want n addition to their income, so
they wrote this book to present th s 1 and they put it in the temple.
But later, after people began examin the idea, they said, "That does

15 not seem reasonable. For one thing, you look at the book arid you find
that Josiahs great reforms have comparatively little to do with having
one place of sacrifice, though it do enter in. That is only c ne thing in
it. At these high places there a - all kinds of heathenism, and
there was no proper control over . Some of them may have been

20 places of real worship of God, but many of them had probably fallen into
all kinds of wicked, cv nd immoral practices. The emphasis i not
simply an the removal the high places, but on the fact that

V",

euteronomy urges a greatly improved ethical standard for th nation.
here was a great lifting of the moral and religious tone of ti e nation.

25 t is hard to think that a book with the high ethical standards of
Deuteranomy, a book that gave a very great impetus to better ethical
and religious life, was written by people who were intentionally

A presenting a fraud and pretending that it was written by someone long
before, who hid it in the temple and brought it out and preten ed it was

30' an old book! Although people were not authorities an old book in those
days, as they are today, it is very difficult to see how they Would have
been deceived, when it was just newly written, without it being rather
obvious from the book that it actually was a recent productio t. You
would think that there would have been people who suffered or lost

35 possessions on account of the king's reform, in whose interest it would
have been to have pointed to the book and said, "This is a fraud! This is
no book that came from Moses." So naturally the later tendency among
most of the critics has been to give up this idea c. pious -fraud. Yet
if the pious fraud idea is given up, the historical difficulty

40 greater. /Ihere is another article that describes the finding f this
I' book of the law in the temple as a fortuitous occurrence, and says that

there is no foundation far the suggestion that the priest himelf had
written the book and the story of its finding was a fabrication. It says
that the account is straight forward and natural. It is now generally

45 agreed by the critics that the book may have been written in the day of
Manasseh or in the early part of the reign of Josiah. So now ou have

the book was put in there by the people who wrote .t in order
to pawn it off an the king, so they hid it in order to find it again. Many
of the critics say that it was a definite fraud, "a pious fraud" They

so definitely say that they tried to make it look life an old book and tried
to make the people think it, actually came from Moses and thus they
palmed it off on the king. /This presents tremendous moral di-ff culty. It

/
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is pretty difficult to believe such a thing actually happened.
that did not happen, where did the book come from? And how did into
the temple? And how did these people come to think it was an ld book if
it was just written by someone else and got in there in some a :ci.dental

5 way? That is pretty hard to believe too. And how did the book come to
be written to give these new ideas, as they claim they were, i it was
just written by someone who had no thought of it being palmed Dff on the
king with the pretense that it was an old book? You see there is a great
difficulty either way! The theory is not a satisfactory theory. Its most

10 satisfactory form is to think of it as a pious fraud, but it runs into a
great moral difficulty. It is hard to think that people could thus have
written the book of Deuteronomy, one of the loftiest books ever written,
as most people admit. So now most of the critics try to figure? out how
the Deuteronomic school of writers wrote all this diversity of beautiful

15 material and how they combined and joined it all, and then in some way it
got into the temple. Most of them say it was written just at osiah's
time, though many of them say it was written long before it go in there.
And how did this one chapter get into it that dealt with trying to unify
the worship? Thus they get into problems that are practically impossible

20 problems So the very supple idea that it was put in the temple in order
tkifice in one place, when you work into its

detail, just oes not work out! And I doubt if you will find many critics
today that believe that, but they cannot explain in any satisfactory way
how it got there. The usual attitude of critics today is that this book

25 was written in the northern kingdorand not from the southerr kingdom at
all! They say that all sorts of ths in it ref].ect the ideas f the
northern kingdom. But the northern kingdom had been destroye su<ty
years before the time of Josiah. How did it come to get in the temple
and be discovered if it was never known before, and palmed off on the

30 people as something written by Moses?
7' Student question on the destruction of the alters previously:
7 [unclear) A.A,A: Well, yes, Josiah did it after the book was discovered,
/ but I think Mr. Myers is probably referring to the fact that H¬zekiah had

done the same thing at an earlier time.
35 We should point out the fact that, according to the historical

statements, Hezekiah destroyed the altars nearly one hundred years
before Josiah's time. Of course, they were rebuilt in the time of
Manasseh. When believers were persecuted, new altars were bLilt and
later some came to he used in connection with all kings of wickedness. As

40 soon as there would again be a good king, it would be possible once more
to have the unity that had existed under Hezekiah. The critic try to
say that Hezekiah's reform could not actually have happened, but the
Scripture tells how the same thing had happened under Heekia a hundred
years before when he destroyed the high places. So Josiah's reform was

45 not a new thing, the result of a new book being written. The b ok of
Deuteronomy, and in fact the whole Pentateuch, was known all I hrough.

Now I will conclude with a very quick summary. There are eatures in
the book of which are alleged to show its late date but
there are also many features which fit the early days and hay no

50 relevance at all to the time of Josiah. One instance is the command to,
destroy th Ama1pkites. The Amalekites disappeared hundreds f years
before the time of Josiah. There are also other commands that have
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nothing to do with the time of Josiah. We should also note that there is
no mention of Jerusalem. There is no specific reference to many things
that were well known to everybody at the time of Josiah. The ackground
of the book is the time of Moses.

5 I want to stress the fact that the whole criticism is a theory which
is built up of many guesses and assumptions. They present all these
different strands trying to support it, but every one of them as a
weakness. one of them actually supports the theory, nor d all of
them together. It is one of the most remarkable instances of -figment

10 of the imagination, which is said to all fit together. When you get the
conclusion, it sounds like a grea_eautifL theory, but it all hangs 1
the air. There is no real support for it, and archaeology has ndermined
many of the allegc1supports. It is very important that we realize the
situation. The things which people say about the absurdity of the theory

15 are all true, but I do not think that is the way to deal with people who
believe it. We should try sympathetically to understand what he
arguments are, and I have tried to have you do that in this class.

I am very anxious that you really know what the theory is. There is
no use discussing it unless you know what it is, and that you now the

20 bearing of the different arguments. I have stressed some of he details,
but there are many others of great interest and importance.

You could study Carpenter a great deal more, but if you did so, you
would want to check every one of his statements.

I hope that all of you will read Orr through and study it, sometime in
25 your life. If you do, you will find it very much worthwhile.

End of Pentateuch Class for year 1951-1952, beginning JanLary 29,
1952 and ending May 7, 1952 by Dr. Allan A. MacRae at Faith Theological
Seminary, Elk.ins Park, Pennsylvania.
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Quotes or Pentateuch Lectures by students, etc..

For sheer intellectual adventure and enjoyment I cannot look back
upon any course I took whether in college, theological seminar or in

5 graduate linguistic studies that can compare with The Introduction to
the Pentateuch, taught by Allan A.. MacRae at Faith Theological Seminary
in the mid--1940s.. The impression that the course made on me s poignant
and fresh.. Professor MacRae spent half of the semester building up the
positive case for the partitioning of the Pentateuch according to the

10 tenets of source criticism.. He did so good a job of it that many of us in
the class began to suspect that he was like the painter who paints
himself into the proverbial corner.. Then about halfway through the
semester he began to walk about the edifice that he had so carefully
built and pull at a brick here or kick a beam there until the edifice

15 began to wobble visibly.. But even his demolition --- although cry
thorough - was carried out somewhat wistfully with the desire,
expressed several times, that he had had at least one true he lever in
source criticism with us in class to argue with him and impress on us the
seriousness of the controversy!

20 Robert Longacre. Interpretation and History:
Essays in Honor of Allan A.. MacRae. Christian Life Publishers Singapore,------------------------

Allan had been influenced greatly by Robert Dick Wilson wI- o was
25 careful not to side-step the difficult questions of the Old T stament.

Like Wilson, he took his students on a painstaking review of P ?ntateuchal
criticism and the single authorship of Isaiah.. We spent a month, three
hours a week, on the latter.. We took a whole semester to consider the
development of documentary theories concerning the writings f Moses..

30 Such time--consuming study was not appreciated by many students, but the
professor always insisted that only the truth would prevail, and that
truth would be found in the data of scripture and not in the critics'
theories.

John Sanderson, Interpretation and History:
in Honor of Allan A._MacRae.. Christian Life

Publishers, Singapore., 1986.
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D. The Argument from Style [apparently this arguient was not recorded in 1952, there ore it has been
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Litt, of

1. '-an-4e the argument from style "rhE? that "yç'u
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VIˆ

OL~W books

iieononeoin

Would I13 nec ssarilypovethattV4/

reprint e

_bm#z with a change of one particular feature.,'
- his

would be a far more po tarit argum nt than

10 the first -*"met from divine names t

'critical idea got started, no ne today *PiAJv4,Vrk~;/

adeiled arent

ne4buil-4t would one of many stylistic

points. seet the importance of ment

In relation to the second argument, from continuous narr tive,Th'

/must
be asked if they have a complete document in each of th m. It was

already admitted that E does not start until Genesis 20. It :s not

complete, but they say it is complete from there on. That is, they may

0
/

start at different times and end at different times. Why would you have
/

to have the whole thing covered to have a complete document': For the /
I

area covered you could have two entirely different document and not
/

have them cover the same ground. It seems very strange that they do

completely cover things like that. So the second argument is not as

important as the fourth are there two distinct styles, or three or-

1 /
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four, which would clearly have to have written by different authors?

Regarding the third argument (from parallel passsages), which can be

a significant argument for a distinct document, if you have th same

thing told twice arid told in such a way that the author did no realize it

is the same thing, arid they contradict each other, it would su gest that

it could have come from two different sources. But, it would ot prove

two extensive long documents. It is a great argument for bre king up the

/ argument from parallel passages, but unless you have a long cries
t r

parallels, it would in itself no .'B& if
yoL,ty

here are

three or four styles which are so different t at there is no luestiori

41
AU

that differeeople wrote them,

If you

tt*"
yV7VAyor

~FgWffVnt.

say that there are three or four styles in the text which

are so different Hit- WV auce

the there is no doubt that different people rote them,

then you would have a tremendous arqumen ii m :)re impor-

tant than the previous three. And, if proven, it would be yen difficult

1




to say that of the other three would really stand up as evidence

rim that there were originally distinct documents. So this argument is

tremendously important: the claim that there such differences of style

and viewpoint that there must have been different documents originally,

\ having these differences.

2. There is no solid basis for establishing a style of distinct writers

since no, separate document by the alleged writer has been preserved. I

This is a very important point. Regarding the suggesti n, made by

some, that a comparison between Chaucerian and Modern Engli h is analo-
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qous to the language of the Old Testament, it must be assertd that any

I
such statement is ridiculous. Nobody can simply look at A- section of

Genesis or Exodus and say that they are as different as the English of

Chaucer and the English of today. The language in the text is the same.

distinct dialec:tWo real scholar would maintain tha

-they i4;(110 that there are distinct features of style which

show y' that you are dealing with a different writer.
J1

If you read

through a three hundred page book which I had writen and a three hundred

ct
page book which ha written, th you w uldno e -varia-

it:) tior3of style in sentence types, words and termin'olgy. ri that you

find used many times in

and vice ver find dis .thve

feature of 4c preference for types of sentences types c f language

and particular words. On s say 'This style of housem11 and

the otherL's say: "This of buildirg... There will natur

ally be iversity between thA SPMII`1179"41~~e~~ --- P r at

about the same subject. There is also the fact tha on many

things they would have the same words and usage. There wou d be differ-

cq~ences ~Aa~dsifyiilarities- &.(Icom ared these two boc -.s. you
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he Penta eUC~ "V1,5157" f.

t ou Jo noP oc A en s a ou

hic.i it can be d this is all from P or this is all from J.

ic. documents c
A

is no basis on which to e tablish the eculiari-

I ties of the suggested document//oti mut~'~Jce: cr go throLgh what is

there and try to divide it into sections on the difference of divine

names or parallel passages, etc. Then, having created div.isic rise he't

"I to prove there are distinct styles and then he attempts to divide

10 the rest of the material according +tM*00distinctions. There is

) arguing in a circle v... may separate all-the
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njinthematerial, but you

roLted in

have it- -t.

because

I. there is no solid basis on which it can rest. This is a very important

point regarding the idea that the stylistic differences are s ifficient to

f
3. The alleged criteria are not carried through corssisten ly. This

20 I is a very important points The

average person who has done some study in a liberal school, Ut has not

gone into the theories extensively, as few do any more, migh riot think it

through critically at all. a tudent in a libera school

might have been expected to spend a great deal of time studying the

evidences for P and 3. Today it i Vf~en for granted, aid the

4
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students come out with absolutely no question as to the "facts.." but

actually not knowing much about the details. - -

h/JAIiI'
7t:-L&

ath J '-that Genesis can eied into three longs parallel

documents which are d.ist.inc rid they ss me that. hese

distinct documents displa,2ferent

very strong4 or the whole argument if it cod be prove pi. If we

could separate all th sections that use Elarom all that tse Jehov-

__ Jiwi- ahp hen would Wthat Apr the sections that use Elohim lways

WAlespeak of a maidservant as shiphah., tne other section always

10 speak4 of a maidservant as amm the lo iin section

and femal nd

the Jehovah section ays the man and his wife, Mesh bro4 1%'- -4JT' he

ZIAM R.=%

i¬-ac fml rimlw ut th d1ITSr d--

tvrQ
If we could car. yt throu h consistently it would be a very strong

argument for their theor dany graduates of liberal sch ols am
i,

ur re convinced it that can be carried through

f you were to spend some time with a person who hits done

work in this area but who was beginning to have doubts about .t, and

"f- Agigs e"y~sa l-e~CpnSI e, th

2hicLLment4

_

and -f4 I eievYOU

would have much difficulty in showing that cri eria ar

consistently applie .

04The critics say mr-6~istinct documents with er t styles 7t

Avd when asked for evidence they do not try to prove the if f rent

styles' S*')4wrh!i& verses't which ocument.

5
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maidservant instead of the more common mma s , typical,

and

a typical P expression,A and His wife"

t cal 3 expression and so on They say that this sort of thing is

roof a look at

their divisions and their criteria for theivisio s we find that they

are not consistent. If they could simply take every the4jl

various and put them where they wanted them and then s y that th I7

10 proof%'JAU~.e,~t_n they wou reasoning in a circle. But hey can

r4t because they claim to have each document complete. TheyA

claim to have tories which read intelligently ordero ¬ay

that they nt tal.::e a few words from here and a few from t ere ut

they take full sentences or sizeable portions tht -

There rr+ h y t7 7

r7at1eaL L-1 Y=1 1=1 Mere rt fr+ --iong -r*
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Gen :i2.4 P and 4 to the end of chapter 4 3. It sound
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!J LUI ItI t-!*. £? LI L vv1-r--" I -, II I.. LI LI I .L L / CT Mr LI IIIlI 1 LI I y "

i fr thn1y tJ thit ts of irgu.ç

e4çc¬ 4r such complicated comparisor1of words thai it is very

easy for anyone to get lost. is much easier for (no students
J

to sit in class an he liberal profes e i tinctive

accept

of style show c:l that there are distinct documents,-"s

Qccept ~? words rou to sit here and me tell
you

t -ieir

arguments are wroni than it is for ?nce for

themselves- __I I. fl r ovs are very

10 few people who actually know
m(Adetail surrounding the issue. There

are a few books which take some of these points of style trying to look

at them extensively, but if I half a page of one o those

books and try to make it clear, it would take me twenty minute to do

So you do not get very far with sort of argument, unless you :ake a

great deal of time. But I think it is important to say, that if the evi

dence was clear for distinct documents, it would not take so 1 ng to

prove it The fact that there are

çse

se&maaf~pot~ns..~~'
19

is n a gument against the frr

A
20 heard a

chaplairy
who had come back from World War I, give a lecture

on his experiences of the battlefield where shrapnel and shell were

flying all around, nd all that sort of thing. He said he went ito a

H
hospital and saw men with broken legs, arms, and all that sort f thing.

Then he told how in the end they had a victory celebration with banners

and people marching, and all that sort of thing. every

7
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third sentence he said "all that sort of thing." You would co clude from

his lecture that he had very distinctive feature of style. ut I would
/

not be surprised if ho heard him use that expri ssion forty

or fifty times in that hour used the same expression themselv s at least

once or twice in the days immediately followir f9oui

i-1d-e impressed on their minds, and they would use it sii ply be

cause they had recently heard it repeatedly. I would not be
A t t

surprised if after he had given about thirty 4ic ctures

people o ltL foundis re tition
Ot4,t e1L /

10 tiresome, someo
Asaid

how disapeable it was, 'i bt m4efl'ø?l

an enemy for life. if he was a man .e4 rt mo '- sense, he

may have taken it to heart and never used the phrase again a long as he

lived. You can break yourself of a habit like that It is difficult, but it

can be done. All Ak4awt do much speak1nfall intoAhabits tPt if

we are not careful, and we should be thankful when somebody p

out sy-W can correct it. But you that is a very poor basis for

determining style, because can change it, go to extremes ith it, &2

even stop it altogether, 'nd the fact that on person does it t does

not mean that others d not do it or even more.

20 Any arument of words to prove distinct styles

be with extreme caution if to be valid.Yet, even

taking as the critics try to do, they do not carry Jam through

consistently. They will tell ycr'(ain ii a chapter are

clearly P style becaususefl a c%lcal of F'. Then u

find that in almost every case where they make that state nent

8
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a 3 passage and they will have , footnote

say g that here the redactor has inserted a P word. hat is so iethinq

w4Q.~.P~2_
/t
7




tI 7 L%

de 0-6116a utni-iv._

Drivers Introduction, to the Old Testament was the standard intro--

duction for many years and most of the critics do not actually depart

from it much today. On page 14 he discusses

saying that in the account of the flood the main narrativ is that

of Fj wI'ic.haTs been enlarged by the addition of elements derivd from 3

10 ewrç




id,t complete narrative, though
7k

-
7\

there are omissions and he has a footnote which reads! "3 has Gen 71-5

and 7-10 (in the main)." That S! "in the main" is 3, and verses 7-9

include two or three expressions. Why does he say two or three expres-

sions, when there actually are three.? One of them is "two atwo" one is

"male and female" and one "Elohim." In these three verses whi h he says

and two" which

phrase And i "Elhim" ese rs4rainiy from 3,

That is, the redactor ptt I

WI- d tbA4. 11would reda tor

20
-

_

distinguish tke

documents

There are not many cases where th1 say that- redactor has

changed three hrases in two verses, but there are a great m ty here

they sa*has chadge-i male

9
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and female is a typical P
77~t ~4'

(A~

phrse because it occurs in Gene If~n nd

his wife s a typical 3 phras, sometimes translated male a4f ?MR. le:;ofn the

2/King James Versio,4ecausE?.. e Hebrew the man and his wife C.44

/ mean any air not neces arlh
04

Lman

/ :::

)hanged -
'
1

i'

ve s ap"at., which they to a~ passageOut six ~p

pive

_411 %,A~

kjOI

-u (ic
Professo Alders of the Free University,has quite a disc ssion of

10 Genesis 33 in his book A Short lr,troductior, to the Pentateuch. 1 would

like to give you the main points of his discussion. As he poirtç out,

chapter 33 is ordinarily ascribed to 3, except for its last two or three

verses. Why should they ascribe it to 3? Because in verses 2., and 6

it uses Js word for female slave, rather than Es word for fetrale slave.

But in that chapt r the name Eloh is used eh vh does not occur in it

a~~al1.
V*

to 3 becaus

vlohiiii several tiires the critics y that




Jey

Eloh as been change y the redactor.. These are only two

illustrations of the many that could be given of the way- that the




Mt

20

/
Arm nsi

Every time say a redactor has changed things, they +aken
their argument eul twa. And the~4wril -C..




sa a

redactor changed things are very numerous...e For example ok on the

sources the Pentateuch rightmar J

rumays the name Aaron is typic LI of the P

10
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documentj
does not belong in the 3 document at all. Aaron is

used thirteen times in the 3 doci. ment, according to Brightman in

each case he cuts it out ii says it was inserted by redactor4

t.n r &.eumnt.

t Out ha it d es not

carry ouionsistentlyt sounds strong rbut 1'Té

9

tip

examine thedthtails., .t m ay he redactor chan ed the

44/Mt ___ver t w -"n

2~m10




hey do that tstroy the basis

of that type of argument!

4. The theory does not generally maintain individual writers, but

schools of writers. We have not said much about this, but if ou

tial bo t0n forty years ago, you will find that practically

all of them 31, J2 33 34, P1, P2 P3 P4 and so on.. Today there

are some who say that 3 was a lnt writer of the tim? of David

who was a very brilliant stylist. say that P r presents a
-r-d

priestl school. I do not thin:: anyone holds that P is an

individual
that a priestly school w gathered material and wrc te it up

20 and put it together.. How can there be one distinctive style if there are

lcAAilimany writers involved? There ma.g abe.
a te dency in scho l to

ssiôt?'t'favor certain words and types of expressions Thi does not

destroy the argument, but it significantly weakens it.

5. Regarding J and E there is much disagreement among crit:al schol-

ars. Driver's statement above is perhaps as accepted as any, but most

11.
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will disagree as to the divisions of 3 and E. Pfeifferq who
wrbte

AT,

Introduction to the Old Testament which has largely replaced D iver in

liberal schools, divides S and 3. H4 t."Lrl~ all

of the first part of Genesis duts n'at he calls San J instead

of considering.t the earliest document, he makes it the latest

documental1!j! There is considerable disagreement over the style of 3 and

E.Lck to an earlier time, recall that Eichorn and
others

origin

ally felt that the Elohistic document was one unit in which the style was

uniform, and that the 3 document had a distinct style. Then Htpfeld said

10 that the second Elohist was more like 3 than E Before that i - had been Cw~'11

Elohistic document, but then he divided it up nd said

that the E document is so similar to J that it is often difficu t to

distinguish between the two. On stylistic grounds '4e differeces

between 3 and E are very difficult to separate out.

There is one thing the critics are almost unanimous about and that

is the P document. So we will discuss that next.

5. The divisinø'f P and J-E on which there is great unanimity among

critical scholars.ffhis division is really a division of two tyes of

subject matter. There is very little disagreement on what is F, but as

20 to 3 and E there is great disagreement. P is unanimously thought to

consist of long sections in the beginning and some brief sections in the

cdfilf Genesis.-This unanimity of scholarsWM&seem to be a

serang argument for the critical theory at least for the existence of P

as a separate document. Therefore, it is vital that we notice the fact

that a difference in style is inevitable when you have differe t subject

12
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matter.

I have asked you to learn the four princip literary type of

material in the Pentateuc law, narrative, enumerations and statistics.
4rzM

Much of the law ma rial is simi1arto enumerations and statis ics and

that has a different style hat"

when telling a story.oe if you go through Genesis you will

find that most of the stories are given to either r F

hu&4-th -J or E. The one ou tanding

tance




AL
~1~4

-4
e~in rrghtat sis 1ginn g V,6/'IM

41
10

then
we look at Genesis 1 we can easily ask whether we have a story, a

list, or a tabulation. rPeegUVe Genesis 1 says that God said, et there

be light, and there was light. And God saw what was made and i was good.

and it was evening and morning one day. Then t t± re d. erent

things are made there is a tabulation: rc God 0

God saw that it was
*77

LM 1 &C6.~




"

every tim bu several time 3 there evening and the -e was

morning.a certainday .b&Lumeration is repeated

through six days. eftld-.rwo rhe~+As th the distinctive repetitive

style of P; it is mongtonou , statistical, and enumerative )in pRtrast to
4LM4i __ I

20 the style of 3. is it [h S say - dzdae-6L J istinc-

tive style of P, and that there is no question about it being distinct

writing.
p

of the
materAhas

a distinctive subject matter,-7F T Ii

rather than a distinctive style. The subject matter calls for a differ

ent type of style. A different style is natural for a differen subject.

13
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IF




uthergreat address to the German nobi1ity, in which he pointed out

how much German money wa going to Rome showing the economic oppres

sion of Germany by Rome. Luther al.c wrote that same year ¬

captivity of the church 4¬1-11%? showed how the influence

of the Roman curate was destroying the ability of the German church to

show people how to be saved, and how from te knowledge
-

of salvation ut,b tb seven sacrament These two fiery polemic arti

des, which Luther wrote in that year, immediately be s en Qja very

similar in style. We would have no question about whether Ma tin Luther

10 wrote both of them. in that very same year he also wrot an essay

on Christian Liberty?in which he winsomely showche p'-ivilege

the Christian haAs A~E' tiberty from the feary of punisment and

0*1
guilt which-ue to him through the grace of Christ. As loott read this

beautiful presentation of the freedom and rights of the Chris ian

¬-e style is utterly different from the fiery polemic style of

the other two essa wrote in that very same year. He as dealing

with different subjecth do not know whether you have hear of Ray

Stannard Baker who was a well knpoliti and economics iiterqbout

thirty years ago He-'-'d the letters and state papers of oodrow

20 Wilson. At the same time that he was being widely received as a writer

on politics and economics thr '' a series of books pUblished,,which

Waae said to be authored by David Grayson. One was called Th Friendly

Road and another was called Adventures in Cor,tentier,t. These ooks

were about interesting experiences ih t4 as he raveled

arounis country. Therwer fur books were

14
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very different in . and style &Ray Stannard Bakers writings

Was discovered that David Grayson and Ray Stannard Baker

were the same man Baker, who wrote political and economic tr atises

also enjoyed this other sort of private life and wrote books about it
I

widead ct the person who liked one side of his

all Some read rs

be interested in
bothj

but many were amazed to think that the same

author wrote both types of literature. He was dealing with different

material, and the style would naturally be differen About twenty

10 five years ago a new Remington typewriter. When I went o the

Remington office in Wilmington I told them that I would liken new
t*

typewriter have some special signs on the keyboard They

______said that any hy a
matrixAa1read?finad-

was ava.lable at

no extra charge when you purchase a typewriter. So I arrangei for kol%s 81

standard keyboard except for the places for tr marks her

woad
marks for F abylonian translitera L4 in1 Everything as satis-

fact r except for one matrik They said ten dollars.

-I .äLJ ti-i -,14441sd71r

14




body se had tt-.i- h-&c

4zicv .M2b
/rr he said he would write to the f-ctory in

20 Buffalo Afterwards I 4:wl~ato

received a very nice letter o tellin me how sorry the were

about not having it and re ?Rd oe for
AN4 Lipten dollars. When I returned to the store the ceived

A
lettefrom the actory about my requestPon= Jt was from the same man

who had writtenW letter,üte was not writing to a custom

W
15
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a fellow employee, and he said"Why don't you tell this fellow that all

the matrixes we have are in the book? Hurry up and get the sale fin

ished get it over with." The style of the two letters was utterly

different)even though the same man wrote them both.

So where there is a difference of purpose there can be a difference
sMr wJ4lzth ______in the of writing The style of DeuteronomyAth




Oatis different from the alleged style of J there is no question f that. 77-e

f P. i ' r"rEW~t cu* 13 &te material

they give to 3 tells about Abraham and what he did. It is narrative.

10 911 Deuteronomy Moses is addressing the people shortly before his death)

rd exhorting them to obey the law and to follow 'od who ha cone such

wonderful things for them. It- y' uhi is filled with exhorta

tions and pleas to follow the Lord followed by declarations of the misery

that will come if they turn away from Him. All that has a very distinc
JY- has

tive stylehe style of Deuteronomy. t i w a distinctiv4 occasioriJ

.w1442 pour/'t his soul to the people in his farewell addre ;s. You

would not expect him to do that when he is writing about the marriage of

Rebecca and I aac or:he departure of Jose h from home. i a di èr

ent subjec& different purpose nt. u .a I

20 different purpose and subject and style does not necessarily mean a

different author. When you are dealing with a different subJec t.1 you will

use a different style.

If you write a list of specifications for the building of something of

a technical nature, your style is bound to be different than if you are

telling a story or giving an exhortation. The style of F is

1
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different farm the other bestyle cause 46~ purpas is eriumer-

atiori., statistics, lists, genealogies, and details of the laws which are

not given as exhortation for the people but

t diiø
regulation3 the

pr.iesthooc1Ai ap1ying the law$and carrying out the

work of the tabernacle. So P has a style that is distinctive ram J-E,

but it is distinctive because it is a different sort of mater'. l with a

different purpose., and the same is true of D as well, Dil is a tremen

dously important

To say there is no differ nce in style between what they i to P

&si't wetPIJf ls
10 and what they to J-E absurd. But to say-1-hat the difi erence in

style is such that it necessarily implies a different writer* Tt trcr

especially when recognize that different Subjects very

same-author.--

It is important t 'M understand the various stages of the

critical theory of the development of the Pentateuc and
~1~ 449K

to be able to describe what happened in each one of them. According to

the theory as held today, by practically all the scholars who ccept the

critical theories at all, the 3 document was the -first documen written.

4st of them would hold 1-1-4- about the time of Jeh shaa
tj

14 /11

20 ®hat it was written,ome today are becaminmore conservati e utting

it back as far as David's time. In fact, I heard one great scho ar say
If
how interesting it would be if you could whether the write r of the 3

document at the time of David, who was a brilliant writer, was ersonally

acquainted with the man who wrote the court history of David. He

believes the two writers, two of the greatest in history, livec at the

17
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same time. 'Btrt4t critics would differ from him by putting i: later., but

practically all would say that it is the earliest documentØ

Their theory is that this 3 document was written arid circ dated as a

complete unit -- ' iiLfed in 1h

tome instead of speaking of 3 and E as standing for Jehovah

and Elohimq think of th s*ng for Judah and Ephraimq tFe southern
TT 44

and northern kingdoms. d ,ehat the E document wa written in

the northern kingdom, parallel t same-material Co ered in

the 3 documenfrom the viewpoint of the northern kingdom,T/7

10 the places where the E document speaks of placesin The north

ern kingdom, (the proof that it comes from the northern kingdom, in

telling wha h ppened up in the northern kingdom. Then they c me to

places where it tells what happenedAin the southern kingdom ar d they say#tif

notice the marvelous power and breadth of feeling of the writ r of the E

document in the northern kingdom, also tells of even that took place

in the area that later became the southern kingdom. But the documen

they holdas written a little after the 3 document, anre two circu

lated separately Then they say a redactor combined the two into

one, ..J so have a work called J-E. That_imp keg i the term

20 they give a document combin the two, includin both of them

almost completely, &&"-then circulated. TItl e time of

Josiasomebody wrote a document to urge people to centralize the

worship at Jerusalem, and this document, which they call

onomyq included most of Deuteronomy and a small amount of additional

Then Hmaterial. -Az1 Then ti-e! a redactor combined D with 3 they

18
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call hiii the redactor of JED., and so this JED *Awp" was combined and

circulated. Maybe this combination took, place during the cxii or at the

early part of it. But then probably during the exile, a wholeschool of

writers connected with the priesthood, wrote a document to g: orify the

4-4
priesthood and exalt importance. This they call the P d cument,

the Priestly document. fth Ihis document gave a complete his :ory which

paralleled the others to a very large tent.9 this P docume
46

P. J nO

ft_- it circulated for a
t1Jflpas

L mb ith JED by anothi r redactor,

the redactor of 3 P, who th uith ___

it:) made the Pentateuch as we have it.

Those are the stages which are held by practically all th critics.

m of them would also say that 3 was made up of J1, 32, 33,

and 34 and that there were various redactors who combined th and

they do the same with E and P. Some would say that is not true of 3E

but only of P.. But they all have, as you see, quite a series f redac-

AW VIRWI
tors he essence of f is that they were

complete and distinct documents which circulated independentl before

being combined. They were not merely supplementation. Most -hold

that E was written in Ephraim, the northern kingdom, not in 3udh at all,

20 but in the northern kingdom a century or so later.

To repeat and E were combined by a redactor, and then he com

bined JE circulated independently, for a long time, but after a other

document D was written, and circulated independently, then a r dactor

combined it with 3E. There was a whole series of redactors, ai d then

eventually a redactor combined F with JED. Nearly all of them old there

19
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were several divisions of P which were combined over a period of time by

arious redactors, but eventually you have P complete and you have JED
A t

complete, and then the two were combined together.7he docitmnt

llogcci1y was written by H.ilkiah the Priest in the time of Josi h and

hidden in the temple at it ould be found, but that theory has

largely been given up these days. They hold that it was written sometime

in the previous century by someone else. Many of them believe

or that Hilkiah was lying when he said this was an old document;

they think he was deceived about the matter, but that it.
wao)l

sometime

10 within that century. There is also considerable discussion as to whether

it was written in the northern or southern kingdom. Lately, they tend to

think it was in the northern kingdom. That does not matter much, because

the main phases of the theor-ieswertrw4i~,~abSOILttely nece sar,9f it

is to b
VI.- I
ndeZo24.
thecharacteristic features of each of these doCUME?nts,"rVV

Driver's Introduction to the Literature of the Did Testament spends

several pages describing i4 n the

words which are used frequentlycauseh
AAk are the basis f the

*Uj
I TIP

critical arguments by which they distinguish whether a verse i from 3 or

20 from E, etc. I will read you a couple of words to show you the way they

deal with it. Driver says that4J, if he dwells less than E on concrete

particulars, exc4s in the power of delineating life and charac er is

touch is singularly light, with a few strokes he paints the scene, which

before he has finished, has been impressed indelibly upon his readers"

memory. In ease and grace, his narratives are unsurpassed. Everything

20
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is told with precisely the amount of detail th t is required He goes on t'

S ct tell more about the characteristics of J The standpoint of E, on
* 1ZSt
the other

hand1s
prophetical, though this is not brought so prominently

forward as in 3. In general., the narrative is more objective., Less

consciously tinged by ethical and theological reflection than hat of 3.

Though he mentions the local sanctuaries, and alludes to the ilars

without offence, he lends promise to no unspiritual servic The

putting away of strange gods is noted by him with manifest approval.

Abraham is styled by him as a prophets He as

IL
1<:) peculiarityJ, that his representations of the deity are highly

anthropomorphic (that is., he represents God in the form of a man).

refers to God as coming down 411
Lingir H.1-.7 't7

111J._ Moses., taking off the chariot wheels of the Egyptians, being

grieved, repentant, angry, and so on. He use anthropomorphic terms

about God.
k1taYyeis

more anthropopathic than anthropamo phic. In

other words, E does not so often speak of God as speaking to omebody,

he will have Him give them a message in a dream.
t/
E will speak f God

be'n rieved, but is not apt to speak of God as coming down o meeting

___
rheyc P. the Priestly narrative, they sayêpresents God as less

20 anthropomorphic than 3 or E. No angels or dreams are mention d;

He speaks of God as appearing to men and going up from men at important

moments of their history, but he gives no further description f His

appearance. Usually, the revelation of God to men is only in the form of

simply speaking to them. I: goes on for two or tree pages te ling the

characteristics of the views of each of y style of
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I t(F' is strongly marked h JE and especially 3 is "free-flowing and

picturesque. F' is stereotyped measured, and prosaic. The narrative

'flows like a steady stream and is articulated systematic. ally, the

beginning and closing enumerations are regularly marked by stated

formulas As was mentioned yesterday, P is the enumeration, genealogies,

and statistics. Thoes on
tellft

how dry and repetitious the

style of P is compared with the interesting style of 3. He does not

discuss D so much here because it largely deals with a differ nt boo,

the book of Deuteronomy. D, as you all know, is the 'hortatory book,
42-

Ten Comma

ndmen9n
chap which

A *A

they call the book of the covenant, ends w4th a section exhor ing people
f257/

to obey these laws/1n D you have the exhbrtation to obey th law with

long flowing oratorical sentences. P you have the law given in

great detail, which is important for the Priest as he administers the law,

as well as for the judges. So they all contain :laws, but the great bulk

of the law is F' and the next largest amount is D. These are t e back-'

ground matters that are tremendously witn

L1

20 Student: Would you please say something regarding the origin of the

name Jehovah, because one day in class we were discussing that passage

and you said that that was not the origin of the name Jehovah at all, but

the origin was in the Tetragrammaton.

AAM: The name Jehovah is the Tetragrammaton. Tetragram is a Greet::

word 4-4 four letterA *Ref this case the four letter represent

22
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the name of God. Sometimese the tetragrai 'using

9 the name of Godo~(.Iiscuss the name * a technical vrv. ow th4ei*

'ir

Cal! 0OW

0letters
were pronounced in ancient time -oneS4




know'.d.,w .Lti1

origin ofZL -one know9' I not discus-isALAIt-0

where the name came from
j

I would simply sayr God revealed this name

that is its origin. The critics have various theories as to wi crc it came

from but there is none on which they agree 46ac-i-s- here is t no

4.,?
evidence on which to build a theory of .c origiri1. r that

discussion I did not mean the origin of the name but't he alleged

10 parallel regarding the origin of the name. Thecla.im that
/

;4rLeA '4/
"Then began men to call upon the name of JehovaI- at .J that

is when they started to use the name the time of Seth and Enoch

Then they say that;!~~ God said to Moses, ?hovah t ie God of

your fathers,is telling you to go to them,at is when the name

41
began being used. Then they say that P says that Moses says, what

should I tell them is your name?>nen He said!tMy name i Jehovah.

I was known to your fathers as El Shaddai but by my name Jehc vah I was

not known' We ha isussed these various theories the spe :ifice/P
jt:3 !~events and the relation between them.

20 There are two distinct things which are very importantn of them
(

is to know how the critical theory developed through its various stages.

The other is to know what the present theory is accordinq to thich the

Pentateuch came into existence through certain stages.___----

I want to stress again the fifth point the division of ai d JE on

which there is great unanimity among scholars, is really a divi jion of two

23
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types of subject matter. want to stress that, because th t is where

we find unanimity/n the distinction between P and the res rhe prin

cip idea is narrative goes to JE lists go to P and it is n :)t difficult cult

to make a division along that line. This has been discussed b many

critics. They have come up with an arrangem
69

on "ch they agree

about what belongs to P. But between

and E both of which are narratsAus g different names of (od there

is great disagreement on the details of that division.

+ h aio

10 of the book of Deuteronomy s

exhortation. Exhortation is very easy to recognize. Naturally,I4

(t style is very different explanation or narra-

tion. 4---qt?±Leasy to p1c: ouL iiy +f

7. Actual distinction of various styles within a document i extremely

difficult. Ho d - you get a certain style? You are not born with a style

different fybody else. You develop your manner of sp aking from

hearing you parentand imitating them. s you get older you associate

20 with people and you imitate them and as an individual you select certain

things to imitate and ignore others. You may even develop your own

originality, although there is comparatively little of that. Most of what

you do is imitation. Therefore, iLLe style for an individual is a

very rare thing. We hear many things, and our styles consist c f them.

So, our styles are always in a state of fluxv you take two books

24
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written by different people you can go through them and ascertain

distinct styles. You need a definite basis to see what the st le are

rlr red style is a

mE<ture of all the different influences that have come upon a Derson.

Consequently, to seiect4tt of a document distinc styles

without having a definite pattern as to what these styles are is very,

very difficult. - 'r1áh it 1041, 6y P461 Owaaew~-M you do

In Germany about one hundred and fifty years ago there w s a large

10 critical movement that believed styles could be separated out this way.

They did not just do it with the Bible, but they did it with many other

books. It is very interesting the way that it was done with the writing

of the German poet, Goethe. You have all heard of him he was one of

the great geniuses of literature. His most famous work, aL St

Pthas been translated into many languagesç is a long epic poem1w
iich has

had tremendous influence on many literary and philosophical le ders in

Germany and throughout the world. His work has been studied ~nd dis

cussed at great length People were studying and anal-) zing his

style. There was a great German scholar in the field of style analysis,

20 flI who wrote a book an the style of Goethes Faust.,




ok

more or less all his life, sections Shortly before

his deat issued the complete book of Faus

~1041




, a&4 blow said it is very

interestinin 404w Prologue, the effect of the dif erent

parts of Goethe's life. He said that lines reflect the exuberance

25
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Of youth and the optimism of a man witthe world before him, End there

fore this section was written when Goethe was a young man. hen he said

lines 44Lthe tiredness and disillusionment of old age., and

therefore this part was written towards the end of his life. .

divided up Goethe's Faust into various parts on the all ?qed

differences of style.

Later MJ*L dLr uh Goethe had

rF 1 b_ary ¬hr r

now""




r-l,,uL

10

was soon accepted by all the*Aa I was a

version of the Prologue that Goethe wrote when he was

and it proved that though other parts of ft-were worked over

throughout his life, he wrote the Prologue practically in its final form

t*VP1 :'i frc W4h
when he was Those sections that r liad said

showed the of his old age'isilus n ere found to I ave been

6) __written much earliei in final formX ljhis is a gooc

iflustratillnth'1'is easy to suppose one can separate various styles

and various authors when actually it is a very difficult thin to do

20 i f1 t . l is very difficult to
M

separate styles, as the critics claim to be able to with the Bible 40wal.

hey qiz4to do mr hundred years ago most books.

Today this method of approach is practically given up on ever 'thing

except the Bible.
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